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ABSTRACT 
In the past, considerable effort has been spent on the development of techniques 
for increasing precipitation from a given cloud formation. However, little attention 
has been given to identifying and evaluating the impacts of cloud seeding activities on 
the aquatic ecosystems- within the affected areas. The objective of this study was to 
apply the simulation technique to predict the impacts of cloud seeding on the aquatic 
ecosystem within the area subject to weather modification. 
A small mountain watershed near Logan, Utah, was selected for the study. 
Measurements were made of the significant parameter levels under current 
conditions. A hydrologic and water temperature model was calibrated to the 
watershed to predict the change in water temperature and stream velocities from 
arbitrary increases in the snowpack. The predicted water velocities and temperatures 
were used to link the hydrologic system to the aquatic ecosystem which consisted of 
primary production, invertebrate, and fish communities. 
The study was conducted over a very short time base, and thus cannot be 
regarded as being absolutely conclusive, but the results do indicate trends which 
might be expected if various decreases of water temperature and increases in stream 
velocity were to occur. 
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,CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
General 
Technological advances of the past century 
have enabled man to perform many activities over a 
short time span to raise the standard of living and 
increase convenience. In recent years a significant 
concern has been expressed for the impacts of these 
activities on the natural system. Although the 
planet earth exists today in a form resulting from 
the combination of external and internal forces 
experienced throughout its history, current philos-
ophies would retain the planet in a state minimaJIy 
effected by human activity. 
If the impacts of human activity are to be 
minimized, methods should be devised to predict 
these impacts before they become significant. The 
scope of this study deals with a technique to predict 
the impacts of one human activity on a segment of 
the natural system. Decomposition of the natural 
system into segments or subsystems simplifies the 
definition of the problem and the problem solution. 
The application of techniques to understand 
or simulate the behavior of a natural system 
requires an understanding of the system com-
ponents and processes. The modeling technique 
was proposed for the study because it has been 
proven successful in predicting natural system 
behavior. 
During the past decade, interest in developing 
increased water supplies has spurred numerous 
large-scale research efforts to evaluate and improve 
current methodology. One approach which has 
received considerable attention, especially in the 
Intermountain West, is cold cloud weather 
modification. However, the effects of such practices 
on mountain stream ecosystems are still relatively 
unknown. 
An integrated research project funded by the 
Office of Water Research and Technology, U.S. 
Department of the Interior, was initiated at Utah 
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State University in July 1973. The major goal of the 
project was to develop a technique for predicting 
the response of aquatic ecosystems to weather 
modification practices. An interdisciplinary team 
of biologists and engineers cooperated in the 
coJIection and analysis of data relating to the 
primary producer, invertebrate, fish, and physical 
components of a small mountain ecosystem located' 
near Logan, Utah. 
Simulation models were applied to predict the 
effects on the aquatic system of the increased flows 
and cooler water temperatures expected to result 
from weather modification practices. 
Objectives 
The general objective of this research was to 
study the possible effects of weather modification 
practices upon (1) the hydrologic system, and (2) 
some of the aquatic components of the total 
ecosystem of a mountain watershed. The specific 
objectives included data collection concerning the 
hydrologic and aquatic systems to define the 
present system and to predict system responses to 
weather modification. 
The original proposal included steps for 
collecting data, adapting a model to the study area, 
and applying the model to predict system responses 
to change. However, during the course of the study 
the model proved to be unapplicable to our system 
of interest so the procedures of study were modified 
to include: (1) Defining the system components and 
processes, (2) collecting data of the current system 
processes and component levels, (3) building 
models where necessary of the processes and 
components, (4) adapting models to the system of 
interest, and (5) applying the models to predict 
system responses to hydrologic changes. Because 
model building was not originally proposed as part 
of the study, the chapters dealing with program-
ming and verification of the models are included in 
the appendix. 

. CHAPTER II 
SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 
Location 
The small mountain stream ecosystem chosen 
for the study is Spawn Creek in northern Utah. A 
tributary to Temple Fork and the Logan River, 
Spawn Creek is located approximately 24 km (15 
mi) northeast of Logan, Utah, in the Wasatch 
National Forest on Sections 25, 26, 35, and 36; 
T13N; R3E; and Sections 19, 20, 21, 28, 29, and 
30; T13N, R4E (Salt Lake Meridian). 
Physical Characteristics 
The Spawn Creek watershed (Figure 2.1) has 
total catchment area of 1381.8 ha (3412 acres) and 
an average elevation of 2314 m (7591 ft), ranging 
from 1814 to 2749 m (5950 to 9018 ft). Average 
slope of the watershed was determined to be about 
20 percent (11° 19), based on the method of 
Wentworth (1930), and has a general WSW aspect. 
Although a significant amount of limestone 
outcropping is present on the upper portions of the 
watershed, the majority of the lower area is 
underlaid by earth material belonging to the 
Wasatch Conglomerate. This material was formed 
during the Eocene geologic period and contains 
numerous rocks ranging up to boulder size. 
The watershed drainage system consists of a 
single well-defined main channel, two very small 
spring inflows, and several side branches furnish-
ing only intermittent flows. The main channel has a 
spring origin, flowing within the study area, a total 
distance of 3772 m (12,375 ft) with an average 
width of2.14 m (7.03 ft). A number of small seeps 
drain into the stream, occurring most extensively 
on the upper channel reaches. 
Average annual discharge from the watershed 
approximates 0.28 cubic meters per second (10 
cfs). Maximum flow normally occurs during the 
snowmelt period of May and June, but varies with 
climatic conditions. Upon completion of snowmelt, 
the stream drops to a low level and remains low 
through the remainder of the year. High intensity 
summer and fall thunder showers may increase 
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discharge for short time periods but normally have 
only minor effects. 
Climate 
The Spawn Creek watershed experiences 
climatic variation typical of the Intermountain 
West. Nearly all precipitation falls as snow during 
the winter months, often exceeding 2 meters in 
depth. Summers are normally dry with occasional 
thunderstorms. 
Complete precipitation records were not 
available for the area prior to this study, but 
records from surrounding localities and current 
measurements indicate total annual precipitation 
ranges from 64 to 102 cm (25 to 40 in) from the 
lower to upper reaches. Air temperatures on the 
watershed vary over a considerable range, values 
from -26° to 32°C (-15° to 90°F) not being unusual. 
Vegetation 
Vegetation on the watershed consists of an 
Engelmann spruce (Picea englemanni) and sub-
alpine fir (Abies lasiocarpa) climax forest on the 
higher elevation and sagebrush (Artemisia sp.) -
grass community on lower areas. Bands of quaking 
aspen (Populus tremuloides) an occasional Douglas 
fir (Psuedotsuga menziesii) , and several shrub 
species comprise the majority of other vegetation 
on the watershed. 
Water chemistry 
Since Spawn Creek drains an area which is 
highly calcareous, it is a relatively hard water 
stream, the annual, mean total hardness being 204 
mg/l as calcium carbonate (Ca CO:J. It possesses 
high alkalinity also (199 mg/l as Ca CO:J and is 
thus well buffered against changes in ion activity 
(pH). Waters from Spawn Creek are high in 
inorganic nitrogen (244 mg/l-N, annual mean), but 
relatively low in phosphorus. Orthophosphate 
phosphorus is present in Spawn Creek at an annual 
mean concentration of 7.23 ",gil. Phosphorus 
appears to be the limiting element in regard to 
algal production in Spawn Creek. 
Periphyton 
In smal1 mountain watersheds characteristic 
of the State of Utah, turbulent mountain streams 
are common. Flow rates generally exceed SO 
cmlsec and the stream bottom is firm and rocky. 
Primary producers typically consist of diatoms and 
gelatinous green and blue-green algae forming an 
"Aufwuchs" community on rocks surfaces. The 
term Aufwuchs loosely describes a slimy film or 
coating over the rocks composed of bacteria, fungi, 
and invertebrate life as wel1 as algae. Periphyton, 
as it is termed here, is the algal fraction of the 
Aufwuchs community. 
The waters of Spawn Creek support a diverse 
algal flora. While diatoms comprise the bulk of the 
standing crop, green, blue-green, golden-brown, 
and red algae are also present. 
N , 
o 
SCALE 
Invertebrates 
The invertebrate community is largely com-
posed of detritivores, a few grazers, and a 
complement of predators. The dominant taxa in 
numbers are Baetis and Ephernerella (Ephernerop-
tera) and Planarridae '(Tricladia). 
Fish 
The indigenous fishes are the cutthroat trout 
(Sa/rno clarki), the rainbow trout (Salrno 
gairdnerij., the brown trout '(Salrno trutta), and the 
brook trout (Salvelinus fentimalis). The brown and 
brook trout popUlations respectively occupy the 
lower and the upper reaches of the stream as is 
typical in many intermountain rivers (Miller, 
1966). The cutthroat trout population is found in 
all reaches of the stream. The brown and cutthroat 
trout popUlations have migratory components; the 
brook trout popUlation does not. The rainbow 
trout population consists of a few migrants and is 
not reproductively sustained within the stream. 
FIgure 2.1. Location map for the Spawn Creek watenheclln northern Utah. 
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,CHAPTER III 
,CONCEPTUAL DEFINITION 
General 
The conceptual definition can be compared to 
assembly of a jigsaw puzzle. The components of the 
system are related through the system processes. 
The correct processes must be assigned to linking 
each of the system components for the system to 
function properly. The process of infiltration links 
surface water to the soil moisture storage. It would 
be completely improper to attempt to link rainfall 
to surface water through the process of infiltration. 
The same rationale applies to the aquatic system; 
system components must be linked by the proper 
system processes. Conceptual definition includes 
the proper arranging of significant system compon-
ents and processes to obtain a workable definition 
of the system. If the pieces are not in their proper 
places, the picture will not be clear. 
Hydrologic System 
Development concepts 
The continuity equation and the hydrologic 
cycle provide the basic concepts for developing the 
hydrologic model. System processes transfer water 
between storage components. Water can be 
transferred to and from the system but can be 
neither created nor destroyed within the system. 
The system processes and storage locations are 
represented by Figure 3.1. Transfer of water 
between storage locations must conform to the 
continuity equation: 
1- 0 = llS ................ (3.1) 
in which 
I = inflow from precipitation, channel 
flow, and ungaged inflow 
o = outflow from the system through 
evapotranspiration, channel flow, 
and ungaged (ground and surface 
water) outflow 
AS = change in storage 
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The continuity equation is actually an accounting 
of the movement and distribution of a given mass 
of water for a specified time period. The use of this 
equation to maintain an accounting of water 
movement results in a hydrologic balance of the 
system. 
The various mathematical expressions which 
route water through and between the various 
storage components contain coefficients or param-
eters which can be adjusted for application of the 
model to specific subwatersheds of the system. It 
should be noted that increasing the number of 
parameters also increases model precision and 
complexity. Upon the appropriate choices of 
parameters and their values, the model can be 
expected to predict the dynamics of the system with 
the desired amount of spatial and temporal 
resolution. 
Processes and storage 
components 
The basic processes and components have 
been described in previous model applications at 
the Utah Water Research Laboratory (Chambers, 
1973; Hill et aI., 1972; and Riley, 1966). These 
system segments include precipitation, air temper-
ature, infiltration, interception storage, snow 
storage, detention storage, soil moisture storage, 
evapotranspiration, percolation, interflow, ground-
water storage and surface outflow. Processes and 
components receiving special consideration in this 
study were channel storage, snow storage, overland 
flow, evapotranspiration, and baseflo'.1 and 
leakage. 
Channel storage. A certain percentage of the 
rain from each storm falls on or near the stream 
itself and moves immediately into channel storage; 
that is; 
Cp = Prkc + Cp' .............. (3.2) 
Channel 
Inflow 
Ir 
CHANNEL 
STORAGE 
Channel 
Flow 
,. 
\ - ATMOSPHERIC / 
\ MOISTURE / 
Evaporation 
DETENTION 
STORAGE 
Rain 
Overland 
Flow 
I, 
\ 
, 
Evaporation 
INTERCEPTION 
STORAGE 
Snow 
Through fall 
-
-
Snowmelt 
Evaporation 
Infiltration 
, . 
RUNOFF 
SOIL MOISTURE 
STORAGE 
Percolation 
In ferfl ow 
• 
/ 
Figure 3.1. Schematic flow dlagram of the hydrologic system. 
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GROUNDWATER 
STORAGE 
Baseflow 
I' 
in which 
Cp = channel storage 
kc = fraction of precipitation entering 
channel storage 
Cp ' channel storage from previous day 
The actual contribution of channel storage to total 
runoff is determined by: 
-k 
Rc = Cp (1 - e s) .............. (3.3) 
in which 
Rc = runoff resulting from channel storage 
ks = decay constant, varied during cali-
bration 
Snow storage. The accumulation and ablation 
of snow on a mountain watershed is a difficult 
hydrologic process to simulate because of the 
complexity of the heat transfer and energy-input 
relationships, and the frequent lack of adequate 
climatological and physical data. 
Most snow accumulation and melt modeling 
uses an empirical relationship or a combination 
energy balance-aerodynamic method of determin-
ing heat gained by the snowpack. Although more 
soundly based from a physical aspect, the data 
requirements for the combination method pre-
cluded its use in the present study. The model used 
was based on work by Eggleston et al. (1971), using 
a degree-day approach which yields reliable 
predictions from only air temperature and precipi-
tation data. 
The actual amount of snow melted each day is 
dependent upon snowpack temperature, albedo, 
precipitation form, and air temperature. The 
temperature of the snowpack (T p) is given as: 
T p = 0.1 T a2 + 0.3T al + 0.6T a ..... (3.4) 
where T a2 is the average air temperature two days 
prior to simulation and Tat is the average air 
temperature the day before the simulation is 
initiated. 
The albedo of the snowpack surface (A) is 
calculated each day as follows: 
A = 0.40 (1 + e-O•2 t) .............. (3.5) 
in which t is the age of the snow surface in days. It 
should be noted that the albedo equals 0.80 for 
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newly-fallen snow and approaches 0.40 for very old 
snow and snow surfaces upon which rain falls. 
The daHy amount of snowmelt (Sm) is 
determined by Equation 3.6: 
Pr Sm = kmR/Tp - Tm) (1- A) + Ta - 32)- .. (3.6) 
144 
where the undefined terms are: 
km = snowmelt rate, varied during cali-
bration 
Rr = monthly radiation index for the 
watershed, calculated as described 
by Lee (1963) 
T m = temperature at which melt com-
mences, determined during the 
calibration procedure. 
All melted snow becomes freewater in the 
snowpack, along with any residual freewater and 
rain. Upon satisfaction of the water holding 
capacity of the snowpack, which is assumed to be 
equal to 5 percent of the amount of snow in 
storage, the excess freewater is eligible for entrance 
to the soil surface as snowmelt runoff. Freewater 
remaining after snowmelt runoff is refrozen or 
retained as residual freewater for the following day 
depending on the snowpack temperature. The 
amount of residual freewater available for the next 
day is controlled by kf' the snowpack freewater 
decay constant. 
The model assumes a constant melt at the 
snow-ground interface due to the release of heat 
from within the earth. This amount (Sg) , which 
becomes part of the residual surface water is often 
sufficient to maintain stream flows through the 
winter months (Anderson and Crawford, 1964). 
Detention storage and overland flows. Water 
which is not able to infiltrate into the soil is 
considered as detention or land surface storage. A 
portion of this water flows over impervious areas 
and eventually reaches the stream channel. This 
portion, termed overland flow (Ro)' is expressed as 
follows: 
Ro = Ma (1 - e-ks) ............... (3.7) 
in which 
Ma = moisture remaining on soil surface 
after infiltration, or detention 
storage 
decay constant, adjusted during 
calibration 
Of course, overland flow does not occur unless the 
infiltration capacity of the soil is exceeded. 
Evapotranspiration. As with the snowmelt 
process, evapotranspiration from a watershed is a 
difficult hydrologic process to describe. Because of 
data limitations, earlier versions of the model 
utilized extrapolated pan evaporation data and/or 
an air temperature index to estimate potential 
evapotranspiration (Chambers, 1973). Since pan 
evaporation data were not available for the 
watershed and a more rational index than only air 
temperature was desired in this study, a modifica-
tion of the lensen-Raise approximate energy 
balance method (lensen et al., 1970) was developed 
and used to estimate potential evapotranspiration 
(ET p) in equivalent inches of evaporation as 
follows: 
where the undefined terms are: 
Tc = lensen-Haise air temperature co-
efficient 
T x = lensen-Haise temperature intercept 
with elevation correction 
Rm = average monthly solar radiation on 
the watershed in langleys per day 
ke = an adjustable coefficient for radia-
tion 
The ET P requirement is satisfied from the 
interception, snowmelt, and soil moisture storage 
components in that order, depleting them if 
demand is sufficiently high. The actual evapo-
transpiration will equal ET p after interception and 
snow storage depletion only if the soil moisture 
storage (Ms) exceeds the critical moisture level 
(Msc). When Ms is less than Msc ' the remaining 
ET p requirement is reduced by the ratio of Ms to 
Msc· 
Ms 
ET= [ETp - (Pr- Pg)- Sm] - ....... (3.9) Msc 
DueOow and leakage. Water is lost from the 
groundwater storage component by the processes of 
baseflow and leakage. The baseflow process, which 
normally sustains streamflow during periods of 
insufficient precipitation, is accomplished as 
follows: 
in which 
8 
contribution to total runoff by base-
flow 
Gs amount of moisture in groundwater 
storage 
kb decay constant for baseflow 
The leakage process is utilized in the model to 
account for water lost from the watershed through 
fissures, pervious strata, and other geological 
uncertainties; and is taken as a fraction of the 
baseflow. The level of groundwater storage must 
exceed an adjustable lower limit before leakage is 
allowed to proceed, while the amount of ground-
water storage available for leakage (Ga) is 
constrained by an upper limit which can also be 
varied during the calibration process. Under these 
conditions, leakage (L) occurs as follows: 
k 
L = Rbk (1-~) ............. (3.11) 
1 G 
a 
where the undefined coefficients, kl and ko' 
control the fraction of baseflow which is lost as 
leakage with regard to the level of Ga. 
The leakage process can be "turned off" if 
water losses from the watershed are not prevalent 
by making the lower limit for leakage sufficiently 
high. If leakage does occur, the amount is 
deducted from the baseflow to retain a water 
balance within the system. 
The possibility also exists that the watershed 
may receive water from outside the system by 
means of an influent subsurface flow. Under such 
circumstances, the leakage process can be utilized 
to account for these flows. The "reverse" leak is 
assumed to be a fraction of baseflow and also is 
dependent upon moisture levels in groundwater 
storage. The ungaged inflow factor (If) can be set 
to provide a constant daily amount of inflow in 
addition to that provided by the leakage process. 
During each day that the groundwater storage 
level exceeds the lower leakage limit (GJ, the 
model will permit inflow to the watershed. 
Selection of a large value of ko is also necessary to 
obtain inflow. The value of the parameter kl 
determines the amount of inflow as a portion of the 
baseflow. 
Streamflow. The actual amount of runoff from 
the watershed subarea is taken as the sum of 
channel interception, overland flow, interflow, and 
baseflow. The total runoff is added to any channel 
inflow from upstream to estimate streamflow for 
each day. The streamflow determined for upstream 
subareas of the watershed is considered as channel 
inflow to the subarea immediately downstream. 
Water Temperature Processes 
and Components 
Introduction 
Interest in water temperature of aquatic 
systems is certainly no new phenomena. As 
naturalists and biologists began to systematically 
develop and enlarge the body of knowledge which 
comprises the science of aquatic ecology, they 
noted the ultimate dependency of nearly every 
chemical and biological process upon water 
temperature levels. Measurement of water temper-
ature has become commonly accepted as a useful 
and necessary portion of any research study dealing 
with the aquatic environment. However, research 
effort directed toward representing such systems is 
of relatively recent vintage. 
Development 
Accurate mathematical description of the 
temperature regimes of flowing aquatic systems is 
an exceedingly difficult task. Small streams possess 
considerably less heat storage capacity and offer 
greater response to environmental variations than 
do large streams. 
Brown (1969) developed an energy budget 
technique applicable to small streams by accurately 
measuring local energy fluxes at the stream site. 
Although relatively accurate predictions were 
obtained, the vast amount of data required tended 
to limit practical use of the technique. To alleviate 
data needs, Brown (1970) formulated an abbre-
viated model requiring 'only minimal climatic 
measurements and graphical analysis. Results were 
of acceptable accuracy in most cases (Brown, 
1972). 
Concept 
The successful prediction of the water 
temperature regime of a small stream is dependent 
upon both the hydrologic and thermal energy 
characteristics of the system. The importance of 
hydrologic consideration lies in the fact that heat 
transfer processes act upon a body of water in 
proportion to the mass, or volume, of the body. 
Thermal energy characteristics control the selec-
tion of important transfer fluxes and their effect 
upon the system. 
Appropriate temporal and spatial resolution is 
dictated by research requirements and hydrologic 
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characteristics. If flows are steady, the system can 
be represented by a few segments of constant 
volume. However, since small streams typically 
vary in discharge, depth, area, and velocity; flow 
must often be considered as unsteady and a greater 
number of segments must be utilized for accurate 
representation. A time increment of one day was 
used throughout this study, and the same 
resolution in water temperature was necessary. An 
important benefit resulting from use of this level of 
resolution is that the Spawn Creek system tends to 
be relatively stable within a single day and 
approaches steady flows, thus allowing consider-
able simplification of analyses. 
The system was conceptualized as a group of 
prizmatic segments, each segment constituting a 
control volume with unique physical characteristics 
(Figure 3.2). Because of data availability, the 
section of stream in each watershed subarea was 
designated as an individual control volume and 
modeled separately. 
The stream thermal energy balance is con-
trolled by fluxes of heat transfer acting upon the 
control volume (Figure 3.2). Maintenance of a 
thermal energy budget involves accounting for ail 
heat initially present within the control volume and 
Control Volume 
V. 
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Figure 3.2. OJnceptuaI representation of stream 
sections and heat flow for a control 
volume. 
all heat flowing into or out of the volume during the 
time interval. Fluxes which can be considered in 
the heat transfer computations but may be lumped 
or neglected include net short-wave solar radiation, 
net long-wave atmospheric radiation, evaporative 
energy loss, convective energy flux between the 
water surface and overlying air, conduction 
through the stream bottom and sides, and 
advection of heat from outside the system via 
surface inflows, precipitation, or groundwater 
transfers. 
Heat balance 
A basic assumption included in the formula-
tion of a thermal energy balance for the system is 
that complete mixing occurs at all times, resulting 
in uniform temperature normal to the direction of 
flow. The model does allow temperature variation 
along the axis of flow, subject to the physical 
constraints of the control volume. The following 
relationships, entailing a functional representation 
of the thermal energy balance, are based on 
modifications of those derived in a study by Water 
Resources Engineers, Inc. (1968). The heat 
equilibrium equation for heat transfers and fluxes 
in the control volume can be expressed as: 
in which 
H· J 
h· 1 
dH· 
-=.J.... = h. - h + h (3 12) dt 1 0 e' .. .. .. . .. .... . 
heat energy stored within the control 
volume 
heat flow due to inflowing water 
heat flow due to outflowing water 
heat flow from the external environ-
ment 
t time 
If Equation 3.12 is modified such that heat 
flows are expressed in terms of finite water 
temperature changes over time interval At, and 
inflow and outflow rates are expressed as averages 
during this period, then: 
Lilij = cp (Qi Ii - Qo To) ~t + AjCle ~t ... (3.13) 
or, upon application of the assumptions of 
complete mixing, 
cp (Tj Vj) t+6t - cp (Tj Vj ) t = cp (Q/fi - Qo T 0) 
~t + Ajqe 6t .................. (3.14) 
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in which 
AH· J 
c 
T· 1 
T· J 
v· J 
A· J 
incremental change in heat energy 
within the control volume 
heat capacity of water 
density of water 
mean inflow during time interval 
At 
mean outflow during time interval 
At 
mean temperature of inflowing 
water 
= mean temperature of outflowing 
water 
= temperature of water in the control 
volume 
f 0 when At is infinitesimal 
= volume of water in the control 
volume 
stream surface area 
net rate of energy transfer per unit 
area 
The left-hand side of Equation 3.14 can also 
be expressed such that: 
dT· dV· ~[cp (V-=-.-:1 + T· ~)] = cp (QT. - QT.) + A.o_6t 
dt J dt 1 1 0 J r'-e 
............ (3.1S) 
where all terms have been previously defined. Upon 
differentiation, the resulting equation is: 
'dT· dV· 
cp (V. -=..l + r.~) = cp (Q.T. - QT.) + A·o_ J dt J dt 1 1 0 J r'-e 
............ (3.16) 
Applying an expression for the continuity of 
mass: 
dV· 
-=-:.L = Q. - Q ................ (3.17) 
dt 1 0 
and substituting into Equation 3.16: 
Solution of Equation 3.18 provides a temperature 
history for the jth segment of an unsteady stream. 
Energy budget 
An energy budget equation expressing the net 
rate of energy transfer per unit area can be 
represented by a variety of terms or combinations 
of terms. Equations which represent the terms or 
fluxes have been theoretically derived by Anderson 
(1954), Marciano and Harbeck (1954), Raphael 
(1962), and others. As a result of the findings of 
Brown (1969), it was assumed for the purpose of 
this study that the evaporative, convective, and 
conductive fluxes affecting water temperatures play 
only minor roles in temperature determination on 
small, mountain streams with gravel bottoms such 
as Spawn Creek. Obviously, these fluxes are not 
completely negligible, but data requirements for 
their application are extensive, limiting their use in 
practical applications. Therefore, only short-wave 
and long-wave radiative fluxes and advective flux 
resulting from water entering the channel from an 
upstream subarea were considered in the model. 
Brown (1970) noted that radiative fluxes accounted 
for over 9S percent of the heat input to small strems 
during midday. 
The resulting equation for the net rate of 
energy transfer per unit area (qe) in units of 
BTU/ft2 - day is then: 
% = 3.6866 [fS (1 - a) - f
l
] •••.•••. (3.19) 
in which 
incoming short-wave solar radiation 
a albedo of the water surface 
rl = long-wave atmospheric radiation 
The constant 3.6866 is used to convert langleys/day 
to BTU/ft2 - day. Incoming short-wave solar 
radiation, measured in langleys/day, is obtained 
directly from radiometer recordings and input to 
the model by the main program. The albedo or 
reflectivity of the water surface is a variable 
parameter which can be adjusted during the 
calibration procedure. 
in which 
o Stefan-Boltzman constant, 1.17 x 
10-7 cal cm-2 day-l ~-4 
Tw absolute temperature of the water 
surface, ok 
T a absolute temperature of the over-
lying air, ~ 
fJ = atmospheric radiation factor (see 
Raphael, 1962) 
The two temperature values, Tw and T a' are 
obtained from hydrometerological data collected at 
the study site. Raphael's atmospheric radiation 
factor is input as a model parameter and can be 
varied during model calibration. 
Upon applying the assumption of complete 
mixing such that the energy flux is continuous and 
time-dependent everywhere in the control volume, 
a representation is obtained of the total energy 
transfer over a time interval, At, to a control volume 
with surface area, A} of the form: 
Aj CIeboT=Aj [fs (1-a)-f l ] bot ...... (3.21) 
in which all terms have been previously defined. 
Solution procedure 
Prediction of the water temperature is 
accomplished by solution of Equation 3.18, the 
thermal energy balance. Solution is obtained by use 
of the incremental form of Equation 3.18, given by: 
where qe(t) is evaluated from Equation 3.19. Since 
the time interval, At, is one day, the relationship 
can be further simplified to: 
Long-wave atmospheric radiation , which in- in which 
cIudes both long-wave radiation leaving the water 
body and long-wave radiation from the atmosphere Fj(t) 
being absorbed by the body of water, is a complex 
phenomena comprised of many variables. The 
mathematical representation of the flux, as derived Fi(t) 
by Raphael (1962), is a follows: 
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total daily volume of flow through 
the control volume 
total daily volume of flow into the 
control volume 
Both total flow values are in units of cubic feet. The 
constant 62.S is taken as the product of the heat 
capacity and density of water over the naturally 
occurring range of temperatures. 
The model allows adjustment of the stream 
surface area on a monthly basis, representing 
seasonal variation in control volume width due to 
discharge fluctuations. The adjustment is accomp-
lished by appropriate choices of values in a 
coefficient vector which is input at the initiation of 
the simulation, and varies the surface area each 
month from a specified base level. The flow into the 
control volume can also be adjusted by use of a 
variable parameter, if desired. This option is 
particularly useful on the upper subwatershed, 
where inflow is taken as a constant daily flow. 
The water temperature at time t + At, or one 
day later, is given by: 
T (t + ~t) = T(t) + ~t (t) ............ (3.24) 
where At (t) is evaluated from Equation 3.17. The 
specified water temperature at the beginning of the 
simulation, T(to) , provides the initial conditions 
for solution of Equation 3.23: Solution of 
Equations 3.18, 3.22, and 3.23 at the end of each 
day yields the average daily water temperature of 
the control volume. The calculated water tempera-
ture at the end of one day is then taken as the initial 
condition in Equation 3.24 for the next day and is 
used in the calculation of the water temperature at 
the end of that day (t + At). 
The Perlphytal System 
General 
It is difficult to describe the periphytal system 
at the taxonomic level. A simplifying alternative is 
to consider the periphytal community as a quasi-
organism with community dynamics (DiToro et aI., 
1971; McIntire, 1973). As such the system can be 
decomposed into processes and components or 
state variables. The processes function are rates 
which are usually controlled by the environmental 
stresses and the instantaneous levels of the state 
variables. The storage components are integrals of 
their adjacent rates and are a function of the 
histories of these rates. Appropriate rates comple-
ment the state variables with respect to the 
important environmental stresses. A completed 
conceptual definition of the system results in a 
structure of operators (rates) and operands (storage 
components) which link together the system 
dynamics. 
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The standing crop expressed as biomass was 
chosen as the state variable because it can be 
conceptually related to other components of the 
aquatic ecosystem, and it can be readily defined 
and measured. Most other state variables provide 
neither a continuity among system units nor ease of 
measurement. For example, the standing crop 
expressed as the concentration of chlorophylls does 
not facilitate the dynamics of respiration, scour, or 
harbivory; while the standing crop expressed as cell 
density presents extensive problems of measure-
ments. 
The advantages of treating the periphytal 
community as a singular entity is realized only if 
the described community is either adaptable or 
diverse. Eppley (1972) states that the taxa within a 
community will reduce their overall competition for 
light, nutrients, space, etc., by segregating their 
optimal, photosynthetic activity according to water 
temperature (Figure 3.3). As community diversity 
increases, the optimal rates of photosynthesis for 
all taxa, when viewed as singular points, tend to 
approximate a curvilinear line. It was assumed for 
this study that the photosynthetic activity of the 
quasi-organism was of the form of Figure 3.3. 
Changes in the standing crop biomass (the state 
variable) result from significant system processes. 
o 10 20 
TEMPERATURE 
FIgure 3.3. An approximation of the relationship 
between water temperature and the 
optimum photosynthetic rate of three 
perlphyton taxa (Eppley, 1972). 
The system processes which are considered 
significant to the standing crop biomass are 
photosynthesis, respiration, scour, and the stand-
ing crop. The rate of photosynthesis is largely 
controlled by water temperature and is represented 
by the following equation (Eppley, 1972): 
. Qpa = P pa [Ppa J Qa .......... (3.25) 1 2 
in which 
the maximal, relative rate of 
photosynthesis 
the coefficients for the exponential 
relationship of the relative rate of 
temperature-dependent photosyn-
thesis 
Qa = the instantaneous water tempera-
ture 
Because photosynthesis occurs during part of 
the day only and because there exists a diurnal 
fluctuation in water temperature, a simple, 
exponential relationship between photosynthetic 
rate and mean, daily water temperature will bias 
the system description. This bias may be eliminated 
by finding the daily average photosynthetic rate. 
This average is calculated as follows: 
Q1 
Xa +COSt*1T *Xd/2 (Ppa2J Q1 dt 
in which 
.......... (3.26) 
2 
= time averaged, daily, relative rate 
of photosynthesis 
Ql daily photo period in fractions of a 
day (Ql is calculated by a time-
dependent trigonometric equation) 
mean daily water temperature 
daily difference between the maxi-
mum and minimum water temper-
ature 
Because Equation 3.26 is incapable of solution in 
closed formed, a Runge-Kutta technique for 
numerical integration is used. The area under this 
curve is changed into a daily average by dividing 
the area by the length of a day. Since Q1 is a 
fraction of a day, the division is by unity and Rpa 
becomes the daily, relative rate of photosynthesIs. 
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Equation 3.26 provides the actual daily, relative 
rate of photosynthesis when other environmental 
stresses are not limiting. Because other stresses are 
usually limiting, Rpa must be changed to 
accommodate factors such as nutrient availability 
and light intensity. 
In a lotic system nutrient limitation is altered 
by two factors: 1) water velocity (McIntire, 1966, 
Whitford, 1960) and 2) the concentration of 
essential nutrients (DiToro et a1., 1971). The effect 
of a limiting nutrient on the relative rate of 
photosynthesis is assumed to follow Monod growth 
kinetics and is described as follows: 
Q = c 
in which 
I Ce J ............. (3.27) Lee + Ppc 
2 
the normalized multiplier for the 
effect of the concentration ofnutri-
ents on the daily, relative rate of 
photosynthesis 
the daily concentration of the 
limiting nutrient described for 
each system 
the coefficients of half-saturation 
and lower limit for the asymptotic 
relationships of nutrients on the 
relative rate of photosynthesis 
The effect of suboptimal current velocity upon 
the rate of photosynthesis is due to its action in 
sweeping away material near the cell surface and 
producing a steep diffusion gradient, thereby 
increasing the exchange of materials (nutrients) 
between organisms and the stream water 
(Whitford, 1960). Since this phenomenon involves 
nutrients, it also is modeled using an expression 
analogous to Monod growth kinetics. The expres-
sion used to represent current velocity limitation of 
growth is: 
in which 
+ P pv ..... (3.28) 
1 
= the normalized multiplier for the 
effect of velocity on the daily, 
relative rate of photosynthesis 
= the coefficients for the asymptotic 
relationship of velocity on the 
relative rate of photosynthesis 
= the daily velocity of ambient 
waters 
The effects of solar radiation on the relative 
rate of photosynthesis are altered by the water 
surface albedo and the water column depth. The 
reflection and attenuation of light are described as 
follows: 
Qpl = Xl PI EXP [-P I . PI ] ... (3.29) 
I I 22 3. 3 
in which 
Qpll = the daily, accumulated amount of 
light that reaches the benthic algae 
Xl = the daily flux of light at the surface 
of the water 
the coefficients of the linear and 
exponential relationship of reflec-
tion and attenuation of light, 
res pectively 
Because solar radiation can be either stimulative or 
inhibitory, depending on the instantaneous 
intensity, and solar radiation is present during only 
part of the day; problems of bias arise that are 
similar to those that were previously discussed for 
ambient water temperature. Accumulation of light 
(langleys/ day) is converted into the light flux at 
noon (langleys/day) as follows (Grenney, 1975): 
Qpl = [Qpl 1T] / [2Ql] .......... (3.30) 
2 I 
in which 
Qpl 2 the light intensity at noon 
The light intensity at any instant during the day is 
approximated by a symmetric, trigonometric 
equation (Grenney, 1975): 
in which 
Qpl = Q 1 CO~1Ttj ........... (3.31) 
3 p 2 2Q 
1 
the instantaneous light intensity 
in langleys/ day 
The effect of light intensity Qpb' on 
photosynthetic rate, normalized by the photosyn-
thesis rate at the optimum or saturating light I 
intensity, ~l' incident on the periphyton is 
expressed (DiToro et al., 1971) as follows: 
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- [ Qp13 J ~ (QP13'J F(Qpl) = V exp L1 - P
p1
") .. (3.32) 
in which 
= the light intensity at which maxi-
mum photosynthetic rate occurs 
Because the process of photosynthesis, is diurnal, a 
time average for the day is needed to provide 
compatability with those environmental stresses 
that are continuous throughout the day. This time 
average is calculated as the integration of Equation 
3.32. 
Q~ 
J 
-Q~ 
in which 
t~::~ exp C - (~:3~ dt 
............ (3.33) 
the time-averaged normalized mul-
tiplier for the reduction of the 
maximum daily relative rate of 
photosynthesis 
Like Equation 3.26, a numerical solution is 
achieved and the resultant value of Qpl is the time 
average because Ql is expressed as a fra"ction of the 
day. Grenney (1975) provides a greater derivation 
of these techniques. 
The effect of the environmental stresses on the 
maximum daily relative rate of photosynthesis is 
computed by combining the normalized multipliers 
from each of the environmental stresses by either 
parallel resistance (Bloomfield et al. , 1973), 
selection of a minimum (Bloomfield et al., 1973), 
or multiplication. The user designates which of the 
three methods of combination is to be used. The 
combination of the multipliers via parallel resis-
tance can be represented in the following manner: 
3 [Pp Pp Pp ] -1 Qp ::: [L Pp] _1 + _2 +_3 
x=l X Q
c 
Q
v 
Qp1 
4 
(3.34) 
in which 
the normalized multiplier for the 
daily, relative photosynthesis rate 
= the coefficients for the weighting of 
the resistive combination of the 
normalized multipliers for environ-
mental stress 
The selection of minima follows Liegig's Law and 
the final form of combination is a simple 
multiplication of QcsQvs and Qp14' 
Respiration 
The respiration is treated as a function of both 
velocity and water temperature (DiToro et aI., 
1971) as follows: 
in which 
............. (3.35) 
the daily, relative rate of change in 
biomass due to temperature and 
velocity-dependent respiration 
the coefficient for the average linear 
relationship of temperature and 
velocity-dependp.nt respiration for all 
taxa in the quasi-organism 
Since scour is primarily a function of current 
velocity (McIntire, 1968), this phenomenon is 
described as follows: 
in which 
~ = Py + ~Pv ............... (3.36) 
1 2 
= the daily, relative rate of change in 
biomass due to velocity-dependent 
scour alone 
the coefficients for the linear rela-
tionship of velocity-dependent scour 
alone 
Since periphyton are attached algae, spatial 
limitation can be a factor that influences the daily 
production. As the standing crop increases, the 
periphyton community is composed of an outer 
layer of photosynthetically-active cells and inner 
layers of decomposing, scenes cent cells (McIntire, 
1973). Because only the outer layer is autotrophic, 
maximum productivity occurs at a relatively low 
biomass when the community is essentially a 
monolayer. This density-dependent brake on 
growth is represented by: 
Pb • Qb = .............. (3.37) Zb +Pb t 
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in which 
the normalized multiplier on the 
daily, relative rate of change in bio-
mass from density-dependent 
growth 
= the coefficient of half-saturation for 
the asymptotic relationship for den-
sity-dependent growth 
= the standing crop as biomass at 
time, t 
The change in biomass from one day to the 
next is finally expressed in the following form: 
Zb = Zb exp [RpaQpQb - Rr -~] .. (3.38) t+ 1 t 
The Macroinvertebrate System 
General 
The macroinvertebrate system is very complex 
and difficult to describe. Simplifying assumptions 
must also be applied to this community to ease the 
system definition and data collection. The macro-
invertebrate population can be separated into 
groups (taxonomic assemblages) and subgroups 
(stages of maturation) within each group. Since 
subgroups among groups often have more similar 
characteristics than do subgroups within groups, it 
was assumed that similar subgroups among groups 
could be considered as one subgroup. This 
assumption significantly reduced the number of 
subgroups to be considered. 
The most significant state variable for the 
macroinvertebrate community is biomass which is 
calculated from density and individual mean 
weight. The important processes are ingestion, 
respiration, drift, and emergence. 
Ingestion 
The rate of ingestion is affected by the 
available food supply, the water temperature and 
the size of the feeding invertebrate. The food pool 
consists of detrital, animal, and periphytal 
components. The food source density is not always 
indicative of the food source availability. A night 
feeding predator, for example, would have a low 
probability of encountering a day-grazing prey. For 
instance the omnivorous caddisfly O/igophebodes 
sigme feeds on the surface of stones during the day 
while individuals of the genera of potential prey, 
Baetis, are under the substrate (Pearson and 
Kramer, 1972; Waters, 1961; Waters, 1972). 
Another case of deviation between density and 
availability of a food source occurs when the 
potential prey is too large for ingest. ion by the 
predator, since most predators aggressively attack 
prey only below a certain size limit. 
The density of palpable detritus for ingestion 
by macroinvertebrates was calculated with a 
time-dependent trigonometric function. This func-
tion was built with reference to plots of fine, small, 
medium, and large particulate detritus versus time 
from Augusto Creek, Michigan (Boling et aI., 
1975). This function is as follows: 
Zc = P, - Pc t + Pc sine 
t ~1 2 3 [ 27T(t-P4~ P
s 
J" .(3.39) 
in which 
= 
= 
the daily amount of palpable detri-
tus m-2 for macroinvertebrate inges-
t"ion at time, t and 
the coefficients of the time depen-
dent relationship of the amount of 
palpable detritus m-2 for macro-
invertebrate ingestion 
Other variables and subscript for the macro-
invertebrate system are defined in Table 3.1. 
This procedure circumvents the microbial 
processes that transform raw, organic material into 
ingestable fodder for the macroinvertebrates. This 
circumvention masks the contribution of alloch-
thenous materials to the flow of energy in the 
system. Obviously, the similarity between the 
actual inputs of energy and those taken from the 
literature is crucial to the adequate description of 
the system. If description of a microbial community 
were added, the allochthonous inputs of organic 
materials could be used as exogenous variables and 
would improve the definition of the system. 
Because the macroinvertebrate fauna exhibit a 
wide variety of eating habits (Boling et al., 1975; 
Boling, Peterson, and Cummins, 1971; Coffman, 
Cummins, and Wuycheck, 1971; Cummins, 1974), 
food pools for carnivory, herbivory, and omnivory 
are calculated daily. The amount of biomass that is 
subject to carnivory is calculated by summing the 
respective amounts of biomass of those macroinver-
tebrate cohorts that are designated as prey; the 
amount of biomass that is subject to herbivory is 
calculated by summing the amounts of previously 
calculated detrital and periphytal biomass; and the 
amount of biomass that is subject to omnivory is 
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Table 3.1. A Ust of definitions for the representa-
tions of the vadables and thek sub-
scripts that are used In the submodel of 
macrovertebrate dynamics. 
Variable Representations 
P Coefficients for equations 
Q Multipliers and temporary constant 
R Rates 
X Exogenous variables 
--~-----~~~~~~Q~~-------------------
Subscripts Represen ta tions 
a Temperature of ambient waters 
b Standing crop as biomass 
c Detrital concentration 
d Process of drift 
e Process of settling from the drift 
g Fecundity 
Process of ingestion 
Process of assimulation 
n Standing crop as density 
o Food availability pool 
q Thresholds 
r Process of respiration 
s Process of ecoysal transfer 
t Time in days 
v Velocity of ambient waters 
w Initial mean weight of an individual just after 
hatching 
VI Mean weigh t of the individual 
z Temperature of the ambient air 
calculated by summing the amounts of biomass in 
the two forementioned pools. 
Macroinvertebrates are also for the most part 
opportunistic and ingest materials in relation to the 
relative availability of these materials (Cummins, 
1973; Cummins, Coffman, and Roff, 1966), 
therefore, percentages of the animal, detrital, and 
periphytal components of each pool were calculated 
to aid in the apportionment of ingestion losses 
among components of each pool. 
The inflow and outflow of biomass between 
and among periphytal and macroinvertebrate 
cohorts are treated uncompetetively (Cummins, 
1973). The lack of material in the literature about 
the competetiveness of this linkage necessitated 
this approach. However, if the availability of food 
does not restrict ingestion and hence growth, this 
approach will give an approximation to the actual 
nature of these dynamics. 
The impact of food availability is described by 
applying a normalized multiplier to the ingestion 
rate. The multiplier is determined by Ivlev's 
formula (Ivlev, 1961): 
Qio = [1 - exp (Pio Qo)] ........... (3.40) 
2 
in which 
Qio = a normalized multiplier for the 
rate of ingestion with respect to 
food availability 
the coefficients for the asymptotic 
relationships of the rate of inges-
tion with respect to the availability 
of food 
the food pool 
Along with the food availability, ambient 
water temperature impacts the ingestion rate 
(Thomann et a1., 1970; Winberg, 1971; Wlosinski, 
1974). The ingestion rate is modified by a 
normaHzed multiplier to inc1ude the effects of 
water temperature on ingestion. The multiplier is 
described by an equation after Lassiter and Kearns 
(1973): 
in which 
[Pia (Pia - Pia)] ...... (3.41) 
1 2 3 
= a normalized multiplier for the 
rate of temperature-dependent in-
gestion 
= the coefficients for the normalized 
curve for the rate of temperature-
dependent ingestion 
The two multipJiers, Qio and Qia' were combined 
with the optimal rate of ingestion and a constant of 
assimilation to obtain the daily rate of assimilation 
per individual as a function of his body weight 
(Cummins, 1974; Cummins et aI., 1973): 
~ = PiQiaQio ................... (3.42) 
in which 
Ri the daily rate of ingestion by the indi-
vidual as a fraction ofits body weight 
Pi the coefficient of daily maximum 
ingestion by the individual as a frac-
tion of its body weight 
The amount of assimilation material per individual 
per day was then calculated by: 
z-. = z- R.p. (3 43) WI W
t 
'I J .•.••••..••.•••••• • 
in which 
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?wi = the amount of daily assimilation 
biomass by the individual 
p. 
J 
Respiration 
the mean weight of the individual at 
time, t 
the coefficient of the efficiency of 
assimilation 
The description of macroinvertebrate respira-
tion is an analog of the physiological processes. The 
relationship is similar to Equation 3.41 but is 
shifted as follows: 
in which 
[PI'a (Pl' a - Pl' )] 1 3 a2 
... (3.44) 
a normalized multiplier for the rate 
of tern perature-dependent respira-
tion 
The amount of respired material per cohort per day 
is calculated by: 
[-Qra~ QiaJ' ............. (3.45) 
in which 
Zwr the amount of daily respired bio-
mass the individual 
If no food is ingested, Equation 3.45 states that no 
weight is lost to respiration. Obviously, this is not 
the case. Respiration continues whether or not 'any 
food has been ingested. Also, when the tempera-
ture of ambient waters approaches the maximum 
temperature for ingestion, the amount of respired 
biomass approaches infinity. This anomaly means 
that above the optimal temperature for ingestion 
the analog breaks down. This then limits the use of 
the submodel to a range of temperatures below the 
lowest optimum among all the subgroups of 
interest. The use of this submodel is therefore 
generally restricted to perturbations where the 
waters are cooled, not heated. Subsequent im-
provements would inc1ude maximum and mini-
mum threshold levels. 
The subsequent growth of an individual 
macroinvertebrate is modeled as the dynamics of 
its weight. These daily dynamics were expressed as: 
z- = z- + z-· -z- (3 46) wt+l wt WI wr· . . . . . . . . . .. . 
Drift 
Since macroinvertebrate provides the food 
source for the indigenous trout (Carlander, 1969) 
and is perhaps an expression of the export of daily 
macroinvertebrate production (Waters, 1961) this 
phenomena is included in the system description. 
Because no macroinvertebrate drifts continually 
throughout the day (Waters, 1972), drift is 
considered as the percentage of biomass in a cohort 
that has drifted at least once during the day. The 
three major causative forces in drift are 1) 
incipient, metamorphic transfer (Pearson and 
Kramer, 1972), 2) the density of the cohort 
(Pearson and Kramer, 1972; Wineberg, 1971; 
Wlosinski, 1974), and 3) the velocity of the ambient 
waters (Good, 1974; MacPhee and Bravsen, 1973; 
Pearson and Kramer, 1972). 
The effect of incipient transfer on the drift of 
each cohort is described with two linear relation-
ships. The percent transfer per day is represented 
as a function of either a degree-day count or the 
mean weight of the individual as specified by the 
user. These relationships must intersect when the 
value on the ordinate is intersected with the 
maximum, daily transfer-specific rate of drift and 
the value on the abscissa is the threshold of 
transfer. When the appropriate criterion (either the 
degree-day or sum of the mean weight of the 
individual) is below the threshold of transfer, the 
following equation is used: 
fPd - Z ~ S3 sqt Rds = . P _ P ............. (3.47) dS3 dS2 . 
in which 
the daily rate of transfer-depen-
dent drift as a percentage of the 
density of a cohort 
the criterion of comparison 
the coefficients for the linear rela-
tionships for the transfer-depen-
dent rate of drift 
When the appropriate criterion 
Equation 3.48 is used: 
is exceeded, 
Rds= ~Zsqt -P dS~ P dS 1 - P dS2 ........ (3.48) 
Since the effect of density has little impact on 
drift up to a threshold and significant impact 
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beyond, an arctangent equation is used to simulate 
this effect: 
1 
Rdn = (.5) + (;) Arctangent [Z (7T) nt 
in which 
......... (3.49) 
the daily rate of density-dependent 
drift as a percentage of the density 
ofa cohort 
= the density of a cohort at time t 
the coefficients of the arctangent 
relationships of the density depen-
dent rate of drift for a cohort 
This rate, Rdn' is a function of density, not 
biomass. This causes the main intensity of drift to 
occur just after transfer into a subgroup. 
The effect of velocity of the ambient media was 
expressed as an exponential phenomenon. If the 
velocity is above a threshold (P dv ) for the cohort in 
question, the following formula Is used: 
Rdv = Rdn exp [P dv (~- P dv )] ...... (3.50) 2 1 
in which 
Rdv the daily rate of velocity-depen-
dent drift as a percentage of the 
density of a cohort 
= the coefficient of the exponential 
relationship for the velocity-de-
pendent rate of drift for a cohort 
with respect to velocity 
The three rates of drift (Rds' Rdn' and Rdv) 
each have lower limits: these are P ds ' Rds' and 
Rdn' respectively. When a particula~ bound is 
violated, the rate becomes equal to its respective 
limit. 
The three rates are combined via a resistance 
formula to obtain the daily, cumulative expectation 
of drift. 
The combination is as follows: 
in which 
the daily rate (expectation) of drift 
as a percentage of the density of a 
cohort 
= the coefficient for weighing the 
resistive combination of drifting 
rates for a cohort 
The amount of drift-exposed biomass and the 
complement are calculated as follows: 
Zbd = Zb
t 
Rd ................... (3.52) 
Zb = Zb - Zbd .................. (3.53) 
t t 
in which 
Zbd = the amount of daily, drift-exposed 
biomass for a cohort 
Since an individual macroinvertebrate will 
drift only a given distance and then settle back into 
the substrate (Waters, 1972), this phenomenon is 
included in the system description. The causal 
mechanisms that allow settling are those that 
govern the original scour with one exception, the 
proximity of transfer has little effect on the return 
to the substrate of individuals from any macro-
invertebrate cohort (Pearson and Kramer, 1972). 
As a result, only the effects of water and cohort 
density are considered. The former mechanism is 
described as follows: 
in which 
___ 1 •••••••• (3.54) 
[ 
~ -Pev ] ~ 
~ev2 - Pev ~ 
= the daily rate of velocity-dependent 
settling as a percentage of the 
drift-exposed biomass for a cohort, 
= the coefficients of the linear rela-
tionship of the return of drift-
exposed biomass for a cohort 
The cohort density is characterized by the 
fol1owing equation: 
............... (3.55) 
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in which 
the daily rate of density-dependent 
settling as a percentage of the drift-
exposed biomass for a cohort 
The two rates of settling are combined via a 
resistance formula to obtain the daily rate of return 
as follows: 
-1 
2 
R=[L Pel 
e x=l x .... (3.56) 
in which 
Re the daily settling rate as a percent-
age of drift-exposed biomass for a 
cohort 
= the coefficients for weighing the 
resistive combination for the settling 
rates of a cohort 
The amount of settling biomass from a cohort is 
calculated as: 
Zb = Zb + Zbd R .............. (3.57) 
t+ 1 t e 
The difference between Xbt + 1 and Xbt is a 
function of the complement of Re and the amount 
of drift that is ingested by fish. This latter loss of 
biomass is treated in later sections. 
The macroinvertebrate fauna is composed of 
groups of insects, and as with their terrestial 
relatives, aquatic insects undergo ecdysis metamor-
phosis. This phenomena creates the dilemma that 
larger groups are composed of cohorts that are 
sequentially joined through time. Since the same 
cohort will display dissimilar physiological behavior 
in different stages of development, these stages 
should be described individually for improved 
precision. 
The expected day of cohort transfer from its 
present location to the adjacent, older stage can be 
predicted somewhat accurately by either the 
cohort's mean individual weight or by the level of a 
degree-day accumulation from the previous trans-
fer (Gaufin, 1973; Nebeker, 1971; Stanford, 1973; 
Wlosinski, 1974). One of these two criteria as 
specified by the user is compared to the 
appropriate threshold in either a degree-day total 
or a mean individual weight (Zsq and Zw 
respectively) for each cohort in sequence. When 
this threshold is breached, the entire cohort moves 
into a new subgroup. Although in reality the 
cohorts usually do not transfer with such 
abruptness, this immediate transfer was chosen for 
its simplicity of calculation. Prior to this compari-
son the degree-day sum is incremented in the 
following manner: 
Z = Z + X - P (3 58) sqt+ 1 sqt a sq· . . . . . . . . .. . 
in which 
the daily temperature of the ambi-
ent waters 
the lower limit in water tempera-
ture below which no development 
occurs 
When P sq is greater than Xa for a particular 
cohort, Asqt is not decremented as Equation 3.58 
would suggest, but is left as is. This forces the 
degree-day sum to be unidirectional in its 
accumulation (Zw is altered daily by Equations 
3.39 through 3.46 inclusively). 
All cohorts, except the matured subadults, 
simply transfer up to a higher location when the 
appropriate threshold is breached. This process is 
accomplished by transferring the density and mean 
individual weight of the cohort in question. No 
mortality is incurred during the process, but a 
percentage of the mean individual weight is lost in 
the form of exuviae (Wlosinski, 1974). The mean 
individual weight is adjusted by the multiplication 
of ZWt by the complement of the portion of weight 
that is lost. 
Transfer can occur only if the location above is 
vacant. As a vacancy occurs, the cohort is 
transferred and its previous location is vacated. If 
the location above the cohort is not vacant, the 
cohort remains in place until the crucial location is 
empty. While the cohort is queued, degree-days are 
accrued and the stalled cohort is treated as if it has 
indeed transferred by appropriately switching the 
parameter values for the equations in the growth, 
drift, and mortality processes. When transfer is 
possible, the degree-day sum is transferred along 
with the other descriptive information to the higher 
location. Any queue for transfer can contain only 
one cohort. 
Emergence 
When the threshold has been reached or 
surpassed, the cohort is transferred. Maturated 
subadults are removed from the aquatic system and 
undergo a reduction in numbers in relation to the 
temperature of the ambient air (Gaufin, 1973; 
Nebeker 1971; Stanford, 1973). Two thresholds 
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provide the lower and upper limits (Psnqx) between 
which no reduction in numbers occur. When the 
air temperature (XZ> dips below Psnq' the density is 
reduced as follows: 
Zn = Zn EXP [-Psn (Psnq - X2 )] ••• (3.59) t+ 1 t 1 1 
in which 
Zn the daily density of a cohort 
the relative rate of cryogenic mor-
tality for a cohort 
When the air temperature jumps above Psnq2' the 
density is reduced as follows: 
IXz-P l 
Zn = Zn (1.0 - L' snq~ } ..... (3.60) 
t+1 t Psn - 1.0 2 
in which 
Psn2 the point above P snq at which the 
reduction in the d~nsity is 100 
percent for a cohort 
Because most of the prevalent taxa in aquatic 
systems exist but a few hours to a few days in their 
adu1t forms the model calculates the deposition of 
eggs in conjunction with the maturation of 
subadults. The relative fecundity over all adults 
(P g) is multiplied by their density and the resultant 
number of eggs is placed in the lowest stage in the 
appropriate group. The relative fecundity has no 
sexual distinction and is the expected fecundity for 
all emerging adults. No factor of weight (biomass 
or mean individual weight) is assigned to the cohort 
within this lowest location. The -eggs neither grow 
nor endure mortality. The weight factors (Zw) 
appear after the hatching of the eggs (the first 
transfer in the life cycle). 
The Fish System 
General 
Like the macroinvertebrate system, the fish 
system is complex and difficult to accurately de-
fine. The fish community was divided into cohorts 
that pass through various groups and subgroups. 
Cohorts of fish are assemblages whose 
constituents are in similar, developmental stages; 
groups of fish correspond to species; and 
subgroups are the various stages of maturation 
within species. A fish cohort is considered to move 
within its group through the subgroups as the fish 
in the cohort age. 
The system components or state variables are 
the density and mean weight which are used to 
calculate biomass. Processes that alter the state 
variables include mortality, migration, ingestion, 
respiration, and reproduction. The processes are 
rates while the state variables represent storage 
locations. 
Mortality 
Although all subgroups are subject to the 
abiotic forces of water velocity and water tempera-
ture, the combined effects of these factors on the 
rate of mortality are vaguely understood (LeCren, 
1965). These effects are approximated by making 
the instantaneous (relative) rate of mortality a 
function of each factor as that factor acts alone. 
The definition of the notations in the subsequent 
equations are located in Table 3.2. 
The effects of the temperature and water 
velocity on a fish within a given subgroup are 
described as: 
Rna = P nal - P na2 Xa + P na 3 X~ ...... (3.61) 
in which 
Rna the daily, relative rate of tempera-
ture-dependent mortality for a 
given subgroup 
Table 3.2. A Ust of definitions for the representa· 
tlons of the variables and their sub· 
scripts that are used In the submodeIs 
of tlsh dynamics. 
Variable 
P 
Q 
R 
S 
X 
Z 
Subscripts 
Representations 
Coefficients for equations 
Multipliers and temporary constants 
Rates 
Survival 
Exogenous variables 
State variables 
Representations 
a Temperature of the ambient waters 
b Standing crop as biomass 
c Conditions of health in the individual 
f Angling for adults 
g Fecundity 
h Preference in the food habits 
Process of ingestion 
Process of assimilation 
m Process of migration 
(m) Biomass of drifted-exposed macroinvertebrates 
in the simulated area 
n Standing crop as density 
o Food availability pool 
q Thresholds 
v 
W 
Process of respira tion 
Time in days 
Velocity of ambient waters 
Mean weight of the individual 
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and 
the coefficients for the parabolic 
relationship of temperature-
dependent mortality for a sub-
group 
Rnv = P nv 
1 
(.5 + (l/rr) Arctangent (rr P nV
2 
[J\, -P nv
3
]» . (3.62) 
in which 
= 
= 
the daily, relative rate of velocity-
dependent mortality for a sub-
group 
the coefficients for the arctangent 
relationship of velocity-dependent 
mortality for a subgroup 
Since ambulatory cohorts can be expected to 
endure more severe rates of death when abiotic 
forces intensify during physiologically stressful 
periods (hatching, absorption of the yolksac, 
increased activity due to spawning, etc.), the 
general health of the individual interacts with the 
abiotic components of its environment. This 
synergistic interaction affects the survival of the 
animal. The literature in fishery science speaks of 
the individual fish condition or condition factor 
(Carlander, 1969) and compares this factor in a 
particular season to the expected yearly value to 
judge the general health of the individual on a 
seasonal basis. Since the condition factor is a 
function of the length of the individual, and the 
length is not a state variable in the model, the effect 
of condition on the relative rate of mortality is 
simulated by a trigonometric wave phased such 
that the minima concur with periods of maximum 
stress: 
~c=Pncl Sine G2:s (t-Pnc2 )] +1 .... (3.63) 
in which 
Rnc the daily, crude rate of condition-
ally dependent survival for a sub-
group; Rnc~1 
= the coefficients for the trigono-
metric relationship of condition-
ally dependent mortality for a 
subgroup 
Since the survival can not be greater than unity, the 
value of Rnc is limited to one. Eggs and larval 
forms do not undergo these calculations. 
Only the adult cohorts from each group are 
subjected to angling mortality and principally 
during the weekends in the fishing season. The 
equation representing this seasonal, weekend 
phenomenon is: 
~f= 1-
in which 
(P nf EXP (-P nf zf)l l 1 Zn 2 j ...... (3.64) 
the daily, crude rate of angling-
dependent survival for the sub-
group 
the number of days into the fish-
ing season 
the coefficient for the exponential 
relationship of angling-dependent 
mortality for a subgroup 
When treated in a yearly fashion, angling can and 
is treated as an exogenous factor. As such the 
coefficients Pnfx should be obtained from creel 
censuses. 
When all the relative and crude rates have 
been calculated they are combined in the following 
manner and the appropriate density is decre-
mented: 
Zn t+ 1 = Zn t - Zn t EXP (-~a) EXP (-Rnv) Rnc Rnf 
......... (3.65) 
When conditional and / or angling mortalities are 
not sources of death in a subgroup, Rnc and Rnf 
are set to unity. 
Migration 
The migration of fish is treated as an 
exogenous variables and is added to the density of 
all ambulatory cohorts after the various causes of 
mortality have been applied. This approach was 
adopted because of the difficulty in quantifying, 
especially in studies of short duration, the intensity 
and chronology of migration by abiotic factors 
(Bjornn, 1971). Migration, especially immigration, 
is controlled by conditions outside the stream of 
interest and, as such, makes the stream literally an 
open system with respect to migratory fish. The 
subgroup that includes larvel forms and eggs is not 
included in the migrational calculations. 
Ingestion 
The mean weight of the individual fish is a 
function of the acquisition of sustenance, respira-
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tion, and loss of reproductive products. The 
incorporation of food stuffs is governed by the rates 
of ingestion and assimilation. Since the major 
constituents of the diet for most lotic trout are 
obtained from the populations of drifting macro-
invertebrates (Carland, 1969; Fleener, 1952; 
Griffith, 1972; and Sigler and Miller, 1963), the 
amounts of drift-exposed biomass of macroinverte-
brates must be reduced comensurately with the 
feeding of fish. 
Although the different subgroups of fish will 
occasionally compete for the same subgroups of 
prey (Griffith, 1972), trout are largely opportunis-
tic predators within specific constraints of the 
density and the size of the prey relative to the 
particular predator, the daily periodicity of the 
macroinvertebrate drift, and the spatial habitation 
of trout in the water column. Larger trout 
exclusively ingest larger prey than do smaller trout 
except when the concentration of smaller prey is 
dense (Griffith, 1972). Since most drifting macro-
invertebrate taxa exhibit a daily periodicity to their 
drift (Waters, 1972), the night-drifting forms, such 
as many taxa of Plecoptera and Coleoptera, would 
be prey to night-feeding trout, such as brown trout 
(Sigler and Miller, 1963; Waters, 1972); on the 
other hand the day-drifting forms, such as many 
taxa of Ephemeroptera, would be available to 
day-feeding trout, such as the cutthroat and brook 
trout (Griffith, 1972; Waters, 1972). Spatial 
segregation of trout in the water column will 
change eating habits. For instance; Griffith (1972) 
showed that cutthroat prefer waters of higher 
velocity to those chosen by brook trout. Since 
drifting macroinvertebrates are hydraulically segre-
gated in the water column by size, the smaller 
organisms will be more available for ingestion by 
cutthroat and the larger by brook trout. 
Obviously, in its milieu the trout feed 
opportunistically, but in its gross environment, the 
fish is preferential in its eating habits. Since the 
system definition deals with the environment in 
the latter abstraction, some means of weighting the 
drift prior to ingestion by a given cohort of fish is 
provided. 
Since all ingestion by fish is at the expense of 
the macroinvertebrate subgroups, the percentage 
of the standing crop from the drifting subgroups 
(those that have members that are exposed to drift 
that day) is expanded to give an estimate of 
drift-exposed biomass for the entire, simulated 
area. This expansion provides compatability 
between the predatory population and its prey. 
The gross rate of ingestion by the predator is a 
function of both the temperature of ambient waters 
and the availability of food (I vlev, 1961; Lagler et 
al., 1967). The equation that simulates the first 
effect was taken from Lassiter and Kearns (1973): 
in which 
[Pia (Pia - Pia )J ... (3.66) 
1 2 3 
the normalized multiplier for the 
crude rate of temperature-depen-
dent ingestion by an individual in a 
subgroup 
the coefficients for the exponential 
relationship oftemperature-depen-
dent ingestion by an individual in a 
subgroup 
The equation that simulates the second effect was 
first described by Ivlev (1961) and is: 
in which 
the normalized multiplier of the 
effect of the availability of food on 
the crude rate of ingestion by an 
individual in a subgroup 
Pio the coefficient for the asymptotic 
relationship of food availability on 
the crude rate of ingestion by an 
individual in a subgroup 
Zo = the food pool 
The crude rate of ingestion (Ri) as a function of a 
percentage of the mean weight of the individual is 
calculated as follows: 
in which 
Piw the coefficient of daily, maximal 
ingestion by the individual in a sub-
group as a fraction of its body 
weight 
The calculations to the present provide the daily 
crude rate of ingestion for the individuals in each 
predatory cohort. Preferentiality is incorporated 
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into the calculations by a modification of Ivlev's 
Electricity Index (Ivlev, 1961): 
Q(m) = Z(m)bd / LZ(m)bd ...... ,. (3.69) 
in which 
Z(m)bd 
the factor for the predation of 
the yth, drifting subgroup of 
macroinvertebrate by the xth 
ambulatory subgroup offish 
the relative concentration of 
the yth, drifting subgroup in 
the drift 
the coefficient of preferred 
ingestion of the yth, drifting 
subgroup of macroinverte-
brate by the xth, ambulatory 
subgroup offish 
the daily drift-exposed bio-
mass of a su bgrou p of macro~ 
invertebrate 
the sum over all drifting mac-
roinvertebrate subgroups of 
the daily, drift-exposed bio-
mass 
The multiplier Qh is then combined with the 
calculated rate of ingestion by the opportunistic 
predator (Ri) , the amount of biomass in the 
predatory subgroup (Zb), and the amount of 
biomass in the drifting, macroinvertebrate sub-
group (Z(m)bd) as follows to obtain a crude rate (S) 
of the predatory survival of a subgroup of macro-
invertebrate that is preyed upon singularly and 
preferentially by a given subgroup of fish: 
[
R Zb J IX Y 
LZ(m)bd 
Qh .... (3.71) 
y 
A p by m matrix of these crude survival rates 
(sxy) contains all combinations of p predator and 
m prey subgroups. The value of either p or m is 
obtained by multiplying the number of groups by 
the largest number of subgroups within any group 
for the fish (p) and for the macroinvertebrates (m). 
This survival matrix is used to decrement the 
drifting biomass and apportion the decremented 
quantity among the predators. The amount of 
biomass that is left in the yth subgroup of prey after 
predatory ingestion is the product of the yth 
column, multiplied by the biomass of that cohort: 
z - z p S (m)bd(t+l)y - (m)bdty x~l xy ... (3.72) 
In which 
p = the number of non-Iarvel subgroups 
offish, and 
= an element of a p x m matrix of 
crude rates of survival 
M 
z·- = ~ (Z( )bd - Z( 'bd ) IW y= 1 m t m) t+ 1 Y 
........... (3.73) 
in which 
Ziw = the amount of daily, ingested bio-
mass by a subgroup offish 
m = the number of drifting subgroups of 
macroinvertebrates 
The process of assimilation (ingestion minus 
excretion minus specific dynamic action) reduced 
the percentage of the ingested material that is 
converted to growth. W ~ter temperature is the 
primary, abiotic factor in the reduction of the 
efficiency of assimilation (Kinne, 1960; Warren 
and Davis, 1967). The percentage of reduction 
remains constant until the daily temperature of the 
ambient water dips below a threshold value. Below 
this threshold the percentage rises linearly from its 
previous value until at the freezing point of water 
the reduction in ingested materials is 100 percent. 
The amount of ingested biomass by the individual 
within each ambulatory subgroup is reduced daily 
in this manner, and the remaining ingested 
biomass is incorporated into the mean weight of the 
individual for that subgroup (Warren and Davis, 
1967). 
Respiration 
As ingestion and assimilation increase the 
mean weight of the individual, respiration debits 
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individual mean weight. Some of the variables that 
affect the respiratory rate are the mean weight of 
the individual, the temperature of the ambient 
waters, and the activity of the animal (Brown, 
1957). Since the activity throughout a day will vary, 
an instantaneous respiratory rate of less than a day 
is needed. This rate corresponds to the routine 
metabolic rate in the literature. Since the routine 
metabolic rate is virtually impossible to measure 
with present and past techniques, little experimen-
tal evidence is available for use in a simulation 
model in a direct fashion. Several procedures to 
estimate this rate from values for the standard 
metabolic rate have been proffered (Paloheimo and 
Dickie, 1966; Wineberg, 1956). The procedure 
used herein divides the day into periods of 
quiesence and activity. During periods of feeding 
and/or migrating, the trout are found in riffle 
areas (Griffith, 1972; Jenkins, 1969) where the 
water velocities in the stream are the highest. Their 
respiratory rates would increase towards the active 
metabolic rate as the activity of the individual 
animal increases and/or as the water velocity 
increases. Conversely, when trout are neither 
migrating nor feeding, they generally seek sheltered 
areas where turbulence and velocity are at a 
minimum (Griffith, 1972; Jenkins, 1969). During 
these periods the standard metabolic rate would 
suffice as an approximation to the respiratory rate l 
The standard metabolic rate is determined as 
follows: 
in which 
R = Z Prw . P [Xa/IO.] 
r W ra ........ (3.74) 
1 
= the hourly, relative, standard (inac-
tive) metabolic rate for an individ-
ual in a subgroup 
P rW the coefficient of the allometric 
relationship of the mean weight of 
the individual on respiration in a 
subgroup 
P ra the coefficient of the allometric 
relationship of temperature-depen-
dent respiration for an individual 
in a subgroup 
The active metabolic rate including the effects of 
velocity is estimated by the addition of Rrt: 
Rr = Rr + P rv (.s + ~ Arctangent [1T P 
2 1 1 rv2 
{~ - P rv ) ]) ............. (3.75) 
3 
in which 
the hourly, relative, active meta-
bolic rate for an individual in a 
subgroup 
the coefficient of the relationship 
of velocity-dependent respiration 
for an individual in a subgroup 
The hourly relative rates of standard and 
active metabolism are combined in various ways for 
various subgroups to create an approximation to 
the daily, relative rate of metabolism. For those 
subgroups whose members are equal to or greater 
than one year of age, the inactive and active rates 
are multiplied by the daily inactive and active 
hours; and the two products are summed for each 
group. The durations of the inactive and active 
periods are specified by the user. When the adults 
of a particular species begin their spawning 
activity, excessive amounts of energy are expended 
in migratory and territorial behaviors, the con-
struction of the redds, and actual spawning (Ball 
and Cope, 1961; Cope, 1957; Greeley, 1932; 
McFadden 1961; O'Donnell and Churchill, 1954). 
The relative metabolic rate during this period of 
intensified activity is approximated by treating 
Rr2 as the rate for the entire day. Since spawning 
does not occur the year around for any of the trout 
species (Sigler and Miller, 1963), Rrz is treated as 
the hourly rate of metabolism for the whole day 
only between the days when spawning activity is 
initiated and when eggs are deposited. For yearling 
fish Rrl is used as the approximation to the hourly, 
relative routine metabolic rate, since the animals in 
the first non-larvel cohorts usually reside pre-
dominately in quieter waters with overhead cover 
(Griffith, 1972). 
Although Equations 3.73 and 3.74 will 
calculate Rr and Rr in milligrams of oxygen per 
gram per day, these u~its are converted to grams of 
dry weight per fish per day. This conversion makes 
respiration compatable with the state variables 
(mean weight of the individual). 
Although Specific Dynamic Action (SDA), the 
active uptake and digestion of foods in the 
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alimentary tract, is an integral part of the energy 
requirement in fish (Brown, 1957), this phenome-
non was ignored because SDA is not measurably 
defined. 
Reproduction 
Reproduction significantly affects the mean 
weight of the individual female by the expulsion of 
eggs. However, the loss of sperm is inconsequential 
in regards to the mean weight of the male (Lagler et 
aI., 1967; Royce, 1973), therefore, the model deals 
only with the loss of eggs from the female. When 
this threshold is reached for a given cohort of ripe 
adults, the deposition of eggs occurs and is 
calculated as follows: 
in which 
P 
Rg = Pg Z-w- g2 ............... (3.76) 2 
the number of eggs that are depos-
ited by a female of a subgroup 
the coefficients of the allometric 
relationship of mean weight of the 
female on fecundity 
The weight of a single egg is calculated via its 
volume and specific gravity (assumed as unit). The 
state variables of the larvel subgroups within the 
group is now filled with the eggs from the adults, 
and the individual mean weight of the adults is 
decremented appropriately. 
Transfer among subgroups of fish occurs 
within groups when the degree-day threshold for 
emergence from the substrate is breached by the 
larval and egg subgroups. All cohorts except for the 
oldest cohort of adults are moved into an older 
stage of development. The transfer into the oldest 
cohorts is accomplished by summing the densities 
and averaging the mean weights of the last two 
subgroups. 

. CHAPTER IV 
INSTRUMENTATION 
Hydrologic 
Collection of hydrologic data on the Spawn 
Creek system did not commence until September 
1973, because a substantial amount of initial effort 
involved the estabHshment of an instrumentation 
network on the watershed. Four climatic stations 
were established in July and August of 1973 to 
monitor precipitation, temperature, and humidity. 
Each sta,tion consisted of a recording precipitation 
gage of the double-traverse weighting type, a 
standard 8-inch storage gage, a recording hygro-
thermograph which maintained a continuous 
record of both air temperature and relative 
humidity, and a standard ~aximum-minimum 
SPAWN 
CENlRAL ,l" .......... 
......... 
SAWMILL ....... . 
thermometer apparatus to verify air temperature 
extremes. A standard alter shield was positioned 
around each recording precipitation gage in order 
to minimize the effects of wind on gage catch. All 
instruments were secured on a triangular platform 
approximately 3 meters in height supported by 
three 15 to 20 em diameter poles. 
The stations were located in representative 
areas of the watershed (Figure 4.1) with ease of 
access during inclement weather as an additional 
consideration. The two upper stations (North and 
South) were placed in circular openings approxi-
mately 50 meters in diameter and were surrounded 
by trees. The Central siation was located on a 
NORTH -AIR TEMPERATURE 
CENTRAL PRECIPITATION 
GAGE RELATIVE HUMIDITY 
SOUTH -PRECIPITATION 
TRAP -DISCHARGE 
t KILOMETER 
GLOBAL RADIATION 
WATER TEMPERATURE 
WIND vELOCITY 
SCALE MIDDLE - DISCHARGE 
SAWMILL WATER TEMPERATURE 
SPRING - DISCHARGE 
Figure 4.1. The Spawn Creek watenhed, showing data collection stations and subwatenhed divisions. 
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Table 4.1. Characterlsdcs of Spawn Creek watershed cUmadc stadons. 
Elevation Slope Ground-cover 
Station (meters) (percent) Aspect Soil Type Percent Species Tree Species 
North 2614 20 S Wasatch 70 Sagebrush Aspen 
Conglomerate Snowbrush Subalpine fir 
Grasses 
South 2669 14 W Residual soil 80 Sagebrush Aspen 
over limestone Snowbrush Douglas fir 
Grasses Limber pine 
Subalpine fir 
Central 2095 20 E Wasatch 90 Sagebrush Mountain 
Conglomera te Rabbitbrush mahogany 
Grasses Chokecherry 
Gage 1830 0 Wasatch 95 Sagebrush 
Conglomerate Grasses 
brush and shrub covered hillside, while the Gage 
station was placed on an open hilltop. Table 4.1 
describes the physical setting of the climatic 
stations. Air temperature recordings at the South 
station were subsequently discontinued because of 
data overlap and instrument failure. 
The watershed was divided into three subareas 
of differing physical and hydrologic characteristics 
and streamflow data collection stations were 
located at the discharge point of each subarea 
(Figure 4.1). Physical characteristics of the 
subareas are represented in Table 4.2. Trapezoidal 
cutthroat flumes (Skogerboe et al., 1967) having 
throat widths of 0, 12, and 24 inches were installed 
at the Sawmill, Middle, and Trap stations, 
respectively. A stilling well and metal protective 
box were placed at each flume site, and a Stevens 
Water Level Recorder was installed with each. 
Calibration formulas and tables developed by 
Skogerboe et al. (1967) were utilized to convert 
water level in the flumes to discharge rate. An 
additional flume, stilling well, and water level 
recorder was installed (Spring station) on a small 
inflow tributary immediately upstream of the 
Middle station for verification of data. 
Table 4.2 Subwatershed characteristics of the 
Spawn Creek watershed. 
Average Area 
Elevation (square 
Subarea (meters) kilometers) 
Sawmill 2717.99 
Middle 2186.90 
Trap 1976.28 
6.88 
4.59 
2.34 
Stream Section 
Length A verage Width 
(meters) (meters) 
1295 
1295 
1182 
1.83 
2.25 
2.37 
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Continuous records of water temperature were 
also obtained at each site by means of a Foxboro 
31-day recording thermometer at the Sawmill 
station and Partlow 71 day recorders at the Middle 
and Trap stations. 
A small building constructed over the stream 
itself at the site of the Trap station provided 
facilities for additional meteorological data collec-
tion. A Star pyranometer was mounted on the roof 
of the building such that there were no obstructions 
to incoming solar radiation. Solar radiation was 
recorded inside the building with a Cole-Parmer 
Mark VII Potentiometric Recorder with a built-in 
calibration reference. A standard 3-cup anemo-
meter was mounted on a rigid mast 10 meters 
above ground surface. Wind velocity records were 
obtained continuously with an Esterline-Angus 
event recorder located inside the building. 
Water Quallty 
Water samples for chemical analysis were 
collected from established sampling stations 
biweekly. Sampes were returned to and analyzed at 
the Utah Water Research Laboratory. 
Primary Producdon 
In Spawn Creek, primary producers typically 
consist of diatoms and gelatinous green and blue-
green algae which form a community called 
periphyton on the rock surface of the streambed. 
Periphyton production in the field was 
estimated using artificial substrates. Colonization 
rates and subsequent growth rates of algae 
popUlations were estimated by periodic placement, 
removal, and examination of artificial substrates 
(Weber and Raschke, 1966). The substrates used 
were standard (plain) 25 x 75 mm glass microscope 
slides. They were held in the stream in plexiglass 
samplers patterned after the Catherwood diatome-
ter (Patrick et al., 1954). Three samplers, holding a 
total of 36 slides were anchored in riffle areas of the 
stream at each sampling station. Four stations 
along the stream were established near hydrologic 
stream gaging stations. Slides were removed from 
the samplers after exposures of 7, 14, 21, and 28 
days. A total of nine slides were collected from each 
station on each sampling date. 
Macroinvertebrates 
Field instrumentation for collection of inverte-
brates included several wire baskets for each 
sampling site, a number of small bottles, a bucket, 
and dishpan. The wire baskets were buried in the 
streambed at each of the sampling sites to collect 
invertebrates. Spot drift samples were taken on a 
limited basis. Other equipment used in the 
laboratory was available in the Department of 
Wildlife Sciences. 
The modified basket samplers were con-
structed of galvanized hardware cloth with 1.2 mm 
openings. The baskets were constructed in the form 
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of 15 cm cubes with the top left open and a piece of 
250 micron opening mitex cloth placed in the 
bottom of the basket. This configuration allowed 
lateral invertebrate movement but restricted 
vertical movement greater than 15 cm. 
Fish 
Stationary equipment used to study popula-
tions of fish in Spawn Creek consisted of a two-way 
trap at the lower end of the stream. The main 
purpose of this facility was to capture all migrants 
either entering or leaving Spawn Creek. The trap 
was covered with a permanent super-structure to 
reduce the effects of the weather on equipment. 
This building also housed other, more portable 
equipment for further sampling of the popUlation 
of fish. A more detailed description of the trap is 
given by Twedt and Bertlard (1976). 
The portable equipment consisted of electro-
fishing gear, holding tubs, scales, measuring 
boards, sampling trays, clothing, chemicals, and 
data records. The electrofishing gear was a 300 
watt, AC, backpack generator with a variable-
voltage DC pulsator, probes, (electrodes), and dip 
nets. 

. CHAPTER V 
DATA. COLLECTION AND ANALYSIS 
Hydrologic 
Hydrologic data records were collected as 
required by instrument and chart limitations. For 
example, the North and South climate stations 
were equipped with battery pack power sources and 
31-day charts, necessitating data collection only 
once per month; water level charts required 
changing every two weeks; and the Partlow water 
temperature recorders required winding and chart 
replacement every week. 
Precipitation, humidity, air temperature, 
water temperature, and flow were collected as 
continuous records. Maximum and minimum air 
temperature and total precipitation were recorded 
manually as was flow when the recorders were 
inoperative. Wind and solar radiation were 
intermittent due to mechanical difficulties. 
Hydrologic records were taken to the Utah 
Water Research Laboratory facilities for reduction 
and analysis. Air temperature, water temperature, 
and discharge records were reduced to a daily 
average value for each parameter; and the total 
daily accumulations of precipitation, solar radia-
tion, and wind velocity were determined. Periods of 
missing data resulting from instrument malfunc-
tion were completed using regression analysis 
between stations and/or station averaging. Re-
duced data were then keypunched onto computer 
cards for subsequent computer use. A listing of the 
hydrologic data collected is given in Table A-I 
Appendix A. 
All data were analyzed for error values by 
graphical methods and comparisons with previous 
values. Relationships developed from the records 
which received frequent use were the lapse rate, or 
rate of change of temperature with elevation, which 
was calculated as a decrease of 0.62°C per 100 m 
(3.4°F per 100 ft) increase in elevation; and the 
variation of precipitation with elevation, which was 
found to be an increase of 0.515 cm per 100 m 
(0.62 in per 100 ft) increase in elevation. 
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Water Quallty 
Beginning in December 1973, water samples 
were collected from Spawn Creek for water quality 
analyses. Samples were collected in half gallon lots 
every two weeks at stations located immediately 
below hydrologic stream gaging stations on Spawn 
Creek. Drift samples were co11ected at each station 
by passing 10 liters of stream water through a 
Wisconsin style plankton net and bucket (No. 2S 
silk bolting cloth, 64Jl opening). 
Water sam pIes were transported to the 
laboratory and stored overnight in a refrigerator 
(~SOC) for chemical analyses the following day. A 
portion of each sample was filtered through 
Whatman glass fiber filters (GF /C) and finally 
through MUlIpore@ filters (HA, 0.45 Jl pore size). 
Chemical analyses of the filtered and unfiltered 
water samples were made according to standard 
methods (APHA, 1971) in determining: Alkalinity 
(potentiometric method), specific conductance, 
hardness (EDT A titrimetric method), calcium 
(EDT A titrimetric method), potassium (flame 
photometric method), sodium (flame photometric 
method), chloride (mercuric nitrate method), 
ammonia (phenate method), orthophosphate 
(ascorbic acid method), total phosphorus (persul-
fate digestion and ascorbic acid method), and 
sulfate (turbidimetric method). Analyses of water 
samples to determine levels of soluble iron, nitrate, 
and nitrate nitrogen (cadmium reduction method) 
were made according to Strickland and Parsons 
(1968). Levels of inorganic, soluble organic and 
particulate organic carbon in water samples were 
determined using the combustion infrared analysis 
method and a Beckman model 915 carbon 
analyzer. All laboratory chemical determinations 
were performed on three replicate alliquots of the 
same sample. 
The drift samples collected were quantified 
using techniques for measuring total suspended 
solids (SS) and volatile suspended solids (VSS) 
employing a combination of the procedures 
outlined in Standard Methods (APHA, 1971) and 
Strickland and Parsons (1966) as described in 
Cowan and Porcella (1975). 
Of all the ecological factors which act as 
selective agents for aquatic life, water chemistry is 
one of the most important. Water chemistry may 
control the biotic composition as well as the 
productivity of a body of water. Such composition 
and productivity is a function of the limiting 
substance (i.e. the substance present in the lowest 
quantity relative to its requirement by an 
organism). Invariably, the water chemistry of a 
stream reflects the character of its watershed. The 
physical characteristics, climatic conditions, and 
vegetation of the watershed all influence water 
chemistry. Perturbations to these components of 
the watershed, whether natural or man-caused, 
exert an effect on stream water chemistry. 
Since Spawn Creek drains an area which is 
highly calcareous, it is a relatively hard water 
stream. An ion balance for the mean chemical 
concentrations indicate about 4.2 meq/l each of 
anions and cations, 95 percent of which were 
hardness and alkalinity respectively (data summar-
ized in Table 5.1). A tabulation of biweekly 
variations for all water chemistry analyses is 
presented in Table A-2 of Appendix A. 
A relatively few elements dominate the aquatic 
chemistry system of Spawn Creek. The principal 
Table 5.1. The means and ranges of the chemical 
constituentB of water samples that were 
taken at Spawn Creek &om December 
12, 1973 to December 26, 1974 (means 
were calculated by summing over sta· 
tIons and weeks to obtain yearly 
estimates) • 
Constituents and Units High Mean Low 
pH 8.7 8.35a 6.6 
Alkalinity (mg/l caco
5 
) 214 199.1 98 
Hardness (mg/l CaCO 232 203.9 106 
Conductivity (pmhostcm) 398 366.1 327 
Inorganic Carbon (mg/l) 50 42.1 32 
Soluble Organic Carbon (mg/l) 26 6.9 0 
Particulate Organic Carbon (mg/l) 10 1.47 0 
Suspended Solids (mg/l) 4.2 1.45 .1 
Volatile Suspended Solids (mg/l) 10 .51 0 
Ortho-phosphorus (JJg/I) 18 7.23 0 
Filtrate Total-P (jlg/l) 85 14.01 0 
Total Phosphorus (pg/l) 85 18.66 1 
Ammonium-N (pg/1) 167 55.8 14 
Nitrite + Nitrate-N (J.Jg/l) 457 188.2 54 
Calcium (mg/l CaC03 ) 14~ 118.~ 61 
Chloride (mg/l) 6 2.47 0 
Potassium (mg/l) 1.5 .66 0 
Sodium (mg/l) 6.6 4.01 2.1 
Sulfate (mg/l) 26 6.0 3 
Total Iron (pg/l) 69 18.7 1 
aMode 
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cations are calcium, magnesium with significantly 
lesser amounts of sodium and potassium. The most 
important anions are the principal alkalinity 
species: biocarbonate and carbonate. Measurable 
amounts of chloride and sulfate are found. The 
major ions reflect the limestone nature of the 
geological substrate in which the Spawn Creek 
watershed lies. Alkalinity, pH, and hardness are 
the three chemical parameters interrelated through 
the carbonate buffer system. Inorganic nitrogen 
(including ammonia, nitrate and nitrate-nitrogen) 
and soluble (ortho) phosphorus are the major 
nutrients of the system. 
Hardness is primarily caused by calcium and 
magnesium ions. Most of the hardness is associated 
with carbonate and bicarbonate anions (alkalinity) 
and is termed carbonate hardness. The remaining 
hardness associated with other anions (e.g. sulfate, 
chloride) is termed noncarbonate hardness. Spawn 
Creek hardness exceeded its alkalinity by only 
small amounts (less than 10 mg/l) indicating that 
only a small amount of the calcium and magnesium 
hardness was associated with noncarbonate anions. 
The bulk of the hardness observed is probably 
derived from the dissolution of the underlying 
limestone rock by groundwater. 
Alkalinity is the capacity of the water to accept 
protons. In natural waters carbonate and bicarbon-
ate anions comprise the greatest share of this 
buffering capacity. pH is a measure of the free 
hydrogen ion activity of the water. The forms of 
alkalinity and pH are related, more carbonate 
occurring at high pH and essentially all of the 
alkalinity being bicarbonate near pH 8.3. Spawn 
Creek possesses relatively high alkalinity and is well 
buffered against changes in pH. Drastic changes in 
pH were observed, however, during the period of 
greatest snowmelt. This depression of pH may be 
caused by overland flow draining acidic top soils 
lying beneath stands of aspen and mixed conifers 
which cover the upper watershed. A rise in pH from 
upstream to downstream sampling stations during 
the period of pH depression was also evident, 
reflecting the presence of fewer trees on the lower 
watershed and the effect of dilution and resultant 
increased buffer capacity. During this period of 
peak snowmelt, increases in suspended solids, 
particular organic carbon, soluble organic carbon, 
turbidity and phosphorus were also observed. This 
"spring-flush" of materials was followed by a 
return to average concentrations of chemical 
parameters by early summer. 
The major nutrients, nitrogen and phos-
phorus, exhibited a spring peak coinciding with 
maximum snowmelt. The inorganic nitrogen 
concentrations were consistently above levels 
recognized as being limiting to algal growth. The 
bulk of inorganic nitrogen is in the form of N0 3-N, 
with lesser amounts ofNH 3 - N and minor amounts 
of N02 - N. Total inorganic nitrogen averaged 
about 244 IJg/I as compared to reported half 
saturation constants for the growth of phytoplank-
ton of about 2S IJg/I (DiToro et al., 1971). It does 
not appear that inorganic nitrogen is a limiting 
factor in Spawn Creek. 
Phosphorus, particularly P04-P, showed an 
increase· corresponding to the period of maximum 
snowmelt. A maximum of 18 IJg/I was observed at 
this time as compared to a theoretical baseline 
concentration of 4 IJg/l. This baseline was 
computed for the stream using the solubility of 
apatite (largely calcium orthophosphate) which is 
the principal phosphorus bearing rock of the 
watershed, to predict the phosphate concentration 
of groundwater entering the stream. This is, of 
course, temperature and pH dependent and only 
an estimate. Assuming the Michaelis constant for 
P04-P to be 10 IJg/I (based on data from DiToro et 
al., 1971), it is probable that phosphorus was the 
nutrient limiting primary production in Spawn 
Creek. 
Sodium and potassium are believed to account 
for the remainder of the cations present in Spawn 
Creek waters. Both were present in relatively low 
concentration with sodium exceeding potassium. 
Mean annual concentrations of sodium were 4.01 
mg/l and 0.66 mg/l for potassium; no discernable 
seasonal patterns were evident. 
During the summer months the Spawn Creek 
watershed serves as a grazing area for cattle. This 
had a pronounced effect on the system . Wearing 
down of stream banks, disturbing the substrate 
and discharge of fecal matter into or near the 
stream had obvious effects on water chemistry. 
Some aberrant values during this period might thus 
be explained. 
Primary Production 
The Spawn Creek primary producers typically 
consisted of diatoms and gelatinous green and 
blue-green algae which form a community called 
periphyton on the rock surfaces of the streambed. 
Periphyton production in the field was 
estimated using artificial substrates. Colonization 
rates and subsequent growth rates of algal 
popUlations were estimated by periodic placement, 
removal and examination of artificial substrates 
(Weber and Raschke, 1966). The substrates used 
were standard (plain) 25 x 75 mm glass microscope 
slides. They were held in the stream in plexiglass 
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samplers patterned after the Catherwood dia-
tometer (Patrick et aI., 1954). Three samplers, 
holding a total of 36 slides were anchored in riffle 
areas of the stream at each sampling station. Four 
stations along the stream were established near 
hydrologic stream gaging stations. 
Slides were removed from the sampler after 
exposures of 7, 14, 21, and 28 days. A total of nine 
slides were collected from each station on each 
sampling date. Three replicate slides were analyzed 
for chlorophyll content of the attached periphyton. 
Concentrations of chlorophyll and phaeophytin 
were calculated using the UNESCO (1966) 
trichromatic method. The amount of oxidizable 
organic material accumulated on three replicate 
slides was measured using the chemical oxygen 
demand (COD) determination (APHA, 1971). The 
periphyton scraped from another three replicate 
slides was preserved for microscopic analysis, and 
counts were made to determine the number of 
algae cells per mm2 of slide area (Weber, 1966). 
Organism identifications were made according to 
Patrick and Reimer (1966), Prescott (1961) and 
Weber (1971). 
Changes in the natural epilithon periphyton 
popUlation were estimated by semi-monthly samp-
ling for chlorophyll concentrations from streambed 
samples. Samples of natural substrate were 
collected from beneath a grid established below the 
downstream sam pling station. The periphyton was 
scraped from the rocks collected from one square 
foot of stream bottom and the amount of 
chlorophyll in this periphyton was determined 
(UNESCO, 1966). 
The waters of Spawn Creek support a diverse 
algal flora. While diatoms comprise the bulk of the 
standing crop, green, blue-green, golden-brown, 
and red algae were also present. Table 5.2 
summarizes the genera of algae observed and 
identified in samples collected from Spawn Creek. 
These samples obtained from artificial substrates 
probably do not represent the standing crop of 
algae to be found on the natural substrate. Some 
algae do not colonize glass slides as rapidly as 
others, a fact which affects such an estimate. 
Tippet (1970) has emphasized that most 
artificial substrates used to collect algae bear no 
relation to the natural substrate. Periphyton found 
on the natural substrates at Spawn Creek is 
composed primarily of diatoms and occasional 
incrustations of Vaucheria, and to a lesser degree, 
Phormidium. Hydrurus is only a minor component 
of the periphyton assemblage of the natural 
substrate while it composed 14 percent (mean 
annual occurrence by numbers of the total algae 
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observed on artificial substrates. In terms of 
biomass its percentage occurrence would be even 
higher since it is a multi-seriate filament which 
grows in long tassels from the substrate. Its 
predominance in the samples was probably due to 
its ability to colonize glass microscope slides 
Table 5.2. Mean annual occurrence (based on cell 
numbers) of perlphyton genera ob-
served on artificial substrates collected 
&om Spawn Creek after four weeks 
isolation &om April 16, 1974 to Febru-
ary 5, 1975 (means were calculated by 
summing over the stations and sample 
dates to obtain annual estimates). 
Algal Genus 
HYdrurus 
Ulothrix 
Vaucheria 
Phormidium 
Achnanthes 
Amphora 
Cocconeis 
Diatoma 
FragiUarkz 
Frustulia 
Gomphonema 
Navicula 
Nitszchia 
Surirella 
Synedra 
* = Presence < 1 Percen t. 
60 
~o 
40 
30 / 
20 
10 I .. 
Percent of Total 
.. 
. \ 
14 
1 
* 
1 
23 
3 
20 
13 
1 
* 
19 
2 
2 
* 
.. 
\ 
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1974 - 75 
N D J 
FIgure 5.1a. Perlphyton production In Spawn 
Creek (mg glucose carbon/m2/day). 
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rapidly and its preference for the micro-niche of 
slower current velocity created by the sampling 
appratus. 
Periphyton production observed in Spawn 
Creek during this study is depicted in Figure 5.1. 
The mean annual production rate was computed to 
be 32.71 mg glucose carbon per square meter per 
day or 474.44 ",g chlorophyll a per square meter per 
day. There is a good deal of variability in the 
production data, but productivity appears to be 
highly correlated with both water temperature and 
photo period. Periphyton production was highest 
during the summer months reaching a four station 
average rate of SO to 60 mg glucose carbon per 
square meter per day. The corresponding mini-
mum rate recorded during the winter months was 
about 7 mg glucose carbon per square meter per 
day. 
Among sampling stations, variability in 
prod uction estimates was also evident. While 
production at the lower three stations was similar, 
the upstream station consistently showed a higher 
production rate. This was attributed to the fact 
that copious growths of the chrysophyte Hydrurus 
were present year-round at this station. The mean 
annual production rates at the four sampling 
stations are shown in Table 5.3. Monthly 
production estimates appear in Table A-3 of 
Appendix A. 
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Table 5.3. Mean annual perlphyton production 
rates 88 determined by the artificial 
substrate method for sampUng stations 
In Spawn Creek. 
Station Number 
1 (Sawmill) 
2 (Middle) 
3 (Spring) 
4 (Trap) 
Production rate (day-I) 
mg glucose JJg chlorophyll 
carbon/m2 a/m2 
57.82 
35.38 
19.85 
19.85 
827.68 
507.22 
321.43 
270.01 
Standing crop of algae on the natural 
substrate during this same period showed a pattern 
opposite to that of production. Highest standing 
crop was observed during the spring and autumn 
months with a mid-summer minimum. Standing 
crop estimates are depicted in Figure 5.2. They 
ranged from 1 gram per square meter to 30.2 
grams per square meter (dry weights), with an 
annual mean of 12.24 grams per square meter. 
Sampling of epilithic periphyton is difficult at best 
since the degree of spatial heterogeneity involved 
with the substrate is great. Rather than attempting 
to account for and analyze this variability by 
collection of numerous replicate samples, individ-
ual samples were chosen on each sampling date by 
selecting a sample SUbjectively determined to best 
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Figure 5.2. Standing crop. 
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represent the total substrate at that time. Thus the 
values in Figure 5.2 were only approximate, but the 
bimodel pattern displayed was believed to be 
accurate. The spring peak of periphyton biomass 
was reached in mid-April, shortly after the 
observed peak of orthophosphate concentration in 
the stream. 
The disparity between the production esti-
mates and the standing crop pattern is difficult to 
explain since organisms of both the natural 
substrate and those colonizing the artificial 
substrates were exposed to the same environmental 
variables (e.g. water temperature, photo-period). 
The fact that organisms comprising the two 
different communities were not the same is a major 
reason for the observed differences. While the 
epilithic periphyton community was predominately 
diatoms, the community developing on artificial 
substrates was mostly Hydrurus. The Hydrurus 
growing on glass slides collected from the 
Catherwood diatometer was sheltered from the 
current velocity because of sampler design. The 
epilithic periphyton, however, was exposed to the 
full scouring action of the current velocity. Grazing 
of the algae on slides in the diatometer was also 
reduced because of the sampler design and its 
position above the substrate. 
Also, these two parameters, standing crop and 
primary production measure two different aspects 
of community dynamics. Primary production is 
either change in total standing crop in a unit of 
time as subjected to various removal processes 
(respiration, predation, drift, etc.) in which case it 
is called net production or, if no removal occurs, it 
is called gross production. It is likely that periphy-
ton measurements on natural substrates would be 
an estimate of net production while the artificial 
substrates approach gross production (not account-
ing for respiration). Finally, specific productivity 
must be considered, i.e. the rate of change of 
standing crop per unit of time. This approach 
tends to eliminate the problem that high standing 
crop communities tend to have higher estimated 
productivities than low standing crop communities . 
This can occur because of lack of predation. 
However, two communities or the same community 
during two seasons having the same potential for 
production will have two different levels of 
production. Thus it makes sense that productivity 
in Spawn Creek would be highest during the 
summer when temperature and input nutrient 
concentrations were greater and lower during other 
times of the year. Because of lack of predation and 
other factors, standing crops could be higher 
during other times of the year. 
Macroinvertebrates 
Sam pling stations were selected in the lower 
half of the drainage where flows and substrates 
were fairly uniform. The upper half of the stream 
(Middle to Sawmill) had many plunge pools in 
bedrock, some rubble riffles, and several beaver 
dams. The lower half of the stream consisted of 
gravel riffles with many small pools. Near the lower 
boundary of the study area some finer sediments 
appear in the larger pools. Station 1 was located 
near the Middle station, in an area of fairly shallow 
riffle over moderate sized gravel. Station 2 was 
downstream in an area of larger gravel and rubble 
in a deep riffle. Stations 3 and 4 were at the 
downstream end of the study area, immediately 
below the fish trap. Station 3 was again in a shallow 
riffle over moderate sized gravel, and Station 4 was 
in the tail end of a pool containing gravel and sand. 
This configuration represents the pattern of a 
stratified sampling design which was considered to 
be appropriate for riffle invertebrate communities 
in this study area. The modified basket sampler 
provided ease of sampling while utilizing the 
natural substrate and al10wed latera] movement of 
invertebrates in the substrates with a minimal 
alteration in habitat. The mitex cloth in the bottom 
of the sampler was used to reduce the possibility of 
organisms dropping through the bottom of the 
basket during remova]. During the course of the 
study it was found that the 15 cm basket depth 
allowed enough sediment compaction to prevent 
the organisms from dropping through the basket. 
Samplers were installed by digging a narrow trench 
perpendicular to stream flow, filling the baskets 
with substrate, placing them in the trench, and 
refilling the trench to within 1-2 cm of the basket 
tops. All samplers were then allowed a minimum of 
two months to re-establish equilibrium with the 
stream prior to sampling. Samples were taken 
twice monthly by grasping the basket, rapidly 
lifting it straight up out of the trench, and 
depositing it in a plastic tub. 
Sample processing consisted of triple sugar 
floating organic material from the gravel and 
washing through SOOIJ and 2SOIJ sieves. Samples 
were then washed and preserved in formalin. SOOIJ 
fractions were hand picked under illuminated 
magnifiers in their entity. The 2SOIJ fractions were 
subsampled and 2 of the 8 subsamples were 
randomly selected and picked. Table 5.4 is a 
taxonomic list of the invertebrate community. 
As the model uses invertebrate data grouped 
into four orders, no great emphasis was placed on 
taxonomic identification. Genera was being con-
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sidered an adequate identificatiQn (specimens of 
larvae and adults are available for species 
determination). Numbers of individuals, by size 
group for the dominant taxa, were recorded and 
average weights for each group determined. 
Fish 
Spawn Creek was divided into short sections to 
facilitate the sampling effort. Study sections were 
100 m long and ran continuously for 2.4 km 
upstream from a two-way fish trap. Preliminary 
studies of the upper reaches of the stream and the 
larger tributaries showed that populations in those 
areas were virtually nonexistant. The upper 0.8 km 
of stream was inaccessable for sampling and was 
not included in the study. 
The fish trap was placed into operation on 
November 21, 1973, and was used to monitor 
movements of fish until November 20, 1974. The 
facility was checked at intervals dictated by 
migrational patterns and seasonal conditions. All 
captured fish were anesthetized with MS-222 and 
quinaldine (Schoettger and Steucke, 1970), mea-
sured in total length (TL) , weighed if feasible, 
sexed in season, and marked for later identification 
if appropriate. Missing weights were later supplied 
from time and species specific length-weight 
regressions from pertinent field samples. Large fish 
(>200 mm) were individually tagged with numered 
Floy FD-67 anchor tags (Dell, 1968); small fish 
(199-100 mm) were fin clipped on the right pelvic; 
and fry and fingerlings below 100 mm were not 
marked. This marking regime was designed to 
mitigate the hazard of differential growth between 
tagged and untagged juveniles (Barclay, 1973; 
Carline and Brynildson, 1973) and hazard of 
differential survival between clipped and whole fry 
and fingerlings (Coble, 1971; Nicola and Cordone, 
1973). Fish were held until revived and then 
released in their previous direction of travel. 
Fish popUlations were sampled monthly from 
April 1973 to November 1974. When estimates of 
both growth and density were needed, two 
consecutive samples were removed and replaced 
from all the sections in the study area. When only 
an estimate of growth was required, one sample 
was removed and replaced from several, randomly 
chosen sections. Since streams such as Spawn 
Creek can be quantitatively sampled only with 
electricity (Larsen, 1955), fish were captured 
with a 300 w AC back-pack generator with a 
variable-voltage DC pulsator; DC was used at all 
times to provide a galvaotaxic response and to 
reduce mortalities (Pratt, 1955; Taylor, Cole, and 
Sigler, 1975). All captured fish were anesthetized, 
measured, sexed, and weighed as were the trap 
Table 5.4. List of Invertebrate taxa that were found In Spawn Creek In the summer of 1974. 
Taxa 
Arachnida 
Acarina 
Hydrachnidae 
Hydracarina sp. 
Insecta 
Coleoptera 
Dytiscidae 
Agabus sp. 
Elmidae 
Diptera 
Cera topogonidae 
Chironomidae 
Diamesia sp. 
Ptychopteridae 
Ptychoptera sp. 
Simulidae 
Prosimulium sp. 
Stratiomyidae 
Euparyphus sp. 
Tipulidae 
Hexatoma sp. 
Tipula sp. 
Ephemeroptera 
Bactidae 
Ameletus sp. 
Baetis sp. 
Ephemerel/a sp. 
Paraleptophlebia sp. 
Heptageniidae 
Cinygmula sp. 
Rhithrogena sp. 
Abundanrea 
3 
2 
2 
2 
3 
2 
2 
2 
2 
3 
2 
4 
4 
3 
3 
3 
Taxa 
Hemiptera 
Gerridae 
Gerris sp. 
Plecoptera 
Chloroper lidae 
Alloperla sp. 
Nemouridae 
Nemoura sp. 
Perlidae 
Acroneuria sp. 
Perlodidae 
Isoperla sp. 
Trichoptera 
Hydropsychidae 
Parapsyche sp. 
Lepidostoma tidae 
Lepidostoma sp. 
Limnephilidae 
Hesperophylax sp. 
O/igophlebodes sp. 
Rhyacophilidae 
Glossosoma sp. 
Rhyacophila sp. 
Psychomyiidae 
Neureclipsis sp. 
Pelecypoda 
Eulamellibranchia 
Sphaeridae 
Oligochaeta 
Plesiopora 
Tu bificidae 
Turbellaria 
Tric1adia 
Planariidae 
Abundanae 
2 
2 
2 
3 
3 
3 
3 
2 
3 
4 
a 4 = abundant, 3 = moderately abundant, 2 = rare, 1 = extremely rare. 
1 Scott Reger, personal communjcation. 
samples. After July 24, 1973, all unmarked fish 
above 75 mm TL were cold-branded with 
individually identifiable numers (Everest and 
Edmundson, 1967). All recaptures of marked 
individuals were noted. Scale samples were taken 
on all unbranded individuals except those of the 0+ 
age groups. These scales were taken from above the 
lateral line and below the anterior margin of the 
dorsal fin on brown and cutthroat trout (Lagler, 
1956) and from the caudal peduncle from brook 
trout (Carlander, 1969). Fish were revived and then 
released at intervals along the section of stream 
from which they came. 
Special field collections were made at various 
intervals throughout the study. Whenever electro-
fishing was conducted on the 100 m section 
upstream and adjacent to the trap, the facility was 
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checked after the first catch to assess the number of 
fish that left the section between units of effort. 
Also, certain sections were sampled several times to 
provide data for a comparison of various multi-
catch removal methods of population number 
estimation. 
Time in the mathematical model was 
expressed in weeks that began on January 1, 1973, 
and sequentially progressed 98 weekly periods to 
November 20, 1974. 
The time of emergence from the substrate of 
the 1973 and 1974 year classes was calculated from 
relationships of temperature and egg development 
from Embody (1934) and Merrim~n (1935). The 
daily water temperature was transformed into a 
fraction of the total development; for instance, if a 
brown trout egg takes 95 days to develop from 
deposition to emergence when held at SoC, one day 
at this temperature corresponds to 1/95 of the total 
development towards emergence. The fractions of 
development were added as the days passed from 
the week of the deposition of eggs until their sum 
reached unity. At this time the corresponding week 
was noted as the period of emergence. The week of 
deposition was chosen as the period when the 
maximal amount of spawning activity was noted for 
that species. 
Since electrofishing is size-selective (Sullivan, 
1956) and growth survivorship and recruitment 
may vary among age groups and species (Ricker, 
1958), all estimates and calculations were stratified 
by species and by year class. 
Year classes within a species were separated by 
the discontinuities within length-frequency histro-
grams, by the determination of age via counts of 
annuli on scales, and by the position in the length 
distribution of previously aged individuals. Because 
cutthroat in the Logan River and its tributaries do 
not form an annulus in their first year of life 
(Fleener, 1952) the ages of this species as 
determined by counts of annuli were adjusted 
accordingly. Although the scales taken from 
yearling cutthroat did show that some did form an 
annulus in their first winter, this proportion was 
small (3 out of 55) and was therefore ignored. 
Cutthroat trout exhibit the above phenomenon 
in other waters as well. Brown and Bailey (1952) 
found a similar occurrence in Montana. The first 
few circuli are laid down in such a uniform fashion 
that the cessation and subsequent resumption of 
growth during the colder seasons do not interrupt 
the pattern. Mallet (1961) found that in the Middle 
Fork of the Salmon River up to 11 circuli could be 
laid down in the first year in the life of a cutthroat 
before an annulus was created. Also, some 
popUlations ~ven fail to form scales in their first 
year of life, such as the populations in Yellowstone 
Lake (Laasko and Cope, 1956). 
The number and weights of emigrants and 
immigrants were obtained from trap data. Because 
rarely did enough fish migrate to provide the means 
to directly separate the migrants into year classes, 
the boundaries between adjacent year classes as 
calculated from the regular samples of the 
upstream populations were used. The critical TL 
between every possible couplet of year classes was 
regressed with respect to time. The least-squares fit 
was made via the technique as outlined by 
Snedecor and Cochran (1967). The resultant linear 
models were interpolated to provide estimates of 
the boundaries for the separation of the weekly 
migrants into their appropriate year class. The 
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statistics for each of these models are listed in 
Table 5.5. 
Ignorance of hydrologic conditions during the 
early months of the summer prevented adequate 
preparations for the extreme bed-load movement 
which stopped operation of the trap for 31 days 
(June 17 to July 18, 1974) until adjustments could 
be made. Observations during 1973 indicated no 
significant bed load movement during a corres-
ponding time period. Because no knowledge of the 
migrational patterns for this period was available, 
attempts were not made to fill this data gap. 
Inefficiencies in equipment prevented ade-
quate sampling in the trap of the 1974 cutthroat 
trout year class until 10 weeks past their 
emergence. Since most studies have shown that 
cutthroat fry remain in their natal stream at least 
several months beyond emergence (Cope, 1957a; 
Kiefling, 1972; and Rankel, 1971), the migration 
during this period was assumed to be nil. The 
number of animals that migrated in this period 
were estimated from the number of animals that 
migrated later. The weekly estimates of this later 
group were fit to a normalized density function 
(Parton and Innis, 1972) by a computer program 
that used an iterative, least squares approach to 
fitting curvilinear equations (Bevington, 1969). 
Table S.S. These slopes, Intercepts, and coem-
Bounded year 
classes 
Brown trout 
1974-1973 
1973-1972 
1972-1971 
1971-
clents of determination were derived 
through regressions of linear modelsa 
of L on t. The dependent variables are 
the boundaries In m.m TL two contigu-
ous-year classes of a species of trout; 
the Independent variables are time In 
weeks &om January 1, 1973. These 
models were calculated &om bounda-
ries based on data &om periodic elec-
tro-fishing samples &om the stream 
and were then used to separate the year 
classes In migrant populations captured 
at the trap between electro-sampling 
efforts. 
Slope Intercept Coefficient of de-
(b) (a) termination (R 2 ) 
1.023 -.411 .995 
1.601 32.165 .849 
1.054 132.387 .927 
.814 206.141 .962 
Cutthroat trout 
1974-1973 1.023 -25.411 .995 
1973-1972 1.773 -12.991 .900 
1972-1971 1.463 74.910 .787 
1971-1970 1.116 142.984 .491 
197()'1969 .745 196.951 .523 
1969- .964 212.115 .905 
aL=a +bt 
Table 5.6. A normalized density function of emigration for the 1974 cutthroat trout year classes. The 
equation was taken &om Parton and InnIs (1972) and was Ot to the observed data of emigrating 
density via an Iterative technique as described by Bevington (1969). 
Statistics Standard deviations 
the number of individuals that emigrated in 
week t 
a = 9.1.94 
b = 72.27 
c= 10.29 
d = 5.28 
1. 7666 
15.0516 
14.9455 
5.3348 the season maximum of weekly emigrants 
x the chi-square test for goodness of fit 
df the degree of freedom 
The results of this effort are listed in Table 5.6. 
This model of migration was extrapolated to 
estimate the missing data. The measured densities 
and biomass of the migrant year classes were 
placed in Appendix A, Table A-4. 
Because preliminary work showed that densi-
ties were low and the probabilities of capture were 
high, a two-catch, removal method was employed 
to calculated the numerical size of a year class. 
Since data from the trap revealed that fish were 
leaving the sections between units of effort, an 
adjustment was added to the case of two trappings 
of Zipping (1958) as a compensation. 
Robson and Region (1971) state that the 
probability of capture must remain constant over 
all units of effort. If only two units of effort are 
employed, the probability of capture in the first 
unit must be equal to that in the second, and is 
expressed as: 
in which 
N 
m 
.............. (5.1) 
the number offish 
the number of fish caught during the 
first unit of effort 
the number of fish caught during the 
second unit of effort 
the number of fish that left the area 
between the first and second units of 
x= .1 
df= 8 
Because the probability of capture in the 
above estimator approximates a Poisson distribu-
tion, the 5-method of Darrock (1958) was used to 
derive its variance. Robson and Region (1971) state 
that if the fishing intensity and the rate of mortality 
in a removal estimation remain constant during the 
sampling period, the probability of capture follows 
the forementioned distribution. In this study of fish 
popUlation in Spawn Creek, the fishing intensity 
(number of fishing efforts per estimate) was held 
constant by design, and because the necessary time 
to complete the sampling procedure was short, a 
dramatic change of the mortality rate for the 
involved year classes was unlikely. Therefore, 
according to the forementioned technique, each 
parameter was multiplied by the square of its 
partial derivative from Equation 5.2, and the three 
products were summed to become: 
(c - C )4 + [N 2 C + c2 111] I(c - C)2 (5 3) 12 21 '12· .. • 
Since the stream was electrofished by section 
.. always in an upstream direction, the statistics for 
the entire stream were calculated as follows: 
k 
c i = i~l ai .................... (5.4) 
k 
. c2 = i~l bi .................... (5.5) 
m = nL ..................... (5.6) 
~rt ~~~ 
If the variables are rearranged, Equation 5.1 
becomes: 
A 
N = (c; + c1 m)/(c 1 - c) ........... (5.2) 
in which 
)\ 
N the estimate of the number offish 
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k 
a' 1 
b· 1 
the number of sections that were 
sampled 
the number of fish that were caught 
in the first unit of effort in the ith 
section 
the number of fish that were caught 
in the second unit of effort in the ith 
section 
n = the number of sections where a repre-
sentative of the particular year class 
was found 
L the number offish that leave a section 
between units of efforts 
The data obtained from the special collections 
at the trap were used to calculate L. Since L was 
directly obtainable from only the section of stream 
immediately upstream from the trap, estimates of 
this parameter had to be calculated for the other 
sections to obtain the expected number of 
dislodged individuals in the entire stream. The 
observed data from the first section and the trap 
were used in attempts to regress L with density, 
probability of capture, and the size of catches for 
each size group offish. All such attempts at linear 
and curvilinear correlation provided such poor 
results that an average over time of the observed 
data was used to estimate L. These averages were 
stratified with respect to the size of the migrant and 
were used in calculations with the appropriate year 
class. 
A comparis~n of estimated densities that were 
calculated via several, multi-catch methods were 
made with the data from special collections (Table 
5.6). 
Because the numbers of fish caught were 
small, the catch data from the special collections 
conducted in July 1973 and January 1974 were 
combined to improve precision (see Table A-5, 
Appendix A for the sampling schedule). Although 
the calculated estimates from the combined data 
did not correspond to an actual population, the 
combination violated none of the underlying 
assumptions in the two-catch method and are, 
therefore, realistic when ,used in the following 
manner. 
A comparison of the number of units of effort 
that were employed per estimate showed that as the 
number of units increased, the calculated density 
was reduced. Although this reduction is slight with 
respect to the standard errors that are involved, the 
trend in the change in estimation from left to right 
in Table 5.7 is downward. This is as expected if 
between each unit of effort a number of fish 
emigrate from the study section. 
Since bias and the decline of estimated 
densities are directly related, Table 5.7 shows that 
groups of large and small fish were resistant to this 
type of bias while groups of moderately sized fish 
were not. This situation was probably due to the 
selectivity of the gear and the limitations of visually 
locating and recognizing stunned fish. As the 
length of an individual increases, the probabilities 
of recruitment and location after electric narcosis 
increase. The 1972 year class was poorly recruited 
therefore few stunned individuals floated out of a 
section and bias was not negligible. The 1971 year 
c1ass was better recruited and recognition was 
good, therefore bias was reduced. 
Mortality was assumed to be density indepen-
dent. Although this is usually the case for adult 
salmonids, often it is not for juveniles (MacAfee, 
1966). Because electrofishing is least effective on 
smaller fish (Sullivan, 1956), these animals were 
rarely recruited into the samples, This absence 
precluded any attempt to determine compensatory 
mortality. Since some year classes contained 
migratory constituents, migration had to be 
incorporated into models of density; however, data 
from the trap were not directly employable, since 
the facility was in operation for only part of the 
study. Therefore, trigonometric components were 
added to some models as a compensation for 
migration. This addition consisted of a sine wave 
that exhibited various amplitudes, phases, and 
frequencies among the different year classes. These 
trigonometric components were placed in the 
exponent of the equations of time-dependent 
density as supplements to the relative rate of 
mortality. The purpose of the wave in each new 
Table 5.7. Comparison of calculated densities &om varlOlll removal estlmaton on cutthroat trout popula-
tions on July 15-16, 1973 and January 18.21, 1974. Standard erron are In parentheses. 
Year Modified Removal Methods Delurya 
Gass Two-catch Two-catch Three-catch Four-catch Five-catch 
1972 25.9 25.0 25.5 25.1 25.0 24.7 
(03.35) (01.53) (01.33) (00.34) (00.14) (00.80) 
1971 24.2 20.3 14.5 15.3 15.1 15.1 
(18.96) (09.80) (00.97) (00.61) (00.35) (00.78) 
1970 17.8 15.1 16.1 16.0 16.0 15.8 
(01.87) (00.38) (.0080) (00.10) (00.00) (00.80) 
1969 4 4 4 4 4 
(0) (0) (0) (0) (0) 
aFor Delury estimators the value within parentheses are r2 values. 
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function of density was to define the decline in the 
density during periods of emigration and the 
increase during periods of immigration. 
The models of density were fitted to the data 
with the aid of a computer program that used an 
iterative, least squares approach for curvilin ... ear fits 
(Bevington, 1969). All estimates of density (N) were 
weighted by the reciprocal of their variances in the 
calculations. The exact, mathematical construc-
tions of these models are displayed in Table 5.8 and 
5.9; the estimates for the parameters for these 
equations follow in Tables 5.10, 5.11, and 5.12. A 
plotted example of how these models fit the 
observed data is provided for the 1972 year class of 
brown trout (Figure 5.3). 
Because shifts in the migrational pattern of 
some year classes occurred during the study, the 
respective trigonometric components were dropped 
when seasonal migrations ceased. Such a situation 
occurred for the 1971 year class of cutthroat trout. 
The trigonometric form was used in the calculation 
of production between late October 1973, and late 
August 1974, only because data from the trap 
indicated that seasonal migrations for the age 
groups that this year class represented did not 
occur in the spring of 1973 and the fall of 1974. 
The coefficients of the trigonometric com-
ponent all have interpretations. C is the magnitude 
of the migrations, b is the frequency with which 
migrational cycles occur, and s is the phasing for 
Table 5.9. Descriptive, mathematical models of 
density for cutthroat trout year classes. 
Year 
Oass 
1974 
1973 
1972 
1971 
1970 
1969 
Description 
N = N e-zt 
t 0 
Nt = Noe-(Z-it)t (lnN
t 
= InNo - zt + it2 ) 
N = N e-(Csine (27T[t-S] /b) +rt) 
t 0 
" 
" 
" 
1968 N = N e-rt t 0 
Nt is the year class number at time t 
No is the year class number at time zero 
z is the specific, instantaneous rate of decrease 
t is the time in weeks 
i is the empirical constant for numbers increase 
C is the amplitude of the trigonometric component 
s is the phasing of the trigonometric component 
b is the frequency of the trigonometric component 
is the specific, instantaneous rate of mortality 
these cycles with the seasons. 20 
Because insufficient points were available to 
fit a trigonometric function, the 1973 cutthroat 
trout year class was modeled with a parabolic curve 
of a logarithmic transformation of the data set. The 
Table 5.S. Descriptive, mathematical models of 
density for brown and brook trout year 
classes. 
Year DescriEtion 
Class Brown trout Brook trout 
1974 N = N e-rt 
t 0 
1973 
1972 N = N e -(Csine (27T[t-S]/b) +rt) t 0 
1971 N = N e-rt t 0 
1970 " 
Nt is the year class number at time t 
No is the year class,number at time zero 
r is the specific, instantaneous rate of mortality 
is the time in weeks 
C is the amplitude for the trigonometric component 
s is the phasing of the trigonometric component 
b is the frequency of the trigonometric component 
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Figure 5.3. The observed and calculated values for 
the time dependent density of the 1974 
brown trout year class. 
Table 5.10. Coemclents of the models of density for brown trout year classes. Concomitant standard 
deviations are In parentheses. 
Year 
Class 
Coefficients 
1974 
1973 
1972 
1971 
1970 
15.9 
(33.509) 
175.7 
(178.700) 
19.8 
(11.414) 
aGraphica1ly set constants 
C 
-.853 26.3 
(.3979) (3.873) 
b df 
52.0a 
.0265 .0 
(.021917) 
.0701 .2 2 
(.022599) 
.0479 3.0 
(.020299) 
Table 5.11. Coemclents of the models of density for cutthroat trout year classes. Concomitant standard 
deviations are In parentheses. 
Year Coefficien ts 
Class N C b z Xi df 0 
a 
1974 2 x 1016 .384470 
1973 4.729 x \,07 .384470 .002623 .3 2 
(6.291) (.194370) (.001412) 
1972 245.8 -.548 29.0 23.7 .0322 SA 3 
(87.655) (.1372) (1.735) (.969) (.004971) 
1971 272.6 -.941 29.1 24.1, .0361 1.6 2 
(88.110) (.2952) (.752) (.763) (.006095) 
1970 48.6 -.095 35.0c 52.0c .0169 .0 3 
(52.820) (.2982) (.017866) 
1969 23.4 .031 31.0c 52.0c .0151 .1 
(1.971) (.0976) (.001670) 
1968 10.4 .020 .0 
(77.718) (.177370) 
~ Coefficients lifted from 1973 data and applied to the 1974 year class data point 
Standard deviations from a logarithmic fit 
C Graphically set constants 
Table 5.12. Coemclents of models of density for 
brook trout year classes. Concomitant 
standard deviations are In paren-
theses. 
Year C oefficien ts 
Class N 0 df 
1974 441.9 .033587 ( ___ )a (---) 
1973 28.4 .00440 .7 4 
(24.154) (.019543) 
1972 87.9 .03986 70.3 3 
(5.140) (.001250) 
1971 60.8 .03674 2.1 4 
(16.626) (.005975) 
1970 42.3 .031386 .5 
(18.053) (.011393) 
RStandard deviations undefined 
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specific, instantaneous rate of change z incorpor-
ates both the effects of mortality and emigration. 
The quadratic term it2 is an impericism to provide 
for immigration in the fall of 1974. 
Because only one estimate of density was 
available for the 1974 cutthroat trout year class, the 
value of z from 1973 was used in a model of 
exponential decay. 
The method with which the change in density 
was modeled for the 0+ cutthroat age group was 
probably incorrect and biased subsequent esti-
mates of biomass downward. A better model of the 
instantaneous rate of change for this age group 
would be 
in which 
dN/dt 
dN = _ rN _ dM E 
dt t dt ' ............. (5.7) 
= the instantaneous rate of de-
crease 
r 
Nt 
dM/dt E 
= the specific, instantaneous 
of mortality 
the density at time t 
the instantaneous rate of emi-
gration 
The solution of this differential equation would be 
the model of density for this cohort. This model 
was not used because the integral of Equation 5.7 
was incompatable with the data. The trap samples 
would provide the necessary information to fit 
dM/dt E, but at least two viable estimates of 
density during a period of no or low emigration 
would be necessary to find the specific, instantan-
eous rate of mortality. Only one viable estimate was 
accomplished. The calculated densities of the 
different year classes in different samples were 
placed in Appendix A, Table A-6. 
Even though the general growth of an 
individual fish tends to be asymptotic in its life 
(Beverton and Holt, 1957; Parker and Larkin, 
1959), seasonal variations of accelerated gain or 
loss of weight do occur (Chapman, 1971). As a 
compromise in these two trends, von Bertalanffy 
growth equations (Beverton and Holt, 1957) and 
trigonometric multipliers were combined and used 
to model growth in all but the 1974 year classes 
(Table 5.13). Unlike the trigonometric components 
in the models of density, these sine waves were not 
used in the exponents, but as multipliers of the 
asymptotic segment of the growth equations. These 
multipliers caused the new equation to undulate 
around the old as time progressed, thereby 
describing seasonal fluctuations in mean weight 
around a general trend. 
The statistics for these. models were calculated 
via the same computer program as those from the 
models of density with two exceptions. Because the 
short duration of the study did not expose enough 
of the asymptotic trend in the growth of every year 
class, the asymptotic weight Woo was estimated by 
a series of Walford plots (Walford, 1946) for each 
species. For each sampling period, the mean 
weights of an individual for several, chronologically 
contiguous year classes where graphically re-
gressed. The intercept of the regression line with 
the 45° diagonal through the origin provided an 
estimate of Woo. These estimates were summed 
over time for all the species to provide the yearly, 
specific constant. 
The second independently estimated statistic 
was the metric relationship of the length with 
respect to the weight of the individual. This 
relationship is expressed by the exponent in the 
length-weight formula (Beverton and Holt, 1957). 
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Table 5.13. Descriptive, mathematical models of 
growth for brown, cutthroat, and 
brook trout year classes. 
Year 
Gass 
1974 w = W egt t 0 
Description 
1973 W t = W oo{1 + Csine [21T (t-s) /b 1) (l-e -k[t-to l)3 
1972 
1971 
1970 
1969 
1968 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
and w = W egt a t 0 
is the mean year class weight at time t in grams 
is the mean year class weigh t at time zero in grams 
is the specific, instantaneous rate of growth 
is the time in weeks 
Woo is the asymptotic weight in grams 
C is the amplitude of the trigonometric component 
is the phasing of the trigonometric component 
b is the frequency of the trigonometric component 
k is the coefficient of catabolism 
to is the time at which the mean year class weight is zero 
aCutthroat trout only. 
Table 5.14. Tests for slgnlftcance of deviations 
from isometric growth In the periodic 
samples taken In Spawn Creek. 
Date Brown Trout Cutthroat Trout Brook Trout 
1973 
April 
April 
May 
June 
June 
July 
August 
October 
December 
1974 
January 
February 
March 
April 
May 
June 
July 
August 
September 
November 
* 
2.558* 
2.978 
2.682** 
2.945 
2.685 
3.165 
3.111 
2.203** 
3.042 
2.935 
3.820** 
2.421 ** 
2.933** 
2.983** 
2.490** 
2.652** 
2.675* 
3.130 
2.959** 
2.784** 
3.026 
2.915 
3.004 
3.031 
3.057 
Significance at the 95 percent level (H f b = 3). 
** 0 Significance at the 99 percent level (H 1 b = 3). 
ab from the length-weigh t regression W = aL. 
2.616** 
2.952 
2.772 
2.156** 
3.434** 
3.116 
3.371 
3.010 
2.970 
4.150** 
2.756 
2.996 
2.985 
3.361 
The models in Table 5.13 assume that this 
relationship is cubic (isometric). The length-weight 
regressions that were calculated via least squares 
techniques (Snedecor and Cochran, 1967) for most 
samples, and their respective deviations from 
isometry are listed in Table 5.14. Although many 
deviations did exist, most were due to either 
seasonal fluctuations in growth or high degrees of 
freedom. 
The other statistics represent certain biologi-
cal phenomena. The constant C is a function of the 
percentage of the sigmoid growth that is seasonally 
lost or gained, and a function of the error in the 
estimate of the asymptotic weight. The sign of C is 
determined by the phasing of the cycles of seasonal 
growth as specified by s. The frequency of these 
cycles is control1ed by b. The constant to is 
influenced by the times of deposition and 
emergence, and k is a constant that is for the most 
part a function of temperature. The estimates for 
a]] the parameters in the growth equations are 
listed in Tables 5.15, 5.16, and 5.17. A plotted 
example of how these models fit the observed data 
is provided for the 1972 year class of brown trout 
(Figure 5.4). 
The growth of the 1974 year classes and the 
1972 cutthroat trout year class prior to reproduc-
tive maturation was exponentially modeled. For 
those 0+ age groups that had some emigrants, 
models were constructed with data from both the 
stream and the trap. The estimated mean weights 
of the individuals in each year class at each sample 
taken in Spawn Creek were placed in Appendix A, 
Table A-7. 
Table 5.15. Coefficients of models of growth for brown trout year classes. Concomitant standard devia-
tions are in parentheses. 
Year Coefficients 
Class Wo C b k to g X2 df 
1974 .0064 .0702 2.7 7 
(.005322) (,008214) 
1973 .588 20.6 53.0 0063 -2.7 1.4 3 
(,081509) (2.677) (4.978) (.000507) 0.451) 
1972 .238 27.0 55.1 .0068 -45.6 .2 8 
(.094954) (8.419) (10.723) (.000844) (10.349) 
1971 .425 19.8 52.0 .0066 -91.4 1.1 8 
(.108910) (2.798) (6.533) (.000902) (16.670) 
1970 .584 19.1 66.2 .0059 -134.1 .3 4 
(.393100) (12.430) (10.000) (.001888) (52.457) 
Table 5.16. Coefficients of models of growth for cutthroat trout year classes. Concomitant standard 
deviations are in parentheses. 
Year Coefficients 
Class Wo C b k t g X2 df 0 
1974 .0051 .0593 .0 11 
(.007297) (.016034) 
1973 -.456 15.7 41.7 .0032 -6.5 .9 9 
(.048256) (3.779) (2.158) (.000112) (3.152) 
1972 1.5634 .215 63.9 22.5 a .0075 -8.3 .0587 19.9b \ (.194] 30) (.035323) (.481) (.000379) (3.351 ) (.003459) 23.7 8 
1971 .194 65.9 22.1 .0052 -66.9 16.8 14 
(.021677) (.410) (.388) (.000213) (4.845) 
1970 -.156 7.7 21.6 .0045 -130.0 6.1 12 
(.030337) 0.366) (.716) (.000428) (15.69] ) 
1969 .136 16.6 21.9 .0037 -237.9 1.1 6 
(.033556) (2.094) (1.417) (.000915) (63.098) 
1968 -.177 16.2 26.0a .0036 -278.8 .5 
(.195260) (2.554 ) (.003220) (274.690) 
aGraphically set constan ts 
bX2 and df for the exponential growth function 
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Table 5.17. Growth model coemclents for brook trout year cIasses. Concomitant standard deviations are 
, In parentheses. 
Year Coefficients 
Oass Wo C b k t g x2 df 0 
1974 1.6554 .0179 .2 3 
(2.0032500) (.014916) 
1973 -.230 4.4 52.0a .0068 -3.5 3.2 8 
(.051559 (3.102) (.000372) (3.331) 
1972 .509 29.0* 60.0 .0048 -88.3 4.7 12 
(.040821) (1.811) (.000676) (17.214) 
1971 .402 25.3 49.6 .0027 -225.0 l.7 10 
(.030551) (.968) (l.714) (.000207) (19.748) 
1970 .360 22.5 52.0a .0035 -279.5 1.7 6 
(.042194) (.963) (.000945) (82.507) 
aGraphically set constants 
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,CHAPTER VI 
MODEL APPLICATION 
The basic objective of this research was to 
develop a technique to predict the response of an 
aquatic ecosystem to weather modification. The 
achievement of this objective is demonstrated 
through the application of the model to the Spawn 
Creek system under different levels of snowpack 
increase. 
Weather modification in the Intermountain 
area is usually an attempt to seed the clouds in 
winter storms, thereby increasing the amount of 
precipitation deposited as snow by these storms. 
Usually the intensity of the snowfall is increased, 
but the duration is not affected. In this study, the 
resulting increase in precipitation quantity was 
ultimately gaged in terms of the state variables that 
describe each subgroup of fish, macroinvertebrate, 
or periphyton in the stream. The procedure that 
was followed in measuring the major biota 
constituents in Spawn Creek is outlined in 
Figure 6.1. 
The first few steps in the sequence shown by 
Figure 6.1 consist of several runs of MESP. The 
raw data that were collected from all the sampling 
stations in the 1974 Water Year (RDh) were used in 
determining the appropriate values for the various 
parameters in MESP through calibration. After the 
process of calibration was completed, the raw data 
and the calibrated values for the parameters were 
read into MESP four more times. In each 
subsequent execution of MESP the precipitation 
amounts in the form of snow were assumed to be 
increased by 10,20,40, and 80 percent (PF). These 
percentages were arbitrarily chosen to test the 
sensitivity of the system to increases in the 
snowpack and also to represent perhaps the 
extreme range of possible future capabilities of 
weather modification practices to increase the 
amounts of snowfall. MESP converted these 
assumed input quantities into four files containing 
the daily, simulated values of discharge from, and 
water temperature in, the trap subwatershed. Each 
file corresponded to a particular increased amount 
of winter precipitation (FI). Summer rainfall was 
not increased. The discharge recorded in all four 
files were then transformed into the mean velocities 
of water in the stream. 
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The next steps in the procedure deal with 
several runs of BIOL. This subroutine simulates a 
finite area or segment of stream, and for this study 
a 1.2 km section immediately upstream from the 
trap was chosen. The reasons for this selection of 
the study section are as follows: 
1. This section of stream roughly corres-
ponds to the stretch of stream in the trap 
subwatershed. 
2. This section of stream is more homo-
geneous in terms of vegetative canopy, gradient, 
pool/riffle ratio, and taxa of periphyton than 
others. 
3. The fish trap was located on the 
downstream terminus of this section and little 
migration was found at the upper end. 
4. The observed data on the macroinverte-
brates were taken in this section. 
5. The species of fish were mostly segregated 
in the stream along the boundaries of this section. 
The previously mentioned raw data from the 
trap subwatershed (RDh) were converted to the 
daily estimates of mean air temperature, mean 
water temperature, the difference between the 
minimum and maximum water temperatures, the 
accumulated water temperatures in degree-days, 
daily discharge, and solar radiation. The dis-
charges then were transformed into estimates of the 
mean water velocities. The above data were 
combined with measured, weekly estimates of net 
immigration for each ambulatory subgroup of fish 
to create a file of exogenous variables (F20 ). 
Although data from the fish trap were not available 
until November 21, 1973, the 51 days of missing 
data were estimated from the same period one year 
later. The number offish that migrated per week in 
October and the first 20 days of November 1974 
were divided by the corresponding weekly estimates 
of density for all ambulatory densities for the same 
period a year earlier to obtain estimates of the 
density of the net immigration. The missing 
estimates of net immigrational biomass were 
CP PF IO PF20 PF40 PF80 4-- 4- RDH 
• NESP 
Fl lO F1 20 F1 40 F180 
RDB 
., ., 
• 
., • • 
File transformation ~ F2 
0 
F2 10 F2 20 F240 F280 CP ~ 
BIOL 
F3 1 ~\ F3 20 F340 F380 F3 J_ :~.' 0 
File transformation 
• 
• •• • • • 
t 
• FEI FH2 FE--. FHL~ FRS FH6 FR7 FH8 FHg :; 
., ., ., , • r I r r 
" 
FH IO FHII FHl2 FHl3 FHl4 FHIS FHI6 FHl7 FHl8 
b biologic 
CP calibrated values for parameters 
F file 
h hydrologic 
PF factor of increase in the amount of precipitation 
FIgure 6.1. A schematic diagram of the proced1l1'e that was taken to obtain estimates of the potential 
effects of weather modification on the m¥»r biota of Spawn Creek. 
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obtained by multiplying the calculated densities by 
the observed mean weights of the individual. 
This file of exogenous variables (F2o) then was 
used in BIOL. The initial use was to determine the 
appropriate values for the parameters in BIOL 
through calibration. After the process of calibra-
tion was completed, the output files from MESP 
were combined with the file of exogenous variables 
(F2o). The simulated estimates of mean daily 
water temperature, and of mean daily water 
velocity from the output ofMESP superseded those 
in the file of exogenous temperature. The result 
was five new data files (F2), namely, the original set 
of exogeneous variables (F2O> and four similar sets 
(F210, F220' F2"" F2aO>, each corresponding to an 
increased amount of precipitation in the watershed. 
The combining procedure replaced in mean water 
temperature, degree-day accumulation of water 
temperature, and the mean water velocity, in the 
original set of exogenous variables to create the new 
files. The difference between the minimum and 
maximum temperatures of water was not changed, 
since this variable is not predicted by MESP. 
At this stage of the procedure, five different 
files of daily values of exogenous variables and a set 
of caHbrated values for the parameters in BIOL 
were avaHable for further use. Each file along with 
the set of calibrated values was read individually 
into BIOL. The result of these five runs was a set of 
five fiJes of daily, simulated estimates of the state 
variables for all the subgroups of interest in the 
aquatic simulation (F3). Each file corresponded to 
either the observed or elevated levels of snowfall. 
These final files from BIOL were rearranged 
to create 21 new files for plotting. Each of the 21 
corresponded to a particular subgroup and 
contained five lines of the standing crop in biomass 
for that subgroup with reference to time (F4). 
These plots are located in Figures 6.2 through 
6.11. 
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.CHAPTER VII 
DISCUSSION 
The plots that were contained in the previous 
chapter (Figures 6.2-6.11) will assist in the analysis 
of the affects of weather modification on the stream 
biota. However, two biases are inherent in the 
procedure that was used to reach this stage of the 
exercise; one bias is obvious, the other more subtle. 
Most of the plots in Figures 6.2-6.11 have a 
common characteristic. In various positions along 
the abscissa, four of the five lines are closely 
grouped with one line segregated. In all cases 
where this phenomenon occurs, the segregated line 
of biomass as a function of time corresponds to the 
observed snowfall. This disparity is due to the error 
that is associated with the predictions of daily water 
temperature by MESP (Figure 7.1). The singular 
line was generated by BIOL with observed water 
velocities and observed water temperatures. The 
velocities and temperature of water that were used 
to generate the grouped lines were not observed 
values, but were simulated by MESP. Since the 
prediction of water velocities during the calibration 
of MESP fits well with the observed values (Figure 
7.2) while the prediction of water temperature did 
not, logically the error in the simulation of the 
temperature of water appears to be the problem. 
The displacement in biomass due to this error in 
many instances was greater than the displacement 
due to increasing the snowfall at that point in time. 
The magnitude of importance in this bias is 
dependent upon the type of prediction that is 
desired. If an absolute, quantitative prediction of 
the level of biomass of a particular subgroup at a 
given point in time is desired, then this bias is 
crucial. However, if only the prediction of the trend 
in the level of biomass as the precipitation is 
increased is desired, then this bias is obviously not 
as important. 
The more subtle bias is introduced by the 
exclusion of sediments in the models. The silts are 
important in the process whereby dissolved oxygen 
is concentrated in the substrate and the spatial 
habitat for benthic subgroups. California Water 
Quality Criteria (1963) states that the dynamics of 
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both subgroups are reduced under heavy loads of 
silt. Also bed-load movement of larger particles 
enhances the scour of periphyton (McIntire, 1966) 
and the mortality of the eggs of fish (Kramer, 
1969). The exclusion of the effects of sediments on 
the biota should produce a pronounced bias. This 
bias is, however, consistent throughout the 
spectrum of levels in snowfall. 
Periphyton 
The periphyton as a community, if described 
only by standing crop of biomass, shows little 
response to the spectrum of increased snowfall 
levels. This lack of response is not typical to most 
stream systems which have been modeled. How-
ever, with regard to algal dynamics Spawn Creek is 
not similar to most of the systems which have been 
studied in the past. These have been large, 
warmwater, eutrophic lakes; Spawn Creek is a 
smal1 coldwater, oligotrophic system of low order. 
The hydrologic and topographic characteris-
tics of this stream connote a limited stability in the 
response of the stream to certain, outside 
perturbations. The influence of groundwater inflow 
is great and often mitigates the influences of 
outside forces, especially near the major springs. 
The extreme gradients of the stream cause rapid 
movement of the water through the system, thereby 
lessening the effects of thermal transfer from solar 
and ground sources to the water column. A major 
constituent of the energy inflow into the biotic 
system in the stream is allochthonous and is 
thereby directly independent of many of the abiotic 
forces that affect the lotic biota. The ranges of 
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great in streams such as Spawn Creek as in their 
dissimilar counterparts, and, as such, their 
indigenous periphytal communities have evolved in 
realms of comparative stability. 
The lack of response by the periphytal 
dynamics as shown in Figures 6.2 and 6.11 may be 
misleading. The simulation effort encompassed but 
one year. Although no sharp response to the 
perturbation of the level of snowfall was apparent, 
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it is possible that the manifestation of the predicted 
effects was more chronic than pronounced. 
Perhaps the effects of increases in snowfall 
quantities are felt only after several years of 
intensive weather modification. 
Macrolnvertebrates 
Since the macroinvertebrate populations are 
an integral segment of the lotic community, they 
were included in the mode1ing effort. However, the 
same shortcomings that precluded the adequate 
calibration of the macroinvertebrate submodel also 
prevented an adequate testing of the effects of 
increased snowfall on the communal dynamics of 
the macroinvertebrates. 
Fortunately, the effects of this group on the 
net dynamics of the rest of the biota are not 
exclusively essential. The amount of detrital 
material per square meter at any time of the year 
far exceeded the corresponding standing crop of 
periphyton. Since most macroinvertebrate herbi-
vores, onnivores, and detritivores are opportunis-
tic, the detritus is the main ingested source of 
energy for this group. Although grazing of 
periphyton does occur, the amount that is grazed is 
insignificant in comparison to the amount of 
ingested detritus. 
Fish 
In a stream such as Spawn Creek the growth of 
the density of the trout popUlations is inhibited by 
spatial limitations of the habitat. Although some 
salmonids may have densities that are directly 
proportional to the availability of food (Slaney and 
Northcote, 1974), this relationship holds for certain 
ranges of food abundance, types of habitats, and 
ages of fish. Kramer (1969) states that abiotic 
forces, not food abundance, determine the year 
class strength in the first year of life for most 
salmonids. The densities of both brook trout and 
cutthroat trout in streams such as Spawn Creek are 
highly correlated with the robustness of popUlation 
of beaver (MacAfee, 1966; Rabe, 1970). Habitat 
improvement in many cases greatly increases the 
standing crop of salmonids (Hunt, 1971). 
When analyzing the three plots of fish eggs in 
Figures 6.3, 6.6, and 6.9, the salient point is 
obviously a lack of response to the increased 
velocities and depressed temperatures caused by 
increasing snowfall quantities. Since growth is not 
a factor in the dynamics of a fish egg, only 
development and mortality take on great signifi-
cance. Obviously, the rates of development and 
morta1ity do not dramatically change. The trends 
in standing crop and period of development for all 
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three species show 1ittle effect to snowfall increases. 
Since the brook and brown trout spawn in the 
autumn of the year and the main effects of the 
increased snowfall are not felt before spring, long 
after the larvae have emerged from the gravel, little 
response should be expected from these species. 
However, the cutthroat trout spawn in the spring 
during periods when the supposed manifestations 
of increased snowfall are extreme. Still no dramatic 
effect on either the time of development or rate of 
mortality was noted. 
The addition of the effects of sediments to the 
model might change these findings for at least the 
cutthroat eggs. Bulkely and Benson (1962) found a 
negative correlation (-0.96) between stream dis-
charge and the number of cutthroat fry that 
entered Yellowstone Lake. Nests of brown trout 
were often washed away by high flows in New 
Zealand streams (Allen, 1951). Nests of other 
species have also been known to be washed away by 
high velocities (Brown, 1960; Cleary, 1956; 
Webster, 1954). 
In the ambulatory subgroups, all exhibit a 
trend of depressed biomass in the latter part of the 
water year as the amount of snowfall was increased. 
This depression could have been caused either by 
an increase in the rate of morta1ity or a depression 
in the rate of growth, with the latter being the most 
probable cause. 
The forementioned discrepancies among the 
lines of biomass show that the lotic biota are more 
responsive to the temperatures than to the 
velocities of ambient waters. This sensitivity in fish 
is probably attributable to the water temperature 
acting through the growth of the individual, since 
temperature is a major factor in the physiologic 
growth of fish (Brown, 1957). 
Velocity of ambient waters probably plays a 
limited role in the exhibited trends. Usually the 
velocities that were seen in the stream were well 
within those velocities that correspond to the burst 
and endurance speeds that were reported for 
several trout species by Blaxter (1969). However, 
the increased velocities in the spring of the year 
might have had some effect on the disappearance 
of the pre-season, accelerated rate of growth by 
spawning cutthroat trout. This peak is pronounced 
on the lines of biomass versus time when observed 
inputs were used, but becomes less as the amount 
of snowfall is increased. Perhaps the increased 
velocities demanded more in terms of energy from 
the spawning adults and extra growth was burned 
away in prespawning activities. The reduced water 
temperature may also have had a synergistic effect 
with water velocity in shrinking this peak. 
The role of water velocity in the growth or the 
mortality of juvenile trout is probably nil. These 
fish exclusively reside in quiescent areas in eddies 
and clumps of macrophytes. They do move into the 
riffles occasionally, but do not move against the 
current, as their size would not permit such 
movement. Thus, mortality is probably little 
affected by either water velocity or temperature. 
The perturbed conditions in the simulation did not 
create the necessarily extreme limits of fluctuations 
that would in themselves have caused physiologic 
fatigue or death in the individual. 
The adult cutthroat trout show a shift in the 
level of biomass versus time at a 10 percent increase 
in the snowfall that is typical of the other situations 
(Figure 6.8). The cause of this dramatic difference 
could not be explained. It is possible that this shift 
was caused by an error in either the inputs to or the 
logic ofBIOL. All plots that correspond to levels of 
increased snowfall other than 10 percent were 
tightly bunched when abiotic conditions were little 
different among simulations (the autumn of 1973). 
These plots reflect the basic trend observed in the 
biomass at the end of the water year. 
In summary, the overall trend in the levels of 
biomass as a function of time was increasingly 
depressed as the amount of snowfall was increased. 
This depression occurred during the summer of the 
water year when the effects of the snowfall of the 
previous winter were most strongly felt. The 
probable cause for the lowered levels of biomass 
was decreased water temperatures acting through 
growth. The juveniles of each species exhibited the 
greater relative response in depressed growth. This 
condition is expected because metabolism rates are 
inversely proportional to the relative weight of the 
growing organism (Basu, 1959; Beamish, 1964). 
The eggs of all three spedes exhibited little effect 
from increased amounts of snowfall. 
Recommendations 
At this point several salient areas of weakness 
in the procedures should be noted. Most of these 
'points have been discussed earlier, and, therefore, 
great detail will not be presented here. 
The macroinvertebrate submodel needs the 
most attention to refin~ the ecosystem response 
predictions. Changes are needed in the manner in 
which respiration is handled. An approach similar 
to that used in the fish submodel would improve 
the capability of the submodel to represent actual 
physiology. In addition, the submodel should be 
capable of representing competitive grazing among 
the different subgroups. Eggs of macroinverte-
brates should be affected by compensatory 
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mortality. An improved means of gaging the 
mortality and fecundity of adults is needed. Drift 
should be revamped to provide for the effect of 
biomass, instead of density, as a factor. 
The macroinvertebrate sub model also would 
be improved by strengthening the representation of 
the microbial component of the lotic ecosystem, 
especially with respect to the decomposition of 
organic materials. The addition of such a 
consideration would allow the allochthonous inputs 
of energy into the stream to be treated as exogenous 
variables measured on the watershed itself. The 
microbial popUlation would then process such 
things as leaves, sticks, and dead macrophytes into 
forms, such as fungus, that would be more 
palpable to the macroinvertebrates. The addition 
of this link between organic materials and the 
macroinvertebrates would allow a more realistic 
appraisal of the actual situation of macroinverte-
brate ingestion. 
Although the model applied to Spawn Creek 
will predict system responses to weather modifica-
tion f the following recommendations are made: 
1. Test a model over a five year (at least) 
time period. 
2. Incorporate improved water temperature 
prediction. Such studies were started after the 
initiation of this study. 
3. Improve the reliability of the sediment 
transport measurements and include sediment 
transport in the model. 
4. Improve the measurements of the macro-
invertebrate community and test the accuracy of 
gross measurements and predictions. 
5. Improve the measurement of migration 
and fishing mortality. 
6. Test the applicability of this type of model 
to reservoir tailwater. 
7. Incorporate a subroutine on the decompo-
sition of organic materials. 
Conclusions 
This research has demonstrated that the 
aquatic ~cosystem response to weather modifica-
tions can be predicted. Increases in snowfall have 
mixed influences on the lotic biota. Although high 
increases in snowfall cause pronounced effects on 
the subgroups of fish, the periphyton exhibited 
little response at any level of increase. 
As a result of required but unforeseen model 
development, the simulation was limited to one 
year. Since biologic systems are generally continu-
ous through time, the effects of weather modifica-
tion in anyone year will extend into succeeding 
years. Obviously, prediction from one year of data 
S9 
is very Hmited. Immediate disasterous effects can 
be observed, but chronic effects will go largely 
undiscovered. The final conclusion would seem to 
be that this study be extended over a longer time 
period to provide desired resolution of the 
predicting technique. 
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APPENDIX A 
SPAWN ,CREEK DATA 
Format for the hydrologic data presented In Table A·I. 
Column Data 
1-4 Designates Spawn Creek hydrologic model 
5-6 Month 
7-8 Day 
9-11 Year (1973 and 1974) 
11-14 Average daily flow at Sawmill, cfs. (F4.2) 
15-18 Average daily flow above Spring, cfs (F4.2) 
19-22 Average daily flow at Middle, cfs (F4.2) 
23-26 Average daily flow at Trap, cfs (F4.2) 
27 Blank 
28-30 Daily precip at North (F3-2) 
31-33 Daily precip at South (F3.2) 
34-36 Daily precip at Central (F3.2) 
37-39 Daily precip at gage (F3.2) 
40 Blank 
41-43 Average daily air temperature at North (F3.0) 
44-46 Average daily air temperature at South (F3.0) 
47-49 Average daily air temperature at Central (F3.0) 
SO-52 Average daily air temperature at Gage (F3.0) 
53-54 Average daily water temperature at Trap (F2.0) 
55-56 Average daily water temperature at Spring (F2.0) 
57-58 Average daily water temperature at Middle (F2.0) 
59-60 Average daily water temperature at Sawmill (P2.D) 
61 Blank 
62-63 Average daily humidity at North (F2.0) 
64-65 Average daily humidity at South (F2.D) 
66-67 Average daily humidity at Central (F2.0) 
68-69 Average daily humidity at Gage (F2.0) 
70 Blank 
61-74 Trap radiation (F4.1) 
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Table A-I. A lISting of hydrologic data collected on Spawn Creek. 
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c:rH"''J82(~...L li"julGr.012~Ol143\J OOOUOc,(JOUOIJO 59 
<rof.ug~,." 11 JJluCQ1<~014jJ OOOOGOOOUOOO 59 
'rH.u8114 11'.ulO(JQ1,,';I01'dO ~UOOOOOUOOUO 58 
<r".UJ,'14 ]l(.u 39012"01 4 ,,0 UCOOOOOOOOOO 49 
srl,~u30?" 110u 3')01,,901 4 20 UOOO~OOOOOOO <;0 
<pf.~J3c" 1100 J~C12"Ql"20 OOOUOOOOOOOO 50 
<rH%9(.4" Ilov ]%12~014;u UOOOOOOOUOOO 56 
<r,,~09CS" 117v 35012901420 OOOuOUOUOOGO 55 
<rH~(;9~fi4 11lv 98012801410 000000000000 57 
~rH.09114 llov '17u1,701400 OOOUOOOOOOOO 35 
cCH.o912 .. 1100 97<.1< 10140J [00000UOOOOO 30 
<rH~u913; 11:,L ;7vl~7014lJ~ CGOUueJ000UC 65 
crrl"09lu4 11'J8 c· 7D12~u1390 oouooUOOOOOO 40 
~r>i~lI91'jU ll~(, 97012601390 unouoouOUOOO 47 
~ r H ~ 'J 91 ~" 114 v .; 7 U 1" b 0 13" U GOO 0 0 0 U U GUO 0 50 
~("H.u917'. ll~c ;7G'-2,,01600 LOOOOUQOUuuO 51 
cfH~u91'," dOl 'o7U125lJ13BO lliJOOOUOOOOOO 53 
<rH~u9]94 ::.l~', ~PG12~ul3HO uoOOOOUUOOOO 53 
<rHC1C9~"4 11< c ';i8u1 <~Ol':eO OQOuOaaOuooo 50 
'rH~n9~'1' j L:I' ~~Ul~"815~J uwOuoooouoao <;b 
'SrH",(j9c.·~4 i 1.-;:'", 98/j12~L13e.O LJOOOOLOOuOtiO ~O 
<rHc'C 9 ?"lc ;l,_c "t',Cl<:L1370 O')OuOvGOOOOO 53 
<rfj'.J'J~,"C 1 Jr:', "'''ulr'40137~ u0110UllOOUOUO 50 
rrH'~c9?"', 11 LV ~"012"C1370 Ul,OOCOJOOOGO 52 
<rHV,u g ;,,,; 1 ii,j ';"Gl,,401370 OOOOOOOGOOUO 51 
c::,.q\ll{j9,:7:" l:lL :JrQlc,.,Gl~7u CliJGlltlJ05ulJ5 53 
':rH~09;-"" Ii,;.' ;'7[ 12H 1370 OCOOOOOUOOOO 37 
,rH~c9)n - 11,,f, '17012401370 urOOGOUUOOlJO 44 
'r>i%9:-r" Ill., ':J70!~"C137L OI.'OOUuOOOLOO 4/j 
b7 5550 
68 6051 
68 5850 
66 5750 
62 5650 
64 5450 
63 5550 
64 ~450 
68 :'750 
65 5850 
53 4950 
55 '1649 
64 524'9 
66 6050 
66 6150 
6'1 :'850 
64 5449 
63 5750 
57 ~750 
53 4849 
63 53~9 
69 5950 
72 b250 
67 &351 
60 5449 
62 5650 
64 6151 
68 6250 
63 b150 
63 &150 
6e &351 
66 6250 
67 6251 
65 5749 
65 b850 
67 6050 
&8 0150 
66 &450 
63 b750 
67 b&50 
69 6750 
&1 6549 
60 ~950 
&2 5950 
64 b250 
65 6352 
54 :'749 
54 :'249 
50 45~8 
53 .. 849 
58 5149 
&0 ~3~9 
64 ~648 
53 ~ 749 
56 5246 
61 5549 
b5 5950 
&5 5949 
55 5750 
44 4140 
52 4848 
57 5348 
61 5749 
&4 ~849 
b5 ~949 
05 :'950 
6Eo 5950 
68 b050 
bE. ~949 
6~ :'849 
&5 5749 
59 5349 
52 ~449 
58 5448 
61 ~&49 
:'8 5549 
&4 5748 
42 4145 
'Ie 4145 
4~ 454& 
"8 4946 
53 ~347 
57 ~347 
5£ 5648 
5f ~5<;8 
:'f ~,;48 
5~ ~44 7 
53 :'148 
57 ~447 
58 ~745 
5~ ~64 7 
58 ~84 7 
5~) :,447 
39 4445 
44 4840 
50 4846 
5? ~U4b 
4945 
4945 
48'15 
4845 
4645 
4845 
4845 
'1845 
4845 
4846 
48'15 
4745 
4845 
48'15 
4845 
4845 
~745 
4845 
4845 
4845 
4845 
4845 
4845 
4845 
4745 
4845 
4946 
4845 
4845 
4946 
4845 
'+64& 
4946 
4845 
4845 
'1845 
4845 
'+845 
4945 
49'15 
'+8'15 
'1745 
48~5 
4845 
4845 
'1845 
4745 
4745 
4645 
4745 
4745 
4745 
4745 
4745 
4645 
4745 
4745 
4745 
4745 
45'14 
4645 
4645 
4745 
4745 
4745 
4745 
4745 
4745 
4745 
4745 
4745 
<;745 
4645 
4644 
4745 
4745 
<;745 
4444 
4444 
4544 
4544 
4544 
4645 
4644 
4&44 
4645 
4545 
4645 
4544 
4645 
4545 
4645 
4645 
4444 
4444 
4444 
4544 
7409 
7450 
7360 
7'155 
7478 
7565 
7437 
7532 
7453 
6375 
5092 
7664 
7562 
7235 
7064 
7369 
6472 
7220 
61132 
7479 
7367 
7289 
5757 
4117 
6007 
5'190 
6659 
7123 
6479 
6983 
7055 
5657 
6278 
7171 
6855 
6683 
6771 
&668 
4613 
6854 
6158 
4616 
'1917 
6787 
6679 
6'128 
5574 
&693 
6~06 
6724 
6766 
4527 
:)c!36 
6779 
&731 
6510 
6483 
5587 
5984 
SOlO 
6513 
5746 
0:)41 
6288 
6249 
6219 
6219 
5923 
5964 
6037 
5617 
5819 
42&2 
44C6 
5841 
5798 
5007 
4088 
5310 
5125 
4379 
4759 
4913 
5004 
5142 
4587 
5533 
4165 
4039 
5u16 
'+784 
'+158 
4510 
4543 
'+057 
3363 
3883 
Table A-2. Biweekly water chemistry analysis. 
SPA",N r:P~EK wAH'" (lIIALlTv HIALVSIS : 
DATE : 1~/IV7:.\ 
ALI.AL U;TTV (~.r./L GAC1l3) 
HAFn~.ESS (MG/L C:'CO') 
CO'Wl CTlvnV (lI~:HOS/C"I' 
INGPG6HIC CARPUN ("'G/U 
SOL .• ;')rl(;. CAI'''''l'' ("'GIL' 
PART. r"Pr.:. r,H'!lO~1 (",r./L) 
8
'
ISPE';L1EIl ~;'1LIIIS (MG/L) 
VIJL. !l;IISP. SOLlns ( .. I;lLl 
(lRTH(l PHl"lIf'HI>.Tf_P (IJG/I.) 
T(lTAL F'1L TI, HF p. (UG/L) 
TI'lTAL PHC5rHC'~OlJ!I; CUG/L) 
A""'(lNIU'I.'.1 (ur./L) 
nTRJTE .... !!lR~TE_~1 (UG/L) 
OLC.,"'" ("(,/L CAr.03) 
r;HL"lilIjE (",r./1 J 
POHSSIUi" cr~r./L 1 
SOD!IJ~I ("'GIL) 
$UU:-ATF" (MG/I' 
T':'14L r~(I., CUG/I.; 
IITA \ 
14 
21'i 
7., 
121 
130 
"PhN CF:EfI( WAT!;:!? I'lIJAl.ITY ANAl.YSIS I 
DATE: 1/31'1/7. 
CONSTITUENT Af.!D UNITS 
PH 
ALKALINTT't' ("GIL CACO~l 
t;ARD~IESS (hG/L CAC03) 
CO'.'DUC'T!VITY (Ut-IHOS/CM) 
TNOI>GANIC CAPliN! (MG/l.) 
SOL. OPG. CARROt" (MG/U 
PART. rRG. CAPBnN (MG/I.' 
SUSPEf<DED SOLIDS (HG/l.l 
vnl.. SU9P. ,nUDS (MG/U 
ORTHO PHOSPHATE-P (IJG/I.) 
T0141. FILTRATE p. (UG/I.) 
TnTAI. PHO'ijPHOROUS (UG/l.) 
Af'1MONJUM .. N (llr./Ll 
"'ITRITE+~!TRATE.N (l.1(;/l.) 
CALCIUM (MG/L CA(03) 
LHl.ORIOE ("GIL' 
POTASSIUJ' (~G/l.) 
SODIUM (MG/L) 
SULf'ATE (MIi/Ll 
TOTAL IRON (U~/ll 
ANA.L vS I ~ NUT PERFOHMED 
STA 1 
11.[10 
195 
IP3 
411 
18 
128 
21il4 
109 
11 
STA;J STA J STA. 
11.111'1 1I.l55 g. 44 
I /j 1 1118 183 
21'1 201 Ig8 
.4 
14 
18 
5/8 
145 
128 
45 
18 
18 
!II 
184 
125 
45 
12 
III 
58 
1114 
128 
STA 2 STA 3 STA. 
8.A0 8.20 8.25 
ll1g 1118 201 
193 1114 1114 
5 III 48 48 
1I1l 
11 
45 
22 
2112 
117 
8111 
13 
1;' 
31 
HII 
12' 
70 
DATE: 11111;17. 
AL~AL T"nv rMr./L CAC031 
HARDNESS (M!;/L c .. COJ) 
CQNDUCTTVTTv (lI"'IlOS/CM) 
!'lC"(aNIr lAFd'lnN (MG/L) 
SOL. (lRG. rAI<~(j'l CMG/I.) 
PART. nRc;. CAlIf10'1 ('1r,/Ll 
!lIJSPE~[,FC snL to!' ("Hi/L) 
~OL. SUSF'. snun!5 (MG/L) 
nRT"4n ~H(l~P..tATF"_P CUG/L) 
TOTAL FIL TRATF. p. CUr./L' 
TOTAL PHCSPHOROUS CUr-/L 1 
AMHONIUM.N (UG/L) 
IIlITRITE."ITRATE-N (UG/Ll 
CALC!IIM ("'GIL CAC03) 
CHLORIDE ("'GIll 
POTASS!I.''' ("1G/L) 
SOOIU'" ("'GIL) 
SULFATF (M(;/L' 
TOTAL IROt! CU(;/U 
jI'lALV~!S 'lOT PERFOR"'ED 
:;TA 1 
8.215 
I A6 
193 
42 
167 
21il7 
123 
SPAWN CREEl( WATER QUAL I TV A'lAL. Y Sl S I 
CONSTITuENT A~CI u"ns 
PH 
ALI(ALI~tTv (MG/L CAC03) 
HARDNESS (t1G/L CACOJ) 
CONI1I.1CT!VITY CUMHOS/C"', 
INORGANIC CARBON (MG/L) 
SOL. ORG. CARao~ (MG/L) 
PART. ORG. CARBON (MG/L' 
SUSPENOED S(ll IDS (MG/L) 
VOl.. SLiSP. SOUDS (MG/L.) 
DR THO PH08PHATE.tI CUG/Ll 
TOTAL FILTRATE p. [UG/L) 
TOTAL PHOSPHOROUS CUG/L.) 
AMMONIUM.N CUG/U 
NITRITE.NITRATE.N (UG/L) 
CALCIUM CMG/l. CA(03) 
CHLORIDE (MG/L) 
POHSSTUM (MG/L) 
SOUIUM (MG/L) 
SUI."ATE ("'GIL.) 
TOTAL IRON [UG/L.) 
ANAL.yIIIS NOT PERFORMED 
5TA 1 
1.75 
186 
Ill!) 
47 
!Iii 
lSI 1 
130 
11'.8 
;'.1 
10 
22 
ST~ 2 STA 3 ~TA ~ 
11.47 14.47 6.47 
lq5 l!1~ 1!J7 
197 21<13 1"'~ 
<II 42 
11 
1<1 
i1 
1 AR 
<!Iill 
I?'" 
11 
1<1 
I~t' 
147 
11;) 
5TA2 STA;J JTA4 
., .P!I fI.l~ 8.:11) 
Ins lQ9 197 
\1l2 19!1 I!I~ 
4., 48 4!1 
81 
134 
12;' 
12 
45 
186 
123 
2!1 
4. 
1·6 
119 
32 
id.K ~L TIHTY (1,;'/1. tA(03) 
~IAF<i:HJE!5~ PI(:;/L rAt03l 
CCHII)UCTIVP'V (l'iltIDS/Cfl) 
lfll'RGAt,YC CA"fr',', (MG/L) 
~OL. I'lPG. r. HU1(,,! (MG/L) 
PAlo T. O'?r.. c"PFlntJ (MG/L.) 
SUSPEI',"ED S"~YlJS (',G/L) 
Vi'lL. 5lJ5P. SOLIDS (M(;/L) 
(1~THO PHCSrl~ATI:..1' (UG/I.) 
~OTAL FIL T"ATI; p. (II(';/l' 
"-OTAL p~oSrH{Jp(,uS (UG/Ll 
AM,'10NI!JM." (Lt:/Ll 
~'I'!'IlI TE."ITgJ.TE..~.' (UG/I.) 
r AI.Cll'" ("GIL (AC03) 
C",.nRlf\F (MG/l) 
PnTASSyU'" (%/L) 
SOl) T l!~' ''''0;/1.) 
~iJl FATE (MG/Ll 
A~>JALY"'IS 'HlT PERFOFMEtt 
LHlE: 41 3/74 
hLk AL H,rn (,.,r./L CA((13) 
hhD,JE5S ("r./L r. .. (03) 
[~~DUCTTVITY (UMrlOS/CM) 
!'JC'RGAqC CARFHlN (MG/L) 
SOL. ("1"G. CAI/~O'" (MG/L) 
PAPT. ~P&. CAoB~N (MG/L) 
SU~PE"r.F.D snLIC'S (MG/L) 
·JI)L. 51J5P. snu!)!! CM!;/L) 
ORTHO PHOSPHATE.P CUG/L.) 
-rCTAL !'"IL'l'RATF: p. (UG/L) 
TOTAL PHOSPH()PI'US (UG/Ll 
AMM()Nlu~.N rU(:/L) 
NTTRITE.+NITIIATE:·tl CUG/L) 
CAL.rIUI' ("'GIL CA(03) 
CHLMlIr,E (MG/I) 
?OTASSIU", (MG/L) 
Sor1] UM (toIG/I.) 
SULF ATE (MG/Ll 
TOTAl. l~uN (UG/L 1 
A"A.l v5I~ t"OT PERF'OFiME!1 
1\TA 1 
8.00 
167 
1015 
3157 
34 
11 
104 
17 
17 
40 
336 
88 
5TA ~ 
;>9 
47 
178 
1215 
5TA:} STA 4 
".PH! 
188 
188 
44 
200 
lI.tH! 
l!i1l'l 
195 
44 
'2 
115!) 
118 
0.7 
3.' 
90 
ST. 2 ST. 3 ST ... 
8.PI" 8.1Il0 8.ell 
189 171 172 
122 108 118 
349 3153 342 
42 A1 41 
13 
13 
1!~ 
23 
44 
4157 
87 
11 
0.7 
5.0 
71 
CONSTITUF.'·T ANI' U'IITS 
PH 
ALK ALI ~J!TV ('\r; IL c: ACn~) 
HAkO,!ESS (~'G/'- O(03) 
CO~!I)UC TI V! TV (I!WIOS IC M) 
INO~GAI;Ir (A~pn", (t1r,/L) 
S~l. Oil";. CAf<P-ON (MC,(L) 
PAI'IT. Mr:. CARflC;~J (l1(,/L) 
SUSPE,"c,Er, f,nLlO~ (f'G/U 
VOL. Sl'SP. SOl.Ir.~ ("GIL) 
ORTHO PHOSPHATE.P ('IG/L) 
TOTAL F'ILTIHTf' p. (ItG/L) 
TOTAL PHrSPHOR(1U1\ (UG/I.) 
AMMO"ItlM./I! (UG/I,) 
NITRITE+nTRATE.N (UG/L) 
OI.CIU", (MG/L CA(;I'J3l 
CHL.ORIOf (MG/L) 
POTAS~IU'" ("'GIL) 
SO(lTu" ("GILl 
SULFATE. (MG/L) 
TOTAL IR~N (liG/Ll 
5TA 1 
23 
2315 
11;3 
1.<>1 
2.5 
At.AI.YSrS "OT PEI1FORt1ED 
SPAhN CRHI( wATER QUALITY ANAl YSIS 
DATE I 4/17174 
PH 
ALKAL TNITy (MG/L CAC03) 
HARONES!\ (MG/l. CA(03) 
C:ONOUrTIV!TY (LJMHOS/CH) 
INORGANIC CAR80N (MG/I.) 
SOL. ORG. CARBON (M(;/L) 
PART. ORG. CARflClN (HG/Ll 
SUSPF;:NDED SOLI!'IS (MG/I.) 
VOL. SUSP. SOUttS (MG/Ll 
ORTHO PHOSPHATE.P (UG/Ll 
TOTAL FII. TRA TE p. (UG/I.) 
TOTAL PHOSPHOROUS (UG/L) 
AMMONIlIM.N WG/I.l 
NITRITE+NITRATE-N (UG/I.) 
CALCIUM (MG/I. CAC03) 
CHLORIDE (MG/L) 
POTASSIUM (MG/U 
SODIUM (MG/I.) 
!lJULFATE (Io4G/L.) 
TOTAL yRDN (UG/L) 
ANALY~IS NOT PERFORHEP 
fiTA t 
6,58 
98 
Iljg 
~72 
41 
UI 
Hl 
13 
13 
22 
Ul4 
122 
STA 2 
47 
10 
11" 
41 
2"1 
1.5 
;'.2 
STA 2 
Ii .90 
IN'! 
199 
3114 
<I~ 
10 
12 
17 
?3 
U15 
nil 
STA \ 
8.10 
21.11 
224 
367 
47 
1'1 
12 
32 
199 
114 
1.;) 
3.5 
STl 4 
8.10 
194 
.3Fl2 
48 
2f; 
24 
217 
12:' 
3,7 
5TA J STA 4 
5,80 15 .9~ 
113 119 
1 g 1 2~>5 
387 37~ 
42 41 
16 
16 
14 
54 
119 
0.15 
15.eil 
12 
15 
2? 
33 
15 
99 
129 
Z.9 
5.1 
11 
r. r ~.J ~ T T "!" I. F ,\: Ttl I 11-\1 T T S 
'l ,At ",TTl' (I'G/L CACJ~' 
"'A,'"";~ s. "r./l CAr.03) 
e (J"nUCT I V L T Y (ll,,.·,n!, ICM) 
I',(.f·'.:!, Ie C:~~~('" (MG/L' 
""1.. "<'G. r. ~""n", (MG/L) 
PUT. ("t:1c. CfRflC:l. (Mr./Ll 
~:I1'PF':r,Fr U'U'~S ("'G/L) 
vn, .• ~I'~~. <;r,1 ID~ (MG/Ll 
'~rf<r pLlr;o;PHATf.P (UG/Ll 
'rnnL FYL T. ATF. p. (loG/L) 
1 PHl ",",nSPf'O~'I1US (IJG/Ll 
.>", ... r. h'~.~· r, r./Ll 
'. T Ttl T H +"IT~ATf.." (IJG/L) 
PLOI'~ ("'r·/l C b( 113) 
LHl"RTnF. r~Ir:/' 1 
f'nTA"~T"'" ("r./Ll 
S(1rIl'~ (~r./ll 
,I~I. F'Ht: ("'G/L' 
TrT4L T"r," (I r./L) 
SUO 1 
8.4I"l 
1911l 
211 
367 
44 
15 
1~ 
27 
252 
139 
Ill. 15 
4.9 
"'"' 1\ • 2 III 
~LKALI',TT\ rt'r,/L CAC03j ,87 
HAR"'··S5 (HG/l eACo~l 2~4 
CO~·DUCTIVITY ClJl-itiOS/C"l 380 
P~r."lGANIC CAReON (MG/Ll 45 
SOL. ('IPG. CARAnN (M!>/L) 
PAkT. ORG. CAPbON (MG/L) 
SllSPEtJDED SOLJ[18 CMG/Ll 1.0 
vClL. SIJ~p. S('II.IDJ; (MG/L) L'I.~ 
ORTHO P..,ClSPHATE.I' (UG/Ll 
TI)TAl. FIL TRATF ". (UG/ll 12 
TOTAL P"'C'SPH0t:10Il!l (UG/L) 12 
AMMONIUM.N r.uG/LJ 23 
"IITt:1ITE+NITflATf-'" (UG/U 225 
CALCIU'" (MG/L CAC03l 1115 
CHLI)RIDF (Mr./L) 
POTASSIUM (MG/U 1!J.5 
SODIUM (lo!(;/L) 3.4 
SULFATE. (1~Ii/L) 
TOTAL rRO~1 (t,;G/Ll 
A'~IILySIS .,rT PERFOl'MED 
5T4 2 
8.42 
lIHl 
2115 
1119 
43 
22 
22 
27 
192 
1019 
0.7 
3.5 
R.45 
189 
2id3 
.1153 
414 
20 
2 III 
27 
139 
130 
STA 2 STA 3 
8.~0 6.~QI 
175 216 
196 21'14 
391 36!i1 
44 43 
12 13 
12 2I!J 
43 57 
175 1441 
123 112 
STA 4 
fl.25 
185 
18A 
.)155 
42 
18 
25 
39 
25 
357 
1311 
11<1 
STA 4 
8.20 
188 
225 
361!J 
45 
2.4 
0.8 
12 
21 
211 
128 
130 
0.8 
4.3 
72 
PfJ 
ALPL!"rn ("r;1L CACM., 
f<A~D,:ESS U,r./l CACOJ) 
CC/o,flU('TTVTTY (U""OS/r.Hl 
rP-lOR(;A/.IC CAflHO': (".r;/L) 
SOL. O"'G. CA'lf<('W Ci'1G/L) 
PARi. C~'r.. C~C;'B"':j (MG/Lj 
5USPEtJ,)Fn snl. rDl\ (MG/Ll 
vClI. 0;1111,. 5('" In!: (Mf-/Ll 
OIHHO FHOSPH~TE.r (1jr./L) 
TOTAL f TI.TUTE ". Cur./Ll 
TOTAL p~r~pH"llnI)S (UG/L) 
o\MMONIUH.N (UG/L) 
NITIIITE+"ITRATE-N (UG/Ll 
CALCIUM (~G/L CAC03l 
CHLORIDE (MG/L) 
POTASSIU~' (~G/Ll 
SOOH'" ('1r./LJ 
SULFj\TE (~G/L) 
TOTAL rRO~, (l.G/Ll 
ANAL vSI 5 NOT PfllFORMErI 
~TA I 
20 
SPAWN CREll( WATER (lUA~ITY ANALYSIS 
CONSTITUENT AN~ UP-IITS STA 1 
PM "'.20 
ALKALINITV C"'<;/I. CAC03l 19~ 
HARDNEsS (M"/L CAC:03) le~ 
CONDUCTIVITY (UMHOS/CMl 335 
lNOf'GANIC CAP.~O" (MGf!.) 4 !'I 
SOL. ORG. CARBON (MG/L) 
PART. OF/r;. CAR6CHJ (MG/Ll 
SUSPe.t~DED SOLIDS (MG/L) 1.7 
VOL. SUSP. SOLIDS (MG/~) rr..8 
ORTH(1 PHOSPHATE.P CUG/Ll 
TOTAL FILTRATE p. (UG/L) 
TOTAL PHOl!PHOROU~ (UG/L) 
AMMONIUM.N (UG/I.) 86 
NITPITf.+NITRATE-~J (UG/l.l 210 
CALCIUI-1 (MG/L CAC:03) 125 
CHLORIDE .(MG/Ll 
POTASSIUM (MG/L) 0.5 
SODIUM ("GILl 2." 
SULFATE (HG/L) 
TOTAL IliON (UG/L) 27 
AIoJALVSIS NOT PERI"ORME~ 
SH ., 
R. 4 ~1 
2~2 
2~' 1 
398 
41i 
3.~ 
<1.8 
24 
46 
44 
322 
160 
1i!.7 
9.11 
STA ~ 
117 
151 
124 
0.7 
3.7 
11 
STA 3 
3. t 
e. e 
223 
142 
0.1 
4.4 
STA 3 
8. 4~ 
196 
20~ 
327 
45 
1.6 
n.s 
184 
1 !!7 
114 
1.1 
4.~ 
STA 4 
21 , 
21-l? 
38!l 
J. OJ 
STA 4 
19S 
191i 
.j37 
44 
4. ;2 
Ill. I> 
15 
15 
15 
109 
121 
122 
I~ 
D~Tt: !'>1?7174 
ALKAL.!II.lTY ("r.1I- CACrl3) 
"'Almtl~S'l (I'GIL C.\C(3) 
CON~UCT1V1TY (I,~IHOS/CM) 
I",rp(;A'IC CAI'lf.ln. Ulr,/L~ 
SOL. ORG. CA~f,n", (MG/L) 
PART. e,RG. CAPROI; (MG/l' 
SUSf'E!J('f.D S'l'- Tli~ ("'''/L) 
VOL. ~1J!lp. SOLIns (MG/L) 
"'''T\.;O PH('\!;PHATE-P (UG/I.) 
TflTAL F1I. TRHF. p. (IIG/Ll 
TrlTAL. FHO~PHORnIiS (UG/L) 
A"'"ON 11)"'.N (\.'t;/U 
NYTFI'[TJ:+rHT'IATF..IJ (UG/Ll 
CALCIu" U'G/L CAC03) 
CHL""1Cof (MG/l' 
POHSSIU" ("'GIL' 
sac,'wl (~'G/L) 
SULF A TE ("'GIL) 
Te'T AL 1 'If)' (1.1(;/1.) 
ANALV1iIS NOT PERFO~'ME" 
DATF.: 71'?!'17d 
P4 
AIJAL HJpv (",r:/1. CAr.('I3) 
HARDNE5!l (MG/L r ;.IC03) 
r.o~nllr-TIIiTTY (lI",HOS/C"" 
1NORGA"TC CAR~u" (MG/L) 
SIJL. JRr.. CARBnt-J (MG/Ll 
PART. ORG. CARBnN (MG/L) 
SIISPE"IOEO SOUCS (MG/Ll 
IIOL. SUSP. SOLID:) (MG/Ll 
ORTHO PHOSPHATE.P (UG/Ll 
TOTAL FILTRATE p. CUG/Ll 
TOTAL PHOSPHOROUS (UG/Ll 
AMMONI:.J"'.'" CUG/U 
I\jYTIlITf+'JITRATE·rJ (lIG/Ll 
CALCI!)'" ("GIL (.A(03) 
CHLORIDE (MG/Ll 
POTASSIU", (MG/Ll 
SODIUM (MG/L) 
SULFATE (MG/L) 
TOTAL. IRON (I.lG/U 
ANALv~IS NOT P!Rf'CRMED 
STA 1 
~,7 
0.· 
1" 
17 
62 
188 
116 
20 
STA 1 
8.32 
1915 
202 
38~ 
043 
118 
1117 
125 
STA , 
1.e 
0.7 
::>1 
21 
78 
165 
1!o4 
411 
STA :0. 
R.501 
214 
211 
372 
44 
1.2 
0.:5 
1') 
11.1 
~. 
138 
112 
55 
8.4~ 8.45 
1114 1518 
1118 187 
392 381 
42 "2 
1.2 
12 
12 
88 
1117 
130 
0.7 
3.8 
1.2 
0.11 
12 
17 
18 
35 
11.12 
1011 
• 7 
STA 4 
aTA • 
8.0404 
leg 
177 
375 
41 
2.1 
1,04 
18 
111 
24 
68 
Ig~ 
114 
0.15 
3.7 
42 
73 
DATE: 7111/74 
PH 
ALKALJr.n v 'Mr:/L. CAC03) 
MARNIF.~~ (Mr./l tACO:!-) 
CONOUCTIVTTY 'UM~O'5/C"') 
INo"r.u.rc CARBON ("'GILl 
SOL. N~G. C41>BnN (MG/Ll 
PART. C'Rr;. CAPRO'j ("G/L.l 
5TA 1 
J .28 
197 
2>19 
45 
SUSPENijn. SOLIDS (MG/Ll Qi.tI 
IIOL. SUSF'. SOLIDS (MG/Ll Z.3 
ORniO "HOSPIo<ATE-F' (UGhl 
TOTAL FTL TRAT!' p. (IIG/L) lSi 
TOTAL PHOSPHrHl0US (UG/Ll 315 
AItIMONlu .... N (I'G/L) 715 
NITRITE+NtTRATE.~' (UG/L) ~115 
CALCIUM (IoIG/L CACO;'l 134 
CHLORIDE ("'GIL) 
POTAS~IUM (MG/I.l 1'1./5 
SODIUM (,..G/l.) 3.2 
SULr ATE ("Gill 
TOTAL IRo" (UG/L~ 
OAT! I el 9/74 
CONSTITUENT AND UNITS 
"'H 
ALKALINITV ("'GIL CA(03) 
,-lARON!SS (MG/L CH03) 
CONOUCT1vITv (UMHOS/CMl 
INORGANIC CARBON (MG/Ll 
SOL. ORG. CARBON ("'GIL) 
"'ART. ORG. CARBON (MG/Ll 
SUSPENDED SOLIDS (MG/L) 
VOL. SUSP. SOLIDS (MG/L) 
ORTHO PHoSPHATE.P (UG/L) 
TOTAL FIL TRAT!'; P, (UG/U 
TOTAL PHOSPHOROIJS (UG/L) 
AM,..ONIU/,·N CUG/Ll 
NlTRITE+NITRATE-N (UG/L) 
CAI.CIUM (MG/L CACOJl 
CHLORIDE (MG/Ll 
POTAS:lIUM (MG/L.l 
SODIUM (MG/L) 
SULf'ATE (MG/Ll 
TOTAL IRO'" (WG/L) 
A"ALy!!IS "lOT PERFORMErl 
STA 1 
e .31'1 
2P'0 
166 
~73 
41 
0.3 
12 
115 
1112 
1115 
5H 2 
44 
16 
H) 
Q7 
190 
1;>1.1 
STA 2 
A .52 
1 ae 
2"1 
~7i! 
42 
111.7 
0.1 
17 
28 
172 
121 
0.4 
3.3 
STA,' STA A 
B.~3 R.S<i 
197 192 
191:1 193 
37,1 36fi 
43 44 
20 
38 
135 
195 
11 g 
STA 3 
0.9 
0.111 
1\:'1 
13 
13 
40 
201 
131 
0,~ 
4.2 
42 
42 
,~3 
\ ~9 
126 
4.1 
STA 4 
174 
lQ6 
371 
4~ 
11 
11 
~2 
154 
1215 
1.0 
3.11 
C;PHIN CRH~ wATf~ "'IALITY ANALYSIS I 
DATE: 812C>1"~ 
.. LI\ALH,IH (I<G/L CAC03l 
HARJ"lN~SS (HG/L C~COJl 
enrH1UCTIVITV rUMHOS/CHl 
!NnIlGA"Ye C:A~RON (MG/L) 
501, l'!Pr:, C ARE'O" (M/Ll 
PART. ORG, C.IHjn,~ (MG/U 
sUSpn'CED SOlIDS (MG/Ll 
VOL. !\U!lP. !'InLl!:!; (MG/L) 
aRTHO PHOSPHAT~.P (UG/Ll 
TOTAL FJL "RUf. P, (UG/Ll 
TflHL pHn1'PM(I"OUS (UG/Ll 
AM~·"N!I!"'.N (lI(:/Ll 
NITRITE+"'lTFlATE.'" (UG/L) 
CALell!'" (Mr./L eA[OJ) 
CHLI1RtOF (~;GII,) 
POTASSIUM (Mr./Ll 
SOr,tuM (MG/Ll 
S\lLF~TE (Mr./L) 
T/)UL !l1rN (U~/L) 
STA 1 STA 2 
8,J9 '8.61 
199 2~1 
221 21J 
J77 J68 
J3 ;,3 
0.2 
11'.1 
21 
211'0 
120 
2!1 
200 
138 
111.8 
3.2 
SPAI~~' r.R"E~ I'iATEP QIJ~l.ITY ANAL'fSIS I 
OAT": 911917': 
eONSTITLlFNT A~H) IINITS 
ALI(f.LINITY (Mr-tL eACOJ) 
HAIH"'IES~ (MG/L CAC!)Jl 
cOfl'r'UCnVTT'!' n.IHHOS/CM) 
TN(1PGANTC C:ARfj(1~1 (HelL) 
SOL. ORG. CAFlBOt~ (MG/L) 
PA~T. ~RG. CARbON (MG/Ll 
SUSPENDED SOLIDS (MG/Ll 
VOL. SUSP. SOLIDS (MG/Ll 
ORTHO PHOSPHATI:.-P (UG/L) 
"OTAL FILTRATE p. (UG/L) 
TOTAl PHOSPHOROIJS (UG/Ll 
.f.4Hr'lNIUM_N (UG/L J 
~'l TRITE+Nl TRATE-Pi (UG/Ll 
C.ALCIUfo1 (MG/L CACOJ) 
CHLClRIDE (MG/Ll 
POTASSIiJM ("'GIl) 
SODIUM (MG/Ll 
liUL'..ATE ("'GILl 
TOUL IRO~I (LJG/U 
ANALVSIS ~OT PE~FOP~Er 
8TA 1 
8.22 
1117 
203 
331' 
.,.. 
1111 
18 
71 
193 
13S1 
STA 2 
8.50 
198 
212 
3J7 
193 2MI 
2':'H5 216 
J77 J67 
35 3:5 
0.8 
0.1 
12 
U 
21'Hl 
117 
111.7 
3.' 
STA 3 
8.62 
U8 
218 
304:5 
34 
1.0 
0.5 
17 
22 
183 
21111 
14!1 
0.8 
0.2 
21 
211111) 
127 
21 
STA • 
1.7 
0.8 
74 
DATE I 91 4/74 
ALI<4LH:!TY ('G/L CAcn~l 
HAR!'lNESS (MG/L C:ACOJ) 
CONDllCTIVJTV (UMtiOS/CH) 
!tJ(lPGA'JIC CARRON (MG/L.) 
SOL. ORG. CARBON (MG/L) 
pjRT. ORG. CARBON C~G/LJ 
sUSPE'nlED SOLIOS (MG/L.) 
VOL. SUSP. SOLIDS (I1G/Ll 
"RTHO PHOSPHATE.P CUG/LJ 
TOTAL FIL '!'FlATF. P, CUG/L.) 
TOTAL PH!)SPMOROUS (UG/L J 
A~MO~IUM.N (Ur,/Li 
NITRITf"'N!T'fATE·N (UG/L) 
CALCIU'" (MG/L CAC(3) 
CHLORIDE (HG/L) 
POTASSIUM ("'GIL) 
SODrU~ CMr./L) 
SUL'ATE (MG/L) 
TOTAL 1 P O" (liG/Ll 
ANALYSIS NOT PERFOFHIEr' 
STA 1 
8.17 
195 
201 
374 
J4 
0.7 
2.1 
21 
SPH'N CREEK '".rEP QUALITV A"lAL'fSIS 
DATE I 101 217. 
CONSTITUENT AND UNITS 
PH 
ALKALINIT'f CI1G/L CACOJ) 
HARDNESS (Mall CACOJ) 
CONDUC:TIVIT'f (U",/ojOS/CMl 
INORGANIC CARBON (MG/L) 
SOL. ORG. CARBO~ (MG/L) 
PART. ORG. CARBON CMG/L) 
SUSPI!NDED SOLIDS (",GIL) 
VOL. SusP. SOUDS (I1G/L) 
OR THO PHOSPHATE-P CUG/L.l 
TOTAL 'YLTRATE p. (UG/L) 
TOTAL. PHOSPHOROUS (UG/L) 
AMMONIUM_N (UG/L) 
NIT'UTf"'NITRATE-N (UG/L.l 
CALCIUM (MG/L CACCl3) 
CHLClRIDE (MG/L.) 
POTASSIUM CMG/L) 
SODIUM (",GIL) 
SUL'ATE (MG/L.) 
TOTAL IRON Cur-Ill 
STA 1 
0.04 
0.2 
3fJ 
18S 
121 
0.8 
STA 2 514 ~ STA 4 
11.40 8.3t1 !l.4C! 
2~0 2~~ 199 
211 211 2P14 
3ei5 378 368 
34 J3 35 
1." 
0.7 
14 
17 
~2 
182 
1:11 
0,8 
J.8 
STA 2 
8.61 
15/2 
lSlSl 
365 
4IS 
1.3 
0.6 
14 
23 
168 
122 
24 
2.3 
0. ~ 
17 
1., 
66 
lOI 
lJl 
iI.:5 
J.~ 
au J 
1.6 
0.7 
11 
16 
3S1 
1S11! 
lP' 
III.:! 
4.1 
1.R 
III. ~ 
22 
11'7 
II!.~ 
3.2 
STA 4 
1.9 
0.7 
1~ 
48 
1140 
12J 
0.!! 
'.1 
SPAhN r:RE'EK 'ATEI' nuAun ANAL.YSIS 
PH 
AL~Al.TqTY (H·/L CACO:!) 
IHR""IESS (r<G/L CACfl3) 
cr,<"uc'!"!vITV (I'M~I)S/C"') 
rr.;{,RGM.!C C41\(\0'" (MG/l.) 
SOL. O~r.. CA1(80,< (I1G/L.) 
PART. ORG, CARBON (MG/L) 
SUSPEt-:C'F.:O 5')LIIJ~ (MG/l) 
VOl.. SI.I~p. :>'('1 IDS (MG/L.) 
rJllTHO PHOSPf<ATE-P (ljr,/l.) 
Tl"lTAL I'T t. TiH TF ". (UG/L.) 
Tnul PHo"",",n Il I1LIS (UG/L) 
~n~In"'NITRAT(-N (lIl;/L.) 
r.AlrIU" ("Gil CACO~) 
CHLr:R!['f': (~IG/I) 
I'flTASSIUM ("CoIL.) 
:;OUTU'1 (H~/L) 
::;UU'A'r[ ("G/U 
TOTAL IROt~ (Ur.JU 
A'InvSI~ "'0" PERFORMED 
DATE: 1111317<1 
5TA 1 
1I,2!5 
le7 
211!4 
3~J 
411 
~1 
32 
!5S 
184 
11:! 
0.~ 
3.8 
12~ 
CONPITUEr.T At,lU lI':lTS STA 1 
P"i 7.110 
ALKALIN!TY (,;r,/l CACO:!) 201 
rW,'['I!-<IfSS ("'GIL CAC03l 183 
CO~flLJr.:TTVITV (UMMOS/CMl :,,~ 
INQRGUlrr. CARBO'" (MG/l.) 42 
SOL. flR(;. CARBON (MG/L) 12 
PART. ORG. CARBO~I (MG/l.) 
SU1;PEII4DEO SOLIDS (MG/l.) 1.5 
VOL. Susp. SOLIDS (MG/I.) 0.2 
MTHO PHOSPHATE-P (UG/l.) 
TOTAL FIl. TRATE p. (UG/U 
TOTAL PH(lSPHORnU5 (UG/l.) 
AMMONIUM_N (UG/U 
N!TPlTE+NITRATE-/Ii (UG/l.) 
CAl.CIUM UIG/l. CAC03) 
CHLOR!D~ (I1G/Ll 
ROUS5IUM (MG/l.) 
SCOIUM ("'GIL) 
SULFATE (MG/L) 
TOTAL IRO~I (LJG/LJ 
A'JALVSI5 tlOT PERFOIIMED 
148 
120 
1I.1i0 A,50 11.52 
1941 21i12 1514 
186 Hj!5 186 
373 3651 ~1I6 
4115 47 .6 
10 
0.7 
iI.3 
12 
12 
!l6 
144 
113 
4.2 
0.7 
0.2 
14 
14 
tllII 
21113 
113 
2' 
12 
12 
.'1 
103 
111 
111.1 
•• 2 
15 
srA 2 ST' 3 ST,. 
8.21 8.25 8.23 
2l'11 200 201 
183 183 17~ 
381 387 385 
414 44 45 
12 13 
1.1 l,l! 1,4 
0.3 0.3 0.4 
'1.2 
3.m 
203 
1111 
12 
1112 
118 
s. 
75 
DATE I It'1/3~/74 
P~ 
Al.IlAl.I"'ITV (HG/l. CAC03) 
HARONF.S~ ("'(;/l. CAC03) 
CONDUrT1V!TY (UMHOS/CM) 
III40PGA"IIC CARRON (MG/l.l 
SOl.. ORG, CARBON (MG/L) 
PAriT. OPG. CARBnN (MG/Ll 
SUSPENDF() snLIDS (MG/l.) 
VOL. ~U5P. SOL lOS (MG/Ll 
OR THO PHOSPHATE-" (Ur;/L.) 
TOTAl. "YL TRUE p. (UG/U 
TOTAl. PHOSPHQFlOUS (UG/U 
A"I'ONIUM.N (UG/L' 
N ITFI ITE+N UP ATE.~I (UG/L.) 
CAl.CIUt.I (MG/l. CAC03) 
CHLORIDE CMG/L) 
POTASSIUM ("GIll 
SODIUM ("GILl 
SUl.'A'rE ("'GIll 
TOUL IRe'! WG/l.) 
STA 1 
1I.t!l1 
185 
210 
3!5S 
4!5 
"'.7 
0.111 
13 
13 
311 
1851 
112 
SPAWN CREEl( WHER QUAl.ITY ANALYSIS I 
DATE I 11/27/74 
CONSTITUENT ANO UNITS ~TA 1 
PH 8.00 
AL.ICAL.INITY (MIl. CAC03) 188 
HARDNESS (MG/l. tAC03) 17'1 
CONOUCTtVITY (UMHOS/CM) 329 
INORG'NIC CARSON (MG/I.) 32 
SOlo. ORG. CARBON (MG/l.) 211 
PAIIT. ORG. CAPBON (MG/Ll 
SUSp~NDED SOL.IDS (MG/l.) 111.1 
VOl.. susp. SOL.IOS (MG/l.) 0.1 
OR THO pMOSPMATE-P (UG/Ll 
TOTAl. 'lL.TRATE p. (UG/I.) 
TOTAL. PHOSPHOROUS CUG/I.) 
AMMONIUH.N (UG/Ll 
NtTRITE+NYTRATE .. '"l (UG/I.) 
CAI.CIUH (MG/l. C'C03) 
CHI.ORIDE "",/i/Ll 
POTASSIUM (M/i/l.) 
SODIUM (MG/l.) 
SUL.'HE ("'GIl.) 
TOTAL IRON (UG/L.) 
243 
115 
STA 2 
II. ;\~ 
1$12 
211 
3fo5 
47 
11 
14 
32 
18l 
127 
il,!5 
5.0 
351 
STA ~ STA 4 
8.30 8.31 
111g 193 
211 222 
371 371 
4~ 47 
ill. 9 
0.4 
q 
Ie 
91'1 
193 
128 
0.'5 
6.1; 
l.1 
1.1l 
22 
!ivl 
1 ~" 
1 ~.\ 
0.5 
4.4 
STA 2 STA 3 STA A 
8.32 8.:55 8.45 
2Q~ 195 2cr 
l!o13 18<1 174 
~38 33~ 335 
3e :!4 34 
18 24 
121.51 0.9 1.3 
~.5 0.4 ~.5 
28 
242 
112 
1.4 
5.1 
0.5 
3.9 
0.7 
3.1 
OAT': I 12/]1/74 
P"l 
~LV.AL.I"TTY (Mr./1. CACClJ) 
HHI~~F.!:'" rt-<G/I. rACOJ) 
r.Cl~IHICTIVITY (UMtiOS/Ct-<) 
TN(1RG.NH: CARBON (HG/L) 
~OL. O!'lG. CAPPON (MG/I.) 
I'A~T. URG. tA"BOI, ("r./L) 
SilSDf'Jr'lEO snL JOS (MG/L) 
vOl .• SUSP. !I[JUI)S (MG/l.l 
ORTPW PHO~PHATE.P (UG/L.) 
T(\TAI. nL TRATE r, CUG/I.) 
TOTAL FHNII'''(:III~IIS ("GIL) 
AH~OI:!I''''.I' ((,r:/L) 
NTT~ITE"N!TPATF..II (UG/I.) 
CALr.lw' ("'I;/L CArOJ) 
C;HI."F:IDr. (t~G/I.) 
PCH.SSII.''' U'r,/l.l 
SO!"'lU" ("GIL) 
SliLFATE (fiG/L) 
lOTAL I'l(1~1 (,Ir:/Ll 
DATE: ! I 0/7'i 
PH 
AI.~ALl"rry (1"1';/L CAC03) 
HARDNESS (MG/L CAC03) 
COIJl'UCTIV!TV ([IIoIHOS/CM) 
INORGANIC CARIlOtl (MG/L) 
SOL. ORG, CARBON (MG/L) 
PART. ORr.. CAI'I!!Or.. (f'4G/L) 
SUSPE~DED SnLIDS (MG/L) 
~r)I.. SUSP. SOLIDS (HG/L) 
Ol?TI10 PHOS~'HA Tf.P (UG/L) 
TOTAL FrL TRATF. p. (UG/L.) 
TOT AL PHOSPHOROIJ::; (UG/L) 
"M"'ONIlJH.N WG/Ll 
fJITPI"!"E+NITRATE-II CUG/L) 
CALCIUM (HG/L CAC03) 
CHLO~ rOE (HG/Ll 
POTASSIUH (MG/L' 
SOO!UH CHG/L) 
SULF,lTE (HG/Ll 
TOTAL IRON (UG/l) 
8,00 8.35 8.33 
186 1!l4 IP1 
187 l!lCi 1514 
292 3(12 301 
32 3'- J~ 
2P1 ?fl 16 
0.6 
111.3 
12 
12 
12 
46 
217 
112 
1.3 
HI 
10 
10 
'n 
211'1 
126 
0.4 
3.15 
STA 4 
8. )5 
I !l3 
186 
JPI~ 
311 
11:1 
1.2 
0.5 
12 
12 
12 
32 
IIIQ 
121 
Il.:! 
J.II 
STA I ST~ 2 STA 3 STA. 
".37 
1;2 
213. 
388 
415 
2.* 
12 
415 
113 
1!!4 
8.49 8,50 1I,3!1 
1114 151IJ 1'13 
21'12 200 202 
3"0 3151 3153 
47 48 46 
I.!! 
0.2 
11 
n 
18.0 
153 
13 
25 
1154 
UP 
22 
172 
l!!e 
14 
A'IALVSIS NOT PERFORMED 
76 
DATE I 1212<;/74 
PH 
AI.k4LHIITV (M('/l CAC03l 
HARD"IE!',S (1~r,/L rAC03) 
cnlH'ILICTIVITV (IJHHOS/CM) 
INO~GA~rc ORpn~1 (HG/L) 
SOL. ORG. C~RRON (HG/L) 
PART, O!'lG. C4PI!nti (MG/Ll 
SUSPE'-II)ED SOLTOS (MG/Ll 
~OL. !JIJSP. ~CLlr'S ("'GiLl 
ORTHO PHOSPMATE·p (UG/L) 
TOtAL. F!L TRATE P, (UG/Ll 
TOTAL PHO$PHOPOUS (UG/L) 
AMIOONW"'.N (UG/L) 
I'iITRITE+NIT"ATE.N (UG/Ll 
CALCIUM (MG/L t_C;03) 
CHLORrDE (HG/L> 
POTASSIUt1 (MG/L) 
SODIUM (MG/L) 
8ULFATl (MG/U 
TOTAL rpoIJ ([JG/Ll 
~TA 1 
41 
238 
1?1 
11.7 
:5.4 
89 
ANALYSIS NOT PERFORMED 
SPAWN CREEl( WATER QUALITY 4NAL.YSIS 
OAT!: r 1/23/7!! 
CONSTITU!NT AND UNITS 
PH 
ALKALINITY (HG/L CAC03) 
HARDNES! (MG/I. CACC3J 
CONDUCTIVITY CUMHOII/CM) 
INORGANIC CARBON (HG/L) 
1I0L. ORG. CAR80N (HG/L) 
PART. ORG, CARBON CHG/I.) 
8USpEND!O SOLIDS ''''GIL) 
YOLo SUSp. SOLIDS CMG/L) 
ORTHO PHOSPHATE.P CUG/L) 
TOUL FILTRATE p. CUG/Ll 
TOTAL PHOSPHOROUS CUG/L) 
AMMONIUH.N WG/L) 
NITRITE+NITRATE.N CUG/L) 
CALCIU", (MG/1. CAC03' 
CHLORIDE (MG/Ll 
I'OTUUUM (HG/L) 
SODIUM CHG/L) 
SULFATE (I1G/L) 
TOTAL IRON CUG/L) 
ANAL vSI S NOT PERFOR"'EI' 
STA 1 
7.96 
187 
209 
491'! 
44 
1.6 
1/1,7 
451 
212 
144 
STI, 2 STA 3 
~.?0 8.30 
lOS 2~ I 
I!ll 189 
3t'ifl 3ti!l 
32 32 
16 21'1 
It'! 
71 
219 
1~5 
0.8 
3,8 
7A 
238 
124 
c,e 
4.4 
8.32 
2l'l0 
197 
3/i4 
3(' 
2v 
STA 2 STA J ST. 4 
8.~0 8.29 Il.:!;.! 
190 199 1~!5 
111111 195/ 19~ 
4pe 495 496 
45 45 45 
5.11 
2.2 
\6 
21'11'1 
142 
57 
5.4 
2.0 
10 
28 
21'l8 
12:! 
9,1 
3.1 
29 
179' 
121 
DATF: 'II !l/7~ 
PH 
ALKALlf.lTTV (~IC;/L CACil~) 
HAR",,-El'oS (1"Ir./1 CA(03) 
c:m'r'L>CTIVITV (Ur-t110S/CM) 
I'JOIlGAt.Ir C:AflBC'N (HG/ll 
SOL.. (lPG. CAHsr", (MG/Ll 
PAFlT. ORG. c~p~n'l (MG/Ll 
Sl!~PF:NDED SOL.!l'S (!04G/Ll 
YOLo SII~P. Sal !r')S ("GIL) 
(,RTHO Pf'OSI'li,l.TE-1' (UG/L.) 
TOHL F!L.TRATf. p. (UG/Ll 
TOHL. PHflSP>iClIWUS (UG/ll 
A",.,nNlliM_N CliG/L! 
t~ITI!!TE+NTTRHE-'! (UG/Ll 
CAlClU" (MG/L O(03) 
CHLoptrr ("GIll 
POTtSSIU" (MG/L.l 
SOflTU" ("GIL) 
SULFATt (MG/Ll 
TOTAL T'1r.N (Ur./L J 
STA 1 
337 
4S 
47 
2"7 
137 
SPAiiN CREEK IoIlITfR QUALITV ANALYSIS I 
DATE' I :0.1 ~/7!1 
AlKAL.INITY (MG/L CAr:O~) 
HAR"NESS (IIG/L CA(03) 
r:ONOLJCTTYTTY (UHHOS/t:M) 
lNORGANIC CARBON (MG/L) 
SOL.. ORG. C ARBOf! (MG/L.' 
PART. ORG. CARElO"l (MG/Ll 
SUSPF.'lOEO SOLIDli (MG/L) 
VOL.. SUSP. SOLIIlS (14G/L) 
ORTHO PHOSPH~TF.-P (UG/L.) 
TOTAL. FILTRATE p. (IJG/L.) 
TOTAL. PHOSPHOPOUS (UG/Ll 
AMMONILI~_N (UG/Ll 
NlT~IT~+NITRIITE-/J (UG/L.) 
CAlCIII" (MG/L (;AC03) 
CHL.r:lRIDE (MI;/LJ 
POTASSIUI" (MG/L.) 
SOOIUt1 (MG/L.) 
SULFATE (MG/L.) 
TOTAL I ROOI (UG/L-l 
STA 1 
STA 2 
337 
4:1 
8.35 
245 
336 
48 
57 
201 
128 
STA 4 
8.40 
237 
337 
48 
33 
lSIe 
12" 
STA 2 aTA 3 STA .. 
8.50 8.45 8.58 
188 217 181 
198 20' 205 
338. 340 3.11 
<15 !l2 48 
15 
114 
124 
52 
2,7 
"'.8 
111 
111 
11 
2R 
133 
128 
28 
28 
127 
128 
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SPA"'N CFlEf.K wHER QUAllTY M!ALYSIS 
DATE r ::!Il!1/75 
PH 
I>LKALItHTY (Mr./L CAC03) 
~!AIlJ:lNe:SS (HG/L CAC03) 
CONDlICTIVIT" (UMHOS/CM) 
INORGHIIC: rAR~ON (MG/L) 
~OL.. OIlG, CARBON (MG/L) 
!'ART. ORG. CARIlON C/OtG/L.) 
SUSPEIoJOED SOLInS (Mtj/L.) 
VOL.. SUSP. SOLI OS (MG/Ll 
OR THO PHOSPHATE.P (UG/L.) 
TOTAL FIL. "RATF. p. CUG/Ll 
TOUL. PHOSPHOROU~ (UG/L) 
AMMONtul4_N (UG/Ll 
"nRITE+NnRATE-~1 (UG/Ll 
CAL.CIUM (MG/I. CAC03) 
CHL.ORIDE (HG/Ll 
POTASSIU" (HG/L) 
IIOOIUI4 ("r;/L) 
SULFATE ("'GIL,) 
TOTAL. IRON (UG/L) 
!'iTA 1 
7.9:1 
185 
189 
339 
<18 
215 
1311 
119 
0.5 
•• 1 
18 
SPAWN CREfK WATER QUAL.ITV ANALYSIS I 
DAU I 3/19/7:1 
CONSTITLIEN" AND UNITS 
PH 
AL.KALINITY (HG/L. CAC03) 
HAR"NESS (MG/L CAC03) 
CONDUCTIVITY (UMH05/CM) 
INORGANIC: CARBON (MG/L) 
SOL.. OPG. CARBON (MG/L.) 
PART. ORG. CARBON (MG/L) 
SUSPENDED SOL.IDS (MG/L.) 
VOL.. SUSP. SOLIDS (MG/L.) 
ORTHO PHOSPHATE .. P (UG/Ll 
TOTAL. FIL. TRAn: p. (UG/L) 
TOTAL. PHOSPHOROUS CUG/L.) 
AMMONIUM.N CUG/L) 
NURITE-NITRATE .. N (UG/L) 
CAL.CIUM (MG/L. CAC03) 
CHL.ORIOE (MG/L.) 
POTASSIliM (MG/L.) 
SODIUM (MG/L.) 
SUL.I'ATE (MG/L.) 
TOTAL. IRON (UG/L.) 
ANAL.ySIS NOT PERFORME!' 
STA 1 
39 
288 
122 
STA 2 
8. \ 7 
Il19 
1!)5 
340 
45 
0.7 
13 
1~8 
118 
~.15 
3.:1 
8.13 
1\13 
198 
3415 
415 
18 
127 
123 
STA <I 
7.93 
188 
192 
347 
47 
1." 
21 
111 
121 
5. 
STA 2 STA 3 ~TA 4 
8.59 8.::;8 8.15111 
194 199 194 
197 2[15 199 
342 3521 34121 
<17 ~8 47 
0.9 
0.4 
18 
lli1 
118 
45 
11'1 
20 
UP 
126 
!I~A"~ CREEK ~IAT~~ r,IIJALITv AtJA~ Y5IS I S,..AWN C~FFK "'ATn~ DuALITY A:~AL '1'5 I 5 
DATE r III ;t,/7~ DA~F. r 4/17/7~ 
,O"lS ~I'!'I!!,IIJT At..n UNITS BTA 1 STA 2 STA ~ STA .. CONSTITuENT AND UN:TS lITA 1 sTA 2 STA J SH 
" 
p~ 7.98 8.27 8.27 PH ".15 ~. 43 8.50 8.~" 
AVALINYTV ("r,/L CAC03l 15!5 1!'i8 2111E ALKALI~'rTY ("·G/I. CAC03) lA8 1!l5 197 lf14 
tlAP,)NESS (MG/L C.CO:') 1111 217 is!!; HARDNE.-5S (MG/L CA(03) 189 2Cl0 227 194 
CO'JOUCTIVITY (UMHOS/CM) 3!53 3!18 3157 CONDUCTIvITY (UMHDS/CM) 341 3415 34~ 34g 
INORGANIC CARRON (MG/L) 39 38 48 INORGA'-<IC CARBON (MG/Ll 45 47 47 47 
SOL. Olle; • CAi.!'ON (MG/L) lIOL. OI'lG. CA~BON (i'i(i/Ll 
F'A01T. OI'lG. r. APB(,N (MG/L) PART. (lI'lG. CM1BrlN (MG/L) 
SU<'''EN"ED ,O;IJLIO~ (MG/L) 0.3 0.8 2.3 bUS PEND EO SOUDS (MG/L) 111.1 \l.6 0.9 1.4 
vnL. SUSp. SOLIDS (MG/Ll 0.2 111.4 0.!! VOL. SUS" • !lOlll)S (MG/I.) ,Po!l 1'1.3 1'1.2 .i.6 
ORT~O p~OSpH~TF..P (Uli/Ll 12 ORT~O PHOSPHATE·p (UG/I.) 
TOTAL FJL n'UF p. (UG/L) 12 TOTAL FYL TRAU p. (UG/I.) 
TCITAL PIolIJ~"I"'('I"'OLIS (lIG/L) 12 TOTAL "HospHf)Rnl!& CUG/Ll 
~.~··\oInNIII~_~' (I,I!;/U 48 43 44 AM .. nl ~ IM.N (UG/L) 151 40 65 ~!! 
1101 TI.>I TI: +NT'rI<,I n.l• (UG/L) 122 131 130 NITRITP'.NTTFI.lTE· ... (lHi/Ll 2111 1!17 119 118 
C "(..(:1;1"4 ("'C:IL CACOJ) 12r. 122 128 CAL.CIUM (MG/L CACOJ) 116 117 125 1311' 
CHlnl\!('E (Mr;/L) tHVlRIC.! (MG/L) 
f>~TASS1U" ("(';/L) POTASSIUM (MG/L) 0.5 111.1 i.'.4 0.2 
SOC'IU" (MG/Lj SODIUM (Mr./L' 3.2 3.4 ;'.6 3.11 
SULFaTE C'~r./L ) SULFATE (MG/L) 
TI'lTAl II'II1~ (UG/L) 11il 24 1502 TOTAL IRO~J C1JG/LJ 415 84 25 
A'!ALv~IS ~nT PEIIFORMED ANALySIS NOT P!IIFORMED 
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Table A-3. Monthly pedphyton community composition. 
SPI\Iifll CREEK PEFI I PHyTON Cn~IMtiN ITY COMPOS! TIOIli sp,\lm CREEK PEFlIPHYTON COMMUNITY COMPOSITtO~ I 
DA'!E I 4/1f.i/74 OAT! I 5/\-1174 
PEQ I I'HVTOt.l GENEPA STA STA STA STA .. PERIPHYTON GENERA STA STA 5TA ST A 4 
,",YOFlURUS JSI J8 Jl HVDRURlJS 21 13 
UL(lTHRi ~ Ul.OTHRlX 
PHORMlr>IUH PHClR"'ID!U'" 
ACH'lANTHE 1; J4 27 21 2'" ACHNAt.lTHE~ 117 52 38 415 
AMPHOFI A AMPHORA 11'1 
r.OCCONf.IS 111 CDCCONEIS 22 24 
LiI~"OMA 12 DIATOHA 11 
FRAGILt Ah!A ""AGIl.LutA 
F~USTUl.I A ""USTlJl.IA 
Gnl'PH£''''E'1A 1; HI 45 GnMPHON!MA lJ 115 
NA\lTCliLA NAVICULA 
tHTSZCI-<!A NtTSlCH!A 
SlI~IRELLA SURIRELl._ 
SHIEOPA 10 nNE!'!" A 
PRE~ENr:F c 1 PERCENT P"!;SENC! c 1 P!RCENT 
SPAWN CREEK PEAIPHYTON CO"M~NITY COMPOSITION I SPAIIN CREEK PE"IPHYTON CD"MUNITY COMPOSITTOtj I 
CATE I 1'i/13/74 OAT! I 7/12/74 
PEFlJPHYTnN GEt/FRa STA ITA STA ~ STA 4 PE"IPIIYTO,.. GENEAA STA STA STA STA 4 
HYDRl!I;-'.J1; 2t1 2 HYO"U"US , 9 13 
ULIlTHRJX ULOTHRU 
PHt:'FlMI~IuM PHO""YOIUM 
ACHNMIT"ES 1; :se 40 42 ACHNANTI1ES 23 44 41 
AMPIiORA 12 2 AMPHO!!A 
COCCn~lF:ts 515 14 ag COCCONEIS 2J 28 J3 
I:'TATO"'. it! or AT 0'" A 22 
FRAGILL4RIA F'IAGILLARIA 18 
FRlISTULIA ,.RUSTULI4 
r.Ot"PHONEMA J8 18 r.OMPfotON!M~ 15 2J 11 
NAVICULA NAVICULA 
NtT!ZC:HU NITSZCfotIA 
!U!!tRE"LLA SURJRELLA 
SYNEDRA SYNED!!A 
P~ESE"JCE C I PI:;RCENT PRESENCE C 1 PERCENT 
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SPA"N CRI::EK Pf.'11PHVTON COMMU"!lTV COMPOSITIO"l I SPAWN r.I1EEK PfRIPHVTON CO"'4UNITV COMPOSITIOIII I 
DATE , 81 f)/7A DATE I 9/11/7. 
PfRIPHVTNI GEI-lERA STA STA au au 4 PERIPHVTO~1 tiE,,!':RA STA STA STA STA A 
IiVI)~URUS 26 HVORUPUS 30 13 
lIU1T",Rlx ULOTIoiR I X 
FMORM!DIL'I" PMORI"tOIUM 
ACIoi~l.\lTHfS 14 25 U "CHN."'THES 13 .111 14 25 
AtlPHOR A ,I1PHOPA 
cnCCONEIS 45 511 COCCONE 16 ~J 31 6' 12 
DUTO"'A 23 DUTO'4A 34 
FI"Ar;ILLA~TA • pol 'R'GILLARU 
H'l'l\ Tl'LI A ,WUSTULU 
r,nMPHO"'EI"A 19 13 GOMPHDNEMA 11 
tlAVYCIlLA IUVICULA 
t!IT5lC"IA NITSlCHIA 
SUiHRF.LLA aURUELLA 
SY'.~ r.~A aVNEDRA 
PRF ~ENCE c 1 PERCEI><T ~'.' PRESENCE c 1 PERCEIojT 
SPA"~I C:R~f!( PERIPHVTON COMMUNIT'I' COMPOSITION I a'AIoIN CREEK PEPIPHVTD"! C:OI1MLJNITY COMPOSITION I 
DATE: 1~/1"/74 DATE I lS/lJ174 
PER I PIotVTON GENER A SU su STA aTA Jl'fRI'HYTON GENERA SU STA STA STA 4 
HynRlIIW5 22 1B 12 HYO"URU5 18 
LlLOT .. R I X Ul.OTHRIl( 
PHtlRMlL1IlIM PHO"MIOIUM 
A01NAfIT"'E~ 21 43 17 ACMNANTHES 11 19 1<1 
AHPHOF'A A"1PHnRA 
COCCONEIS 42 • 14 32 COCCON!!S 44 12 43 
[) IA TO"1A 71 DUTOMA 72 
FRAtiILI.ARU ""AGIl.I.ARIA 
FRIISTUI.IA "~USTUL.U 
GOMPHONEMA 11 U 30 r;OMPHONE.u :56 48 28 
NAVICUl.A NAVICUl.A 
NfTSZCHU NtTSZCMIA 
SURtRELLA aURIR!L.LA 
SYNEDPA SYN!DRA 
PRESENCE c 1 PERCENT PRESENCE c 1 1t!~CENT 
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SPAl'''' (,:PF.:f.K F'f.RIPHVl'ON COMMUNITY COMPOSITION I SPAWN CREEl( PERIPHVTON COMMU~I:;:TV COMPOSITIO"l 
CATE : 1'.I11/7d OATE I 1/10/75 
prRIPHVTON GFNUH STA STA SU STA 4 PERI PHVTON GENERA Sf A STA STA 'iT A 4 
I'iVORIIPLJS 34 1/1 HI 22 HYORURUS 13 2!1 15 
lJLn'!'H~U UL.OTHRIx 
P'lOIl"'ICrUH PtoIO'H'IDIUM 
ACI-HHNTHES 14 22 11 AC~I"'''''HHES 14 16 22 26 
AMf>"ICR~ AM"toIORA 
eDCCO"Jr.T S 16 IS COCCONEIS 20 12 
Dr~T('\"', 17 44 DUTOM .. 37 19 
~'RAGILLARIA "RAGTL.L.""U 
F'R(ISTIILI A 'RUSTUL.U 
GO~lp ... n~!F.MA 16 31 22 14 GOHPHOilll!:'U 29 2!1 3 III 23 
NAVICULA NAVICUL.A 
',ITSZCHIA NITSZCHU 
SUi/II'ELLA SURIREL.LA 
SH.EO~A SYNEORA 
PIIFSE"CE < 1 PERCfNT PRESENCE c I PERCE"T 
5PA~"I CFiEfK PEIIIP,H'l'O'" eO""~UIHTY COHPOSITIOlj I 
OA YE : 21 !5/7~ 
"CRIPf.(VTt:!" GE"'FPA 5TA SfA SU STA 
'YOPUIIUS II!J 29 
ULOT'lI1!)C 
PHOi'!'" Ie T.IlM 
ACI"NANTiofElI !0 11 12 
A "'PIolOI1 A :5 
("oceONET ~ 
OIATO'~A 4S 14 73 
FI1AGTLLARIA 
;rRIJ$TUL!A 
GIlc-.PHONEMA 17 21 58 11 
NAVrcULA 
NITSZCHIA 10 
SUF<IRI!:LLA 
SYNEDI1A 
pllnENCE c 1 P!RCP;~T 
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Table A-4. The numben and blomasse8 of brown and cutthroat trout migrants &om November 21, 1973, 
to November 20, 1974. Bio ...... II In ....... 
Brown trout Cutthroat trout 
Year Emigrants Immigrants Emigrants Immigrants 
Class Numbers Biomass Numbers Biomass Numbers Biomass Numbers Biomass 
1974 12 65 2 13 229 269 
1973 18 180 6 203 43 317 18 250 
1972 5 319 9 489 31 1085 20 950 
1971 2 366 3 588 37 3597 10 807 
1970 1 170 2 462 8 1087 6 1237 
1969 4 713 6 1147 
Others 2 557 6 1585 
Table A-S. Chronological description of the sampling regime for ftsh populations In Spawn Creek. 
Months Dates J~ Weeks Sections Comments 
April 1973 4-8 13 All 
20-21 16 7-12, 23-24 
May 5, 6, 8 19 7-12, 23-24 
June 13 24 23-24 
29-30 26 17, 23-24 
Julya 
I 25-26 30 3, 7, 11-12, 17, 24 August 7, 9, 11, 13 32 All 
September ------------
October 16-18, 23-24 42 All 
-November ------------
December 4 49 1, 3, 8, 20, 24 
January8 1974 18, 20-21 55 1, 3, 8, 14, 17 
February 18, 20 60 1-9 
Harch 20-22 64 All 
April 18 67 1 Aborted due to run-off 
Hay 7, 9, 11, 14 71 All 
June 5/30, 6/3 74 1, 3, 5, 7-8, 10-13 
July 2-3, 5, 7, 9-10 79 All 
August 7-8 84 1, 3, 5, 10-13, 17-20, 
31 
September 3-6, 9-10 88 All 
October 1-2 92 1-2, 4-5, 8, 10, 12-13, 
18, 21, 23-24, 31 
November 10/28, 11/4-7 97 All Early attempt to begin sampling 
failed due to weather. 
aDates of regular and special collections (multi-catch population estimators). 
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Table A-6a. Viable estimates of density for brown trout year classes. Concomitant standard erron are In 
parentheses. 
Year April August October March May July September November 
Class 1973 1974 
1974 
13 
(1.866) 
1973 54 51 
(16.159) (23.292) 
1972 5 1 1 4 2 
(7.18) (0) (0) (.707) (0) 
1971 9 1 1 1 
(1. 684) (0) (0) (0) 
1970 9 7 1 
(2.135) (1. 969) (---) 
Table A-6b. Viable estimates of density for cutthroat trout year classes. Concomitant standard erron are 
In parentheses. 
Year April August October March May July September November 
Class 1973 1974 
-../1974 42 
(6.379) 
1973 483 35 28 118 121 
(143.361) (12.908) (6.506) (61.828) (34.719) 
1972 60 81 89 25 33 12 18 42 
(25.191) (16.542) (11.231) (3.016) (6.464) (1.898) (2.584) (5.868) 
1971 50 46 77 18 32 25 19 
(20.319) (4.320) (8.447) (4.762) (6.619) (30.311) (1.826) 
1970 37 27 16 13 9 2 
(11.990) (6.756) (1.721) (1.892) (0) (0) 
1969 20 14 9 7 
(2.348) (1. 747) (13.416) (1. 292) 
1968 5 5 5 
(0) (0) (1.5) 
Table A-6c. Viable estimates of density for brook trout year classes. Concomitant standard erron are In 
parentheses. 
Year April August October March May July September November 
Class 1974 1974 
1974 23 17 
(14.349) (12.483) 
1973 13 28 12 16 5 17 
(4.085) (4.014) (4.937) (8.490) (7.180) (12.323) 
1972 33 26 41 6 1 
(2.589) (12.290) (2.285) (5.750) (0) 
1971 28 44 20 4 3 1 
(6.400) (10.532) (3.706) (1.118) (.913) (0) 
1970 29 9 12 
(4.530) (2.581) (1. 581) 
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Table A-7a. Estimates of mean weight &om trap data for the 1974 brown trout year classes. Standard 
In parenthesis and measurements are In grams. 
87 
5.0 
(_)a 
92 
6.0 
(-) 
aStandard deviations are undefined. 
Julian Weeks 
94 
7.0 
(-) 
95 
6.0 
(-) 
96 
4.8 
(-) 
Table A-7b. Estimates of mean weight &om trap data for the 1974 cutthroat trout year class. Concomitant 
standard deviations are In parentheses and measurements are In grams. 
Julian Weeks 
86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 96 97 98 
1.0 .9 .9 1.l: 1.2 1.2 1.1 1.3 1.5 1.3 1.5 1.2 2.0 (_)a (.223) (.462) (.267) (.459) (.456) (.591) (.403) (.772) (.591) (.632) (.543) (-) 
aStandard deviations are undefined. 
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Table A-7c. Estimates of mean weight from stream data for brown trout year classes. Concomitant 
standard deviations are In parentheses and measurements are In grams. 
Year classes 
Months 1974 1973 1972 1971 1970 1969 1968 1967 
April 12.7 40.0 66.6 201.0 
1973 (2.215) (5.656) (4.704) (---) 
April 59.0 142.0 
(6.429) (---) 
May 62.0 153.0 
(---) (---) 
July 3.3 39.0 a 90.0 163.0 
(.882) (---) (11.000) (---) 
August 6.2 44.9 125.3 191.5 
(.282) (11. 205) (.477) (4.766) 
October 9.8 55.7 119.5 208.0 600.0 
(.376) (6.333) (9.428) (---) (---) 
December 9.7 61. 7 104.0 
(1.017) (5.783) (---) 
January 62.0 
1974 (--) 
February 60.7 127.0 
(8.686) (---) 
March 9.5 70.0 118.0 
1974 (.707) (---) (---) 
May 80.0 127.0 
(---) (---) 
June 1.67.0 
(---) 
July 79.5 154.0 
(19.092) (---) 
August 2.0 114.0 230.0 
(.333) (---) (---) 
September 4.8 66.3 124.0 205.0 
(.944) (g.452) (9.452) (---) 
October 4.0 71.5 239.0 
( .167) (30.500) (---) 
November 5.8 57.0 121.5 174.0 
(.269) (22.730) (26.500) (---) 
aStandard deviation is undefined. 
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Table A-7d. Estimates of mean weight &om stream data for cutthroat trout year classes. Concomitant 
standard deviations are In parentheses and measurements are In grams. 
Year Classes 
Months 1974 1973 1972 1971 1970 1969 1968 1967 1966 
April 6.5 24.8 56.6 115.2 191.4 
1973 (.566) (1.345) (3.203) (6.313) (15.518) 
April 2.1 14.8 49.7 140.8 331.0 (.398) (1.551) (4.321) (41.500) (5.657) 
May 4.8 27.1 83.0 173.0 (2.588) (11.086) (6.706) (21.024) 
June 36.0 100.0 118.0 ( ___ )a (---) (---) 
June 2.0 28.0 60.0 107.3 151.5 (1.000) (11. 314) (7.071) (33.292) (44.548) 
July 1.0 16.5 53.3 95.7 127.5 
(---) (2.414) (8.876) (5.781) (19.092) 
August .6 17.2 71.4 142.6 222.4 425.0 
(.122) (.992) (3.549) (6.737) (39.488) (---) 
October 2.5 17.2 61.3 127.8 185.0 205.8 
(.063) (.847) (2.535) (5.52B) (8.626) (22.261) 
December 4.0 21.8 4B.1 109.0 
(.707) (B.408) (4.453) (23.000) 
January 3.1 18.5 49.6 97.1 167.0 
1974 (1.168) (1.230) (3.386) (4.487) (29.547) 
February 5.0 19.9 51.0 100.7 
1974 (2.828) (1.877) (3.606) (13.7B1) 
March 2.2 18.6 55.4 94.4 200.0 (1.134) (1.348) (3.718) (1O.04B) (---) 
May 4.2 40.4 94.9 150.1 435.0 (.370) (3.202) (2.941) (13.317) (---) 
June 6.1 33.5 54.5 100.4 163.2 362.0 (.766) (5.500) (12.500) (14.436) (26.694) (---) 
July 8.2 32.5 64.2 105.3 173.1 
(.569) (1.614) (16.135) (13.416) (14.121) 
August 13.9 54.7 92.0 165.0 382.0 (1. 235) (4.003) (4.359) (17.059) (---) 
September .8 18.4 76.3 127.2 189.0 (.002) (2.814) (4.082) (23.964) (---) 
October 1.3 19.3 87.8 163,7 339.0 (.006) (2.256) (8.BBO) (B.433) (---) 
November 1.1 15.B 71. 7 143.8 182.0 (.224) (.801) (3.271) (4.185) (---) 
astandard deviation is undefined 
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Table A-7e. Estimates of mean weight from stream data for brook trout year classes. Concomitant 
standard deviations are in parentheses and measurements are in grams. 
Year Classes 
Honths 1974 1973 1972 1971 1970 1969 
April 11.3 30.6 64.3 
1973 (8.318) (2.044) (4.287) 
April 9.7 41.5 68.3 10n.0 
(3.467) (12.748) (11. 805) ( ___ )a 
Hay 9.9 41.3 77.3 116.0 
(1.099) (4.187) (4.500) (---) 
June 27.3 50.8 77 .2 150.0 
(2.171) (5.762) (17.712) (5.657) 
June 20.2 51. 3 93.0 
(1. 483) (4.031) (18.056) 
July 3.3 35.0 34.1 137.7 
(.882) (2.739) (5.501) (13.051) 
August 5.5 36.1 83.1 149.0 
(.871) (2.611) (4.123) (7.303) 
October 6.9 52.1 91. 7 131.2 
( .878) (2.361) (5.270) (3.760) 
December 5.0 35.0 68.3 119.5 
(-) (--) (6.303) (11. 500) 
January 4.0 36.3 
1974 (--) (5.239) 
Harch 13.8 43.0 62.7 
(2.104) (7.000) (16.623) 
May 18.6 66.0 74.5 
(1. 661) (9.900) (6.637) 
July 19.0 52.6 88.0 
(4.509) (12.772) (8.000) 
August 28.0 43.0 98.0 
(4.000) (4.041) (---) 
September 8.2 41.2 77 .0 131.0 218.0 
(.618) (8.048) (18.908) (---) (--) 
October 8.0 74.0 139.0 
(1.000) (7.241) (---) 
November 9.8 51.6 121.0 
(1.161) (5.393) (---) 
aStandard deviation is undefined 
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APPENDIXB 
THE MODEL MESP 
Hydrologic and Water Temperature Model 
The hydrologic-water temperature simulation 
package has been named MESP, an acronym for 
Mountain Ecosystem Simulation Package. Water 
flow and temperature output from MESP is input 
to the biologicaJ model, BIOL, for prediction of the 
aquatic ecosystems responses. The program BIOL 
is discussed in Appendix C. 
Prediction subroutines 
The conceptual model of the hydrologic cycle 
Subroutine HYDRGY, consists of the appropriate 
mathematical expressions found and referred to in 
Chapter III programmed for computer solution. 
The subroutine is call~d and controlled by a main 
program which reads data, prepares average data 
values for each subarea of the watershed, and 
calculates a monthly and annual water balance by 
means of Equation 3.1. 
The model operates with a time resolution of 
one day over small subareas of the watershed, and 
hence can be considered as a distributed param-
eter, deterministic model. All calculations are in 
units of inches of equivalent water depth over the 
watershed subarea being modeled and subse-
quently can be converted to' other forms as desired. 
Results can be output via line printer or plotter. 
The conceptual form of the energy budget 
processes has been represented mathematically and 
coded for computer solution as Subroutine 
WATEMP. The subroutine is called by the main 
program, if desired, upon completion of the 
hydrologic simulation. Actual measured water 
temperatures, meteorologic data, hydrologic re-
sults, and control volume physical characteristics 
are available to the subroutine in common storage. 
CaUbratfon subroutines 
Several optional subroutines utilized in the 
calibration of the system models are included in 
MESP. The calibration procedure is assisted by 
Subroutine TELE, which allows manual variation 
of model parameters by teletype, and Subroutine 
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OPTVER, an automatic optimization algorithm 
for determining parameter values. Subroutine 
CORR calculates statistical correlation coefficients 
for evaluation of predicted results and as a 
calibration aid. Reporting of monthly and annual 
results is accomplished by the models themselves, 
the Subroutine OUT can be called to output daily 
results of the hydrologic simulation. The water 
temperature model has a self-contained option for 
daily reporting if desired. 
Operation and Linkage 
Overall control ofMESP is retained by a main 
program which also functions as an input 
mechanism for all hydrometeorological data 
required by the models for simulation and 
evaluation of results. A general view of the control 
structure and program flow is shown in Figure 
B-1. 
At present MESP is synthesized on an EAI 
Dftft.a. .. ,..,..... ............. 4-~ .. ,. _ .... _ ... __ 1 ___ .. _~ _~ 4.L_ TT.L_L "1.7_ ..... ___ 
.I. ............... vuapuuu!S ~1~""1111~CI.""'" A" UU:; U"AU ",nee 
Research Laboratory on the campus of Utah State 
University at Logan, Utah. Peripheral components 
utilized by the package include card reader, 
magnetic tape system, teletype console, line 
printer, and digital plotter. MESP is coded in 
FORTRAN IV (EAI subset) with adequate 
provisions for application to other systems. A 
complete listing of the MESP system, including all 
subroutines, is given in Listing B-1. 
Linkage of MESP components is accomp-
lished primarily by the extensive use of common 
storage, such that all input and results are 
available at all times to any component, and by 
retention of system control in the main program. 
Compatible units of computation and equivalent 
temporal and spatial resolution also facilitate 
effective communication and linkage between 
MESP components. 
The hydrologic subroutine outputs a number 
of items prior to, during, and after each simulation 
run, all specific to the particular subareas in 
question. A monthly and annual water balance 
comprised of actual data input to the model is 
START 
,r 
HYDRGY ... - MAIN - ... WATEMP 
-
.. 
-
.. 
4~ 4~ j ~ jll 
., . , r 
TELE OPTVER OUT CORR 
STOP 
FIgure B-1. Controlstnacture and program Dow of the simulation package. 
prepared at the initiation of each simulation. An 
example of monthly amounts of precipitation 
(including separation into amounts of rain and 
snow) and measured discharge and average 
monthly air temperature are output (Listing B-2). 
Monthly radiation indexes (used in snowmelt 
calculations) and average solar radiation values 
(used for evapotranspiration determinations) are 
also listed. Annual total precipitations, flow and 
average air temperature, and list of all parameter 
values to be used in the simulation are also 
provided. 
As the simulation proceeds, monthly sum-
maries are prepared and output (Appendix C). 
Each summary contains the amounts of moisture in 
the snow, interception, total moisture in the snow, 
interception, soil moisture, and groundwater 
storage components at the end of the month. Also 
output in each summary are the monthly totals of 
the runoff processes: channel interception, over-
land flow, interflow, baseflow, and accumulated 
total runoff; actual and potential evapotranspira-
tion; and ungaged flow into or out of the subarea. 
An annual summary of total runoff, ungaged 
flow, and actual and potential evapotranspiration 
is given at the conclusion of the simulation. The 
main program contains an option (exercised via 
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teletype) to call Subroutine OUT, which lists the 
daily values of observed and computed streamflow 
in either inches of equivalent depth over the 
subwatershed or cubic feet per second and the error 
or difference in the two values (Listing B-2). 
Additional process values or totals can be output 
with only minor program changes for specific 
considerations. 
The water temperature model, Subroutine 
WATEMP, may be called by the main program 
upon completion of the hydrologic simulation by 
teletype command. The results of the hydrologic 
simulation, as well as all necessary meteorological 
data, are available to the model via common 
storage. A daily tabulation of observed and 
calculated water temperatures and the temperature 
change as a result of heat transfer (Equation 3.23) 
may be requested for each month (Listing B-3) 
upon exercise of the appropriate teletype 
command. 
Variables 
A listing of the variables, a definition and 
location in the text, if appropriate, is given, Table 
B-1. Some of the program constants are also listed. 
Input data are found in Table B-2. 
LISTING B-1 
MESP Computer Program Listing 
The complete computer program listing for 
MESP (Mountain Ecosystem Simulation Package) 
is given on the following pages. All necessary 
meteorological and hydrologic data are input into 
common storage from magnetic tape at object time 
upon request by the main program. Values of the 
model parameters are set at the initiation of the 
simulation, and may be varied for additional runs 
by use of Subroutine TELE. Model parameter 
identifiers and their descriptions are as follows: 
~AR(I) -INITIA~ SNOW STORAGE 
~AR(2) -INITIAL INTERCEPTION STOR.GE 
PARC3) DINITIA~ SOIL MOISTURE STORAGE 
PAR(4) -INITIAL GROUNDWATER STORAGE 
PAR(~' .UNGAGEO INFLOW TO SUBAREA 
PARcel ~DECAY CONSTANT FaR SURF.CE RUNOFF 
PARC" .OECAV CONSTANT FOR INTERFLOW 
PARCS) -DECAY CONSTANT FOR BA!EFLOW 
PARC9' -CO~TROL VOLUME INFLOW FACTOR 
PAR(10).WATER TEMPE~ATURE CHANGE FACTOR 
PAR(11).LIMITING TEMPE~ATURE FOR SNO~ 
PARCI2).LIMITING TEMPERATURE FOR RAIN 
PAR(13'8EVAPOTRANSPIRATION ADJUSTMENT FACTOR 
PARC1A).PERCENT PRECIPITATION ENTERING CHANNEL STORAGE 
PAR(15,.MAXIMUM INTERC~PTION STORAGE FOR A SUBWATERSHED 
PARCle).UPPER INFILTRATION RATE 
PARC17'.LOWER INFILTRATION RATE 
PARC1S).SATURATEn SOIL MOISTURE 
PARC19'.FIE~O CAPACITY 
PAR(20)'WILTING POINT 
PAR(21).PERCENT SOIL MOISTURE OUTF~OW TO INTERF~OW 
PAR(22).PfRCENT SOI~ MOISTURE MOVING TO GROUNDWATER 
PARC23'.~EVEL AT WHIC H GW CAN DRAWOOWN SOIL MOISTURE 
PAR(24).8GW ~EAKAGE COEFFICIENT AS A FUNCTION OF GW ~EVE~ 
PAR(25).FRACTION OF BASEFLOW LEAKING FROM THE WATERSHED 
PAR(26)-~OWER LIMIT FOR GROUNDWATER ~EAK 
PAR(2',.UPPER LIMIT FOR GROUNDWATER ~EAK 
PARC2S)'NOT USED 
PAR(29).MELTING TEMPERATURE FOR SNOW 
PA~(~0).SNOW MELTING RATE 
PAR(31).FREE WATER IN SNOWPACK 
PARC32'.SNOWME~T AND STORAGE COEFFICIENT 
PAR(33)aSNOW TO GROUND MELT 
~ARC3~'.OECAV CONSTANT FOR FREE WATER IN SNOW PACK 
PAR(3~"ALBEDO OF WATER SURFACE 
PARC3~,aRAPHAE~S CLOUD COVER COEFFICIENT 
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~AIN T of.: T 
"ESP r ~OUNTAIN ECOSYSTEM SIM'JlATJO~ PAr.KAGE .':.1" SPA.N C"cEK) 
SI~U~ATF.$ HYD~OlOGV AND •• TE·~ TE>IPERATURE. ~VA .. UAT~S. 
A~o pRnvl0ES OPTIMAL VUIFICATION 
~AIN pROGPA" : READS [lATA. CO~T~OlS SU~ROU"I',ES. 
A~O CAlCULATES MO~THlv .HER ~ALANCE 
cn"MoN 
I/BlK I/IBG~,PRCP (12, 3!), TEMP (12, 31), ST~M (12. J I). CO~P (12,31: , 
2 SR A 0 C! 2, 31l , R AO (I?) , M ON ( 12) , C I' C 12 J 
3/BLK~/TACI2,31) ,TWCI2,31) ,Q02,"), T (12,31). T.I (12,31) 
A/BlK3/IYR, "N ,KR, KIo,K, OSJ, TO, AR, CTI, TX, rUNI T, SOH, T I, 'O"E. ~K 
5, T2,RSW,~OOl ,swIC, E"'IC, GIC, SMIC, OGIC, QI (12. J I) 
6/BLU/P AR ('I') , STFl (12, 31l , TF (12l , CI' (12) , SF F ( 12) , Il'l (3) , I hD 
KR06 
~w06 
I'JPUT/OlJTpUT SPECIFICATION: KRoqEAO.K.o.RITE 
"0'" 
READ (KR,3~1) M~,K,"'AME,SCAY,TI, (IFL(!l,I'I,3),MTAP 
J~I FORMAT(3(I,,2X),'2,~,2x,F3,1.1" H2,I4) 
"NoMONT~ PRIOR TO "ONTI< SI~ulATION I~JTIA"[O 
KONUM!I[R ~F MONTHS TO BE SI"v .. ATEO 
NAM[oWATfRSHEO ~UAA"EU I-SAW~lll 
2-~IO~LE 
J-TRAP 
SDAVe~UMAER OF OAYS 01' C(,NT1~U~US SNO. 
TloAIII TEMPERATURE 100 DAYS PRIOII TO SI"U~ATtO~ ('OR MELT) 
IFlo"AME OF TME OATA FILE O~ TAPE 
~TAPoNUMBER c,' THE TAPE r.Rl~E )'IT DATA IS o~ 
READ DATA r PPT, TE~P, A~O STREAM'LOw 
POSITIO' TO THE OATA FILE IF. 
CALL Q"O'C21,I'l(ll,e,MTA P l 
HAD THE OATA 
CA.l Q~CN(l7,IeGN,lEJ.lDl 
WO_Io4". 
REAOr~~,?~~) (PAII(I),10I,3/!) 
UP ~nRMAT(g(F6,3.2x)/9(FII,3,?I)/g(Fe,3,2x)/g(F6.J,2X» 
qEA~(KI1,3~r) (Mn'("),MII,~) 
300 FCq~AT (1'13) 
"ON r~) oNu~~ER OF ~AVS I~ EACH ."OJ.lT" 
qEAD(~P,6) (RAO("),Mol,~) 
8 FGRMAT (12F~,.) 
RAO(")o~ONT"LY RADIATION I'DEI '011 T"E wATERSH(D 
REAn (KP,9) (CP(M) ,~ol,K) 
9 F~R"AT Cl2F~.I) 
Cp(")oAVERAGE SOlAR RADIATION AT SIn OuRING MONT" " 
IIEAD (~R,I~) (SFFC~),MII,~) 
10 ~OR~AT (l2F6,2) 
16'" 0IlIT[(Ko,21110) 
21"" 1'011 "AT OMI ,3~"M~OROlOGIC SIMUlATION I SPh~ CREEK) 
GO TO (30,31,32) ,NA~[ 
3e WRtTE(K.,212) 
212 FOR"ATO"",,2x,3""SAWMILL SU8AREA r ~ATER YEAR 197.) 
1>0 TO 34 
31 WRITE (~.,2131 
213 I'DR"AT(IM~,2.,32HMIDDLE SUSAIIEA I WATER TEAR 197.) 
GO TO J' 
32 ~RIT~(KW,214) 
214 FORMAT(I"0,2x,3e"TRAP SUBAREA I ~AT!R HAIl 197') 
3' WRIT~(K~,202) 
202 "ORMAT CI"",,21~MONTMlY WATER BAlANCE) 
WRITE(~W,2"3) 
21113 I'OR"AT(lH0,2X,tl2HPlO PPT FLOw T!:PlP LOSS RAIN "0_ 
IP RAO SFI') 
tvR 0 ITA .1970 
I!NYoa, 
SNYoe, 
PTII!I,~ 
!y00,~ 
TVOe ,f! 
DO 22 "'"I,~ 
MOlYIMDN (H) 
MOoPlO·1 
InMO,EQ,13)MOII 
PMoe.e 
s""e ,f! 
TH o lll.0 
P00, 
So", 
O!T!RMINE WAUR BALANCE I PM-TOTAL P~T, !HITOTAL STREA"'FLOW, 
TPIIAVERAGE UMP, PIRUN, SISNOW 
ANNUAL TOTALS I S"YISNON, RIIIVlRAIN, PYlIfPT, SYISTREAHI'1.0W 
00 2111 III,MOAr 
Pl4oPM.PRCP (1'1, II 
THIT"'.TE"P rM, 1) 
SHISH.!T"M (1'1, Il 
PPToPRCP(M,l) 
SEPA~AT! RAIN A'IO SNON ON TEMI'P;IIATUR! CRITERIA 
TE"RlTfHP (M, II 
IF (nMR~PAR (11) 38, 3&,'1'1 
311 SNO"'"PPT • 
PPhlll,~ 
GO TO .0 
.111 IF (TI!MR-PAII (t2) '2, '2,.4 
.2 SNOWIPRCP (M, I) _ (PAR (l2) -TEM")I (PAR (12) -PAR (II)) 
PPhpPr.SNON 
GO TO .0 
•• SNO",o" ,1/1 
.0 PoP.PPT 
hS+SNOW 
21 CONTINUE 
TMITH/I'1.0AT (MDAY) 
TI' (14)_SM 
PLOllh"M-SM 
II'CS,LE,e,,.le. 
WRIT! (~II, au) 1'40, PM ,11M, TM, PI.OSS, If, S, CP (M) , RAO (M) , "I' CHI 
20' I'DRMAT nX,a,81",2,U,'8,a,,.5,a,F8.2) 
SNY oS .... ¥+II 
IINYlIINhP 
PU',"PM 
IvoShSH 
22 TvoThTM/I'LOAT (K) 
YLOSSIPY-S. 
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"RITf«·.2~~) 
2~~ rORMAT(I ..... 2~ .. vC.~LV ·,ATf! BAL1"CF.l 
WRITE(K",2~~) 
2 ~ 6 , 0 R M ~. (I ~ ~ • ~ I " v fA" P P T F I ~ ,. • F ~ I' L '; ~ , ~ A I " 
WR I T F (j( w, 2 • " I'" W , P Y , ~ Y , T 't , v LOS S , Q '" Of f S '>01'" 
217 "Ci~f.4AT (~X, T4, ';'Y ,~1I).2,2~,FI-,Z,2V,F5.2,2X,F7.2,2 (.21, ~~.~)' 
WOITf (' •• ?071 
')"'7 F('q,",A"(l""",2.)o·'''A.''J..Q~l''If'"' PA"-I.U"f:.TE~S) 
.0: TE (K ... 21 ~ 1 
21~ J:'OR""ATrl~~,4~-c ~;o. wAL'JE ~:1. \lAI .. \Jt "."". VA.L.tl) 
.... ·1 
no 21~ J O I.l2 
"-II( .~.1 
~L"''''·2 
_R 1 T E (k I< , 21 I ) , , ~ AR (~) , ~ •• P A 0 ",' ) • 'L • PAR (~ll 
211 ·OR"'T(I~~,HI7.'6,31) 
".,...." 
21~ C~')TJ'u~ 
41 ~r'J~.p,~€ 
1(111:_(' 
::ALl. ""'f'~~QG'" 
T yPf !' 
11 FOR"" ,lnHT.)TAL "O~T"LY F .. O_ 11 
'vpr 18 
18 ,oq ... (I~Q" ·C'T" OBSERvED :ALCd!.ATEO ~"RrO/) 
~c ~0 ~.1 ,If 
"104.,,41". ! 
~F' (""M .E1. 13' ~~'1 
DIFF oTF c.) -cr (") 
TyPE 19, .",Tr(Ml,Cr("),DIF' 
19 'OR~AT ("'!2.~X,r~,2.7x.F~,2.~x,'5,2' 
~e CONTINUE 
T Y'f 2 
2 'O"~AT (/52~T~PE I FOR CAl!.' au' PUT • AND I FO~ l':-~" <'.'" 
ACCEPT 3.IOUT, IU~IT 
3 I'ORMAT (213) 
I' crOUT ,f~, I) OLL OUT 
TYPE • 
• 'OR~AT (lA5""PE I "OR "'ER TEMP. A~" 1 '00 rAl!.' O<JTP','/) 
ACCE'T ~,:'E"P,kOOL 
~ FOR"U (213) 
IF (!'[M' ,[~, I) CAll .A'EMP 
T v' ~ 15 
15 I'OR"., (l52~'YPE 1 '00 ·ELE!VPE PARA.ET~R CHA'.GES, ~o ? <r:~ 
ACCEPT 16. P.PE 
18 I'O""AT (13) 
I' (ITVPf ,~Q, I) CALL T~.E 
IF (tTYP! ,E~, I) GO .~ 4; 
TTPE 6 
e FOR~AT (l4e"rvPE I FOo OP","4L ;[OI'ICATI~~, ~~ rGO> ~O'tI) 
ACC~P' 7, lOP' 
7 I'OIlHA! (13) 
I' (IOPT ,NE, I) ·GO TO 15~ 
KK 01 
CALl OPTVEP 
IVR,!VR-1972 
GO TO 160 
I~' STOP 
!~O 
8U8110UTlNE MYORGY 
SUBROUT!pj[ ~YOItC;Y 
SlHUUTES MTOROLOGY 0' WH[RSHEO 
CO"'14DN 
II 8lK 1/18G .... , I'll C P Cl2, 31) , TE HI' (12,3 I) , S Til" (12,31) , CO Mp ( 12, 3 I ) , 
UIIAO (12, '" ,IIAD (12), MON (12), CP (12) 
3/8L~21TA (12, 31), Tlil (12, 31), Q (12,31), T (12,31), TWl (12,31) 
./81.~ 3/1 Y II, "N, K" , K W , K , 08 J , TO, AI!, C T I , T X, I UN IT , sa A Y , T I , ~a ME. K ~ 
5, T2,IIlIw ,KOOL, SWIC, ENIC, GIC, SMIC, OGI.C, 01 Cl2, 31) 
/!/aL~./PAII (41) ,ST'L Cl2, 31), TF (12), CI' Cl2), SFF Cl2), IFl (3), lENC 
"'OoMN 
IISWle,1I 
NTH~ IPAR (211) 12, e 
I'''PU(P) 
S~W'II, 
SIIOI', 
OSWIIl, 
111'11/1, 
GNLKI'. 
SHIiRle. 
IlAINIII, 
CHPPhll, 
CHp'-II, 
n-" 
v",.e," 
VEllhe, 
USE'e, 
VVAR'Il, 
y~n.Il, 
un-., 
VG~L-e, 
Iillel"." CI) 
!NIC.PAR Cal 
SMIe'IfAR (a) 
rne_~II1.) 
DGle.IfAR(U) 
" (KK .I!Q, III) WllnE CICN,2:UJ) 
n. '0""UC1HI,UHHYOIIOLOGre MOO!L OUTPUT) 
"UIN HONTHLY LOOP 
00 121 HII,K 
P;~"'"CP (14) *PAR (13) 
UGII'IPAR (S) -II" (M) 
MOAVIHON (M) 
EVPSUMI0, 
"I'SUM.e, 
SUM'I. 
A!IfSUMI' , 
SUHSrtOle, 
IUMNhl, 
SU"'lhll, 
SUMCI4 •• , 
USUM_IJ. 
Alh., 
VAII_" 
S"'LI( .~. 
SuGa0, 
lING.6.·QI! , 
BEGIN DAILY ~OOP 
~O 1~0 Ial,MnAY 
Q4I'a~, 
PPhP~CP(M,I) 
{)nER~IN£ PJ<ECIPlTATIO~ FORM, BASED O~ AIR TE~PERATURE 
TEM~IT~MP (M, I) 
IF(TE~~-PA~CII»38,38,4~ 
38 ~NOwaPRCP (~rI) 
ppr.~,0 
GO TO 49 
40 IF(TEHR-PARCI2,)42,42,H 
42 SNOwaP~Cpe~,I).(PARCl2)-n"~)/(PAR(12)-PARell)) 
PPT.PPT-SNOW 
GO T~ 49 
44 SNO~a~,r 
49 CO~P(M,Il'0,0 
WAToSNOW"PPT 
IF (WAT) 5I,~1,5~ 
'I C ... PFoSTFL eM, I) "uGIF 
SU MC HIS LIMC .... C HPF 
SUG.SUG·UGIF 
r.O TO 55 
CHANNEL STORAGE COMPONENT 
CMPPTlTOTA~ CMANNfL I"TERCEPTION 'ROM PRECIPITATION 
CHPF.ACTU'L CONTRIBUTION TO RU"O" FROM C-'''NEL STOIIAGE 
~~ CHPPT.wAT-PAR(I')_CHPPT 
WETlWH-(I,·PARCI4) 
SNOwowEh (5~O.I.AT) 
PPTlwET. (PPT/WAT) 
CPICoCMPPT-Erp (_PAR (e») 
CHPF .r .... pPT ·CP IC 
CHPFocwPF.STFL (II, I)-UGIF 
STFL (M, l) oC"'A~NEL INFLOW TO SU8U[A 
CHPPToCPIC 
50"CHISUMC"'-C""F 
SUG.SUG+UGIF 
INTERCEPTIO" STORAGE CO"PON!NT 
OUoAVAILA8LE INHRCEPTtON STORAG[ 
IIAINITHROuGH"LI., CCCURS ONLY IF 'PT • Ost 
IF(PPT.SNCw)55,55,11 
II 051.-AII (5) -PAR (2) 
IF (PPT-OS 1)52,53,5' 
52 PAR(2).PA~(2).PPT 
SUMSI.Su~SI·PPT 
'lAINae. 
G~ TO 55 
53 PAR(2).PAR(15) 
SU"S I. SUMS I _PAil C1" 
RAlNlr, 
(;0 TO ~~ 
~4 "AR(2).PARC!5) 
SUMSI.SUMSI·OSI 
RAIN.PPT-OSI 
SNOIO STO~ AGE CnMPON~NT 
ACCuMULATION AND MELT 0' S~Ow CO~TAO~LEO BY SUIlIIOUTINE SNOWPK 
~5 IF (PARO) - SNowl 6i1,U,tllI 
~g CALL SNOWPK CT[MR,RA!N,SNOw,SN""""SMAM,f[Q,A~BDl 
RUNoRAlt,/_SNR' 
IN'IL TRATIO~ PROCESS 
I~FIL TRATIO~ OCCURI I' PPT ~ MINIMUM AATE, "_A (17) 
,TlRATE 0' INFI~T"'TlON UNDER IiIVf~ CONOITIONS 
S'''.PORTION 0' PPT !ofHICM OOES NOT IN'I~ TRATE INTO SOI~ 
80 IF("AIN,PA~CI")84,6.,82 
e2 ","PAR (17) _PAR Cl~'. (P_" (18) _PAR (3) l/P_R CIS) 
S'W.IIAIN.'TaRS~ 
IF(SFW16A,~.,68 
SO I L. ·0 I S TUllE STOA AGE COMPONENT 
RSW.SURFACE WATfR AVAI~ABLE 'ROM PII!VIOUS a_y 
e. "AR (3) .PAR (3) aRAIN.RSw 
Rsw.0, 
S'W.0, 
IFCPU(4) ,GE, PAR(23ll GO TO 72 
IF (PAR (31 ,I.E, 10TH" 1i0 TO 72 
PAA (').PA" ("aPAR (3) ."AII (22l 
PAA (3) .PAR (3). (I,-P_A (22) 
GO TO 72 
ee PAR(3).pAR(3).FT 
DETENTION STORAGE COMPONENT 
SRO·OVERLANO 'L.Ow CONTRIBUTION TO RUN 01" 
Asw.SFw.EXP (·PAA Ce) 
SRO.SFW.RSw 
S,W.IISw 
SUHSIID oSU,",SIIOaSIIO 
fVAPOTRANSPIRATION PROCESS 
[VP."OHNTUL EVAPOTRANSPIIIATION 
72 I!VP. (TI!I'411-TX).CThEPH 
n.JENSEN-HAUI! TEMP[RATURE IN1!RCt:PT 
CThJ[NS[N-HAUE AIR HMI' COE', TUIU LANIiL£Y-TO-De:'TH CDNVE' 
e:vpauM.[ VPSUHa!VP 
AEPaUMoUPSUM+!VP 
r,c[vp ,LT, PAR(lIll tiD TO H 
I!V.".EVP.PAR(2l 
PAIl C2lail,iI 
I'CfVP ,LT_ PUClll GO TO 711 
e: VlteI!VP_PAR Cll 
PAACll·a,iI 
I'(I'0(3l ,liT, PA"(2IIll GO TO 112 
1!!V"eI!VP.,.A" (3l/PAR (21l 
PAil C 3lePAR (3) .[EVP 
A [paUMe AfPSUM.EfVI'-E VP 
GO TO 7i1 
7. PAII(2lePAR(2l-nl' 
GO TO 71 
7e "AA(1)ePAR(I)_EvP 
GO TO 71 
112 I' U (3) .PAR (;Jl.[YP 
INTI!""LOw Plloens 
93 
OSwaI~TE~FI.~. Co~rRI8u·!ON Til ~I~~OFF 
GSI ... ATER AVAI~.al.~ FOR IIlTE~F~801 
70 G5W.PA~ (3)·PAR (9) 
IF(G~w.~E,~,) GO TO A4 
GSwloGS.-OPC-PAR(7» 
OS.oGS.-GS.I 
GwR'(I.,PAR(~I')·OS· 
oS~o'~.,PAR (21) 
PAR (3) oPH (3)-05w 
Su~~qoSU"~R_DS. 
GROUNOWATE~ STO~.G~ COMPQNENT 
GWIaWAHR RfMAINING I" GROUNOIoATEq STORAGE 
PAAO).PAR(Jl·G.R 
PAA(4)'P'~(4).GWR 
84 GWIoP'R(.)_~XP(_PAR(8:: 
8AS['LOW PROCESS 
8".SA5["LOw CONTRIBUTION TO RUNOFF 
!IF.PAR (') -GIo! 
PAA (4) oGWl 
~EAKAGf PROCfSS 
EGwILfVn 0' GROUNDwATER FOR ~fAKAGE 
GWL~'LfH'G~ 'ROM SY!Tf" 
I'(PARC"'PAR(2e))8~,8~,eJ 
83 !(;WIPAR(4) 
I'(!GW .(;E, PAR(H)) EG •• PAR(271 
G.L~. G W I. K. (I ,.P AR (2.)1 E GW) - P AA (25) .8F 
S, .e,. C1,' (PU (25) .PAR (2S).P All (24) IEG.l) 
85 8'SU".BFSUM-S' 
S"LK .e.LK.GW~K 
COMPUT AT I ON 0' ITA! AH'~OW 
AUNO".STA!!AH'LOw I SUM 0' CHA~~fL INTERCEPT!O~. OVER~A·'D F 
IhTfA'~O •• S'SE'~O' 
~UNO". (SIIo.osw.e'.CMP', 
"'e., 
oS~.' , 
'"0.0, 
CMPI'.e, 
GWLK.r, 
SU".'U".IIUNO" 
CO~P C., 1) oCOMP (M, I '.IIU~OH 
!VAI.UATIO~ 0' Sl.ULATI~~ 
fll~.OI"fll!~C~ BEhE~N CO.PUTEO AND OeSfRVEO STRE AMFI.O' 
!RSU".~ONTH~V SUM OF ~IF'fRE~CE 
lSE.MONTHLY SUM OF ASSO"uTE VALLIE 0' ERR 
VAII •• ONTHLY !\.I. OF ERR SQuUEO 
I!IIIIoST"" (M, 1) .RUNOF' 
!IISU".I!RSU·-ERR 
ASf.AII!! .. e! (fAR) 
VAlhVAR.!I!RoERR 
1118 COIIU"UE 
DETERMINATION 0' YEARLY TOTALS 
SMLK"S"LK 
UNG •• SUG.S"LK 
YI'fT .V'Er.EVPSUM 
Y"I'.YII,·SUII 
y[IIR.URA.[!UUH 
HU.Uer.AII! 
YVU·YVAA.V" 
YA(T·VHhA!PSUM 
VGIILeY(;WL .UNGA C, (Ml.su" 
I' (KK ,fQ, 11 GO TO 128 
"OeMO·I 
r, (MO,[Q,13lMO.1 
1'(IIO,[Q, I)GO TO 1iI;1 
GO TO 18S 
In W"lT!(KWolU)MO,n" 
121 'OAMlT (lHII,8HMONTH ,I2,Sx,eHYEAII ,I') 
GO TO ~05 
10!1 ~RIH(MWollilHO 
iii I 'ORHATClHiI,8HMONTH ,Ul 
!lII!I WIIIT! (KW, 211) 
218 I'O"MAT(IHI'I,UH STOA.GE CO~PONENTS I S~Ow INTERCEPTIO ... 
IUT, GIIOUNDwAT!R) 
WRtT[(~w,2I11l I'AA(t),I'AR(2),"AR(3),PAAC~l 
2111 I'0IlMAT(23X,2(I'S,2,eX) ,AX,FS,2,8x,'!I,2) 
220 ~~~~~T ~~='~~:~ RUNO" PROCESs[S I CHANNEL - OVERLAND • I~TE 
I- 8UVLO~ • TOTAL.) 
WRIT! (KW,UIl SUHCH,SUMSRO,SUMNR,II'SU",SUH 
221 'ORMAT (22X,IC'!I,2, eXl,1X ,F5,2,8X, ~~,2, SX,FS,2) 
222 ~~!~iT ~~='~~~~ LOSSES AND EIIROR I UNGAGED ACT ET POT IT 
lOR AilS ER" !AII sal 
wRITf (K W, aUl UNCiA, AEPSU"', EVPSUM, E"SU,"" ABE, VAR 
223 'ORMAT (1 9X ,3 (U, I'!I, 2),3X, fe,2,2x, 's, a, "g, 4) 
120 CONTINUE 
OBJeYVAA 
IF (KK ,EQ, 1) GO TO 11111 
WIUT!(KW,U8l 
2aS 'OR~AT (1HII,I3HANNUAL TOULSl 
227 ~~~:~~~~H!~:~H TOTAL RUNOFF ACT ET UNGAGEC' POT ET 
I W:;;! E~~1i '2~:~ ~:~, YAET, YG~L, YPET, YERR, YABE, YVAR 
U8 'O""AT(I"I , •• ,I'e,2,8X,2(,e,2,;JX', IX,'8,2,JX,2(F7.3,2r) ,1'7,') 
1110 P"'Cll.SWIC 
PA" (2) .[NIC 
PAR (3l.,"IC 
"All ("oGIC 
P.R(31l.0GIC 
III!TUIIN 
ENO 
aUII"OUTtN! SNOWPK T.EOT 
SuBROuTINE a"OWl'~ (T!.A,AAI~,S~OW,SNRI',,,,SMAM,TE~,A. BO) 
OrT!"MI'!£! lCCU~UL.ATIO~ AND MELT 0' SNO- ON wATERS~EO 
31 BL K 21 TA (1 ~,:\ I) , T w (12, ~ I) ,Q ( 12, JI ) , T (12,31) , T.l ( I?, J: ) 
4/BLK3/JYI!, MN,K~, K" ,K ,OBJ, TO, AI!, CTI, TX ,IuNIT, SUA V ,T I, NA~E, <" 
~, T' ,II S W ,~OOL , S WI C, E~ I C , G I C, 5 M I C , OG Ie, Q I ( 12 , 3 I ) 
~ lSI. K 41 PAR (4~) ,5 T F I. Cl2, 31 ) , T f ( 12) , C F ( I 2) , Sf ~ ~ 12) , IF L (3) , IE, Q 
S"'~w ACCuMuLATynN AND MELT 
~~ IF (PAR (I) .1. T. PAR (~~)) 1;0 TO 1~0~ 
PAR el)IPAR r I)-PAR (J3) 
RS ... Rsw+PAR 03) 
RSWIROIDUAL SURFACE "ATER 
GO TO 1010 
10M RswIPSw+PAR(I) 
PAR Clll~.~ 
11HI!! TEQI~.I.T\.0.3.T2+0.8.TfMR 
C TEIlITEMPERATURE OF SNO~PACK 
C TIIAIR TEMP TWO DAYS PRIOR 
C T21AIR TE~P ONE DAY PRIOII 
T I"T2 
T2IT~MR 
IFCSNow.GT.0.)GO TO 3! 
IF (PUCI) .LE. e.0) GO TC 14e 
~I PARCI)IPARCI)+SNO~ 
SNIceIPAR(I) 
WHCIPAR (I).0.~!I 
WHCIWATEP HOLOI"'G CAPACITY 0' S'O~PACK 
SOAYoSDAYol.1 
H (SNCW.NE.e,) SOAyolll. 
ALBDI0.40·(I.oEXP(.~.2.SDA') 
ALROIALBEDO OF SN~IoIPACK 
IF (~AI"'.NE .~.) ALBOI~ •• 
SNOW~EL T AMOUNT 
SMAMIPAR (3~).RAO (M). (TEa_PAR (H)). (I. -'L8G;. (TEMR-32, ~).RA I ~I 
SHA .. IAHOIJNT OF SNe" MEL TEO 
5NRFIMnISTUR! AYAILAeL! FOR ~IJ"'C·" FRO" S·;C.ME~ T 
IF (~~AM.LE,0.) SMAMI0. 
IF(~MA~ .LE, PARO)) GO TO ,~ 
SHAMOPAR(I) 
PAil (Il"".~ 
S~R' I~MlM 
PA" (31 )1~,0 
GO TO 141 
ClLCULATION 0' ~IlEE _UER I~ S'O.PAC~ 
28 P.R(3\lIPlR(3Il.~~AM •• lI~ 
PAR (1)IPAk (1).RaI~ 
If (PAR(32) .GT, 0.~) GO TO 1,4 
IF (P.R(31) .p. ~HC) GO TO 158 
GO TO 1~9 
1,4 SIPAl'(32l •• HC 
SI~LOPE nF 'RH_ATER IPERCf~T ARfA ~I"f 
V''-,~.S·PAR(31) 
VoLlP"ER LEVEL 0' FREEwATEII ~INE 
IF (Y .LT. ~,~0201) GO TO I'; 
"SC~T(Y) 
PAl Y IS 
IF (Pl .LE. 1,0) GO TO I'S 
hP.R (31).S/2. P 
1~5 IF (Y .GT. ~~C) GO TO 1'8 
159 'NRFI".0 
GO TO IJS 
I!lS I~ (Y-S-~HC) 1'70157.1'8 
1,7 SNRFI ((Y-ioIHCl**2)/(2.B*Sl 
PARCI)IPAR(I)-S"R~ 
GO TO 3~ 
1'8 S"RFIPAR(31)-WHC 
PARCI)IPARCI)·SNIIF 
3e If ("."(1) .GT. 1.15) GO TO 3!1 
SNRF ISN I CB.'" I N.RS'" 
1I1INIQI. 
RswI~. 
PAR(31)10.111 
PAR(1)10.0 
GO TO 141 
35 WHCEIPAR(I).~.III!I 
WHCEIWAfE" HOLDING CAPACITY AT !:ND 0' DAY 
SNIIF IS"'RF. (WHewWHc!: ).RS~ 
R5W.0.QI 
IIA 1""".0 
PAR (I).PAR (1)- (WMC-WHC!:) 
PAR (311.WHCE 
US IF (T!:9 .GE. 32.) GO TO 1'1 
PAR (31)oPAR (31).EXP I-PAIl (3.). (32 .-TIG» 
139 1~(PAR(:S1l .LE. 111.111) PAR(3ll 00,15 
GO TO 141 
1.1 SNA,oe. 
141 R!TUIIN 
END 
SUBROUTINE OUT 
SUBRClUTINE OUT 
TIIEDT 
PRINTS DAlLY OBSERVED AND COMPuTED ITREAI1'LOW AND CORRELATION CO 
UNITS CAN BE EITHER INCHES OR C'S 
DIMENSION CALCI12,31),OasV(I2,31l 
COMMON 
IIIILM I/III!:N, PRCP (\2,31), TEMP (\2,31), lIT II " Cl2, 31), COMP (U, 31), 
ISIIAD (12, U), ItAD Cl2), "ON (12), CP (12) 
:S/BLM2/TA (12,31), Tw (12,31),Q (U,U),T 112, 3ll, Till IU,31) 
4/11LM311YR ,"N, KII, KII, K ,OBJ, TO, AR, CTI, TX, IUNIT, IOAY, T1, NAl1f, KIC 
5, T2,RIII,KOOL, SIIIC, ENIC, GIC, SMIC, OGIC, QI Cl2, 31) 
!I'BLK.,PAlIC'l!I) , n,LC 12,31) , TF (12) , C' (12) , ." (12) , I'L (3) , UNO 
MOoMN 
IF CIl!NIT .EO. 2) GO TO 111111 
IF (IUNIT .Ea. I) \lRITE (KII,UIII) 
12' 'OR"n BHI, .4HOAlLY OUTPUT IN INCHES OYER THI aU'MAURlHED//) 
00 III Mol,K 
HOAYoHDN (M) 
no !0 Iol,HOAY 
CALC (H ,·l)oCOMP (H, U 
oasy (H, 00S1II1'1 (N, Il 
II CONT!IIU! 
GO TO 125 
lIIl IIRlTE (MII,I2I) 
III FOR"ATClIII,nMDULY OUT'UT III CUBIC FUT 'ER IICOIIDII) 
00 III "ol,K 
HOAVOHDN (M) 
94 
f)t. : ~ r.1, MOA 'I' 
G"" "',., (115,1',18), \lAPo'F 
I~ CALr r~,Il'CO~P(",I).71.7\2A'1 
OB<v C~, !l"STR~ (~, I)" 1,71<861 
Gr. .' \ ~ 
17 CALr(",I)'Co""(",!).4~.r72r~~ 
nBS\·(",I)·~TP"(",I)·.A.?72M9 
r;("I TO : '\ 
tF! r:AI..:("',I}.r:CMP~W,Ij.24.,!~~638 
C 8 S v (1'" • I 1 .5 T ~ ~ c ~, I ~ .;:: 4. ~ 3 ~1I5) 8 
I~ CG~TT~vt 
12~ ~O 27 "'l,~ 
"'0' v.", "'.~ '" , 
"'11:1 1 1'10. : 
r~ (HO .flo, !~' -all 
w~ITf '11. lot, 12:» "'!': 
12~ F'OR'"'A"{l"·~,fil't~~I .. "\04 ,12: 
wRITE !'W,123) 
123 'ORMAT{I"~,.~" 'AY pp. "8SV CALC EORO~/) 
~O ~~ l'I,"rAY 
~RR.OBS> (~,Il-C~LC(",I: 
I' (ILqT .EO, 21 GC "0 2b 
WRITE :<0,124) I ,pPtP :M, n ,06SV (", I),CALCC'" II ,E"" 
124 'O~""'T ('):,I'r4'4X,F~.3)' 
~C TO ~~ 
2" WR'ITf (1(.,12'" I,P~~P("",I),o~s"r'wl,I),CA~t("',I),E~~ 
1215 rOPtoiAT ::2,(,12,~(.X,':~.2'~ 
2' CONTI ~U~ 
Jlw 
K.IJ 
CALL CORII cC'l.e,oeaV,~",J,MD~,RxY) 
~RIT! (~W,!27) RIY 
127 'Oll"ATnH~,27H CORRELATIO' CO~FFICIE~T I ,F7.3) 
27 CO~T!~Ur 
JII 
ClLL COR~ (CALC,08SV,',J,HON,RXy) 
.RlTE (K~, US) on 
12! '0"MlT(IH~,33"'~~uAL COPRE~ATIO~ CD~fqCIE~T I ,F7.3l 
RfTuRN 
!:NO 
eU8"OUTINf "ATE~P 
SUeIllOUTI~f ... !", 
CALCIJLATfS HEU:;E OAILV .PER TEMPER &TUllE OF OESIG~.H', R~AC" 
'ReYlors ~O'·"~v .~o l".uA .. 'U"MA~V OF E~IlDR 
OAI,y OUTPur, fllllOR, "C CORII. COE'. IF REQl'E5TELl 
COM~ON 
I/aLKIIIBGN,P~C. (l2,31l, TE"P (12,31) ,STR"(12,31),CO~P(I<',l\), 
URAO (12,:S \ , ,II AO (\ 2) , ~O~ , ! 2) , e" (12) 
3/BLK 21 TA (12,31) , To C 12, ~ : 1 ,C ( 12,31; , T ( 12,31) , T;, I (12, ~ I) 
A/BLK3/IYR,HN ,KR,~ .. , K, 06J, TO, All, CTI, TX ,IUNIT, SOH, T I, ~A"E, KK 
5, T2,RSw,KOOL, 5.IC, E~IC,:; IC, SHIC, OGle, ~I (12,31) 
8/BLK."AR (411), H'L Cl2, 31), TF (12), CF (12), SFF (12), I~L (3),10'0 
TK (XT)o ((Xh32.)., ,,~e)+27~. 
S' YTfRRol.e 
YT'!""oe.e 
vau~llI.e 
TrITO 
NOoHN 
~R IT!: (MIl, Il 
I "0"N'TCli'4I,4~~AVfRAGE DAILY ~lT!1I TEMPERATURE - OEGRHS Fill 
00 III M.I,K 
~OAY'I10N (N) 
TfRRI",1I 
T"flllleS ,I 
SU"o'.1I 
14001100\ 
II'(I10.!ao13)"001 
WRITf (KII,a)MO 
II 1'0llHA T CI~" !I~MONTH , 12) 
IF (KOOL .fG. I) wRITE (Kw,3) 
3 'ORMAT OHI,152H OAY OBSV CALC CHANGE ERROR 
III 
DO 2m IOI,MOH 
CONVEIUION 01' T~M"fIUTUR[ F"OM "RENHElT TO KELVIN 
TAK.TKCTA(M,I)) 
TllhTK CTT) 
CALCULATION OF ATMOSPHERIC RADIATION 
ItL' (TIIK ... ·TAKo ... ,." (:SS)). ,1l1l!!1I1I1II113i5 
CALCULATION 01' NET RADIATIVE ENERGY 
h (( Cl.e-PAR (3!1)).IRAO (14, I) ).IIL) .:S,81511 
CAL.CULATION 0' TEMPERATURE CHANG! 
All IS IIUCH au",.c! AREA 
S, •• " CM) .AR 
GIN.,IAR (II) .aI CM, I) 
CTo ((S'.ElI!I2. !I.OIN. (TW 1(14,1) -TTl)/Q (M, n 
CTeCr-,IAR(U) 
TIM,I)oThCT 
TreT (14, I) 
O!TUMINATlDN 0' ABSOI.UTf AND P[RC!NT ERROII 
EItR.TII(H,l)·T(M, I) 
AalRUII8 (!lilt) 
P!RIt. (UEII/TIll (H, I» .UII. 
Tp~RIleTp!RhUR 
TERltoTE"""II!R 
SUM .IUM.UII .UIt 
I' (ICOOL ,IG. 1) WIIlT!(KM,') I,TIIII1,I),T(I1,1),CT,E"",P[RR 
• 'OllMAT (U,U,2C!lX,' •• ll,U,F8.3,U,ICF!I.II,II Xll 
II CONTINUE 
YTEItRoYTUII.TI!RII 
YTPl!lthYT'EllhTP(R" 
YlUMonuM"uM 
I' (KDOL .NI, 1) GO TO 1. 
Je" 
KM.J 
CAL.L COlllt (T,TII,KM,J,"ON,UYl 
11 ~~~~~~~~M~~~':XY CORII!LATlON COE"lCrINT • ,F'.3) 1: :~~:~~~~M:! 3.H TOTALS I nROil A" lit !ll1I la) 
wPIT. 1~",,6) TP~~~,TERR,SU~ 
~ 'OR~ATI10W,F7.2,3X,Fe.2,2X.F9.4) 
I~ CO",Tt~lIE 
wRITEI'~,!ll 
II FORMlTCI~~, '3HANNUA~ SU~MARV: ERROR ABS Ell ERR SO) 
WRITEIKW,\21 YTP~RR,VTEFR,.SU" 
12 FOP"ATCI~X,2"8.2,2X) ,FI0.4) 
IF IKOO~ .>;E. Il GO TC 80 
JII 
CA~~ CORR (T.TW,K.J,HON,RXV) 
WRITE IKIII,7) RXY 
7 FO'H'AT(\'i~.3r" C~qRE~ATION COEF'ICIEo.:T I ,F~.3) 
ep TyPf 8 
8 FOq~ATCI~gHTYT>E 1 "OR WHEt4P PA~A"fTER CHA"IG~!, AND 1 FOQ CA 
ITPUT I) 
ACCEPT P. ITE~E.KOOL 
9 FORMAT (213) 
IF (TTE~E ."IE. I) Gn TO ~0 
CA~L TELf. 
roo TO 80 
~0 !InURN 
END 
5I1B"OUTI~E TE~E 
~UBROUTINE T!~E 
PER~ITS TE~FTYPE INPUT OF PARAMETER C .. ANGES 
CO"MON 
I/AlKI/IBGN. PRCP (12, 31), TEMP 112, 31), 3TR~ I 12, 31), CaMP 112,31), 
25RAOI12,31) ,1Il0(12) ,10011(\2) ,CPI!2l 
J/BLK2ITA I 12, 31). TW (12. 31),Q (12, 31l, Tl12, 31), TwI 112,31) 
4/Bl K 31 IV R , H"I. K R , K ~, K • OBJ , TO, AR • C T I, T x. I U"'lT , 50A v, T I • N A ME, K K 
~,H ,RSW,KOrL , SWIC, ENIC,GIC. 5HIC, OGIC. 01 112,31) 
5/B~ K 41 P A ~ I 4 ~) .5 T' ~ I 12 , 31 ) , T F (12) , C' I I 2 ) I SF F I 12) , I'L (3) , I E NO 
~ KOII 
TVPE 6 
e FORMAT (\"01 
TVPf ~ 
, FORMAT IA8H NO. VA,UE ~O. VA,iJE ~O. VALuE) 
~0 I~ JII,I~ 
,I~O+I 
~.Ka+2 
T~pr 1,~a,PAIII~Ol,L,PAR[U,M,PA~CM) 
I FO~~AT 13118.'8.3» 
KO·~O+3 
I~ CO~TI~LI[ 
A TVPE 6 
AC:~.PT 4.I ,PVAL 
• FOq~AT CI3,F~.3) 
YF II .GE. 99) GO TO ;, 
If Cl .~E. e) GO TO 9 
IF Cl • G T. 37) GO TO e 
PA~ (ll-PVAL 
GO TO 8 
9 WRITE 1~",,207) 
2~7 'OR"ATI1"I,2~"'REvlSEO WATE~!HEO PA~UI!TER') 
"'RIH(K~,210) 
2111 'OR",U'II"",4S" NCt. VAlUE ~O. VALUE NO. VAlUE) 
""1 
no ~I~ JII, 12 
"JI(·""'+1 
"'L IN.2 
WR IfE (MW, 211) N, PA~ (N), NM, PAR INk) , Nl, PAR (Nl) 
211 'a~"ATC1H0,3CI','e.3)) 
'" IN.3 
21' CO~TINUE 
IIETuR~ 
ENO 
sueROUTINE ClPTVER 
SUBROUTINE DPTYER 
PERFORMS OPT! MAL VEil I F! C AT ION 01' 1100EL PAil AME TERS 
TWEDT 
UTILIZES DIRECT SHIICH OVER FEUIBL! R!IUON FOR EACH PARAMETER 
DI~ENSlON XIN (5, 38), XPM (36), Xl.H (8),01' (35), OBI (3e) ,PL (3e), PU (J I'"' (35) 
COMMON 
ItBlIC I/IBGN,PIIC'(12,JI), 1£I1P02,31), Sf II " (12, 31) ,COM" (12, 31), 
2SRAD (12, 31' ,11A0 Cl2), MON (12), CP (12) 
3/BLK2/TA(12,31),TW(12,JI) ,QC12,31) ,T(12,31), T~I (12,31) 
41f1LK3/1 YR, MN, KR, tcw. K, OBJ, TI), AR, CTI, TX, IUNIT" SOAY, TI, NAME, KK 
5, 12 , R S W , IC 0 OL , S W I C , EN I C , G I C , S M I C , 0 G I C , Q I ( 12 , 31 ) 
5/f1LK4IP,lR (.0) ,ST'l (12,31 " T' (12), CI' Cl2) ,SI', (12), II'L (3), lEND 
INPUT CONSTRAINTS AND INITIALIZE 
RfAD IKRoI) NPH,NPR 
I I'ORt4ATC2IU,U)) 
INPUT NUHBER OF PIIU!S (NPW) &>10 NUMBER 0' PARAMnERS CNPR) 
DO IQlr l"I,NP" 
III' REAO (KA,2) L,PL(L),"UCL),NlCl) 
2 I'ORMATC12,2X,2(I'e.3,20,r2) 
INPUT PAllAM NUHIIER, LOW!R (PL.) AND UPPER (PU) BOUNDS, NUMBE~ 
INCREMEN"L STE"S "Oil EACH PARAMETER 
OBI (I) 106J 
PlMI08J 
PHHIOBJ 
00 I~A lll,NP" 
XIN(1,l)I"AIICL) 
Xl"CL.)-XlIoI(I,L) 
XP"CL)IXIN(1,l) 
Ille O'IL)IPUCl)-PLCL) 
INITIAL MINIMUP11 AND "AllAM VECTO'" SET, DEFINED AS "OL.lOWS I 
PL.MIL.OCAL MINIMUM 01' OIlJECTIVE I'UNCTlO'l 
P"'''"PHASE MINIMUM 0' OBJECTIVE FUItICTlDloi 
XIIIlvfCTOli 0' INITUL "AIUMETER VALun 
XLHIVECTOII Olf LOCAL MINIMUM PARAMETER VALUES 
XPHIVECTOR 0' "HASE MI"'IotUM PAAAH!TER VALUES 
WRITE (KW,;,) 
3 'C""ATC1HI,43H OUTIIUT FIIOM "PTIHAl YERl'ICATlO'" PROCEDURE/I) 
WRITE CKW,~) 
A '01l"ATClw,,5e~"AIUMEH" lO"!1I 80 UPPER BO INIT vALliE 
ITE"1/1l 
00 2'" L-I,NP" 
9S 
21'1A ~RlTE IKW,~) l,Pl(Ll,P'JILl.Xl"HI,L),~S(\.) 
~ "ORMATII~ ,4X,I2,7X,F~.J,~x.I'e.3,ex.F~.J.BX,I2) 
aUTPIJT CONSTRAI~T5 O~ vrRIFlCATIaN 
BEGI" LOOP T~ROtJG~ 'AC~ P>iASE 
DO 2~e ".I,NPH 
wRIH 1'''I~l ~,OBJ(Nl 
e 'aRHATC!~I,eHPHASE ,12,3AH 
1 Fe. 4) 
• I~ITlAc OBJECTIVE FU~CT I'J\ I 
WRIT! (~w,1) 
, "a~MATC\~0,.4~ PARA" STfP 
~o 30~ JII,NP" 
~L"NS IJ) +1 
IF I~L .LE. 2l GO TO 301'1 
O~J F~ GOADIE"ITI 
BEG IN ~oap TO I ~CIIE "['iT PAR A~ A ... O "ET ~E' O~JEC T! Vf ~ IJ',C' 
00 35' III,N, 
I' II .p. I) GO TO 5? 
XNSINS IJ) 
OSID'IJ)/x~s 
~. XIICl-ll 
PA"CJ)IPL(Jl-OS.xl 
CALI. MVD~GV 
I' II.I)~2,~2,~3 
52 GROI'.' 
oeJel08J 
GO TO 5. 
53 GROIIOBJ-OBJel/Os 
OeJ810~J 
~4 WRIT! IK.,el J,!,"U(J).OBJ,GRO 
8 'aR~ATI3x,12,'X,I2,3X.'8.3,3x,'8 •• ,JX"g.4) 
I' II .GT. I) GO TO 80 
INPIALIH LOCAL "INIMU"· Fall NE. PARAMETERS 
PLMlaeJ 
XL ~ (J) IPAR IJl 
GO TO ,~ 
8IB IF l~eJ-PLM)5,,7e.1~ 
e~ "LMIMJ 
XL"(J)I"'" IJ) 
71 II' IOBJ-P"M,,~,3"'.l~~ 
7~ PM~IOeJ 
~o 4B0 L"I,NPR 
.u XP~IL.lIPAIII~l 
3~e co~nNUE 
"~!T~ I~.,gl PI.~,P~" 
9 'OR~ATIIH .1x,\~"~OCA .. "I"II"U~ .,F1 •••• X,\~HP~ASI:. ~l'I".;~ ", 
1~1 •• " 
REH' PARAH~T~P TO "INIMl·M vA~UE 'OR "fXT PA~AMETER ITI:.,qT 
PAR (Jl IXlH IJ) 
3Ae CO"TINUE 
S!LECT B!~T V!CTOR 'OR NOT PHASE 
I' (PL"·PH")S0.8~,e, 
ee """.1 
00 .~~ L"I,NPP 
xIN(H,U"XL"(ll 
45111 PA~lll"XLM(Ll 
GO TO g~ 
85 "'''.\ 
00 ~Il~ L_I,NPR 
xl"! 1M, U"XPH (L) 
Sill PAR (l) IXPH (L) 
gil CALL "YOIIGY 
aBI(N.I)108J 
2511 CONTINUE 
OUTIIUT TABLE O~ INITlA~ VECTOQS FOR EAC" PHASE 
NHPINP".I 
WAIT! IKW,I0) 
11 'OR"ATClHI,'8MTABLE OF PARAMETER vECTORS FOR ENO ~F EAC" PM 
WRln; IKW,II) 
II FOAMATIIH0,egH PHASE I IHTIAl 
I. ~) 
WAITt: IMW,12) 
12 "OA"ATII H0,1" PARA"/l 
DO '50 L"I,NPI! 
5'1!! WIIITe: (Kw,t3) L, IXIN(",L),M_I,~HP) 
13 FORMATI4X,I2,SC5x,F6.3» 
NPToNPH.I 
WRITE CKW, I.) (OBI IL.) ,L"I ,NPT) 
I. 'OAHAT(1HA.gw OBJ FN ,8(FB.4,3x)) 
RETURN 
END 
aUBROUTINE COIIII 
SuBROUTINE CORR (XX,YY,K,J,HON,~xy) 
CALCULATE! CORRELATION COEFFICIENT BETWEEN TwO DATA HTS 
DIMENSION XX(12,31l,VVCl2,31)'''D~112) 
XY".~ 
Xle.1II 
Y,'.11 
SUMrle • III 
aUHVI'.' XIIXXCH,Il-SUMX 
Y',"1I.0 VI"VV 1M, I) -SUMV 
DO Ie 'i.J,K XVlnoVI-XV 
"DAY_MONCHl XIXloXI+V 
YR_YA.FLOAT IMOAY) YlVIHI_V 
00 I~ I-I,MDAY \5 CONTINUE 
SUMx_aUMXUX 1M, Il IIXY_XV IS~~T (HY) 
SUHUSUMY+VV(M,J) RXYlCORRrlATlO~ UfFFHH,T 
11 COIIITlNUE RETURN 
SU"XISUMX/VR r~D 
SU~YlSUHY/VR 
00 I' ~IJ,W 
MDA .. "D~ C~) 
00 I' Iol,MOH 
LISTING B-2 
Hydrologic Model Output 
The hydrologic model subroutine (HYDRGy) 
simulates the hydrologic operation of individual 
subareas of the watershed, subject to the 
appropriate subarea delineation and data availa-
bility. The results of the simulation of the three 
Spawn Creek subwatersheds are given on the 
following pages. 
A monthly and annual water balance is 
prepared at the initiation of each simulation, in 
which the following identifiers are utilized (mea-
surements in inches are in terms of equivalent 
depth over the subwatershed): 
MO Month of the year 
PPT Total monthly precipitation (in) 
FLOW Total monthly streamflow (in) 
TEMP = Average monthly air tempera-
ture (OF) 
LOSS = Difference between PPT and 
FLOW (in) 
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RAIN = Precipitation occurring as rain 
(in) 
SNOW Precipitation occurring as snow 
(in) 
CP Average solar radiation (lgI6/ 
day) 
RAD = Watershed radiation index (see 
Lee, 1963) 
A listing of all model parameters and their values is 
also output prior to the simulation. 
During the actual simulation, monthly reports 
of moisture levels in the four storage components; 
contributions of individual processes to runoff and 
their total; and total monthly ungaged flow, actual 
and potential evapotranspiration, and error esti-
mates are given. All values are in terms of in,ches of 
equivalent depth over the subwatershed. Daily 
values of observed and calculated streamflow and 
the error may be requested in either inches or cfs at 
the completion of the simulation. 
HYDAOLOGIC SIMULATION I SPA~~ ;:REE-
SAW~ILL $UBAIlEA I WATER YEA~ I ~74 
'10 
III 
II 
12 
I 
2 
~ 
PPT 
2.11 
8.21 
7.81 
7.g0 
4 .7~ 6." 
4.35 
2.211 
1.38 
1.9S 
. e. 
.2P 
FLOW 
I.ee 
.92 
.7g 
.1' 
.el 
.50 
.77 
I.H 
~ .1' 
2.31 
1.85 
I.~~ 
YEAAI.Y WATER BALANCE 
HMP 
'0 •• , 
25.00 
21.~O 
11.01 
1 P.1' 
28, .3 
32.1' 
'2.17 
"'.02 ~8.5' 
".82 
'8.99 
1..055 
1.6' 
7,29 
7, ~ I 
',15 
401~ 
!I,78 
3,57 
,81 
-.75 
-.38 
-1,01 
-1,3' 
IIAI N 
1,32 
2,4. 
.23 
,13 
,00 
,75 
,ft3 
,~e 
1,33 
1,98 
,8' 
,20 
SNOW 
1,3e 
5, " 
7, " 7,76 
'.76 
5,72 
3,51 
1.27 
.05 
,110 
.00 
,01l 
C' 
2114,1110 
17 0, eo 
l5e,n 
148.5~ 
248,g0 
395,20 
520.U 
el~,2~ 
aee, e 9 
a78,09 
5e',1 ~ 
4!1',2~ 
YEAII PPT '1.0W Tr:"P LOSS RUN SHO'" 
197. '8.93 1'.01 37,1' 
NO, VAlUt NO, VALUE 
5,480 
,~IA 
11'1 ,3~0 
13 1,100 
,Ill'" 
,010 
II 30,flIl0 
,"0' 
17 1.000 
2m ,8110 
23 ,UI1l 
25 U.IBIII 
28 U,IIIB0 
32 
35 
,IIBIII 
,III 
33,82 \l,U 37,83 
NO, VAI,UE 
,I" 
,11'11 
1.11'10 
12 U,IIB0 
15 
IS le,lIIe 
21 ,1170 
24 1.11'111 
27 1',l1li0 
IUD 
,.7 
.38 
,:n 
,32 
,:!7 
." 
,!l2 
.D7 
,!III 
,!III 
.!l1 
.5. 
"YORDI.OGIC MODEL OUTPuT 
STORAGE COMPONENTS I SNOW I~TERCEPTIO~ SOIL "'-1ST. GR~UrJ:)'ATEP 
,ea .2~. 1,1~ ~.JIl 
NUNDF' PROCESSES I CHANNEL' OVERLArw + I~TERFI.OW • HHfLJ •• TOUL 
.00 .0~ .00 1.~" I.C~ 
1.0SSE~ AN!\ EIIROR I uNGAGEC ACT Er POT ET ERRO~ A85 C:R~ ~~R SQ 
.~O\ 1.31 2,l7 -,03 .~J •• '0,:1 
MONT~ 11 
STORAGE COMPONfNT~ I SNOW I"'H~CEPTIO~ SOIL MOI5 T• GROU~O.A TF.. 
3,3' ,II ~"6 4.6~ 
RUNOFF PROCESSES I C~."'NEI.. OVE~~A~O • I~TfRF~OW • tlASf'LO •• TOTA .. 
.0e ,ell .01 .89 ,9~ 
LOSSES A~O fRIIOII I UNGAGED ACT ET ~OT ET ERROR AAS ER~ c~~ 5U 
,~m ,51 .51 ,02 ,~2 .~~~~ 
~ONTH 12 
STOIUG[ COMPONEIoITS I SNO~ INTERCEPTIO~ SOI~ ~~IST. GR1u"D.ATE" 
1~,25 .12 '.73 4,11 
RUNO" PROCUSES I C~.N"'!L. OVERL4ND • INTERFI.O_ + eASEFl~ •• "JTAc 
,A0 ,00 ,02 .ar .8J 
LOSSES AND fRilOR I UNGAGEO ACT n POT ET ERROR ASS <R~ (~~ SQ 
,ell ,23 ,23 -.0' .~4 .0J01 
~ONT~ I 
STOIIAG! CO"PDIj[NTI I SNOW INTERCEPTION SOIL HOIST. (,~Ou'D .. A1EQ 
11,.6 ,eq '.95 3,8.\ 
IIUNOF' '''DC!ISrS I C~ANNn. OVERI.A",O • I~TERFLO' • BAHhn •• TOTAL 
,em ,00 ,03 .73 .77 
LOIS!S ANa ERROR I UI;GAGfO ACT fT POT ET ER~OR A~S ER~ bl~ sa 
.n .115 .~, -.e2 .~2 .~~00 
HONTH 2 
STO'IAGE CO",'ONfNTS I SNO_ INTERCEPTION 5011.. t1nIST. G~OUND"ATER 
21,'8 ,e0 6,~2 3,~7 
RUNO" PIIOC!lstl I C~ANNEL. OVER~A~O • INTERFI.OM • SASEF .. O •• TOTloI. 
,,~ ,00 ,03 ,63 .66 
LOISES AND !RIIO" I UNGAGEC ACT [T POT ET ERROR ABS ERw ERA sa 
,~~ .26 .~e -.0~ .~, ,~~~I 
HONTH 3 
STORAGE COH'DII!NTS I INO~ I'T!RCEprrO~ 501~ MOIST. G~Ou~O.AT.R 
15.7" ,10 6,~5 ~.~4 
RUNO" ""oefIIU I CHA""'!I.. Oy!Al.l~O • I~TER~1.0 •• oASHLO •• TJTA~ 
.ee .Ql0 .~. ,67 .7l 
LOSS!S ANa fRROR I UNliAGEO ACT ET POT ET E~RO" A~S F.RR til' SCl 
."PI \.'4 1,4' -.02 .?2 ,;1i,1t"e 
STORAG! eo","olj!~TI I INOW INTERCfPTIOIj SOI~ MOIST. ~ROU~D.ATER 
2S.:!7 ,lie 7.53 J,7~ 
RUNO" ""OCESSU I CHANN!I.. OVEALAND • I~TERF~O~ • 8A3tF~O •• T.)TAI. 
,00 ,00 ,06 ,64 .7~ 
LOUEI AND ERROR I UNGAGEO ACT fT POT fT ERROR ABS ER~ ER~ sr. 
,elll 2,'11 2,'11 ,1117 .~1 .{10"J 
HOIITH 5 
STOIIAG! CD""ON[NTS I aNOW I"T!IICEPTtON SOI~ MOIST. GROu~D.4TER 
8,'1 .1110 13.4111 6,93 
RUNO" ""OC!SS!8 I CHANN!I.. OVUI.AND • INTEA'1.0W • BASU~O •• TOTA~ 
,1110 ,02 ,31 ,ge 1.3~ 
LOSSES AND fRltOR I UNGAIi!O ACT n POT ET ER~OR AM ERR ERR SQ 
,III 4,68 4,ee .14 .14 ,~~~8 
IIOIITH 8 
STDRAGE COII"ONr:NTI I INOW INT!RCEPTION 5011.. MOIST, GPOJNO.ATE~ 
,01 ,0111 13,2' 11.4W 
RUNO,., PIIDCEUU I CHA"N!I,. OV!RLANO • INTER,LOw • eAS~FLO •• TOTAL 
,01 ,111 ,41 l.a9 2.24 
Loans AND !RItDII I UNGAIl!D ACT fT "aT ET ERROR ABS ERR ERR SQ 
,II 7.58 7,58 -,09 .I~ .00E4 
HONTH 7 
ITDIUG! CD,","ONENTI I SNOW INT!RCEPTION SOIL "OIS r, GROUNDWATE~ 
,II ,0111 ',81 11.22 
RUNO,., ""DC!IIES I CHANNEL. OVf"LANO • INTER'1.0W • BASE'LOw • TOBL 
,III ,III ,I' 2,18 2.32 
LOII!S ANO ERRDR I UNGAG!D ACT!T POT ET fRRtlP ABS ERR ERR SU 
,0e 8,28 8,28 ,~4 ,~9 ,0~~2 
110NTH • 
STOIIAG! CO,","ON!NTi i INON I~T!RCfPTIO>j SOIL "OIST. GAOU~DWATER 
,II .ell ole 9,31 
RUNO", "ROC!II!! I CHANN!I,. DVE"I.AND • INTER'1.0w • ~ASEFI.O' • TOTAL 
,ell ,0111 .00 1,911 1.911 
LOIS!S AND ERRDII I UNGAG!D ACT!T POT!T EAROA ASS E~R ERR SQ 
,110 5,111 5,2~ -,03 ,04 ,~001 
"ONTH 8 
STOIIAG! COH'ONr:NTI I SNOW IIoIT[RCEPTION SOIL MOIST. GROU·.D~ATER 
,til .011 ,00 1.78 
IIUNO~' 'ROCUIU I CHANN!I,. OV[RI,AND • IIlT!R'1.0W • USE'LO •• TOTAl. 
,~e ,II ,110 1.~~ 1,'3 
I,OSS[S AND !IIRO" I UNGAG!D ACT!T "OT £T fAIlOR .~5 -:~R E~R s. 
,01 ,31 ',17 ,02 • ~J ,a0BI 
ANNUAL TOTAI,S 
TOTAL RUND" ACT ET UNGAGfD POT!T 
15,11 n,71 ,ee 38,03 
ERROR Aas ER" ERR SO 
,11112 .707 .1.~2' 
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OA IL y "lJTPlf T I" CII~ I C 'ffT PE" HCONO 
~O"'TH I ~ ~0""'''' 1 
OAY poT 0" ~V c ALe EPAnQ I"'R 5 \. r~~n· 
• ~r ? ~ 7 ~. 77 -.23 · ~~ 1.
'
" 
. ~
· "" • '11~, :£:.'" ?7ft ... ,Q , ~~ \. ," ., ~ ~ d 
.0~ 2. ~7 , ,1' -. tl · ~~ 1. "A -.Cl4 
.~~ 
'. ~1 ,.n -.' ~ -, I ,1 A "' ',1"'4 .~f'I 2. ~7 ;.71 -.1' ;r 1 . 1~ 
" 
'. ~J 
.~p 2. ~7 ,.8g 
- .17 
• 1 ~ I."" ~ • fa ~. _.:}I.' ,P~ 2.57 2. ~A 
-. II 2' l.,q 1 . ~ 1 ... t'!' 
" 
· .~ '. '7 2. ~~ · .,,'.l .1" 1.'· I, AI -,. , g 
.3- ~. ~7 ? 6 4 -.07 ,I' I • ,. A I • ~ I -. "') 
I~ .1!" 2, ~ I '. ~ ~ -. II : ~ ; , ,. A ',&1.7' '.0'\ 
\I .1 ~ 2. ~ 1 ? ~ I -. 1 ~ II ., 1 . "8 1,"" -,"'1 
12 .1 ~ , .. , 2. 6~ •• piA 12 , I ~ 1."0 I, 'Q .... Il 
13 
• PP 2.'1 2. ,. -.'" IJ ,II 1 
,. 1, "Q 
-,' \ 
14 .AP ~.' I 2. '7 .,. ~ \. 
'" 
1,"Q .... ' .. 
" 
.~p 2.' I '. ~ .. ...."" \ . ,I' 1 •• ~ :,7Q -."1 
Ie .~~ " .e 2.54 -.0 1 ~ ~. 1 .. '.'" t7 · ~~ 2.0e 2.52 _. ",II! I' ~ , I. .. , . 'g "",;"11 
18 • ~p 2 •• e 2. ~ I ",;'-1 1· .l· ' .. '':: ........ d 
I Q .~. 7 •• ~ ~ •• Q •• ",,!t 19 ,.7 I." .. ,. -. ~, .." 
2~ 
• AP 2. '1 2.4. ... PlII! 2P .H 1."'<' I. 
,. 
· ~~ ., 
~ I .~. 2. 0 1 2, .A ... "'~ 21 ,,7{\ ...... " 
22 ,~" ? .1 '-, ., • ,~It 22 • ~;z 1. ' . I, " " 
23 .23 2,41 2,' J -, p2 2~ ,p , . ~ . I,'? -.M 
2. ,25 2,01 2, '2 -. ~ I 20 ,I' I. ., 1,77 -. I~ 
~, 
.! , 2,01 7, .P .~~ 2' • ~ 2 1.'!'') 1 ,'~ -,I' 
2~ ,P~ 2,35 
" ]9 •• 11:'0 2~ ." I.'? !, 
-, 
-,\4 
27 ,~r 2,3' ~, ~ 7 • ,11111 21 
. " I • .' 
,. 
-.1' 
28 .~~ 2.35 2.36 •• } 1 2 ~ ,8' I, 
.' : . :: -.14 ?Q , '3 2,35 2, ~5 ,~ \ 2 Q 
• Ie 1. 
,
',1 J 
3~ ,~~ 2, " 2, J3 • '2 H · ~. 1. ., \ '4 .. ~ ~ 31 , ., 2,l' 2.3' · ~, 'I 
.' 1.· ? 1 ' , -.11 
COPRfL .'10' CI'JH'ICIE~T , g7 I C ;GI(,'L' T !Op.,j l.""""rr_t r ",. ,B~ • 
~O~T" II "40"'''''' 2 
OA' ppr 08S. CALC ~~~OR 9" 'I.e ~ ~Iolug 
I ,I ~ 2.35 2. 3~ ,~ 4 
.'. la .... ·.13 
, ~r 2, J! '.29 , ~~ 
" 
I. -,12 
.22 2,35 2.28 , ., · ,~ " .. , 1 ~ 
• .17 2,35 '. 2~ .~~ " -. \ ~ 5 · ~~ 2,311 2. 2 ~ · ~~ . " I, .. -, l' 
e , .~ 2,30 2,2' · ~~ ." .. ·.1 Q 
7 ,S~ 2.30 '.n , ~7 
" 
" 
-. ! 9 
S 
• '2 2, 3~ 2,21 ,~~ ~ .12 \, 
., 
-,19 
9 ,13 2, 3~ " ,~ • I ~ Q .1' :.'l' I.n -, \ Q 
It! ,0P 2,25 " ! ~ , ~7 I ~ • ~p 1. " !.'1 •• I 7 II ,~0 2,2 5 2, t7 , ~A II • 0~ 1. " 1.'1 -,11 
\2 , !IS 2, ~0 2, I ~ ,12 12 , ~~ 1.'3 I,ll .. ~ 1 ' 
13 ,! 5 2,25 2, t7 , p~ 1,\ "P 1. 
"' 
1.'1 
-.1' 
I' , ., 2,25 2,1 ft , .9 10 • ~=- I • ~, ~ , 'r -. I ~ 1 , ,AP 2.25 2, I' .! ~ I' , '2 1 • ~ • 1 " -.11 
Ie 
.1' 2.25 2, I' .11 Ie .19 1. " 1,'1 _, \ 7 
t7 ,17 2,19 2,13 .M 
" 
· ,~ ~ . '\ , 1.'1 - .17 
I! , 5~ 2,20 2.1 ? ,07 18 ,?? 1. , , I." - .17 
19 ,0A 2.2A 2,11 ,AQ 19 • ~2 1 ,~J i. 'r -.1 ~ 
20 ,2e 2,U 2,11 ,09 2A · \ ~ 1, ·r 1. 'r -,20 
21 
· " 
2, t5 2, \0 , A5 21 , pp I. ~ 1 I.~Q ·.15 
22 ,Ie 2.15 ',e9 ,Ae 22 .'1 I • ~ ~ 1 .1~ -, Ie 
23 ,20 2.IS 2, ~~ , A1 2] ,13 1. ~1 1 ,7~ '.12 
2' .20 2. II!' 2. A' ,Itt,,, 2' .p~ I .~, I ,~A ., ~e 
25 .22 a,I0 2,8 1 ,Al 25 ,13 1 ,~, 1. 0 Q _. P1 
ae ,IS 2, to 
" ~e ,A 4 ae ,0P I, ~, I. "A .. ~~ 
a' ,17 " tiS 2.'" , ~ 1 27 , ~, 1 • ~ 1 I. ~A .. ~" 28 , ae 2,IIS 2, ~. ,01 28 , P. 1.5' 1, e7 -.10 
2D .AA 2.AI 2,113 ~. 02 
311 .Af! 1,ge 2 ,'" .. ,~~ COUEL.T!O~ COEr~!(H",r •• 1 (,1 ~ 
CORAELATJON COE"'IClf~T . , g,p 
MONTH 12 ~OfllT" 3 
OU '1"' oesv Cl~c EAIICII OAY PPT 08S v CALC EQ~aR 
I ,28 1.112 2.11i -,u ,Ie 1,~1 I, e~ - ,I ~ 
2 ,IS 1.13 ','I -, Ie ,80 I, " 1.88 .. ,10 
:\ ,17 1.83 '.01 ~. t7 , ~e 1 ,~7 I, ~e -. 1 ~ 
• .22 1.83 2.P0 ." l' -, '-~ I, ~ 7 I, ~A -.10 ,
,1111 1.83 1,00 ~. I~ ,17 1.57 1,6e '. 1 ~ 
8 .!l1 1.83 I, ge -.1' • e, 1.5 7 I, e' ·.1 ~ 
7 ,Ill 1.83 I, "' ., t' ,I ~ I • ~,' 
1 ,~, 
-. 13 
8 ,'" 1,83 I. "' -,13 • 25 
1. 5~ l,e' -,p 
II ,U I. e3 1.08 ~. tJ .13 I • ~J t, ~1 ". t J 
III ,110 1,83 I,oe ~. t2 1111 .IIP I. 57 1,15~ - ,0e 
Il ,58 1.83 I, O~ -. t2 \I ,110 I," I.ee -.11' 
II .311 1,83 1,05 -,II t2 , ~~ 1.5 1 l,ee •• rJ1 
13 • U 1,83 I. " • ~,II \3 .011 1,5.' l,e8 -.11 
U ,17 1,83 1,03 ~,10 I· .21 I. 5~ l,el! -.\2 
III .15 1.83 1,03 -,119 I' ,2~ I, '7 1,8e - ,118 
II! ,ell 1.83 1,02 _.,,1It 15 .1111 1.5 7 l,e5 · .~, 
17 ,.11 I,n 1,02 ~,II8 17 .1111' I,efl I. e. ,~I 
II ,17 1.83 1.01 .... ~8 18 • J2 1,1111 I.ee ,IlA 
&II • If! I.n 1,t11 -,01 III ,18 1.112 1,85 -. A3 
.. • lie 1.83 1.88 ~.A8 n .IIP l,fl8 I,e' .!!I 
21 ,III 1.83 I." -.08 21 .IIA 1,811 I, II' .111 
II ,15 1.13 I.U ~.0e u .511 I,e fl I.S5 ,01 
U ,23 1,13 1.81 •• 0~ 23 ,17 l,e2 I, e5 -,P3 
2. ,1111 I.U 1.87 
-.B' U ,11f1 1,f!2 I. e3 - •• 1 
11\ , .. I.U 1,87 •• ~4 as ,PIli I.e, I,e:\ -.111 
III .ell 1,78 1,18 -.111 211 ,III' l,e2 I.~J -.911 
27 ,7111 1,7a 1,18 -.~' 27 .15 1.1If! 1,8' ,III 21 1."1 1.71 1,18 _.",7 :21 
• '2 1." 1,8' 
.05 
It I,U 1.78 I,IS _,17 It , '8 I.S8 I. e. ,Ill 
n .7. 1.78 1,15 -,1l8 3Il · ~, 1,7" I,e. .IlS 
31 ,'II 1.78 I,as -,liS 31 • I~ I, , • I," .0e 
CORREL.ATION COE,nc If NT . .117 I COIIII£L.TlON COF"'IClf"'T . -. eee 
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LISTINGB·3 
Water Temperature Model Output 
The water temperature model subroutine 
(W A TEMP) simulates the average daily water 
temperature of individual control volumes of the 
stream channel. Spatial delineation of control 
volumes is restricted only by availability of data. 
The Spawn Creek stream channel was segmented 
into three control volumes, corresponding with 
sections of the stream in the three subwatersheds. 
The results of the simulation of the water 
temperature regimes of the three Spawn Creek 
control volumes are given on the following pages. 
OAY 
7 
8 
9 
I~ 
II 
12 
I J 
14 
I ~ 
Ie 
!1 
18 
19 
2~ 
21 
22 
23 
2~ 
2~ 
26 
27 
28 
29 
3~ 
31 
O~SV 
• ~Q0 
.1'132 
-. ~3~ 
• 0311 
.~p 
-.1~9 
-.137 
-.40C 
-. 42~ 
-.320 
-.232 
".148 
• ~P2 
.037 
• \'lee 
.~2~ 
.234 
• 2~ 1 
.112 
".052 
.071 
-.162 
-.722 
-, 4~ti 
-.0Vtli 
.135 
.160 
.198 
-. ca8 
·.14,. 
-.428 
TOTALS I ERROR ASS ER E~R sa 
MO~TH II 
DAV 
I 
2 
3 
4 
S 
e 
7 
8 
9 
II 
11 
12 
13 
I' 
15 
18 
17 
IB 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
2. 
25 
28 
27 
28 
29 
31 
OBSV 
43,0 
43 .. e 
'3,0 
43,e 
43,~ 
4.,0 
".0 
.5,0 
•• ,I 
''', ~ 
••• 1'1 
•• ,0 
4. ,0 
'3,0 
43,0 
'3,0 
" ,I 
'3, ~ 
~3,1 
.3,11 
43.1 
43,1 
'2.11 
43,1'1 
'3,11' 
43,1'1 
'3.11 
43.0 
43.111 
'3, ~ 
2.5~ 18.3e 17.9482 
CAL.C 
.3,4 
'3.2 
'3,8 
.3,9 
42,7 
42,' 
'2,' 
43,111 
",6 
.,.7 
",7 
44,7 
'4,3 
.3,S 
43,4 
".~ 
•• ,I 
'3,1 
'2.' 42,0 
41.1 
'1.1 
'1.3 
'I.S 
'1,8 
41,7 
'1,9 
'2,3 
'2 •• 
'2,8 
CHANGE 
.693 
".219 
.583 
.063 
-10123 
".374 
.037 
• ~89 
I. ~93 
1.087 
• ~30 
"1.02' 
-.380 
".81g 
-.0A8 
.838 
.038 
-. 921 
-.839 
".487 
-.911 
-.052 
.239 
,220 
,091 
,031 
,211 
,38A 
,17' 
,377 
CORREL.ATrON CO[~'ICHNT. .S2S 
TOTALS I fRROR Aas ER ERR sa 
7.'S 27,S' 3S,1870 
-.09 
-1.12 
-1,08 
-2.12 
-1.14 
".97 
• 1 ~ 
•• 43 
" ,01 
,31 
, '4 
,59 
, e9 
, e~ 
, '8 
,'~ 
, '2 
,27 
,10 
,IS 
,0' 
,2' 
" ,1'12 
I, '3 
,44 
,30 
", A5 
" ,1'14 
,83 
,78 
1,21 
ERROR 
-, .8 
-,28 
-.8' 
-,90 
,21 
1,58 
1,5S 
1,98 
-,83 
-1,71 
-1,7 .. 
-.72 
-,34 
-,52 
-,43 
-1.07 
-,10 
-,18 
,'S 
.DI 
1,83 
1,88 
,8' 
1,42 
1,33 
1,29 
I,u 
,e9 
.52 
,I' 
,19 
2,49 
2,41 
4,83 
2, ,. 
2,1 e 
• J~ 
,9' 
,~ I 
, 7~ 
1.21 
I, S4 
I, ,4 
I •• , 
1,31 
1,25 
1,17 
,81 
,23 
,35 
,Ill 
,55 
,06 
3, I g 
I,U 
, 7~ 
1,118 
,II 
I, .5 
1,78 
2,75 
X fRR 
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Daily values of observed (OBSV) and calculated 
(CALC) water temperature, the temperature 
change (CHANGE) due to energy transfer fluxes, 
the error in prediction (ERROR), and the percent 
error (% ERR) are listed for each month. All 
values are given in units of degrees fahrenheit, 
Total monthly error (ERROR), absolute error 
(ABS ER), and error squared (ERR SQ) are 
provided for each month, Annual totals of each are 
reported at the completion of the simulation. 
A list of only the monthly error estimates in 
lieu of complete daily reports can be requested by 
teletype option prior to initiating the simulation. 
• ,
8 
7 
e 
9 
10 
II 
12 
13 
I' 
15 
U 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
2' 
2' 
28 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
TOTA~S I ERROR ABS r 
MOIITH I 
I 
2 
3 
4 , 
8 
7 
8 
II 
10 
11 
12 
13 
H 
IS 
18 
17 
18 
III 
120 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
28 
27 
28 
ag 
30 
31 
10.~a 2' 
OIlSV 
~a.0 
.a,~ 
42,0 
42,0 
'3.1'1 
~2 ,0 
42,0 
42,0 
42,0 
42.0 
43, ~ 
'3,0 
43,0 
.3,0 
••• 0 
43,0 
43,0 
'3,P 
43,0 
.3,0 
'2,1 
43,0 
43,1\ 
'3,0 
'3, ~ 
.3,0 
'3,0 
43,0 
43,0 
43,0 
43,r 
• ?"J 
- \, IJ2 
-, He 
-,1 J; 
,220 
, !~ • 
,319 
, ~r3 
• J6e 
• 1 ~ 1 
", ~48 
",477 
-. see 
,177 
, '31 
,.91 
-,130 
· ~ ~ , 
,095 
-,124 
•• 1·~ 
_,729 
-, 6~' 
1,0811 
-,414 
,IJ7 
-1,198 
,01 e 
-, 'P3 
-, I 17 
, ~24 
CHANGE 
,782 
,1'2 
-,588 
-,218 
-,807 
-,e'0 
-,801 
-,802 
,379 
,28. 
,391 
, S'2 
,522 
, 'A8 
,1112 
1,273 
-.71S 
-,113 
_,.114 
-,519 
, S51 
-I,0~8 
-,069 
,'D' 
-,08' 
,203 
-,073 
-,02, 
1,871 
,8~ ~ 
-,8es 
CORR[~ATIO~ COE,nCI!NT' ,447 
TOTALS I fRROR AaS!R fRR SQ 
~I,S7 81,110 18',8519 
,08 
1,21 
,41 
l,~4 
1,31 
- ,0e 
,81 
,II 
-,2' 
-1,38 
,I e 
-, J~ 
1, ~2 
1,34 
-,I e 
,32 
, ., 
-I,ll5 
-1, I' 
-1,03 
-,88 
, e4 
1,49 
-, '9 
,82 
",31 
,88 
,85 
.36 
1, 4 ~ 
1. 41 
ERROR 
,811 
,55 
1,12 
1,33 
3, I' 
2,78 
3,38 
3,1111 
3,61 
3,32 
3,93 
3,39 
2,87 
2,32 
2, '1 
,13 
,85 
1,112 
1,'2 
2,0' 
,411 
2,'7 
2,8, 
2, 15 
2,21 
2,01 
2,08 
2,11 
, .. 
-, 18 
, 5~ 
X ERR 
1,56 
1,32 
2,87 
3,18 
7, J I 
6,83 
8,07 
9,50 
8,60 
7,92 
D,I' 
7,89 
6,67 
',4r. 
5,48 
,;]2 
1,98 
2,38 
3, ~4 
4,74 
1,16 
5, 9~ 
e,l5 
'.~~ 
',I' 
" se 
',8' 
'. 9 1 
I, ~2 
, JA 
1,1 e 
Table B-1. Varlables and deftnltions. 
~)rogralll I 
Nall'w 
ALl>D 
\R 
IIF 
ClIPF 
ClIPPT 
CHPPT 
CPlilll 
CT 
CTI 
r:C;W 
F:\.p 
FT 
GSW 
OSW 
PARli) 
P .. \RI21 
P!~R(31 
PARI41 
PARIS) 
PAR(6) 
PAR(7) 
PAR(8) 
PAR(9) 
PAR(lO) 
PAR(lI) 
PAR(12) 
PAR(I3) 
PAR(I4) 
PAR(IS) 
PAR(16) 
PAR(17) 
PAR(18) 
PAR(19) 
PARIZO) 
PAR(ZI) 
PAR(Z2) 
PAR(23) 
PAR(Z4) 
PAR(2S) 
PAR(26) 
PAR(27) 
PAR(28) 
Text 
Eg. 
3.20 
3.22 
3.18 
A 
A . 
.I 
C 
P 
C I 
P 
Hill 
EI 
L 
I 
P 
Fc 
P 
Definition 
Alb"do 
Strean1 section <:;llrface area 
Baseflow 
Runoff fr0T11 channpl storage' 
Rain in channel slnrag(' 
Channf'l storage (rolll prt'ViOU5 day 
\\"l'l","lgl' "lI)nthly <-;fllar radiatIon 
(:hangl' ill \\,ltt'l" ll'lllpt·raturt· 
.r {'11SC'tl -11.ll -':1' t' \ a l)llt ra n=--pi rati()11 
l ovffici \'nl 
Water a\'aiJalJlt, (OJ' intt'rflo'\\ 
Leakage 
Initial snow <.:tnl"ill.!,l 
Initial interCl'ptl'lll ",tnnlgl' 
Initial soil moistuTl' <-:t{)r,q~(' 
Initial groundwall'r :o;tClragl' 
Ungagcd inflc)\\ to slIIJ;).rl'<1 
Decay const.ant (OJ" "t1rfan' rllnoff 
Decay conRtant for lnh'rnow 
Decay constant for has("flow 
Control volun,£' inflov" factor 
Water ten,p change factor 
Limiting tenlp fn r snow 
Limiting tenlp for ral n 
Evapotranspiration adjUs.tnl("nt 
factor 
Percent preCipitation cnh'ring 
channel storag" 
Maximum interception storag(' 
for a subwatershed 
Upper imfiltration ratC" 
Lower infiltration ratf' 
Saturated soil moisturt:' 
Field capacity 
Wilting point 
Percent soil moisture outflow 
to interflow 
Percent soil moisture movir.g to 
groundwater 
Level at which GW can draw-down 
soil moi sture 
GW leakage coefficient as a func-
tion of GW level 
Fraction of baseflow leaking from 
the watershed 
Lower limit for groundwater leak 
Upper limit for groundwater leak 
Dummy variable--not used 
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Program 
Name 
PA.Rll'l) 
PAIl/I01 
PAR{ 111 
PAR{\\I 
P·\H{ .;.j{ 
P:\i{r 'j, I 
I'l'"l 
1-'1) r 
Wl\ 
IC\,f'\' 
RL 
l(l"NOFF 
SDAY 
SFW 
S~IAM 
SNOW 
Text 
Eg. 
J. 18 
J. 19 
3.22 
3.22 
3.18 
Sl(AO{~I, 11. 3.18 
SRO 
TAh 3.19 
TEMR 
TEQ 
TT 3.22 
TT 3.23 
TWI(M.Il 3.22 
TWK 3.19 
TX 
Text 
Name 
T 
nl 
k 
III 
l' 
P
r 
Fltl 
P 
T.(t) 
.I 
Tw 
Definition 
Melting temperature for snow 
Snow nlelting rate 
Frcp water in snowpack 
Snowmelt and storage coefficient 
Snow to ground melt 
Df'cay constant for free water in 
snowpack 
Albf'do of water surface 
H.apha('] s cloud cover coefficient 
Total precipitation 
Precipitation as rain 
Total daily volume into section 
Total daily volume through section 
}'1nnthly radiation index 
Throughfall 
Long wave atmospheric radiation 
Total runoff 
Age of snowpack (days1 
Detention storage 
Snowmelt 
PrC'clpitation as snow 
Incoming solar radiation 
Overland flow 
Absolute temperature of overlying 
air 
Average daily air temperature 
Temperature of snowpack 
Initial water temperature 
lnitial water temperature 
TeITlperature of inflows 
Absolute temperature of water 
surface 
lensen-Haimes ET coefficient 
T(M.I) 3.23. T(t+ 't) , Simulated water temp 
TI 
TZ 
Variabl~ 
Nan,,, 
ATIE 
AEPSlfM 
ALllD 
AR 
ATC 
ATG 
ATN 
1\F 
IlFSU~1 
CF 
CFI~11 
3.20 
T 
a2 
. t 
Air temperature two days prior 
Air temperature one day prior 
Time interval 
Definition 
Monthly sum of absolute value of ERR 
Monthly sum 
Surface area 
Air temperature control 
Air temperature at gage 
Air temperature at North 
Bascflow contribution to runoff 
Monthly sum of baseflow contribution to runoff 
Sl1nl of rllnoff 
Table B·1. Continued. 
Variable 
Name 
CHPE 
CHPPT 
COMP(12, \1) 
CP(12) 
CTI 
OGIC 
DSI 
EGW 
ENIC 
ERR 
ERSUM 
EVAPSUM 
EVP 
EXTRA 
FMD 
FSM 
FSP 
FT 
FTP 
GIC 
GSW 
GWI 
GWLK 
IBGN 
lEND 
IFL 
lOPT 
lOUT 
ITEMP 
ITYPE 
!UNIT 
IYR 
K 
KK 
KOOL 
KW 
M 
MD 
MDAY 
MDN(l2) 
MTAP 
'\J/\i\!E 
NTAG 
OllJ 
OSW 
Definition 
Contribution to runoff fron) channpl storage 
Total channel interception 
Computed flow (ind('x) 
Av('ragC' solar radiation at site during n-lOnth M 
Jensc.~n-Hainles air temp coefficient 
Temperary variable 
Available interception storage 
Lf'vel of groundwater for l('akagc 
Ternporary storage tran.sf(>r 
Difference between con)put(·cI and oh 5(' rVt'ci 
streamflow 
Monthly sum of diff"rt'nc,· 
Monthly sums ancl initialization 
Potential ("vapotranspi ration. 
Stage at middle 
Stage at sawmill 
Stage srpi ng 
Rate of infiltration 
Stage at trap 
Temporary storagC' tr;)llsf('r 
Water available for interflnw 
Water remaining in groundwat(>T stnrag:(-' 
Leakage from the system 
Days in the month 
Beginning marker on data tapp 
Ending tape mark 
Name of data file on tape 
Specify optimal verification 
Spe cify dai 1 y output 
Spf'cify water temp simulation 
Specify teletype parameter changes 
Units of output 
Year 
Number of months to be simulated 
Counter - - no other significance 
Daily output or summary 
Input/ output specification- -read 
Input/output specification write 
Months 
Number of days in each month 
Month prior to month simulation initiated 
Number of tape drive unit data is on 
Watershed subarea: I) sawmill 2) Middle 
3) Trap 
Interflow contribution to runoff 
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Variable 
Nalne 
P 
PAR(l) 
PAR(40) 
PC 
PCSNOW 
PG 
PM 
PRCPIM, Il 
PS 
PY 
OIN!) 
01112, III 
QIIMI 
RADI121 
RAIN 
RNY 
RSW 
Rl':"-IOFF 
SJ) \ Y 
S\i 
<;\IIC 
S\\ LJo~ 
S:"-IOII'PK 
SNY 
SI{'\IlI;l.I,1I 
SI,O 
STFIII 
STFLI1\I,I) 
STRi\1 
sue 
SUM 
SU/I,ICH 
SUMNR 
SUMSRO 
SUMSI 
SWIC 
SY 
T(12,31) 
TA 
TEMO(M,I) 
TEO 
TF(12) 
TM 
Definition 
Rain 
Calibration parameters 
Precipitation at central 
Precipitation at gage 
Monthly precipitation 
Precipitation at north 
Precipitation 
Pr("cipitation at south 
Annual precipitation 
Total volume of flow 
Inflow, daily 
Tlltal VOIUIl1f' of inflow, monthly 
.\lonthly radiation index for the watershed 
rhroll~hfall occurs only if PPT > DSI 
:\nnl1ai rai n 
SHrfact' \'."at("r a\"ailable fron) previous day 
SLrt'an1fl(\\\": Sunl 0f channel interception over-
load flow, interflow, baseflow 
Sno\\.· 
\!UllllH'r '11 days of continuous snow 
{lngag:('c! lnflo\',,' a<ijustn1€'nt (HYDRGY) 
Portion of pr(~dpitation \I,,'hich does not 
illfiltratt' into soil 
\Innthlv total strc·an1flo\.\' 
Tf',npn,'ary storage transfer 
Snow stnragf' and melt subroutine 
Annual snow 
Total daily solar radiation 
OYC'rland flow contribution to runoff 
Strean1 su rfac.e area adjustment for seasonal 
\·ariation (water temp) 
Channel inflow to subarea 
Observed streamflow 
Monthly sum 
Monthly sum 
Monthly sum 
Monthly sum 
Monthly sum 
Temporary storage transfer 
Annual streamflow 
Computed water temp 
Air temperature at water surface 
Air temperature 
Monthly average temperature 
Table B-1. Continued. 
Variable 
Name 
TO 
TW 
TWI 
TX 
TY 
TI 
T2 
UGIF 
UNGA 
VAR 
WAT 
WTM 
WTS 
WTT 
VAnE 
YAET 
YElm 
YGWL 
YPET 
YRF 
YVAH 
.0139445 
6195991. I 
2128519.1 
0.17 
Definition 
Abserved water temperaturC' 
Temperature inflows 
Jensen-Haise temperatur(' intcTu'pt 
Average annual tenlpcraturl~ 
Air ten1p two days prior to sinllllation (for 
melt) 
Ungagcd inflow 
Monthly sum of ERR squared 
Water temperature middle 
Water tcn"lperature sawmill 
Water temperature at Trap 
Yearly sums 
Yparlysun1s 
Yearly sunl S 
Y('arly sums 
YC'arly sums 
Yearly 5urn:.;; 
Y ('arly surn s 
Constants 
Subroutine DATAIN 
Adjusts cfs to equivalent depth for Sawmill 
Converts inches to total daily volunlc for 
Sawmill 
Converts inches to total daily volume for 
Trap 
TA elevation adjustment for Trap 
48 Initial water temp for Trap 
30170.75 Surface area for Trap 
.0000086 & 16.1236 CTI and TX'coefficients in Jensen-Haise 
equ. 
CalIbration 
Calibration, as utilized in most simulation 
modeling, involves the evaluation and determina-
tion of values of each variable parameter or 
coefficient in the model to obtain the best possible 
agreement between observed and computed output 
functions and serves as a means of linking the 
general hydrologic model to a specific real system. 
The calibration procedure utilized in this 
study involved making an initial gross fit with 
estimated or assumed values and initial conditions, 
then manually changing various parameters in an 
attempt to achieve better results. Obviously, the 
initial values and subsequent changes are relatively 
sUbjective and may be open to question. However, 
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if appropriate consideration is given to actual 
known hydrologic components and processes and 
the results of previous changes, sUbjectivity can be 
minimized. 
An initial set of parameter values is input to 
the model via card reader at the initiation of the 
simulation. The values are put into a parameter 
array and placed in common storage, making them 
accessible to alJ subroutines of the program. Upon 
completion of an initial simulation and output of 
results, control is returned to the main program. At 
this point, another option can be exercised via 
teletype to call Subroutine TELE, which permits 
the analyst to change the values of as many 
parameters as desired, outputs a list of the revised 
parameters, and returns control to the main 
program. Another simulation is then initiated, 
utilizing the new parameter values, and the results 
are presented as noted above. Through this 
procedure, manual adjustment of all parameter 
values can be made. 
Several general criteria for calibration were 
considered in this study: (1) Error for the actual 
value was to be less than 10 percent whenever 
possible; (2) the mass balance of the simulation was 
to be within 5 percent of actual values; and (3) 
amounts of moisture in storage components and 
runoff processes were required to be conceptually 
realistic at all times. The statistical correlation 
coefficients provided by Subroutine OUT were also 
considered in evaluating the appropriateness of fit 
upon completion of the simulation. 
Hydrologic model 
The hydrologic system of the Spawn Creek 
watershed was modeled as three separate subwater-
sheds, designated as Sawmill, Middle, and Trap 
(Figure 4.1). The optimum parameters during 
calibration and an evaluation of results for each 
subwatershed will be discussed below. A sample 
output of the optimizaton or calibration procedure 
is given in Listing B-4. 
A Ijst of calibrated parameter values, as 
determined during model calibration, is given in 
Table B-2. Figures B-2, B-3, and B-4 show 
hydrographs of observed and predicted streamflow 
from the three subwatersheds during water year 
1974. Total annual values of error, absolute error, 
and error squared of the subwatershed simulation 
are provided in Table B-3, as are estimated errors 
in annual mass balance and the annual correlation 
coefficient between actual and predicted values. 
Excellent agreement between actual and computed 
outflow was obtained, indicating a high degree of 
validity in the model structure for such watersheds. 
LISTINGB-4 
Sample Optimization Algorithm Output 
The optimal verification subroutine 
(OPTVER) performs a sequential search over a 
feasible region and selects those parameter values 
which result in the minimum value of a predefined 
objective function (sum of the error squared in this 
case). 
Initial output from the subroutine is a listing 
of parameters, lower and upper bounds of the 
feasible region, the initial value, and the number of 
incremental steps to be taken for each model 
parameter. 
OUTPUT ~ROM O"T I HA~ ~!RIFICATIO~ PROCfDURE 
PARAMETER ~OWER eo uPPER 80 INIT VA~uE ~O • ~HP5 
.~ee .e0~ .000 
.1100 • I!II!I~ ,e00 
,0A!!I ,e0~ ,00~ 
• ',P1l0 7 ,1'I0~ e,'!0 ,
,A00 ,~II~ ,000 
II ,001 ,001 ,001 
7 ,01t:! ,020 ,018 
8 ,0e~ ,007 ,00e 
9 ,P09 ,1110 1,00~ 
10 ,lUll'! ,0110 .300 
II 3.,ell~ 3. , 01!10 3I!!.00~ 
12 l8,n0 38,'00 ~.,000 
13 1.1'0 1,1,e 101'0 
14 .00!! ,0~' .110' 
I!I 
.2'''' , 2'0 .2'~ 
Ie 3.0011 3,000 ~,002 
17 1.111118 1,000 1,800 
18 111,111018 111,000 U,UIII 
19 ',1'100 !I,000 S,0U 
211 ,800 ,800 .800 
21 ,"0 ,IIi0 ,070 
22 ,00!! • ~0' ,pe!l 
23 ,100 ,ur ,100 
24 1,1'100 1,00P I.P0111 
2!1 • ~00 , !lPII , '"0 
26 ·3~ .1I0~ 311, ellP 30.000 
27 I!I, ~00 I' ,1'100 IS,IIU 
2~ ,1100 , ell~ .e0~ 
29 3111.UP 32,II0C 31,000 
30 ,110 .1 9~ ,I !lP 
31 ,P01! • PP0 ,00111 
32 .01lr ,000 , 00~ 
33 .020 ,P2C .021'1 
34 .1I~0 ,03e ,010 
3~ ,11130 ,1130 ,010 
311 • gill' .900 • g;~ 
PH'S! I 
-
INITIA~ OBJECTIVE 'FUNCTION . ,002' 
PAR AM STEP VA~lJE OBJ '''1 GRAOHNT 
• I • • P00 • ~ I 9 • ,000~ 
• '- e ,QlII~ ,~082 -.eI12 4 3 8,000 .0029 - ,20'3 
4 7.00111 • "03S .0006 
~OCA~ MINIMUM 
· 
,0029 ~i<UE MINIHU~ 
· 
,002. 
I .1110 .03'1 .0000 
2 .012 .0187 -8.1782 , 
.014 ,0092 -4.7'08 
4 .Ple ,004' -2. '122 
S ,018 ,0029 -.7727 
6 ,1':20 ,0037 ,'203 
LOCA~ MIN I MUM 
· 
.002g P~ASE MI~IMUM 
· 
,0024 
I .003 .0S1S .11000 
2 ,004 ,033, -'B,le43 
3 .210' .~lr3 -23.0'SI 
• ,~0e ,0029 -','384 ~ .007 .011'6 2.73A8 
LOCA~ HINIMU'1 • ,I'I1I2i PHASE MINII1UM 
· 
,0124 
21 I ,050 ,0037 .111100 
U '- .070 ,0U9 -.1388 
21 3 ,IIIDII ,0038 .1113.0 
LOCA~ MINIMUM 
· 
,0029 ~HAS~ MINIMUM 
· 
.1111112. 
lUI 30.000 .01131 .011011 
ai 311.!IU .110311 -,UU 
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As the optimization proceeds, the results of 
each phase, including parameter value, value of the 
objective function, and the gradient are listed. 
Local and phase minimum objective function 
values are given for each parameter. At the 
completion of the optimization, a table of 
optimized parameter vectors for each phase is 
output. A sample of OPTVER output for the 
Sawmill subwatershed follows. Very little change in 
minimum objective function value is observed, 
since the calibration is at its final stages, As an 
example, note that Step 4 for Parameter 8 yields 
the minimum objective function value, .0029. The 
sensitivity of Parameter 8 (the baseflow decay 
constant) is indicated by the large change in 
gradient relative to other parameters. 
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Table B-2. CalIbrated parameter valuesa for the hydrologic simulation of the three Spawn Creek 
subwatenheds. 
Parameter 
P 
s 
Is 
Ms 
G 
s 
If 
ks 
k g 
~ 
T 
s 
Tr 
ke 
k 
c 
I 
P 
F 
o 
F 
c 
M 
sm 
Msf 
M 
sc 
k. 
1 
k 
o 
kl 
Gl 
G 
a 
T 
m 
k 
m 
S g 
k f 
Description Sawmi1] 
Initial snow storage 0.000 
Initial interception storage 0.000 
Initial soil moisture storage 0.000 
Initial groundwater storage 6.480 
Ungaged inflow factor 0.000 
Overland flow decay constant 0.001 
Interflow decay constant 0.018 
Basef10w decay constant 0.006 
Snow limiting temperature 30.000 
Rain limiting temperature 34.000 
Radiation transfer coefficient 1.150 
Percent channel precipitation 0.005 
Maximum interception storage 0.250 
Maximum infiltration rate 3.000 
Equilibrium infiltration rate 1.000 
Saturated soil moisture 10.000 
Field capacity 5.000 
Critical moisture point 0.800 
Percent soil moisture to interflow 0.070 
Leakage coefficient 1.000 
Fraction of basef10w leaking 0.500 
Lower leakage limit 30.000 
Upper leakage limit 15.000 
Snow melting temperature 31.000 
Snow melting rate 0.150 
Snow-ground interface melt 0.020 
Snowpack freewater decay constant 0.010 
Value 
Niddle 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
4.710 
0.000 
0.001 
0.017 
0.004 
30.000 
34.000 
1.150 
0.005 
0.100 
3.000 
1.000 
10.000 
5.000 
0.800 
0.070 
1.000 
0.500 
30.000 
15.000 
31.000 
0.276 
0.018 
0.013 
Trap 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
4.400 
0.051 
0.001 
0.370 
0.004 
30.000 
34.000 
1.150 
0.005 
1.155 
3.000 
1.000 
10.000 
1.200 
0.800 
0.000 
18.600 
0.936 
4.708 
4.286 
32.000 
0.099 
0.000 
0.030 
~.a . 
Values for non-sensitive parameters may not be completely ,realis-
tic, but are those that provided the best agreement with actual system 
response during the calibration. 
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Figure B-2. Hydrographs of observed and predlcted streamflow for water year 1974 from the Sawmill 
sub watershed, Spawn Creek. 
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Figure B-3. Hydrographs of observed and predicted streamflow for water year 1974 from the Middle sub-
watershed, Spawn Creek. 
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Figure B-4. Hydrographs of observed and predicted streamflow for water year 1974 from the Trap water-
shed, Spawn Creek. 
Table B-3. Evaluation statistics from the hydrologic simulation of the three Spawn Creek subwatenheds, 
water year 197 4~ 
Total Annual Error Estimates (inches) Annual Mass Balance 
Correlation 
Subwatershed Error Absolute Error Error Squared Error (in) Percent Coefficient 
Sawmill 0.002 0.707 0.0024 0.09 O.lB% 0.990 
Middle 
-O.lBO 1.069 0.0070 0.01 0.04% 0.992 
Trap 0.454 2.695 0.0570 0.09 0.44% 0.994 
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Temperature model 
As with the hydrologic system, the calibration 
of the water temperature model involves the 
valuation and selection of the best values for all 
variable parameters in the model. The objective of 
the process is to obtain the best possible agreement 
between observed and calculated output. 
The accuracy limits of the data base comprise 
the most severe constraint on the level of agreement 
which can be obtained. The water temperature 
recording data, which constitutes the basis of the 
set of observed values against which calculations 
are evaluated, are apparently accurate only within 
one or two degrees Fahrenheit and may be less so 
when daily averages are formed of the data. 
Extrapolation of a daily average discharge value to 
a total volume for the day may result in certain 
inherent error, as does similar manipulation of 
other hydrologic data. Any calibration process, 
then, must consider the various data constraints in 
evaluating the degree of agreement and subsequent 
acceptance of results. 
Because the number of parameters included in 
the water temperature model was far less than in 
the hydrologic system, the calibration procedure 
was considerably simplified. The approach taken 
involved setting initial gross values for the 
parameters and then manually adjusting them to 
achieve the best results. A concrete understanding 
of the system and consideration of prior results is of 
extreme value in this process. 
The water temperature model receives initial 
parameter values from the main program at the 
beginning of the simulation. Upon completion of 
the simulation and reporting of results, the 
subroutine provides an option to call Subroutine 
TELE, which permits revision of any parameter 
values desired, and initiates a new simulation. The 
optimization algorithm used to calibrate the 
hydrologic model was not deemed necessary for the 
water temperature model calibration because so 
few parameters were involved. However, only 
minor changes in the simulation package format 
would be required if its use should be desired. 
In general, evaluation of the adequacy of the 
calibration was based on the value of the objective 
function, again taken to be the sum of the 
deviations between observed and calculated 
temperatures. Monthly objective function values 
and total error estimates were also considered, as 
were the correlation coefficient values. In combina-
tion with the above, a general attempt was made to 
achieve results within a 10 percent level of error as 
often as possible. 
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As with the hydrologic simulation, the water 
temperature simulation of Spawn Creek was 
performed on three separate control volumes, 
com prised of the sections of the stream within the 
Sawmill, Middle, and Trap subwatersheds. Listing 
B-3 is an example of the output from the 
temperature model. 
Observed water temperatures, taken as a daily 
average from thermograph records with 2 to 5 
percent accuracy, are given only to the nearest 
degree. These conditions tend to result in some 
severe fluctuations of temperature, especially 
during cold periods, which the model does not 
reproduce. In fact, the model response during 
these periods may be more accurate than the 
observed values. 
A listing of calibrated parameter values, 
determined during model calibration, is given in 
Table B-4. The values are not always entirely 
realistic for the processes they represent. Adequate 
data were not available to allow simulation of all 
the important heat transfer processes. Thus the 
parameters utilized take into account the effects of 
additional processes other than only radiative heat 
transfer, and the selected values may not be totally 
realistic. Also, complete meteorological data were 
not taken immediately at the sites, necessitating 
transfer to these sites of data from locations at 
which it was available. Plots of observed and 
predicted water temperatures in the control 
volumes during water year 1974 are shown in 
Figures B-S, B-6, and B-7. Comparative evaluation 
statistics, including total annual error estima'~es 
and the correlation coefficient, are provided in 
Table B-S. Relatively good agreement between 
actual and computed temperatures was achieved, 
with error in prediction always less than 10 percent 
and generally far below this. 
In application of the temperature model three 
significant changes were made to the original 
model structure. First, the model was changed to 
go sequentially for one day from Sawmill to Trap 
and then repeat for the next day rather than do all 
days for Sawmill, then Middle, and then Trap. 
Second, a subroutine, PSCNOW, was added to 
arbitrarily increase snowfall without an accom-
panying increase in rainfall. Third, a constraint 
was placed on the model so that it could not predict 
water temperatures less than O°C. These changes 
were necessary for operation of the predicting 
model and demonstrated that calibration of the 
three subareas individually was less accurate than 
sequential calibration of the three subareas. 
Table B-4. CalIbrated water temperature model parameter values for the three Spawn Creek control 
volumes. 
Value 
Parameter Description Sawmill ~fidd1e Trap 
Control volume inflow factor 1.00 0.60 0.70 
"Tater temperature change factor 0.30 1.00 1.50 
Albedo of water surface 0.01 0.13 0.42 
Cloud cover coefficient 0.99 0.70 0.72 
Monthly surface area coefficient 
October 1.80 2.10 1.50 
November 4.70 1.00 2.00 
December 4.20 2.10 2.10 
January 3.70 1.10 2.45 
February 1.50 0.30 4.00 
March 1.60 0.40 1.60 
April 1.10 0.40 0.30 
May 1.00 0.90 0.80 
June 0.90 1.20 1.70 
July 0.90 1.30 2.50 
August 1.00 0.90 3.20 
September 1.00 0.70 4.20 
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Figure B-s. Observed and predicted water temperature for water year 1974 on the Sawmlll control volume,. 
Spawn Creek. 
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Figure B-6. Observed and predicted water temperature for water year 1974 on the Middle control volume, 
Spawn Creek. 
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Figure B· 7. Observed and predicted water temperature for water year 1974 on the Trap control volume, 
Spawn Creek. 
Table B·S. Comparative evaluation statistics from the water temperature simulation of the three Spawn 
Creek control ,:olumes, water year 1974. 
Total Annual Error Estimates (OF) 
Correlation 
Control Volume Error Absolute Error Error Squared Coefficient 
Sawmill 80.64 245.84 335.6066 0.804 
Middle 
-45.39 317.27 519.0734 0.938 
.• 
. Trap 
-90.64 301. 93 455.6770 0.977 
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APPENDIX.C 
THE MODEL BIOL 
Perlphytal Submodel 
General 
Appropriate equations of Chapter III were 
coded in FORTRAN IV to form the periphytal 
submodel. The subroutines PLANT, RKI(YY,I), 
and FUN(X,I) constitute the periphytal submodel. 
These subroutines can be found in the listing of the 
model BIOL at the end of Appendix C. A list of 
definitions and symbols is shown in Table C-1 to 
aid the user in understanding the workings of the 
model. A flow diagram of the instantaneous 
dynamics of the submodel is shown in Figure C-l. 
Coefficient definitions and applicable values are 
given in Table C-2. 
The daily orthophosphorus concentration was 
chosen as the nutrient limiting photosynthesis of 
the quasi-organism because it appeared to be the 
only limiting nutrient. The action of scour on 
periphyton was considered though probably incom-
plete (scour by bed-load movement was not 
considered) . 
Subroutine calibration 
Because the coefficients in the derived 
eqnations were often estimated in the literature as 
intt:rvals instead of constants, the periphytal 
submodel was calibrated against observed data 
from Spawn Creek to obtain point estimates within 
these intervals. This calibration was conducted 
simultaneously with similar efforts in the other 
submodels. This simultaneous approach was 
necessary because the various linkages between 
sub models make their respective dynamics inter-
dependent. The observed data with which the 
results of the execution of the submodel were 
compared consisted of estimates of the standing 
crop of the periphytal community in a square meter 
of the simulated area. These estimates were 
obtained by sampling the substrate at intermittent 
intervals of time from 1 February to October 1974. 
The procedure of the calibration consisted of 
singularly manipulating the values of the appropri-
ate coefficients until an optimal improvement in 
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the "fit" of the output of the submodel to the 
observed data was achieved. After all the 
appropriate values had been so adjusted, minor 
changes in some were made to obtain on the whole 
a more suitable "fit." Because at each sampling 
period no replicates of the measured standing crop 
were taken, each estimate of this quantity has 
incorporated into it an unknown error. Since this 
error may and probably does vary among 
estimates, no quantitative test criteria was mean-
ingful as a standard against which the results of the 
execution of the submodel could be compared. 
Therefore, the improvement and/or the suitability 
of the fit was gaged as the subjective appraisal of 
the manner in which the "fit" divided the scatter of 
Table C-1. A list of detlnltions for the representa-
tions of the variables and their sub-
scripts that are used In the submodel of 
of periphytaI dynamics. 
Variable 
C 
P 
Q 
R 
X 
Z 
Representations 
Calculated constants 
Coefficients for equations 
Multipliers and temporary constants 
Rates 
Exogenous variables 
State variables 
Subscript Representation 
-------~---------------~ ------------------------
a Temperature of ambieIi t waters 
b Standing crop as biomas~ 
c Concentration of the limiting nutrient ' 
d Difference between the maximum 
p 
q 
r 
t 
v 
x 
and minimum, daily termpera-
ture ", 
Solar radiation 
Process of photosynthesis '. 
Thresholds . 
Process of respiration 
Time in days 
Velocity of ambient waters 
A counter 
D 
D 
C> 
0' 
CP2CP 
0--
P 
c 
x 
level of a state 
variable 
computation 
exogenous variable 
coefficient 
? f, 
r--..... ' 
?-
px 0 
'-
3.25 
0 on-page connector 
.. ., flow of material 
---~ flow of information 
~ control valve 
0 source and/or sink material 
v? 
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Figure C-l. A Dow diagram of the Instantaneous ~C8 'of the perlphytalsubmodel. Each symbol Is 
named or Includes the number of the appropriate equation from the text. 
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Table C-2. A Ust of de6nitions of the Indentlfters that are used In the routines that compose the periphytaI 
submodelofBIOL (pLANT, RKI, FUN). The corresponding, representations from the text of 
this chapter, the units of measurement, their values, and the citations for the sources of these 
values are Included when appropriate. 
Identifiers Variables 
Bl Zb 
t 
BI01\P 
Zbt+l 
CPLBH P
b 
CPLCPIZ,ll 
CPLFD(31 PI 
" 
CPLFL 
CPLFN(21 
CPLFTI21 
CPLFV(21 P 
PYx 
CPLRS(31 P 
Px 
CPLSC(21 
F-.-I.R(21 
TSTEP 
TTIME 
Definitions 
The periphytal biomass at the start of the 
day (dry weight) 
The periphytal biomass at the end of the 
day (dry weight) 
The half saturation level for the productive 
periphytal biomass (dry weight) 
The coefficients [or the calculation of the 
concentration of the photosynthesis-limiting 
nutrients 
The co"fficients for the calculation of the 
effects of albedo and the depth of the water 
colulnn on the attenvation of light 
II) the ratio of absorbed to reflected light 
121 the depth of the water column 
13\ the rclati \re rate of attenuation 
The optimal. instantaneous intensity of 
light .dependent photosynthesis 
riH' coefficients for the calculation of the 
,,{fed of the daily concentration of the lim-
iting nutrient~ a~ on the relative photo-
svnthctic rate 
Units 
g/m2 
o~ x~ 1 
! II the basal concentration of the lirrliting Ilg/l 
nutriC'ntfi 
III the coefficient of half saturation lor the 
('[feet of the linliting nutrients on the rC'-
lilti\ \ nlwlilsynthetic rate 
(g) (sec) 
10 
.95 
.3 
.214 
300 
!"\)(. In. [rlt ;\'nt If)r tht' cillC'ulation of the effect 
01 wat("r tClllperature on thf> relative res-
pi ratory rate 
(m 2)(rJay) 005 
rhe' C'oefficient=-; for the calculation of the effect 
water tCJnperature on the n1aximal relative 
photosynthetic rate 
III the photosynthetic rate at 0 0 C 
III the al101netric base of the relationship 
The coeffi cients for the calculation of the 
effects of \\"ater velocity on the relative 
photosyntheti crate 
ill the effect of water velocity when velocity 
is zero 
121 the coefficient of half saturation 
The \"'eights for the resistive combinations 
of the abiotic effects on the relative photo-
synthetiC' rate 
ill the weight for the limiting nutrient 
121 the weight for water veloctiy 
131 the weight for solar radiation 
g/(m)2 
(day) 
ft/sec 
.59 
1. 066 
.28 
The coefficients for the calculation of the effects 
of water velocity on the relative rate of scour 
(I) the rate when the water velocity is zero mg/(m)2 .00322 
(day) 
(2) the linear coefficient (mgl;1ft) I .00000424 
(m )(day) 
rhe swit('"hf"~ for the execution of the simu-
lation 
(1) the type of combination of the abiotic 
factors that effect the relative photo-
synthetic rate 
1 = parallel resistance, 2 = multipticative, 
3 = minima 
(sec) 
(2) the number of days past 1 April when the days 
peak, spring run-off occurs 
The number of steps in the numerical scheme 20 
of integrations 
The difference between the time .of highest, hours 
daily water temperature and noon 
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the observed data (Figure C-2). The final estimates 
of the manipulated coefficients are found in Table 
C-2. 
Macroinvertebrate Submodel 
General 
The physiologic and behavioral processes that 
are described in Chapter III were transformed into 
the submodel of communal, macroinvertibrate 
dynamics. The processes of communal dynamics 
were coded in FORTRAN IV for implementation 
on the EAI 590 computer. The identifiers, 
corresponding variables, and definitions are shown 
in Table C-3. A schematic diagram of the 
instantaneous dynamics of this submodel is shown 
in Figure C-3. 
Because the data collected on the macroinver-
tebrate community in Spawn Creek was inadequate 
the submodel could not be adequately calibrated. 
However, this submodel was included because it 
)0-
a:: 
o 
f/) 
~ 5 
a:: (!) 
IZI 
provides essential links in the flow of energy 
through the trophic levels of the aquatic ecosystem. 
A process similar to calibration was used to provide 
estimates of the coefficients in this submodel. The 
approximate values of the state variables on 
October 1, 1973 were set as initial conditions. The 
sub model parameters were adjusted until the 
predicted levels of the state variables for October 1, 
1974 approached the values of a year earlier. The 
fmal coefficient values used in the simulations are 
listed in Table C-4. 
This procedure gave a gross, empirical 
approximation to the actual levels of standing 
crops of macroinvertebrates with respect to time. 
However, these approximations did provide for 
ingestion by fish, predation of algae, and a 
continuity of energy flow through the system. 
The macroinvertebrate submodel consists of 
subroutines GROMOR, DRIFT, TRAN, and 
ING EST. These subroutines can be found in the 
listing of BIOL at the end of this appendix. 
+ 
+ 
IZJ 0 30 N 60 D 92' J 121Z1 F 150 M 180 A 210 M 2Lt1Z1 J 270 J 3fZIZJ A 330 s 360 332l 
PLOT 1 DAYS I MONTHS 
Figure C-2. A plot of both the observed days/months and simulated levels of biomass of the perlphyton 
community as a function of time. 
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""" 
""" U1 
Table C-3. A list of definitions of the identifiers that are used in the routines that compose the macroinvertebrate submodel (GROMOR, DRIFT, 
TRAN), The corresponding representations from the text of this chapter, the units of measurement, and the citations for the sources of the 
values of these variables that were used in the execution of the model are included when appropriate. 
Identifiers 
BUGN(5,4) 
BUGW(5,4) 
BWNC(S) 
CASI5,4) 
CDD(S,4) 
CDI(S) 
CDR·l, 
CDS,5,-I,21 
CDT'::;, 4,-+1 
Var:ables 
Z 
n 
z-
w, 
z 
w 
P 
sn 
x 
P
Cx 
P
ex 
P
dnx 
P 
ds:,,: 
Z 
sqt 
Definitions 
The daily density of the IJth cohort 
The daily mean weight of an individual from the IJth 
cohort. 
The mean weight of a hatching individual from the Ith 
group 
The extreme air temperature for 100 percent survival 
of emerging adults and the rates of mortality above 
and below these limits for the Ith group 
(1,1' the lower limit for 100 percent survival 
(1,2) the upper limit for 100 percent survival 
(1,4) = the relative rate of mortality below the 
lower limit 
(1,3) = the water temperature where sU'rvival 
is a percent beyond the upper limit 
The threshold in degree-days of water temperature 
or in a limit of the mean weight of the individual 
for the transfer of the IJth cohort 
The coefficients for the calculation of the daily con-
centration of ditritu5 
(l) the intercept of the yearly function of 
detrital concentration given time from 
I October 
(2) the slope of the yearly function of detrital 
concentration given time from 1 October 
: ~J thL ....r..:.plitudc 01 thL ci<.:asond.l a.illpL;i~r Lo 
the above function 
(4) the phasing of the seasonal fluctuations in 
the above function 
(5) the frequency of the seasonal fluctuations in 
the above function 
The relative weights for the resistive combination of 
the factors that influence the percentage of the returning 
portion of the drift-exposed macroinvertebrate drift 
(lithe weight for the affect of the size of the 
standing crop 
(l) the weight for the affect of the \"elocity of 
the stream 
The coefficients for the calculation of the daily effect 
()f standing crop on the percentage of the JJth cohort 
that is exposed to the drift 
II, J, 11 the carrying capacity for the standing crop 
1[, J, II the demoninator of the slope of the function 
\vhen 50 percent of the standing crop is drift 
exposed (the numerator is the standing 
crop) 
Units 
#/m 
°c 
°c 
°c 
2 
°C, g 
g/m l 
g/m2 
g/(m l ) (days) 
g'ILI 
days 
days 
2 
.: /n1
2 
'/m 
The coefficients for the> calculation of the effect of inCipient °c 
transfer on the percentage of the 1Jth cohort that is r:Iaily 
exposed to the drift 
II, J. 11 the mainlOJll point in degree-days or in 
nlean \':cight of the individual where the 
transfer induces r!rift-exposure is 100 
percent of the sta1 ding crop. 
(I, J, 2) the rate of the increase in the percentage 
of the transfer induced drift-exposed 
Dortior) nf the standing crop. 
.~, thr· raU' of decline in the percentage nf thE" 
transfer-induced drift exposed portion of 
the standi ng crop 
JI. J, 4) the minimum percentage of drift-exposure 
to the standing crop 
O'xc'IOO 
======================================================= 
lrlentifiers 
c'DV(S,4,2) 
CDW(3) 
,-EXUVA(S) 
CGT(S,4,3) 
('fG(r;.4.Z) 
-\1N(S, 4) 
CSV(5,4,21 
('TRI5,4) 
"YP(5,ll 
'EGD.';,-II 
".FDHABI5,4) 
f:ILL(S,41 
J":K(S,4) 
KTRANS(S,4) 
Variables 
P dv 
x 
P d 
x 
F
iax 
P i O
x 
p" ) 
P('V
x 
P 
sq 
p 
g" 
I 
"'It 
Definitions 
The coefficients for the calculations of the effect of 
water velocity on the percentage of the Ijth cohort 
that is daily exposed to the drift 
(I, J, I) the velocity below which the current 
has no effect on drift. 
(I, J, 2) the relati ve rate of increase in the 
percentage of the drift-exposed portion 
of the standing crop above the above 
threshold 
The relative weights for the resistive combination 
of the factors that influence the percentage of the 
percentage of the standing crop that is drift exposed. 
(I) The weight for the effect of incipient transfer 
(2) The weight for the effect of size of the standing 
crop 
(3) The weight for the effect of the water velocity 
The percentage of the mean weight of the individual 
retained during transfer among cohorts in the Ith group 
The coefficients for the calculation of the daily effect 
of water temperature on the metabolic rate of an 
individual in the IJth cohort. 
(I, J, I) the rate coefficient 
(I, J, Z) the water temperature where the rate is 
optimal 
(I,J,3) the JTaximal water temperature where 
the rate is still grater than zero 
The coeff~cients for the calculation of tl.p daih" effect 
of the availability of food on the rate of ingestion by 
an individual in the lJth .:chort 
(I, J, I) the maximal rate of ingestion as a per-
centage of the mean weight of the in-
dividual 
II, J, 2) the rate coefficient 
The percentage of the ingested materials that are 
dai.ly assimilatE'd by an individual in the IJth cohort 
The coefficients for the calculation of the daily effect 
of thE" \.\·ater VE"locity of the percentage of thE' drift-
exp()seo portion of the IJth cohort that returns 
II. J, I) thE' \"elocity below which all the drift-
exposed portion of the standing crop 
rE"turns 
fI, J, 2\ thE' rate of decrea~e in the perC'entage of 
returning drift-t·xposcd standing ("rop 
Th£" \\.·ater tc:"nlpcrature below which n0 developn1E'nt 
towards trar.sfer occurs in the IJth cohort 
Th(' cOE'fficients for the calculation of the reproducth'e 
SUCCt~SS in the Ith cohort 
II. II the averagE' fecundity per adult (males and 
females) 
d,ll the nlininHln1 nUI11iH'l' ,f ('!.!:l2,S 
The (·unluld.ti\-(~ sunl 'In decrcC'-(lav<, (\1 ·,.'·att' h'!'''p('r 
ature for the transfer of the lJth cohort 
The switches for the> rleternlination of the food hahits 
of the IJth cohort 
I ~ herbivory Z ':: carnivory 3 = anni\."ory 
The switche s for the determination of the suseptihility 
of the IJth cohort to predation 
1 :: suseptihle, 0 = not suseptible 
The switches for the determination of the queving for 
the transfer of the IJth cohort 
I = queved 0 = previously transferred 
The switches for the determination of the type of 
comparison for the transfer of the IJth cohort 
1 = the mean weight of the individual, 0 0 degree-days 
Units 
ft/sec. 
O~x ~ 100 
°c 
°c 
O::X~ 100 
O~ x~ 100 
ft/sec. 
DC 
"c 
CQ 
\ 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
/" 
I 
Z 
n 
z-
w 
I ~ \ 
\ Pcp'. \ 3.46 
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Figure C-3. A flow diagram of the instantaneous dynamics of macrolnvertebrate submodel of BIOL. 
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o SOURCE OR SINK 
o AUXILLIARY VARIABLE 
D PROCESS IN A LOOP 
Table C-4. The values for the arrays and scalars that represent the coefficients in the sub model of macro-
invertebrate communal dynamics in DIOL. Values were obtained directly or calculated from 
information gleaned from the citations. When values have no corresponding citation, these 
values were obtained vis observational data or model calibration procedures. 
Iden tifiersa Stoneflies Coddisflies Baetids Mayflies Midges Citations 
BWNC .00025 .0001 .000003 .000025 .000001 
CAS 0, 10,20,.2 0, 15,25, .2 7,17,27,2 7, 17,27, .2 10,20,30, .2 Nebeker, 1971; 
Lemkuhl, 1972. 
CDD 660 310 150 175 45 Gaufin, 1973; 
.00017 .0007 300 800 .000018 Nebeker, 1971; 
.0016 .017 200 1000 .0004 Wlosinski, 1974 
0 0 450 0 0 
CDS 0 0 0 0 0 
800 4800 4000 4000 65,000 
30 850 12,500 550 18,500 
0 0 2,500 0 0 
CDT 0,0,0,0 0,0,0,0 0,0,0,0 0,0,0,0 0,0,0,0 
.0002, .00017 .001, .0007 235,200 1000,900 .00002, .000018 
.00024, .1 .0013, .1 255, .25 1100, .2 .000023, .15 
.002, .0015 .025, .017 500,430 1500, 1400 .0003, .00026 
.0025, .05 .028, .05 550, .2 1575, .1 .0004, .1 
0,0,0,0 0,0,0,0 700,630 0,0,0,0 0,0,0,0 
750, .15 
CDV 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 
3.5,1 3, 1.5 2.9,2 3.1, 1.5 3, 1.5 
4, .5 3.5, .5 3.1,1.5 3.3, 1 3.2, I 
0,0 0,0 3.3, 1 0,0 0,0 
CEXUVA .9 .9 .9 .9 .9 Wlosinski, 1974 
CGT 0,0,0 0,0,0 0,0,0 0,0,0 0,0,0 Gaufin,1973; 
.4, 11,9.5 .7,14,12 .3,13,10 1,13,10 .35,14, 10 Lemkuhl, 1972 
.5, 14,8 .7, 17, 10 .65,14, 10 .4,13.5,10 .5, 14, 10 
0,0,0 0,0,0 .6,11.75,10.5 0,0,0 0,0,0 
CIG 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 Cummins, 1973b 
.65,1.3 1, .013 1 ;25. 2;6 1,2.6 1.25,2.6 
.6, 1.3 .5, .005 1,2.6 .7, .005 1,2.6 
0,0 0,0 .75,2.6 0,0 0,0 
CMN 0 0 
° 
0 0 Teal, 1957 
.15 .1 .11 .13 .19 
.36 .15 .42 .19 .14 
0 0 .11 0 0 
CSV 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 
1,5,5 2,5 1,5,5 2.5,5.5 2,5.5 
2,5.5 2,5,6 2,5,5,5 2.5,5.5 2,5.5 
0,0 0,0 2,5,5.5 0,0 0,0 
CTR 4 4 3 6.3 6 
0 0 
° 
0 0 
0 ·0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 
° 
0 
Cyp 35,0 35,0 30,0 25,0 5,0 Davis, 1965; Sadler, 
1935. 
DEGD 0 0 0 0 
° 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 
° 
0 0 0 
KFDHAB 0 0 0 0 0 Chapman, & Demory, 
3 1 1 1 1 1963; Kajak & Ward, 
2 3 1 1 1 1968; Mimshall, 1969; 
0 0 1 0 0 Sadler, Slack, 1936; 
Usinger, 1935. 
KILL 0 0 0 0 0 Chapmen & Demory, 
0 0 1 1 1 1963; Kajak & Warda, 
0 0 1 
° 
1 1968; Minshall, 1967; 
0 0 0 0 0 Sadler, 1935; Slack, 
1936, Usinger, 1935. 
KTRANS 0 0 0 0 0 Gaufin, 1972; 
1 1 0 0 1 Nebekar,1971; 
0 0 0 0 0 Stanford, 1973. 
Boling et aI., 1975. 
CDR 1, 1 
CDW 2, 1, 1 
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Fish Submodel 
General 
The appropriate equations from Chapter III 
were coded in FORTRAN IV to form the submodel 
of communal dynamics of the fish community in 
Spawn Creek. Table C-5 provides identifiers, units 
and definitions for the variables within this 
submodel. Figure C-4 represents the instantaneous 
communal dynamics of the fish community. 
Values for these variables were obtained either 
from the literature or were derived through a 
calibration process. Those constants from the 
literature were either taken directly or were 
calculated from information in the pUblications. In 
both cases, the values were later refined through 
the calibration process. 
The subroutines comprising this submodel 
include INGEST, SPAWN, FUNCTION NIMROD 
(I), FUNCTION RESP (I,J), FUNCTION ASSIM 
(I,J), and EM'ERGE. These subroutines are found 
in the listing of BIOL (List C -1) at the end of this 
appendix. 
SubmodelcaUbration 
The calibration process for this submodel was 
similar to the process that was used for the 
periphytal submodel. This fish submodel was 
calibrated simultaneously with the other submodels 
of BIOL by singularly and then plurally changing 
the values of the coefficients until a quasi-optimal 
solution was attained. This solution was sought by 
comparing the output of the model from the 
calibration executions against the values of 
observed data from Spawn Creek. When the above 
output came within ± 20 percent of the observed 
data on a point to point basis, an adequate solution 
was assumed to have been achieved. (Figures C-5 
through C-9.) 
The observed data points were actually 
calculated from the equations on the density and 
mean weight of the individual for the different year 
classes of fish in Tables 5.7,5.8, and 5.12. These 
time-dependent equations were used to generate 
weekly estimates of biomass from October 1, 1973, 
to September 31, 1974. These estimates were then 
reduced from wet weights to dry weights (dry 
weight is 15 percent of wet weight; Love, 1957). 
The different year classes were combined to form 
the three subgroups; eggs, juveniles, and adults; 
for the three groups; brook, brown, and cutthroat 
trout. Transfer between contiguous subgroups 
occurred in each group at different times of the 
year. The year class constituency of each subgroup 
would differ before and after the instant of 
transfer. The temperature occrued as a degree-days 
beyond a certain date until a specific threshold was 
reached. The cohort then transferred and the 
configuration of year class constituents changed for 
each subgroup. 
Since no time-dependent equations were 
available for the juveniles of brown trout or the 
subgroups of eggs for any species, no observed data 
points were calculated in the above manner for 
these subgroups. For the subgroups of eggs only 
the estimated biomass of deposited eggs and 
emerging fry were available. For the subgroup of 
juvenile brown trout, no points were available. 
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Because the populations of fish were not 
homogeneously distributed throughout the entire 
stream and the simulated area consisted of only the 
lower 1.2 km of the stream, certain changes in the 
observed data points were made because the 
equations in Table 5.13 were based on the 
populations offish in the lower 2.8 km. No changes 
were made in the data points for brown trout, since 
these animals were never found farther than SOO m 
above the tish trap. No changes were made for the 
cutthroat trout though they did move into the 
upper 1.6 km of stream beyond the simulated area, 
because the numbers that did migrate were small in 
relation to those that did not. However, since the 
predominant segment of the brook trout popula-
tion was above the simulated area and only a small 
segment resided below, the observed biomass for 
the appropriate subgroup were reduced to the 
average percentage of biomass that usually 
occurred in the simulated area (20 percent). No 
movement by these trout across the boundary into 
or out of the simulated area was found. The initial 
biomass of all the subgroups was obtained from the 
observed points. The density and mean weight of 
the individual of each subgroup on October 1, 
1973, were input to BIOL for each calibration 
execution. 
Even a casual glance at Figures C-5 to C-9 
shows that quite often the simulated points were 
not within an interval of ± 20 percent of the 
corresponding observed point. On all occasions 
when such was the case, the observed data were in 
error. 
In the plot for the subgroup of brown trout 
adults there is a rather uniform displacement 
between the two lines. This displacement is the 
result of the immigration of spawning adults in 
October. This phenomenon was incorporated into 
the model, but not into the time-dependent 
function of density for that subgroup. 
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Table C-S. A list of definitions of the identiirers that are used in the routine that compose the fish submodel (NIMROD, SPAWN, RESP, ASSIM, MORT, 
EMERGE). The corresponding representatives, from the text of this chapter and the units of measurements are included when appropriate. 
Identifer Variable 
BUGD(5,4) Z(m) bd
t 
CASSIM(3, 2, 2) 
CEATFA(6) P io 
CEATM(6) P iw 
CEATT(6,31 Pia 
x 
CFEl.],;13, ~, P 
gx 
CFECR(3) 
CFECS(31 
CMOR TC(3, 2, 2) P nc 
C1\10RTF13,21 
C;"'lORTT 
(3,3,31 
x 
P nfx 
P nax 
Definitions 
The biomass of the IJth subgroup of macroinvertebrate that 
is exposed at some time during the day in the simulated 
area to drift and subsequent predations by fish 
The coefficients for the calculations of the daily effect of 
water temperature on the efficiency of as simulation by 
an individual in the ambulatory subgroups 
(I, J ,I) the maximal efficiency of assimilation 
II, J, 2) the temperature of water where the 
efficiency of assimilation begins to fall 
from the maximal level 
The coefficients for the calculations of the daily effect of 
food availability on the rate of ingestion by the individual 
in the ambulatory subgroups 
(I) - (3) the rate coefficients 
(41- (6) the rate coefficients of too adult subgroups 
The maximal daily rate of ingestions as a fraction of the 
mean weight by the individual of ambulatory subgroups 
(ll- (3) the rate for the juvenile subgroups 
(41- (6) the rate for the adult subgroups 
The coefficients for the calculation of the dady effect of 
the water temperature on the rate of ingestion by the 
individual in the an"lbulatory subgroups 
(I, I) the rate coefficient 
(1,2) the water temperature where the rate is optimal 
1I,31 the maximum water temperature where the rate 
is still greater than zero, 
:t> nefliclents for the calculation of the daily effect 
of the mean individual weight of the individual on the 
fecundity of the adults in the Ith group 
(I, I) the initial fecundity of the individual 
(1,2) the allometric rate coefficient 
The mean radius of the eggs in the Ith group 
Units 
g dry wt m 
O:!Oc:!OI, °c 
0:5 c:!O I 
°c 
°c 
The portion of the adults in the Ith group that are females 0:5 c< I 
The coefficients for the calculation of the daily effect 
of condition on the survival of the individual in the IJth 
ambulatory subgroup 
(I, J, I) the amplitude in the seasonal fluctuation 
of the portion of the relative rate of mort-
ality due to health of the individual 
(I, J, 2) the phasing of these fluctuations days 
The coefficients for tm calculation of the daily effect 
of angling on the survival of the individual adult in the 
Ith group 
(I, I) the initial conditions of the fishing pressure on 
the opening weekend 
(I, 2) the rate coefficient 
The coefficients for the calculation of the daily effect of 
water temperature on the survival of the individual in 
the IJth subgroup 
(I, J, I) the relative rate of mortality at the freezing 
point of water 
(I, J, 2) the linear coefficient term in the parabolic 
relationship 
(I, J, 3) the quadriatic coefficient term in the para-
bolic relationship 
Identifier 
CMOf\'!13,) 
-2 
CPREF 
(6,15) 
CRESPE 
CRESPT 
13,21 
CRESPV 
(3,2, ,) 
CRESPW 
(3,2\ 
ODD (11 
FEArS Il,ll 
FISHN 13, 31 
FISHW 3, 11 
HATCH, II 
IBOllND 121 
IDD (3) 
ISWI 
LAYEGG(3) 
SURMAT(6,15) 
Variables 
P 
nv 
x 
P 
n 
xy 
P 
ra 
P 
rv 
x 
P 
rw 
Z 
n 
i',.;, 
Zf 
S 
xy 
Definitions 
The coefficients for the calculation of the daily effect of 
water velocity on the survival of the individual in the 
lJth subgroup 
(I, J, I) the maximal relative rate of mortality due to 
velocity 
(I, J, 2) the slope of the function where the relative 
rate is 50 percent of the maximum 
(I, J, 3) the water velocity where 50 percent of the 
maximum relative rate of mortality is 
reached 
The preferences of the fish for the ingestion of 
macroinvertebrate expressed as the expected portion 
of a stomach of an indi vidual juvenile or adult fish 
that is compnsed hy some biomass of a particular, 
macroinvertebrate subgroup 
(1) the index for the appropriate subgroup of fish 
(Jl the index for thE' appropraite subgroup of 
macroinvertebrate 
The estimated portion of the day that is spent in feeding 
behavior for all ambulatory subgroups 
fhe coefficients for the calculation of the daily effect of 
water temperature on the respiration of an individual 
in the IJth ambulatory subgroup (QIO) 
The coefficients for the calculation of the daily effect of 
water velocity on the respiration of an individual in the 
lJth ambulatory subgroup 
(I,J, 11 the active metabolic rate 
II, J, 2) the slope of the functi on at 50 percent of the 
active n1etabolic rate 
rT. ',11 the water \'eloc:ty where 50 percent of thf> 
active rnetabolic rate is reached 
The allometric rate coefficien1s for the calculation of 
the daily effects of the mean weight of individuals in the 
IJth ambulatory subgroup 
The cumulative sum of degree-days of water tenlperature 
from a point specified by the user as the initiation of 
spawning behavior by the adults in the Jth group 
The daily, ingested biomass by lJth ambulatory subgroup 
The daily density of the lJth subgroup 
rhe daily. mean weight of an individual fronl the IJth 
subgroup 
l'he cumulative sunl in degree-days of water temperature 
from the point of the deposition of eggs in the Ith group 
The limits of the angling season 
(I) the start of the season 
(2) the end of the season 
The date past October I in the execution when the spawing 
behavior is initiated for the Ith group 
The switch that controls the presence or absence of 
fishing mortality 
ISWI = a denotes no fishing 
ISWI > a denotes and controls the amount of fishing 
The amount of degree-day accummulation of water tt'mp-
erature for the spawning consumation in the Ith group 
The matrix of survivals of the Jth subgroups of macro-
invertebrate from the Singular predration by the Ith 
ambulatory subgroups of fish. 
Units 
feet! sec 
a < c ~ I 
o < c 
mg0 2 'kg. fish 
mQ'f1 2 'kg-,fishl 
!t>(·t .;;ec 
r"f"er ~('( 
o 
c: 
g dry wt 
g dry wt 
°c 
days 
days 
days 
days 
days 
°c 
0::; c~ 1 
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Figure C-5. Brown trout adults. 
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Figure C-6. Cutthroat trout JuvenUes. 
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Figure C-7. Cutthroat trout adults. 
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Figure C-8. Brook troutJuvenlles. 
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Figure e·9. Brook trout adults. 
In the plot for the subgroups of juvenile 
cutthroat trout, the two lines exhibit opposite 
slopes after the first week in Iuly. This discrepancy 
is present because the methods used to mimic the 
downstream migration of this subgroup in the 
calculation of the time-dependent function of 
density were in error. In the calculation of the 
forementioned function the rate of immigration 
was assumed to be proportional to the density of 
the subgroup of that time. 'Since this migration is 
more modal than continuous (Figure C-10), the 
density-denpendent function evacuates animals 
from the stream too soon, before they have a 
chance to grow. This discrepancy is not seen before 
April because the immigration in this subgroup 
from the season before has ceased to be a factor in 
their dynamics. The sharp drop in biomass in early 
Iuly for the simulated line was a manifestation of 
the emergence from the gravel of a new year class 
and the subsequent transfer between the appropri-
ate subgroups. 
In the plot of adult cutthroat trout the 
simulated line drops abruptly away from the 
observed points just before the first of Iune. This 
divergence is due to the inability of the trigonomet-
ric components in the time-dependent functions of 
density and growth to exhibit the abrupt dynamics 
that occur in the fish community from spawning 
activities, such as migration, immediate egg 
deposition, etc. 
In the following plot of brook trout juveniles, 
great discrepancies are shown. Although the 
observed line is in error, its not because the 
calculations are wrong, but because the manner in 
which the brook trout popUlation was proportioned 
, between the simulated area and other parts of the 
stream was in error. The calculations of observed 
data did not consider differential growth between 
said areas. Because the simulated area of Spawn 
Creek is farther away from the main spring source 
and has less vegetative canopy to shade it, the water 
temperature of the simulated area is lower in the 
winter months. Since the growth of brook trout is 
dependent on temperature (Lagler, 1967) and the 
predominant segment of the brook trout popula-
tion was in the warmer water, the growth equation 
would be biased with regard to the fish outside of 
the simulated area. In cold water, as that found in 
the simulated area, the growth of brook trout 
should have ceased as predicted by the model. The 
sharp, stair-step declines that OCCt· r in the 
simulated line are caused by the immigration of a 
single individual. 
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The only discrepancy between the lines in the 
plot of adult brook trout occurs aft:~r the middle of 
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WEEKS / MONTHS (Nov. 21, 1973 to Nov. 20, 1974) 
Figure C-I0. Emigration of the 1974 cutthroat trout year class In numbers/week, as measured with the 
trap on Spawn Creek. 
April. This discrepancy was due to the maturation 
and subsequent transfer of juvenile brook trout. 
The errors in the observed points in the previous 
plot cause the individual juveniles to be larger than 
they should be, and when the juveniles tranfer into 
the adult subgroup, they bring this bias with them. 
The differential in water temperatures 
between the simulated and upper areas did not 
seem to affect the congruency of the simulated and 
observed data points in this last plot as it did in the 
plot of the subgroup .of juveniles. Although water 
temperature also affects the growth in adults, the 
stresses of the autumnal reproduction of the adults 
appears to negate the affect of higher temperatures 
throughout the winter. Therefore, the observed 
points are more consistent with a reduced potential 
for growth in the winter. The values for the 
coefficients that were obtained and/or refined via 
the literature and/or the calibration process are 
listed in Table C-6. 
The Biological Package 
The three, previously described submodels of 
the dynamics of the periphytal, macroinvertebrate, 
and fish communities were combined with I/O 
routines, an operational control algorithm, and 
debugging options to create the computer program 
BIOL. BIOL was designed as a model of an aquatic 
ecosystem in a small mountain watershed. BIOL 
initiates execution of October 1 to be compatible 
with the hydrologic model, and proceeds daily 
toward termination. This program was coded in 
FORTRAN IV and implemented on the EAI S90 
, Hybrid Computing System. 
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INPUT: Cards (DATAIN) 
BIOL requires input information from a card 
deck, a magnetic tape, and a teletype. Card input 
contains the names of files on the magnetic tape 
and the parameters for the various calculations 
within BIOL. The files on tape contain input data 
of the external factors required by the various 
equations within BIOL, and provide off-line 
storage for the daily output. Teletype commands 
provide information for the proper execution of 
BIOL and the frequency and regularity of the 
interim reports on the line printer during 
execution. 
The first two cards of the input deck contain 
two data records. Each record is read via a 
(3A2, 14) format; the first three fields in this 
format correspond to the name of a file on 
Table C-6. The values for the arrays and scaIan that represent the coefficients In the submodel of flsh 
communal dynamics In BIOL. The value with citations were obtained directly or calculated 
from information gleaned from these citations and then refined by the calibration process. 
Those values without citations were, either obtained from observational data and then refined 
or were totally obtained via the model calibration process. 
Identifiers 
CASSIM 
CEATFA 
CEATM 
CEATT 
CFECE 
CFECR 
CFECS 
CMORTC 
CMORTF 
CMORTT 
CMORTV 
CRESPT 
CRESPV 
CRESPW 
IDD 
LAYEGG 
NOYOLK 
CRESPE 
IBOUND 
Brown trout 
. 75, 9 
.8, 8 
1.5 
.8 
.28 
.17 
2, 12, 11 
.5, 16, 13 
.12687, 1. 544 
.245 
.5 
.0015, 106 
.0013, 106 
1. 052, .05061 
.025 •. oor;. 
.0005 
.0005, .0001. 
.00001 
.0004, .00008 
. 000004 
.02, I, 2.3 
.02, I, 2.5 
.0008, I, 3 
2.1 
2.4 
.45, I, .225 
.5, I, .25 
.877 
.877 
272 
486 
• 16 
152, 234 
Identifier: CPREF(I, J) Citation: 
Cutthroat trout 
.7, 11 
.85, 5 
1.5 
.25 
.16 
1. 75, 12, 10.5 
I, 16, 12 
207. 324, • 3333 
.235 
· 5 
.015, 106 
· 0085, 224 
4.271 •. Ob584 
.05, .00055, 
.0003 
.0006, .00012, 
.000012 
.00004, .000008 • 
.0000004 
.28, I, 2.3 
.02, I, 2.5 
· 00000 I, 1. 3 
2.5 
2.5 
.45, I, .225 
.4, I, .2 
.75 
183 
334 
393 
Elliott, 1967; Griffith, 
Brook trout 
.75 • 
.75, 
1.5 
.75 
.4 
.1 
2, 12, II 
.65, 15. II 
3.9, 1. 076 
.216 
· 5 
0, 106 
.006,106 
2. 1198, .05Hll 
Citations 
Kinne, 1'160; 
Warren and Davis, 19(J7 
Power 
Power 
El rown, 1957 
McFeddcn ct. al .• 19b5; 
ROllsenfell, I q57 
Wyrlowski and Cooper, 1 C)G2 
McFedden ct .• ai, 1')u5 
R"uscnf~lI, 1957 
Carlandcr. IYb9 
.045 •. U09, AIl"n. 1"51: 
· 0009 Ball and Cope. I q 61; 
.00001, .000001. McFadlc<l. 1<)[·1 
.000000 I 
.0005, .000 II, 
· D00006 
· 02. I, 2.3 
.005. I, 2.5 
.0005, I, 3 
2.2 
1. 85 
.4, I, .2 
.3, I, • 125 
1. 114 
.82 
299 
595 
1974 
Bpanlish, 19/)4; 
13la>Cter, I <)I,q 
Beamish, 1964; 
Dwyer, 1969 
Basu. 1959; 
Dwyer, 196,) 
Basu, 1')59; 
Beamish, 1964 
Embody, 1934; 
Merrinlan, 1935 
I = H II of fish cohorts, J = 1~ fI of macroinvertebrate cohorts 
,1355 .0764 
.0667 .1148 .2623 .2486 .0984 
0 
.3622 .1591 .1119 .003 .1161 0 .1809 .0668 
0 
.3322 .1891 .1119 
.003 .1161 0 .1809 
.0668 
0 
.097 .0854 .0154 
.0162 .0308 
.7091 .0154 0 
.0308 
.16 
.1431 .4051 .0361 .21 .0368 
.0071 
.3578 
.2902 .0019 .0019 
.1421 .1022 .0045 0 
0 0 
.1 
a The values that are stored in arrays FNAME, FISHN, and FISHW are located in Table 9. 
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magnetic tape and the last to the octal representa-
tion of the 110 unit that will service the input of 
that file. The first card of this couplet should 
contain the name of the file that holds the daily 
values of the exogenous variables; the second card 
should contain the name of the file that will be 
filled with the daily values of the state variables 
from BIOL. 
The remaining cards of the deck should 
contain alphanumeric strings, coefficients, swit-
ches, and thresholds. The queue of the identifiers 
that represent these variables is outlined in Table 
C-7. This list is read from left to right and from top 
to bottom of the page within a single routine 
(Subroutine DATAIN Listing C-l). The alpha-
numeric, floating-point, and integer variables are 
input via formats with the construction of 24A 1, 
6X, (2FI0.0), (8FI0.0), and (8110) respectively. 
Figure C-l1 displays the input deck in an expanded 
fashion as another representation of the configura-
tion of the card input. 
INPUT: CIarlf1catlon of the Input 
of coemcients for arrays 
Many of the identifiers in Table C-7 
correspond to arrays and as such have an internal 
hierarchy. Since these hierarchies are not readily 
discernible from this discussion further clarifica-
tion of the structure of the card input as it relates to 
arrays is needed. 
Those identifiers that represent arrays can 
best be viewed as vectors and multi-dimensional 
matrices whose indices represent and define the 
size of their respective dimensions. An example is 
the array that is represented by the identifier 
(BUGN(I,J); this array can be visualized as a 
matrix that is composed 'of the elements bij as 
follows: 
b u b12 b13 b1" b21 b22 b23 b2" 
b31 b32 b 33 b34 
b"l b..z be b"" . 
1)51 b52 b 53 b M 
The rows of the above matrix contain elements that 
correspond to the different cohorts within a single 
group, and the columns contain the elements that 
correspond to the same cohort in different groups. 
Not all of the arrays have this configuration. Often 
each cohort or each group in an array must be 
described by a small list of coefficients to 
adequately provide the information about a process 
in the model that the cohort or group utilizes. For 
instance, all cohorts of fish undergo temperature-
dependent mortality. The identifier CMORTT 
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(I,J,K) contains the information for this ghenome-
non about the Jth cohort of fish in the It group in 
K elements. Each element in the Kth dimension 
stores a numerical value in the quadratic 
relationship of the relative rate of mortality to the 
singular effect of water temperature. Many 
situations like the above occur and are listed in 
Table C-8 in a hierarchial scheme. 
All arrays that have indices which correspond 
to groups and/or cohorts may have the sizes of 
these dimensions specified by the user prior to 
execution. The size of the dimension for groups is 
whatever number of such assemblages the user 
wishes; however, the size of the dimension for 
cohorts is determined by the largest number of 
cohorts for any group. If the number of cohorts per 
group varies among groups, some cohorts in some 
groups wi1l be superfluous to the interests of the 
user. Even so data fields must be provided for them 
on the input records. The calculations that pertain 
to these cohorts will be automatically skipped by 
BIOL. 
Because certain physiological processes are 
not encountered by certain cohorts in all groups in 
a given submodel, the program excludes all 
calculations that pertain to these processes for the 
appropriate cohorts. Because of these omissions, 
the dimensions that correspond to the number of 
cohorts in a group in an array that deals with such 
a process is adjusted accordingly. For instance, 
since the model ignores the respiration of fish eggs 
in the dfinamics of the larval cohorts, the sizes of 
their It , Jth, and Kth dimensions arrays of the 
CRESPT (I,J) CRESPW (I,J), and CRESPV 
(I,J,K) are one element smaller than the number of 
cohorts per group just described. In this situation 
the program automatically handles the shift to a 
smaller-sized dimension in its calculations, and no 
data fields for these cohorts are needed in the input 
deck. 
Since the routine that handles the ingestion by 
fish temporarily rearranges the storage of certain 
state and temporary variables through EQUI-
V ALENCE statements, the equations that describe 
the physiological processes surrounding ingestion 
require the storage of their coefficients to be 
conducted differently than those previously men-
tioned. The arrays that are named CEATFA, 
CEA TM, CEA TT, and CPREF have their cohorts 
listed in contiguous fashion; the columns are 
placed end to end in a single vector in the following 
manner: 
Table C-7. The queue of the array and scalar identities that represent the appropriate alphanumeric 
strings, coemcienis, switches, and thresholds In the Input deck for BIOL. 
READC6,7~) AREA,BI,PAR(1',PAR(2),TSTEP,TTIME 
READ(6,7C) (C010),1=1,5) 
READ(6,7VJ) CPLBH 
READ(6,7~) «CPLCPCI,J),J=1,2),I=1,2) 
READCn,7~) (CPLFDCI"I~1,3) 
READC6,7(i}) CPLFL 
READ(6,7~) CPLFN(1),CPLFN(2) 
READ(6,70) CCPLFP(I),I=1,4) 
READC6,7~) CPLFR 
READ(6,70) CPLFT(1)tCPLFT(~) 
READ(6,70) CPLFV(1),CPLFVC2) 
READC6,70) (CPLRS(I),I=1,3) 
READC6,70) CPLSC(1),CPLSC(2) 
REA D C 6,8 CJ) tl C H R T a, (N 8 U G C I) , I = 1 , N C H R T 8) , N C H RTF, (N f ISh CI) , I:: 1 , N C H RTF 
1 ) 
DO 3 I=l,NCHRTB 
K=NBUG(I) 
DO 3 J=1,K 
READC6,60) (BNAME(I,J,L),L=1,24),BUGNCI,J),BUGW(I,J) 
3 CONTINUE 
READC6,70) (BWNC(I),I=1,5) 
READCS,70) CCCASCI,J),J c l,4),r=1,5) 
READC6,70) ((CDDCI,J),J=1,4),r=Q,5) 
READ (6,70) COR (1) , CDR (2) 
READ(6,7m) (CCCDS(I,J,K),K=1,2),J;:1,4),I~1,5' 
READC6,70) (CCCDTCI,J,K"K=1,4),Jul,4),I~1,5) 
READC6,70) CCCCDVCI,J,K),K=1,2),J=1,4),r=1,5) 
READC6,70) (CDW(I),I=1,3) 
READ(6,70) (CEXUVACI),I c l,5) 
READC6,70) (C(CGTCI,J,K),K=1,3),J=1,4),I=1,5) 
REAO(6,70) C((CIG(I,J,K"K=1,2)lJ=1,4),I~1,5) 
READ(6,70) ((CMNCI,J),J=1,4),r=1,S) 
READC6,7~) (((CSV(I,J,K),K=1,2),J=1,4),I~1,5) 
READC6,70) CCCTR(I,J),J=1,4),I~1,5) 
READ(6,7~) CCYP(I,1),CYPCI,2),!~1,5) 
READC6,70) ((OEGD(I,J),J~1,4),I=1,5) 
REAP(6,a~) ((KFDHABCI,J),J=1,4),I=1,5) 
READC6,8~) CCKILLCI,J),J=1,4),I=1,5) 
READC6,8~) (CKTRANSCI,J),J=1,4),I=1,5) 
DO 4 I=l,NCHRTF 
L=NFISH (1) 
DO 4 J=l,L 
READC6,60) (FNAME(I,J,K),K=1,24),FISHNC!,J),FISHWCI,J) 
4 CONTINUE 
READ(6,7~) CC(CASSIMCI,J,K),K=1,2),J=1,2),I~1,3) 
READ(6,70) (CEATFACI),I~1,6) 
READC6,70) (CEATMCI),I=1,6) 
READC6,70) (CCEATTCI,J),J=1,3),I=1,6) 
REAOC6,70) (CCFECECI,J),J~1,2),I~1,3' 
READ(6,70) (CFEr.R(I"I~1,3) 
READ(S,7~) (CFECS(I),I~1,3) 
READ(6,70) (C(CMORTC(I,J,K),K=1,2),J~1,2),I~1,3) 
REAOC6,7~) C(CMORTF(I,J),J=1,2),I~1,3) 
REA D C 5 , 7 VI ) «( (C~' 0 R T T C r , J , K) , K :: 1 I 3, , J Q 1 , 3) , I :: 1 , :3 ) 
R F A [) ( 5 , 7 ~ ) (( C C ~, 0 ~~ T v ( r , J , ~:) , K :: 1 , :3) , J :: 1 , :3 ) , I ~ 1 , 3 ) 
READ(6,7~) CRESPE 
REAO(6,70) CCCRESPT(I,J),IQl,2),I~1,3) 
REAO(6,7~) (((CRESPVCI,J,K),K::1,3),J~1,2),I=1,3) 
READC6,7~) (CCRESPW(I,J),J=1,2),I=1,3) 
REAOC6,e~) IBOUND(1),IBOUND(2) 
. READC6,80) (LAYEGGCI),It:1,3) 
READC6,80) (NOVOLKCI),I~1,3) 
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/ CDI 
/AREA, BI, PAR 
TSTEP, TTIME 
BNAME, BUGN, 
BUGW 
NCHRTB,NBUG, 
NCHRTF,NFISH 
CASSIM 
/ 
/ 
(FNAME, FISHN, 
FISHW 
a 
-
a 
aThese blocks contain a variable number of records as specificed by the user. 
Figure ~-11. An expanded version of the data records for the Input deck for BIOL. Each block In the 
diagram corresponds to a single record of one or more cards. 
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a 
Table C-8. The representation for the various Identlflers of each array of coemclents for the marcolnverie-
brate and fish submodels In the card Input for BIOL. The vectors (dimensions) as represented 
by the indices I, J, etc., and are nested In each of the following Hsts with the lowest Index repre-
senting the most Internally nested dimension. 
Index: vector 
I: group 
J: cohort 
BUGN 
BUGW 
COO 
CMN 
CfR 
CMN 
DEGD 
FISHN 
FISHW 
KFOHAB 
KILL 
KTRANS 
Index: vector 
I: group 
BWNC 
CEXUVA 
CFECR 
CFECS 
100 
LA YE FF 
NBUG 
NFISH 
NOYOLK 
Index: vector 
I: switch 
IBOUND 
Index: vector 
I: group 
J: non-Iarvala cohorts 
CRESPT 
CRESPW 
Index: vector 
I: group 
J: non-Iarvela cohort 
K: coefficient 
CASSIM 
CMORTC 
CRESPV 
Index: vector 
I: group 
J: coefficient 
CAS 
CFECE 
CMORTF 
CYP 
Index: vector 
I: all non-larvala cohorts 
within group overall 
groups 
CEATFA 
CEATM 
Index: vector 
I: all non-Iarvala cohorts 
within group overall 
groups 
J: coefficien t 
CEATT 
~on-1arval refers to all cohorts save for those that harbor eggs. 
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Index: vector 
I: group 
J: cohort 
K: coefficients 
CDS 
COT 
CDV 
CIG 
CMORTT 
CMORTV 
CSV 
Index: vector 
I: weights for factors 
CDR 
COW 
Index: vector 
I: group 
J: cohort 
K: alphanumeric 
symbol 
BNAME 
FNAME 
Index: vector 
I: all non-Iarvala 
cohorts within group 
group overall 
groups (fish) 
J: all non-Iarvala 
cohorts within 
group overall 
groups (Macro in-
vertebrate) 
CPREF 
In these arrays the first cohorts within all groups 
are listed first in order by groups, then the second 
cohorts, etc., thereby changing a two dimensional 
matrix into a row vector. The arrays named by 
CEATFA and CEATM are arranged in such a 
manner; the array identified by CEA IT has more 
than one coefficient per cohort and therefore is a 
two-dimensional matrix; and the identifier CPREF 
names an array that is a two-dimensional matrix 
whose rows represent the different macroinverte-
brate cohorts and the columns the different cohorts 
offish. All of the arrays in this paragraph are filled 
by card input. The configuration of the data fields 
on the cards must match the storage of the 
elements in these arrays; BIOL will not recognize 
any other input configuration for these arrays 
except as stated in this paragraph. 
INPUT: Magnetlc tape (MAIN) 
One fjle on magnetic tape is required by BIOL 
to input the daily values for several exogenous 
variables. The identifiers for these variables are 
arrays and are defined in Table C-9. The abiotic 
variables in this list are the mean, daily air 
temperatures; the running accumulation of the 
water temperature in degree-days; the daily total 
solar radiation; the mean daily stream velocity; the 
mean daily water temperature; and the difference 
between daily minimum and maximum water 
temperatures. These variables are uni-dimensional 
arrays with 365 elements. The values for these 
elements are obtained through actual measurement 
of the appropriate variables in the stream and/or 
watershed for the appropriate period, are calcu-
lated via other means deemed appropriate by the 
user, or are calculated by the hydrologic model. 
The biotic variables describe the migrations of 
fish into the simulated area. Two arrays contain the 
values of weekly biomass and numbers of migrants 
for each non-larval cohort of fish. Because 
monitoring fish migration on a daily basis required 
excess time and travel, migration was measured on 
a weekly basis. Although this presents problems in 
the compatability among calculations within the 
program BIOL automatically adjusts the weekly 
values into seven, equal segments for computation 
to keep migration compatible with other calcula-
tions. The values for each element of these arrays 
are obtained from actual field observation for the 
appropriate period. The weekly amounts of 
immigrating biomass and density are subtracted 
from those amounts that immigrated for each non-
larval cohort. These calculations provide weekly 
values for net inward migration of both biomass 
and density; net immigration being positive and 
emigration being negative. 
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The abiotic and biotic variables are stored in 
core as a single record from a file that is input from 
a single, magnetic tape. When this file is initially 
constructed, the data must be written on the tape 
in the following form: 
IBO), AT(365), DD(365) , PRD(365), V(365), 
WT(365), NFL(3), WD(365) , FB(53,I,J,), 
FN(53,I,J,), lEO) 
in which 
IBO) 
NFL(3) 
the beginning element in the 
core storage where the informa-
tion from this file is to be placed 
the name of the file 
= the number of groups of fish 
that are in the model 
J = the number of non-larval co-
horts per group that are in the 
model 
lEO) = the end element in the core stor-
age where the information from 
this file is to be placed 
At the descretion of the user part or all of the 
input information can be output via line printer for 
review. Certain teletype commands allow the user 
to output the card input, the magnetic tape input, 
or both. The values are written on the line printer 
with the format (I(lHB, 7Ell. .... 5», (llHb, 
-8110», or (lHb, -24Al, .... 2 (Ell.5, -2X» as is 
appropriate. The variables are dumped in the same 
sequence in which they were input. A listing of the 
routine that handles the dump is found under 
subroutine DUMP, Listing C-l at the end of this 
appendix. 
OUTPUT: Line printer (OUTPUT) 
The model will output on the line printer 
various numbers and types of interim information 
during execution as specified by the user. Several of 
these are in the form of reports and are handled by 
subroutine OUTPUT listing C-l. 
At the initiation of each simulation the model 
will print an initial report (Table C-I0). The report 
consists of headings, the units of the values for the 
state variables, a list of the various names of the 
specified periphytal, macroinvertebrate, and fish 
cohorts, and four columns of figures. These four 
columns correspond to biomass, density mean 
weight of the individual, and the change in biomass 
since the last report. Because this is an initial 
report, the first three columns contain the initial 
Table C-9. A Ust of the detlnltlons of the exogenous and pre,vlouly undetlned variables, and the variables 
and switches unique to MAIN and the input and output routines (DATAIN, DUMP, and 
OUTPUT). 
Variables 
x 
z 
Identifier s 
AREA 
AT(365) 
BMB(5,4) 
BMF(3,3) 
BMP 
BNAME(5, 4,24) 
DD(365) 
FISHMB(53, 3, 2) 
FISHMN(53, 3, 2) 
FNAME(3, 3, 24) 
IB(l) 
ID 
IDUMP 
IE( 1) 
IKK 
IR 
IREDO 
IT 
ITRACE 
JD 
KM 
KO 
LTRACE 
MTAP 
MW 
NBIOLT(3) 
Definition 
The area of the simulated section of stream 
The mean, daily temperature of the air on the Ith day 
The level of biomass of the IJth cohort of macroin-
vertebrate from the previous report 
The level of biomas s of the IJth cohort of fi sh from 
the r:;revious report 
The level of biomass of the periphyton from the 
previous report 
The name of the IJth cohort of macroinvertebrate 
The accumulated degree-days of water temperature 
to the Ith day 
The biomass of the weekly, net irnmigration by the 
JKth cohort of fish 
The density of the weekly, net immigration by the 
JKth cohort of fish 
The name of the IJth cohort of fish 
The identifier that corresponds to the beginning of the 
storage in core for the exogenous data 
The number of sequential days past the initiation of the 
execution of the model on October I 
The switch that controls the type of dump of coefficients 
and exogenous data 
1 output coefficients and exogenous data 
2 output coefficients only 
3 output of cxogenous data only 
The indentifier that corresponds to the final element 
in the core where the exogenous data is stored 
The day when the next report is due 
The switch that controls the regularity of the output 
of intcrim rcports from the line printer 
l = regular, 0 = irregular 
The switch that controls the intiation of another execution 
of BIOL without termination 
1 = execute, 0 = terminate 
The number of days between reports 
The switch that controls the ITRACE option 
l = option functional 
The Julian date 
The switch that controls the type of report on the line 
printer 
l = interim report, 0 = initial report 
The switch that controls the input of commands from the 
teletype for il'l'cgular, interim reports 
l ::: comnl.and needed, 0 = command not needed 
The nUITlber of clays that thc ITRACE option \vill remain 
functional 
The octal number of the input device that contains the file 
which is named by NFL 
The number of sequential weeks past the initiation of 
the execution of the model on October 1 
The array that contains the name of the file where the 
daily \"C'.lues of tr." state variables from the execution 
of the model will be placed 
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Units 
2 
m 
gm dry 
weight 
gm dry 
weight 
J 
,1-
Table e·9. Continued. 
-'.'ariable Identifier Definition Unit 
NBUG(5) The number of cohorts in the Ith group of mac-
roinvertebrate 
NCHRTB 
NCHRTF 
NDAYS 
NFISH(3) 
NFL(3) 
The number of groups of macroinvertebrate 
The number of groups of fish 
The number of days in the execution of the model 
The number of cohorts in the Ith group of fish 
The array that contains the name of the file of the 
exogenous data 
NSIM The switch that controls the NSIM option 
1 = option functional 
NTAP The octal number of the output device that will service 
the magnetic tape that will contain the file that is 
named by );BIOLT 
NWHEN 
:\ PRD(365) 
The day when the ITRACE option becomes functional 
The amount of daily, solar radiation langleys 
feet/ sec 
°c 
V(365) The mean, daily velocity of water 
X 
d 
WD(365) The dai 1y difference between the minimum and 
maximum temperature of water 
./\. WT(365) 
a 
The mea:1, daily temperature of \vater 
conditions of the state variables, and the last 
column contains zeros. 
Interim reports are made on the line printer as 
often as is specified by the user. These reports are 
similar to those mentioned above except that they 
carry a different heading (Table C-ll). These 
reports may be made at apy interval and/or with 
regularity or irregularity as specified by the user 
through commands on the teletype at the beginning 
of the execution of the model. For instance, the 
report may be made daily, every other day, or every 
35 days; or they may be made on the 31st, 72nd, 
and 333rd day past the beginning of the execution. 
At the end of the execution of the model a final 
report is made. This report has similar format to 
the interim report described above. 
OUTPUT: Magnetic tape (MAIN) 
The model will automatically output the daily 
values of all the state variables for all the specified 
and unspecified cohorts on a magnetic tape. The 
name of the file for this off-line storage was 
mentioned earlier. At the completion of the 
simulation this tape contains one file with 365 
records. Each of these records is built in the 
following manner: 
WRITE (NTAP) BIOMP, «BUGB (I,J), 
BUGN (I,J), BUGW (I,J) J = 1,4), I = 1,5) 
«FISHB (1,1,), FISHN (I,J), FISHW (I,J), 
J = 1,3), I = 1,3) ID 
in which 
ID the number of days into the execu-
tion of the model 
The definition of the above arrays may be found in 
earlier sections. Unlike the reports on the line 
printer, the output on the tape may have a set of 
state variables that are superfluous. 
Operational control algorithm (MAIN) 
The various segments and routines of BIOL 
are tied together by an operational control 
algorithm (OCA) (Listing C-l). The OCA appor-
tions core storage to all routines; initiates all input 
of data and output by the model; allows the user to 
specify the periodicity of output, the duration of 
the execution, a continuation of the execution 
beyond the specified length of time, and the use of 
internal options. The OCA contains all the calls for 
the routines that handle the execution of the 
equations in the various submodels (Figure C-12). 
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The OCA will flash on the CRT certain statements 
and requests for operational direction from the 
user. These statements are listed, sequentially in 
Table C-12. 
Two internal options, ITRACE and NSIM, 
are activated by the user through the OCA. 
ITRACE allows the user to output on the line 
printer interim values of state and temporary 
variables during the execution (Table C-13). As the 
flow of execution moves from statement to 
statement, ITRACE prints the names of all 
routines as they are entered. Internally to these 
routines all pertinent state and temporary variables 
and their corresponding identifiers are printed. The 
identifiers are printed first with the values they 
represent directly below. If the output record is a 
list of scalars, the identifiers correspond to the 
values directly below from left to right. If the 
output record is an array, the order of the elements 
must be obtained from the code of the routine in 
which the output occurs. The ITRACE option, 
when functional, will temporarily override the 
specifications for the regularity or irregularity of 
intermim reports and will cause the OCA to print 
these reports every day. 
The NSIM option allows the user to specify 
whether BIOL should use the observed weights of 
migrating fish or weights that are internally 
generated in its calculations of the migratory 
dynamics of these animals. Because the weights of 
fish are obviously a function of the system for most 
migrating forms, these weights are not necessarily 
exogenous in their relation to the ecosystem. NSIM 
allows the user to take advantage of the known 
values of these parameters during the calibration 
process while still allowing him the flexibility to 
treat these weights as a function of the system 
during simulation. 
Table C·I0. An initial report output through subroutine OUTPUT. 
COMPONENT BIOMASS NUMBERS AVE. WT. 
PERIPHVTON • GRAMS PER SQ. METER: 
5.0000 
NACROINVERTEBRATES 
STONEFLV EGGS 
STONEFLY NYMPHS 1 
STONEFLV NYMPHS 2 
CADDISFLY EGGS 
CADDISFLY NYMPHS 1 
CADDISFLY NYMPHS 2 
BAETID EGGS 
BAETID NYMPHS 1 
GAETID NyMPHS 2 
BAETID NYMPHS 3 
~iAVFLY EGGS 
MAyFLY NYMPHS 1 
~1AYFLY NYMPHS 2 
NIDGE EGGS 
fHDGE LARVAE 1 
MIDGE L.ARVAE 2 
~ GRAMS AND NOS. PER 
.0000 
.V.l187 
.00~13 
.0000 
• ~HHl~ 
1.9999 
.00130 
.1200 
,000121 
.0000 
,00eJ0 
.1250 
.000121 
,012100 
,0121121121 
2,5599 
SQ, METER: 
0, 
750. 
0, 
121. 
0. 
201210. 
0. 
4121000. 
0. 
0. 
0, 
50t1l0 .. 
121 , 
0. 
121. 
16000. 
• I2I(HH~0ij 
.0C10~25 
"C0001210 
• eH1~ ~H.H~ 0 
.00000~ 
,,~01000 
.0Q10000 
.121012112123 
.0~0000 
.00VJ00~ 
• fiHHl0r10 
..000025 
.CHHHH3C3 
.1210121000 
.121012112100 
.00121160 
FISH ~ GRAMS AND NOS. IN A 
BROWN TROUT EGGS 
3000. SQ. 
.001210 
75.121359 
437.5839 
.012100 
212,,4899 
1538,3637 
METER SECTION: 
BROWN TROUT JUVENILES 
BROWN TROUT ADULTS 
CUTTHROAT TROUT EGGS 
CUTTHROAT TROUT JUV 
CUTTHROAT TROUT ADULTS 
BROOK TROUT EGGS 
BROOK TROUT JUVENILES 
8ROOK TROUT ADULTS 
• (;H)00 
4.812199 
HJ4.2289 
~ P CHANGE IN BIOMASS SINCE LAST REPORT 
0. • ~H!J0000 
52.. 1,,442999 
28, 15,627998 
121. ,121012101210 
787. ,269999 
204. 7.54121999 
0. .0~~HH'0 
5. ,961999 
9. 11.58121999 
** ~ TRANSFERRED aUT NOT INCREMENTED PENDING ADULT TRANSFER 
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BIGM CHANGEC.) 
.~H1~0 
• 00~1£1 
.12100121 
t~:H'i0e 
.121000 
.1210121121 
.00100 
.012100 
.0000 
110000 
, ~HHH4 
• QHH:l0 
.0000 
.001210 
.0000 
.0000 
.0~H:JI2I 
,,0000 
.12I~Hl0 
,0000 
• ~HHHl 
e\.J00Ql 
.121000 
.000Q1 
,~1000 
Because the OCA contains several variables 
and switches that are not found in any of the 
submodels, these identifiers must be and are 
defined in Table C-9. Also defined in Table C-9 are 
the identifiers not described elsewhere. 
Job processing and storage 
information 
The amount of run time that is needed for a 
complete execution ofBIOL is highly dependent on 
several factors. On the EAI 590 System BIOL can 
be compiJed and the resultant machine language 
placed on an object tape in approximately 14 
minutes of run-time. After BIOL has been placed 
on tape, approximately 30 minutes are needed for 
one complete execution of 365 days in length. This 
interval of time is highly dependent on the number 
of days that the ITRACE option is functional; the 
longer ITRACE remains functional, the larger the 
amount of run-time required. 
The amount of output materials from the 
execution of BIOL is highly dependent on the 
desires of the user. The number of pages (63 lines 
per page) that are produced primarily depend on 
the duration that ITRACE is functional. The 
compiJation of BIOL produces 32 pages of listing 
(some pages are partially filled). If no interim 
reports, options, or dumps of input information are 
requested, only two more pages are listed (initial 
and final reports on the state variables). The 
dumps of the information from the input card deck 
provide five extra pages, and the dump of the 
exogenous data from the magnetic tape adds nine 
more. When the ITRACE option is activated, 
ITRACE wi]] add three pages for each day that it is 
functional, and each interim report will add one 
page to the taHey. 
BIOL requires approximately 22k bytes of 
storage. A complete listing of BIOL is found in 
Listing C-l. 
Table C-ll. An interim report output through subroutine OUTPUT. 
RESuLTS AFTER 2 DAYS OF SIMULATION CJD=275) 
COMPONENT BIOMASS NUMBERS 
PERIPHYTON ~ GRAMS PER SQ. METER: 
4,,8915 
AVE. WT. 
MACROINVERTEBRATES ... GRAMS AND NOS. PER SQ. METER: 
STONEFLY EGGS .~000 0. .000000 
STONEFLY NYMPHS 1 "O185 720. .~HJ0~25 
STONEFLV NYMPHS 2 .0000 0, .000000 
CADDISFLY EGGS .0000 0, ,000000 
CADDISFLY NYMPHS 1 .0000 0, ,000000 
CADDISfLY NYNPHS 2 1.9515 1809. ,001078 
BAETID EGGS • CiHH10 0. .0000013 
8AETIO NyMPHS 1 .1224 37882. .000eel3 
BAETID NYMPHS 2 .0000 0. ,0001iHHl 
BAETID NYMPHS 3 .0000 0, ,000000 
MAyFLY EGGS .0000 0, o0~Hl000 
MAYPL.V NYMPHS 1 .1198 4082. .000029 
NAYPLY NYMPHS 2 ,Ql000 0. .0Q0000 
NIDGE EGGS ,0000 0. ,11H':HHHH~ 
MIDGE LARVAE 1 ,0~00 0, ,000000 
MIDGE LARVAE 2 2.8969 15827. .~001a3 
FISH t!I GRAMS AND NOS. IN A 3000. SQ. METER SECTION: 
BRO~iN TROUT EGGS ,0Vl00 0. .000000 
BROWN TROUT JUVENILES 79.1869 51. 1.542013 
BROWN TROUT ADULTS 461,4314 28. 15.993415 
CUTTHROAT TROUT EGGS • "'000 0 • .000000 
CUTTHROAT TROUT JUV 219.~009 736" ,297401 
CUTTHROAT TROUT ADULTS 1587.5083 205, 7.738552 
BROOK TROUT EGGS • 0000 0 • .e00000 
BROOK TROUT JUVENILES 5,1615 4, 1.035333 
BROOK TROUT ADULTS 1~4.0301 9. 11.56033!5 
... CHANGE IN BIOMASS SINCE LAST REPORT 
~* - TRANSFERRED BUT NOT INCREMENTED PENDING ADULT TRANSFER 
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BIOH CHANGEC"') 
-,0648 
.0000 
",0002 
,00~0 
,0000 
.0000 
...0245 
,000~ 
,121006 
,000~ 
,0000 
.0000 
,0087 
..0000 
.0000 
.000~ 
,1636 
.00~0 
2.5938 
12.41213 
.0000 
4.3300 
25,9987 
.000eJ 
.2136 
-,0699 
START 
NAME FOR 
~--~ MAGNETIC TAPE 
OF EXOG. VAR. 
NAME FOR MAG-
__ NETIC TAPE FOR 
RESULTS 
Figure C-12. A diagram representing the execution of MAIN. 
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Figure C-12. Continued. 
JD=273 
ID=l 
KM=O 
IDUMP=O 
NO 
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MTRACE=l 
NSIH=O 
NWHEN-366 
IREDO=O 
ITRACE=O 
KM=l 
KO=l 
LTRACE=O 
TELETYPE 
JD=JD+1 
NO IREDO 
YES 
JD=1 
NO~ERMINATE ) 
YES 
Figure C-12. Continued. 
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NWHEN=NWHEN+ 
LTRACE 
LTRACE=MTRACE 
LTRACE=O 
MTRACE-O 
FIgure C-12. Continued. 
NWHEN, NTRACE 
YES ID=NDAYS 
142 
ID/7+1 
Q 
YES 
=NFISH(I) 
Figure C-12. Continued. 
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NO 
BUGB(I,J)= 
BUGN(I,J)* 
BUGW(I,J) 
=NFISH(I) 
Flgare C-12. Continued. 
YES 
NO 
ICK = II 
KO = 0 
.FISHB(I,J)= 
FISHN(I,J) * 
>---..... FISHW(I ,J) 
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ICK=ICK+IT 
KO=l 
Figure C-12. Continued. 
OUTPUT 
145 
'""" ~ 
Table C-12. A sequential listing of teletype communications that are provided to the user in MAIN for operational instruction during the execution of 
BIOL. 
Command 
ALL MQ:>NITQ:>R CQMMANDS 
HAVE FQRMAT (215) 
REPLACE DATA TAPE WITH 
TAPE FQR RESULTS f/)F 
SIMULATIQ:>N, RSR 
ENTER 1 FQ:>R REGULAR 
REPQ:>RTS AND THE NUMBER 
Q:>F DAYS BETWEEN REPQ:>RTS 
ENTER THE NUMBER Q:>F DAYS 
IN THE SIMULATIQ:>N 
(365 Q:>R LESS) 
ENTER THE DA yaWHEN TRACE 
BEGINS AND THE DURATI Q:>N 
IN DAYS 
ENTER 1 FQR SIMULATlf/)N. 
Q:> FQ:>R CALIBRATIf/)N 
Definition 
This is a reminder of the size and 
character of the fields of input for 
the teletype communications. 
The execution is programatically 
stopped at thi s point to allow the 
user to replace the magnetic tape 
that contains the exogenous input 
with a blank tape for subsequent 
output of the result s from the model. 
RSR is a reminder that the pause 
must be skipped and execution resumed 
after the tapes have been switched. 
This allows the user to specify regular 
interim reports on the line printer at 
given intervals. If this command is 
ignored. BIQ:>L will assume that irregular 
reports are required. 
This allows the user to specify the 
number of days in the execution of the 
model. 
This allows the user to switch on the 
ITRACE option and specify the duration 
of its use. If this command is ignored 
BIQ:>L will assume that this option is not 
required. 
This allows the user to specify if this 
execution of BIf/)L is a calibration or 
a simulation procedure. Because the 
migration of fish is treated as an 
exogenous variable. thi s command allows 
the program to ignore the weight of 
migrating animals in the simulation and 
used internally generated values for this 
factor during simulation. Because there 
is no default specification in BIQ:>L for 
this communication, this communication 
can't be ignored. 
a Days are counted sequentially from the day on which execution begin 
October). 
Command 
ENTER NUMBER Q:>F DA ya 
F,oR WHICH NEXT 
REPQ:>R T IS DESIRED 
ENTER 1 F<l>R ANQ:>THER 
SIMULATIQ:>N 
REPLACE DATA TAPES, CHANGE 
AND REPLACE DATA DECK, 
RSR 
Definition 
This com.munication occurs only if 
irregular, interim reports on the line 
printer are specified as earlier described. 
The first issue of this con"lm.unication 
occurs after the first day of simulation 
and henceforth immediately after all 
reports. This con1munication will not 
allow the user to execute beyond the 
limit that he earlier specified or 365 
days of execution. 
This allows the user to continue beyond 
one execution without shutting down BIQL. 
If this command is ignored, BIQ:>L auto-
matically tern1inates. 
The execution is program~tically stopped 
at this point when another execution is 
desired to allow the user to switch 
magnetic tapes and alter the card deck. 
'Vhen execution is resumed, the whole 
sequence of con"lmands is repeated. 
a Days are counted sequentially from the day on which execution begins 
(1 October). 
Table C-13. An example of the output from the One printer when the ITRACE option Is functional. Each 
printed value of a state or temporary variable Is preceded by either a list of Identlften or the 
name of an array. A list will cOITeSpond to the string of values directly below from left to right. 
The name of an array does not specify the exact order of the matrix of values that follow; this 
order be obtained from the code. A character string with no numerics immediately below 
signifies that the flow of execution has entered a new routine that Is named by that character 
string. 
r;i. Afi-NY;t~-=-. =:._._=-=. -=::. ====-::::::-:-:-:---'------:-:::-~-================================== 
BI0HP,CP,FACT,FD,P~,FN,FT,FV,PS,RP,SC,TL 
_50418E+~1 .4~000E+01 .13895E+e0 .12523E+~4 ,23432E+00 ,65666E+00 
.57951E+e3 .88950E+00 ,53684E.el .42128E-01 ~32295E-02 ,48497E+00 
GRONOR 
AGR,FRMAX,PGR,RGR,I,L 
.24~72E-05 .64993E+00 
AGR,FRMAX,PGR,RGR,I,L 
.474S8E-04 .31645E+0~ 
AGR,FRMAX,PGR,RGR,I,L 
o40738E-06 .12344E+01 
AGR,FRMAX,PGR,RGR,I,L 
.31175E-05 .95925E+00 
AGR,FRHAX,PGR,RGR,I,L 
_22044E-04 .98411E+00 
BUGN 
.75000E+03 .0000~E+~0 
.0~030E+00 .40000E+05 
.00000E+00 .00000E+00 
BUGW 
.25420E~04 .00e09E+00 
.~0000E+00 .31191E-05 
.~0000E+00 .0000~E+00 
FOOD1,FOOD2,SIG1,SIG2 
.2022SE+03 ,28049E+~1 
BUGN 
D750~0E+03 .0000~E+00 
De000~E+00 .39874E+05 
D0~~00E+00 .~0000E+00 
BUGW 
.25420E"04 .00~00E+00 
.00000E+00 .31191E-05 
.000~~E+00 .00000E+00 
DRIFT 
.99989E+00 
.98682E+00 
.98759E+00 
.95925E+00 
.98411E+00 
.. 00000E+00 
• riHHHH1E+00 
.00000E+~0 
.~HH)00E+00 
.00000E+00 
.0000eE+00 
.34236E+01 
.00000E+0121 
,0012100E+00 
.001?J00E+00 
.00000E+00 
.00000E+00 
.00000E+00 
.82723E+00 
.18421E+00 
.30259E+00 
.47245E+00 
.00000E+00 
.00000E+00 
.16000E+05 
.0000~E+00 
.00000E+00 
.17145E-03 
.00000E+00 
.00000E+00 
.15000E+05 
.12I~H'0I21E+00 
.00000E+00 
.1714f5E-03 
12 
23 
32 
42 
53 
.200Ql0E+04 
,5000~E+04 
• tH?1000E+00 
.10385E"02 
.27134E"04 
.00000E+00 
,20000E+04 
• 50~H10E+04 
,e0000E+00 
.10386E .. 02 
.2i'134E"04 
• ~HH'00E+00 
BUGD,BUGN,FTF,FSC,FV,PED,RATIOCI,L),I,LCSEQUENTIALLY DOWNWARD) 
.28598E+01 .7125~E+03 .49999E-01 .49999E·01 .49999E"01 ,49999E~01 .10000(+01 
~30397E+03 ,19024E+~4 .24999E-01 .99911E+~0 .99911E+~0 .48779E R 01 .1000~E+~1 
.46640E+02 .34889E+05 .12500E+00 .12500E+00 .1250~E+00 .12500Et00 .10000E+01 
.74000E+02 .40909E+04 .99999E~01 ,99979E+0~ .99979E+00 .18181E+00 .10000E+01 
.41150E+03 .15200E+05 .49999E-01 .49999E~01 .49999E·01 .49999E-01 .100~0E+01 
INGEST 
SUM 
G 8~i398EHjj 
CQRPSE,FRMAXCSEQUENTIALLY DOWNWARD) 
~75369E~02 .3~095E+00 
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.41135E-01 .64965E+~0 
.69019E"03 .3009SEt00 
.38253E"01 .43143E+00 
.69B39E-01 ,23805Et00 
.4G917E-t1l2 .37765E+00 
SURMAT 
.98 .98 1.0'21 1.00 1.00 1.00 .99 ,9a .98 .99 1.~0 1.00 .. 98 
.91 ,91 .. 94 1.00 1.00 .91 1.~0 .91 1.00 .97 1.00 1.00 .91 
,99 ,99 ,99 1.0ii1 1.00 .99 1,00 .99 1.Vl0 .99 1.~0 1.0~ .99 
.92 .92 .98 1.00 .92 .92 .94 .92 1.00 1 .. 00 1.00 1,00 .92 
D85 1.00 1. ~H~ 1.00 1.~v.1 ,86 ,92 ,86 .86 .99 1,00 1.00 .86 
.99 .99 .99 .99 1.00 .99 .99 .99 1.00 1,00 1.00 1,00 .99 
DEADB 
.B1283E+00 .00000E+00 .33485E+01 .77894E .. 02 .00000E+12J12J 
.00000E+00 .3i847E+02 .00000E+12J0 .00000E+00 .15197E+12J2 
.00000E+00 • 00~H~0E+00 .00000Et12J0 • r~H:'I~eJ0E+00 .012J000E+~0 
F' 
.• 27419Et(l}l .11801E+02 .19529E+00 ,,15729E+12J2 .26114E+~2 .63293E+'H~ 
DRIFT 
BUGD,BUGN,FSCS,FVS,PSD,I,LCSEQUENTIALLY DOWNWARD) 
~20470E+el .73593E+e3 .98376E+00 .78453E+00 .87292E+00 12 
,26612E+03 .19026E+04 .10120E-02 .10000E+01 .20220E~~2 23 
.43292E+02 .~8957E+@5 ,99998E+00 .78453E+00 .87925E+00 32 
.73993E+02 ,40958E+04 .27238E-02 .10000E+01 ,5432BE~02 42 
.39630E+03 .15941E+05 .99993E+00 .92739E+0~ .96230E~00 53 
TRAN 
ABSC,KK,I,L 
tl25420E~04 
ABSC,Kt<,I,1,. 
.103SsE .. 02 
ABSC,KI(,I,L 
.94723E+VJl 
ABSC,KK,I,L 
.94723E+01 
ABSC,KK,I,L 
,17146E",e:s 
NIMROD 
0 
ASSIH 
ASSIH,I,J 
.39548E ... rH 12 
RESP 
R,~ESP,REST,I,J 
0 12 
0 23 
0 32 
0 42 
21 53 
.1A704E-01 .34833E~03 .14i04E-01 12 
MORT 
D,FISHN,S,SC,SF,ST,SV,TRAVEL,I,J 
,32 51.67 .99 1.00 1.00 
ASSIM 
ASSIM,I,J 
... 44940E+00 13 
RE;3P 
~vr)~;:;p,~EST,I/J 
.99 
.13482E+00 .15643E+00 .60975E+00 13 
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1.00 1.00 
1.00 1.00 
1.00 1.00 
1.00 1.00 
1.00 1. 0~ 
1.00 1.00 
i'10RT 
O,FISHN,S,SC,SF,ST,SY,TRAVEL,I,J 
.0~ 28.42 .99 1,00 1,.~r1 1.00 ,99 .. 42 13 
ASSIM 
ASSIM,I,J 
.90:587E .. 02 22 
RESP 
R,RESP,REST,r,J 
11142875E .. 02 .19003E .. t34 .42875E-02 22 
HORT 
D,FISHN,S,Sc,SF,ST,SY,TRAVEL,I,J 
,88 761.68 .99 1.~0 1.~0 .99 .99 "24.42 22 
A 5 S! H, 
ASSIM,I,J 
111eB81E+0~ 23 
RESP 
R,RESP,REST,r,J 
.44972E ... 01 • 13H:l2E ... 01 .42539E·H30 23 
MORT 
D,FISHN,S,SC,SF,ST,SV,TRA~EL,I,J 
.00 204.57 1.00 1.~0 1.~0 1.(]0 1.00 .57 23 
ASSIM 
ASSIM,I,J 
.29294E ... 01 32 
RESP 
R,RES?,REST,I,J 
,,16728E-01 .26417E ... 03 .15728E .. 01 32 
MORT 
D,FISH.N,S,SC,SF,ST,SY,TRAVEL,I,J 
II~H . 4.99 .99 1.021 1,00 1.00 .99 .00 32 
ASSIM 
ASSI~l,I,J 
,,52744E .. 01 33 
RESP 
R,RESP,REST,I,J 
v63233E-01 .56361E-01 ,34906E+00 33 
HORT 
D,FISHN,S,SC,SF,ST,SV,TRAVEL,I,J 
.0VJ 8,99 1.00 1.00 1,00 1..00 .99 .~0 33 
149 
Listing C·I. Program BIOL. 
CO~"nN 0 I ICPL ~H, CPLCP (2,2) , CPLFO (3) , CPL.FL., CPL.F'" (2) , CPL.FP (4) , CPL.FR, 
I C PI. FT (?) , C p~ F v (~) , CPL.R S (3) , CPL. Sr. (2) , FI), PAR (2) , T L, T 5 T EP, TT I ME 
r Q ~~ ~, I P ! I h ~ f', In, IT RACE, J 0, ~8UG (5) , NCHRTB, r.CHR TF , NF I SH (3) , I B (I) , A 
, • ( ,~~) ,,, 0 n ~ ~) , PRI) (~~5) , V (36 ~ 1 , WT (315 ~ 1 , NFL. (3) 
r r," f' G ~ I' I I" r, C J 6 ~) • F I 5 ~ ~ ~ (~J , ~, 2) , F I S 11M/< (~3, 3 , 2) , IE ( I ) , B I , BID ~P , B M B 
I (~, 4) ."~< r~, 31.BMP,~NAME(~, ',24), BUGO(5,4) ,DOD(3) ,FUTS(3,2),FISHN 
? (;" 3) , <>, A~E (~, 3, "4) , I' I 5"1< (3,3) , I BOUND C 2) , K M, M", NO YOLo K (J) , SURM AT (6, 
31 ~ 1 
:.,"~n, IF" IrA5~ 1M (3,2, '" ,r.t ATF A (~) , CEAT~ (6), CEATT (15, 3), CFEC~ (3,2), C 
: "'_ r 0 (:ll , r.' F r. 5 (3) , C "r R Tr. (3,2,2) , CHOR TF (3,2) , C MO~ TT C3, 3,3) , CMORTV (3, 
< , • ~ , , r P I; F I' (~ , I ~) , r::/ ESP E , C RES P T (~ , 2) , C RES P V (3,2, 3) , C RES P ~ (3, 2) , H A TC 
'\ .• (3) , 1- r (J 1 , T 5 wi, ~ AYE roG D) ,"'5 I'" 
r ,. ~"J' I" 1 /" Ij", ~ (~ , 4) , B IJ G w (~ , 4) , 8,,·, C (51 , CAS (5, 4) , CD 0 (:>, .) , COl (5) , CDR 
! ( ,") , c ~ ~ (~, 4 , 2) • t DT (',4, 4) , CD" (5,4,21 , COw P) , CO u V A (5) , CG T (5,4,3) ,C 
:> • c, (5, , , 21 , r·~' (5, 4) , C 5" (~ , 4, 2 ) , C T ~ (5, 4) , C Y P (5, 2) , u E Gl' (5, 4) , K' 0 H AB (5 
" 4) •• J Ll r ~, d 1 , K K (5, J 1 , • H AN S (5, 4) 
~ E A. r (r , 7~') Ant. A, :i I , F t. p ( l' , P f;. Q (t» , T S T E P , T T ! r..t E 
Rf~"rf.7'n (CC!(!),l'I,~) 
Rt A" (~, 7") CPL~~ 
Q~Ar C~,1"~ (rCPLCPCr,J),J-l,2),t81,2) 
Q~\' ('".7") ((,PLFD(I',I01.~) 
~ f 1 r') (,.. t 7~·) (P L" L 
" \" r ~ , 7 ~) C P L F', ( 1 , , C P L ", (21 
~FA, (~,7:') (r P LFP(!),r'I,4) 
'1 ~ A r (t" , 7 r") ~ P L F D 
'r"j'~,7" CPLFT r l),CPLFT(n 
~,-." (",7:1) ,PLF, (ll,CPL'\' (2) 
~Hrrt" 7~) (C~L~~ (1),1'1,3) 
~P~(f,7.:) CPLSC(t),CPLSC(2) 
9MP.~~. 
::: -.. _ ..................... ---.. --_ ........ _ .. ---_ .... -.. -. -_ .... -_. -_ .. ----_. _ .. _ .. _ .. -_ .. -----_. -_ ...... -----
~'.Ol'· T .. f ~U~~E~~ OF COh~FTS ANC INITIALIZE vA~IA5LFS 
r - - -- - -- - _ -- - - --- - - - - -- - --- ---- - --- - •• -- - - - ___ --. --_._ ---- _ - --- ___ -- __ • __ -- __ ._. 
Qf or r ~, e ~) '" p.~ T 9, " 8' ,r. (I' , l' I , ',c~ R T8 1 , ',C hR T F , (~F I 5, (I) , 101 ,~C "" TF 
I) 
r_1,-: 
I"'IG 1 J -1, ,1 
11 'H~ r T , J ) _~ .• 
fl t~ F" ( !, J) = ~~ • 
~',,~[ c r. J)o7. 
~ ~ r 1 oJ)." 
CO~Tl~ut 
~o ;> 1°1,6 
on ;> J'Ir1~ 
SIJq .... AT r I, J) -1 • 
? C~'·T P'l'. 
C ----- -- - --- - -. - --- - - •••• -- - •• -.--.- •• -- •• - - •• -- ---- •• -- •• __ ----------_______ •• _ 
C 1',FuT ~ACRCI~"EkTt8~ATF rnEFF ICIE~TS 
r: •• - .... -. -. -. -_. --.-_ .. -- .. - - ••• - .. - --- -- .. - ....... -- .. _ ... __ .... _ ... - ........................ _ 
C-----.- ____ ... ____________ .. __ ...... _________ ... _ ...... _._._ .. _ .. _._. ___ ...... . 
C FORMATS 
C -.- •• -- •• -- ••••• - ••••••••••••••• _. ___ ._ ••••••• - ______ ••• __ ••• __ ••• _ •••••••••••• 
10 FORMAT (3A2, 14) 
e0 FORMHC24AI,O,2F1~.~) 
7~ FC'RH4T C8FI~.~) 
81'1 FDQMAT(eI1~) 
END 
ISO 
00 3 I-I,NCMRTB 
hNBUGCI) 
DO 3 J'I,K 
REAOCe,(11) (BNAI1ECI,J,L.),L.II,24),BUGN(I,J),BUGW(I,J) 
3 CONTINUE 
I!EAOCI5,711l) (B~NC(I),III,~) 
I'lEAOC!5,701 ((CASCI,J) ,J'I ,4), III ,11) 
REAO(e,70) ((COOCI,J),J'I,4),III,S) 
REAO(e,70) COR(I),COR(2) 
REAOCI5,70) ((CCOS(I,J,K),KII,2),JII,4),I OI,51 
REAO(5,71!1) (C(COT(I,J,K),~01,.),Jol,4),I'I,5) 
REAOCe,7B) ((CCOV(I,J,K),KII,2),JII,4),I OI,5) 
REAO(!5,70) (COW(I),rol,3) 
IIEAO(e,7A) (CEXUVACI1, 1'1,5) 
REAOCI5,7A) (C(C(;TCI,J,K) ,Kol,3) ,J o l,4),l o l,5) 
I!EACI(e,70) (((CIGCI,J,K),KII,2),Jol,4),111,5) 
RE.OC6,70) (CCMN(I,J),J 0 1,4) ,1"1,5) 
READ(e,7~) (C(CSV(I,J,K),K OI,2),J o l,4),III,5) 
~EAO(e,70) ((CTR(I,J),J'I,4),111,5) 
REAO(I5,70) (eYP(I,I),CYP(I,2),III,~) 
REAO(I5,7A) (COEGOCI,J),J o l,4),l o l,5) 
IIEAD(I5,80) ((KFDMABCl,J),J'I,.),lol,S) 
REAO(I5,80) ((KIL.L.CI,J),Jol,4),101,S) 
REAO(e,8~) (CKTRANS(I,J),J01,4),lol,~) 
C •• - ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• - •• - ••• - •••••• - ••••••••• - ••••••• - •• --- - --.- •• - - --
C INPUT FISH COEFFICIENTS 
C •••••••••••••••••••••••• -.-•••• -- ••• - ••• - ••••••••• -----.--- ---.- - -- -- - - - - - - -- --
DO 4 hi ,NC~RTF 
LoNFtSH(I) 
00 4 Jol,L 
REAO(6,eB) ("NAME(I,J,~l,KOI,241,FISH~(I,J),flSH.(I,Jl 
4 CONTINUE 
REAO(e,711l) (((CASSIM(I,J,K),KoI,2),JII,2),101,3) 
READCe,70) (CEATFAC!), 101 ,15) 
READ (15,7~) (CEATM(I), 101,6) 
REAOC~,71!1) ((CEATT(I,J),JII,3),101,6) 
REAO(~,7~) ((CFECECI,J),Jol,2),lol,3) 
READ(6,1~) (CFECR(I),lol,3) 
RfAD(6,70) (CFECS(I),1II,3) 
PEAOC6,7~) (((CMORTCCI,J,K),K01,2),Jol,2),101,3) 
REAO(!5,711) ((CMORTFCI,J),Jol,2),111,3) 
I!EAOCe,7~) (((CMO~TT(I,J,K),KoI,3),Jol,3),lol,3) 
IIEAOCe,70) (CCCHORTV(I,J,K),KoI,3),JII,3),Iol,3) 
REAO(e,7~) CD!SPE 
READ(6,70) (CCRESPT(I,J),111,2),I'I,3) 
REAOCe,70) (((C~ESPV(I,J,K),K'I,3),Jol,2),1'1,3) 
~EAOCe,70) ((CRESP"(I,J),JII,2) .101,3) 
REAOCS,BIIl) IBOU~O(I) ,IBCUt.0(2) 
REAO(e,e0) (100(1),101,3) 
REAO(I5,e~) (LAYEGG(Il,lol,3) 
~EAO(I5,80) (~OVOL.ql', 111,3) C···· .... -..•...•. -. -.-... -..•. -..... -. -......•... -.•.• --........ --... -. ----. -.-
C FOO~ PREFEFIENCE ARRAY FOR FISHES C·······.-···········-···----·---··-···-··.-··--·-··-·.--... ---------.... -.--.. -
DO 5101,15 
REAoCe,70) (CPREF(I,J),Jol,15) 
5 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
SU8RnLITINE DUMP (IOU"''') C······ .•............ -........... -......... _ ..... -... -.... _ .... -. -. -.. --. -------
C OU~PS y",PWT ~ATA C······ ...•.......... -.-... -..... -..... -...........•. -...........•.. -.-.-. --.. --
CO"'",O"'/A I/CPL.BH, CPL.CP (2,2) ,CPL.FO (3) ,CPL.FL., CPL.FN (2), CPLFP (4) , CPL.FR, 
I CPL.F T (2) ,CPL.n (2) , CPL.RS (3) , CPL.SC (2) ,F~, PAR (2) , TL., T STEP, TT I I<E 
CO"'MON/P 1/ AREA, 10, ITRACE, JO, NBUr, (5) ,NCHIHB, !;CHR TF, NF I 5'1 (3) , I tl (I) ,A 
IT (385) ,00 (315 ~) ,PRO (36S) , V (3I5S) , W T (365) , NFL. (3) 
COM~ON/FI/wD C315~), rrSHM!\ (53, 3, 2), FI SHMN (53, 3, 2) ,IE (1), BI, B IO'IP, ~M~ 
I C5, 4) ,BI1F (3,3) , BMP, BN AI1E C 5,4,24) , BUGO (5,4) , DOD 0) , FE:. AT S (3,2) , F I s .. ~ 
2(3,~l,FNAME (3,3,24) ,FISHW(3,3), IBOUND(2) ,KM,MW,f\;OYOL.K (3) ,5U~,"AT (6, 
315) 
CO"'MO",/F2/CASS1M (3, 2,2), CEATFA (15), CEAT,.. (6), CEATT (15, 3), CFECE (3,2), C 
I FECR (3) , CFECS (3) , CMORTC (3,2,2) , CMORTF (3,2) , CMORTT (3,3,3) , ""ORTV (3, 
23,3), CPREF (5, IS), CRESPE, CRESPT (3,2), CRESPv (3, 2, 3), CRESP. (3, 2), HATC 
3H (3), IOD (3), ISWI,L.AYEGG (3), N51M 
COH"'O~ 18 I/~UGN (5,4) ,BUGW (5,4) , B oNC (5) , CAS (5,4) ,COD (5,4) ,CC: I (5) , CDR 
I (2) ,COS (5,4,2) ,COTC5,4,4) ,COV(5,4,2) ,COW(3) ,CEXUVA(~) ,CGT(5, 4, 3) ,C 
2 IG C5, 4,2) ,C~'N (5,4) ,CSV (5,4,2) , CTR (5,4) , C YP (5,2) ,OEGC C ~, 4) , K F DHAB (5 
3,4),K!L.l (S,4) ,KK (5,4) ,KTRAN5(5,41 
WRITE(6,40~) 
10UMP'IOU~P·;> 
IF(ICiUMP) 5,~,4~ C······.· -.. -....... -.... -.... _ ........................... _. -....... -------.. --. 
C OUIoIP OF OET~ITAL. A"J[\ PERIPHYTAL. COEFFICIENTS C····.· -•......... -............... --........ -........ --_ .. _ .... -... _ .. --.--. --__ 
5 WRITE(I5,!~~) AQEA,BI,PA~(ll,PAR(2) ,TSTEP,TTI"'E 
wRITE(e,10~) (CDI(J),lol,5) 
WRITE (Ii, 10P!) CPL.8H 
WRITE(e,100) ((CPL.CPCI,J),J o l,2),I'I,2) 
WRITF (~, 10~) (CPL.FDCI), 1'1,3) 
WI1ITE(6,1~0) CPL.FL. 
~I1ITE(I5,!0~) CPL.FNCI) ,CPL.fN(2) 
WRITE(s,I"0) (CPL.FPCI) ,101,4) 
WRITE(6,100) CPL.F!; 
WRITE (~, I ~"') CPL.FT (1), CPL.FT (2) 
WRITE (e, 100) CPL.FV (1), CPL.FV (2) 
IoIRITF (15,IPI~) (CPL.RS (1),1.1,31 
"RITE (6, 1~0) CPLSC (I) ,CPL.SC (2) 
C •• - •• --••••••• - •••• - •• - ••••••••••••••• - •••• _ •••• _ - •• - ••• _ •• -- - -- - •• - - - - -. - -. - •• 
C 'JUMP OF "'ACQ~INVERTEBRATE COEFFICIE~TS C··· •• -•. -.••••..•... --•• -. -..•. -•..•• --. -•..•• -....••. -_. -. --. -.. -•• ---. -••. ---
W II I T E (~ , I 2 ~ ) I, C H FI T ~, (N!\ U G ( I ) , I 0 I , N C H R T B) , ~ C HilT F , (N I' ISh ( Il , I • I , ~ C ~ ~ 
tTF) 
WRITE (15,3!>~) 
DO Il'I hl,NCHRTR 
L.oNIlUG (! 1 
00 ! PI J'I, L 
IoIRITE(~,III'I) (RNAHE(I,J,K),K.I,24),BUG~(I,J),blIG.(I,J) 
10 CONTI NIIF 
WRITF.(6,I~p) (BoNC(I),lol,5) 
WRITE(6,1~~) ((01lCI,J),JII,4),III," 
WRIT~(~,I~"') (CCOO(l,J),J'I,4),I'I,5) 
WI1ITE (5, 10~) CD~ (I) ,CDR (~) 
WPITE(/i,II'I~) (((CD5(I,J,K),Kol,2),J01,4),101,5) 
I<RITE(15,101") (((CCTCl,J,K),KOI,4),Jol,4),101,51 
'l~ ',qJ~ ~'I:;~(~ .),FISH8(~,J),~BIOLT(3) 
:", I A 11 C PL"", D L c P (2.2) , C PL Fr (3) , C P~ FL, CPL F~ (2) , CPLFP C ~) , CPL.FR, 
:~L • (~'.CP"'\ (? .CPL~s(~).CPLSC(2),F~,PAR(2),TL,TSTEP,TTrME 
ro~ "/ P 1IA,o.A,1 .;TPACf,JJ,"I6UG(~),~CH~TA.NCrlRH·,~FISI;(3),Ie(I),A 
:·(~'·,1.rn06~).~ -n5~"V(~6~),I;T(J65),~FL(3) 
"""-',1' I,. D~·). "S-"I; (53. 3,2) ,FrS"~N(53,3,2', IE(1) ,BI,BIOMP,AMB 
: r ~ • , , • 0 , F (~ • ~ 1 • - "" , 0', " ", : ~ • A • 2 ~, , ~ U ~ ~ ( ~ , 4' , D D r (3) , FEAT S (3 , 2) , F I S tot N 
, " , " ,", A'" (:l • j , ,,~ : • ' 1 S - '" (3 , 3 ) • I B ~ \J \ 0 (2) , ~ ~, M" • NO yO L ~ (3) , SUR MAT C 6, 
Q"1) 
:~~-:" " 2/ r o,'1" lJ. '. 2~. C[ATF, (6) ,CEAT"(6), CEATT (~,3) ,CFECE (3,2),C 
: • t r" (') , C F f: S (3: , :",~. :- D. 2,2) , C ~~R T F (3,2) , C "~~ r T (3,3,3) • C ~OR T V (3, 
.: : , "' ) , r 0 ~ f ~ r ~ , 1 ~) , ': Q~. S" E , r. '" E 5") T (.' I 2 ) , c ~ t:. 5 p V (=" , ;:: , l) , C fO E S ~ W (J , 2 J , HAT C 
", '1 ( ... 1 , I'" [' (j i , ! " ... 1 , ~ ;. If ~.:; G r ~ ) , "', c; 1 .... 
:: ..J ... ,. ~, /, I Ell r~ l. ,., "j r '"'I I .. ~ , ~ _ G ~ r ~ , 4) , 8 .... ~ r: (~) , C A. 5 (5 , d ) , : J Cl (~ , JI ) , CD I (5) , C D ~ 
, ~;) • r .,~, ( ~ , il , 2 'j , : -; r ~ ~ , ~ , t. ) J C ')" (~ , 4 , 2 ~ , c C 1'1' (:3) , C:: X . ..' v A (~, , C G T (!5, 4 , :3) , C 
~: • r, ( .. , ~ , ") , , ,. ....... l ~ , 4 i , ."'. C", .: , 2 j , C T ~ (5, ,en, C Y ~ (~ , ? 1 , ~ E G r. (~ , 4) , I( F D H A B (5 
~ , ..: "l , .. ~ .... f· , .J ) , .( r< : ... , ~ , , Iro ,. ~ ~~, ~ r ~, 4' 
. '-- .... -- -_ .. _ ....... -.. _ .... ---- ------- ..... _ ... ------ ...... ------- ----- -.. ---- -----_ ... -.--._-------
... r .. ' ~ '\' ~ ":. co c '. C'... t. I'" ~:: T .. I., PSI "1~. L. AT: ~I ~ TAP E .... r I :l L.. T 
~ '" ~ 'or, ~ 1 ,:\ ) (" r: ... ( r ) . : Ie ~ , :\) , ..... :. .., 
~.~L_ ((! •.• ~I".~:~. ',""A~~ 
1,1 , ; ~ 7 , T .1 ' , , , ,= (: ) ; 
1"'1 ': ~ -: c: ... " ,"J 
=":' ',!' ~ , ".IJ. : '"' .. ,. .. T • , 1 -= ~ • ~) , " TAO 
.. '- ~. ( ;: ~ , '.:; ~ -:. ... ,. ~ : • , :- , b'l , \ T :. P } 
, .. ~" ~ ... , .. -: ' ... =.l.~ ... ':''':: l"':" 'r..;f' ~ 1"5" Jo." o1E.F'OtE 'THE S!""JLATIO/\ 
!'C" 
eeL, "" ~ : ' 
': ............ -.. -- _ ......... -... -_ ..... -- -- -............ -- ----- ..... -.... _- ----_ ... -....... ----_ .. ---_ .. _-------- .. ----
... :, ':" EO T l':, ~... ... ~ 
!;:-(!"'!)"r'.":T.'/i "-"',-,-
~ - L .. 
-= .............. --_ ... - .. -- -- .. - ... - -_ ........... --_ ....... - ....... -- .... --- _ ... - _ .. _ .. ---- ------ --- .. _---------------
-0 j, r' r ~ 
'~ T ~ •. ~ '_ a J 
~ I 3 ~ ~ cr • J ) • F ISH N ( T , J) • ~ I ~ ~. ( I • J ) 
.!-) rn~T !\oLlE 
~ ...... ---_ ........ _ .. -----_ .. -..... _ .. --- .. -- .. -----_ .. ----_ ... _ ...... -_ ...... --_ ....... -----_ .... --_ .. --.. ----
..... p r T r C'I ~~ ~ A. rAT A P f. ~. ~ Ie L ,. 
T~E TAPE C:F CAlLY RESuLT~ ~Y T"E 51"LJLATln~ (',"IOLT) l' '''JTTc~ I" 
~ 0" E II C p, U ~ U 5 T go REA ~ h THE S." E FA S HI l' 
"f, AD ( 1 3) ~ I C, ~ ~, C (B U G 8 ( I. 1) • : ,J r, ': ( I , J ) , ~ U G. ( 1 , J) , J a 1 • 4 ) , I • I , ~ ) , ( (F IS 
l~o(I.J),FIS~N(I,J), .. IS .. ·(I,J),J·I,3).I·L.3).lo 
CALL Q~r"'(?2,p.,JTAP' 
"p 1 T E (', rAP) B 1 ['I" p. ( (B ,I G R ( I , J) • ~" G ~ ( I • .I ) , B LJ G. ( I , J) , J a I , 4) • I a I , 5) , ( ( 
1 FJ S H 6 ( I , J) • F ISH ~ ( 1 • J 1 • F I 5'" W ( I , J) • J a I , l) , I • 1 • 3) , I u 
c .. -_ ... -- - .. - ... _-- - .... - -_ ... - _- _ .. - - _ .. _ .. - -- _ - .......... _ .... - ......... -- - _____ -- _ .. - .... --- - .. - - __ .... ----
T EST ~ C F; ~ E r; U L A ~ ~ R ! ~I T ~ Q f/, 1 T' T A ';J ... r:; F ~ a ~ T 5 
,: ...... --_ .......... -... --... - ....... ----_ .. _ .. -_ .. _ ...... ---.... -.. -----_ .... _ .. -- ---- -_ .... ---_ .. --- -_ .. --.. ----
1F'(I".i''',ll r.o ~r 
IF (Y~."E..I) GJ T~ ~:, 
TYPE 1 ~2 
A:Cf~r lll.I! 
1«'11 
5? r~(If'.NE.II(\f) I7,C Til 5~ 
:'LL OUTPUT 
TWit(. II(K + I T 
I( C.:z 1 
Gn T 0 2~ 
6~ I~(ITRACE."Q.1) CALL ['lUTPLT 
~?l CD "-1 T ! ~ l~ E 
IQ· ... inAvS 
CA~L QL,rPI,T 
C" - - - -" --- --- - - --- -- - - --- - - - - - --- - -. -- •• ----- •• -----. - ---- -- - •• - --.-- •••• -._- __ _ 
:- ~EPEAT OF THF ~I~l,LHI1~' c. .. _ ....... -_ ......... _ - - ___ -_ .. _ - -_ .. __ - .. ____ - ___ .... - _________ • ________________________ • ___ _ 
OLL GMr;'(;>d,NTAP) 
TyPE 1~. 
ItCCEPT ! .... l,II<'E~O 
r~(!Rrr~."E.l) GO re, 3C 
'yDE 1 ~~ 
":C 'r.... ~ ~ 
3? PDf' 
':: __ ...... _ ... __ ....... w ••• '" ~ ... _ .................... ___________________________ .. _. _______ .... _____ • ________ _ 
C ;.'r~;:J'-,/lTI!, ~",..,,,, j~E '1r.~lITnp 
C.- -. - --" .. ' _" " '. ,. , ... " -- -- - -- __ - .-._ - _ -- __ " ________ • ___ •• _______________ e •••• _ •••• 
q 9 CO C'" " ,7 "E,' T ~ ~ 1 F r ~ TOT A L ~ AT A 0 'J " p. 2 F 0 Q C 0 ~ F FIe I E ~ T C u ~ P, 0 R 
; :::. ~;;- t·: '.:, ~,I'" usn 1 J i" t:1 I ) 
l?;' "-'RH,,' ,·':-,HEQ 1 FOP "EC,ULAR J;EPORTS A~r. THE NUMBER I)F OAYS HET. 
1 EE"~ [(~ PC" 'S/~ 
1:' 1 r: I~:~ .... A T (t!. ! .. 1 
l~;> FCPM'·(I~;'~E"t:" ',,~"Ek 0' rAy FoJR .~ICH ~ExT REPORT IS OE5IREOl) 
L?', '"""A, (,. 3,'~E'-~~ ! FOQ t~('TKEP SI"ULATlO"1l 
1"~ ,., .... C, ",:,""'LACE ",ATA TAPES, CHANGE A"D REPLACE DATA QECK, RSR/) 
!?~ "Q"AT (I~ ~cc"E" ~ "~Q SI"U~AT!1'. J FOR r.ALIBRATIO"1) 
:: ~ <~o"P (/~~HE"T::R T"E 'L'"~ER OF DAYS I~ T~E SIMULATION (3e~ OR LESS 
l)/1 
1 i. 1 ;:-:;:;' t,. ... (/~"'~·t~ "".p T'"1'=. OAV oI\""(N TQACE BEGINS A~;; T,",~ l~,lJRATION IN DAY 
151 
PAIiE 2 
"lUM.0 
NwHEN.~6e 
C········-.-•• ··-· •• ·-•• --.--_.·_··_·_.· - •••• -.-•• - •• -.--- --- - --. - - -- - - - -" - - -" -" 
C SIMUL.ATION SPECIFICATIONS C······ ......• ·-.. -.. -·.-_. ___ .. _· __ · .. _ .. -.. ---.. -.-.-.--.---.--__ Or - - - - - - - _" -" 
TYPE 1 Ql0 
ACCEPT 101,IR,IT 
TyPE 1 H 
ACCEPT 101,NOAYS 
IChIT 
TyPE III 
ACCEPT 101 ,NWHEN,~TRACE 
TyPE 106 
ACCEPT 101,N~I~ C····· .. · .... _·. __ ... --.. --_._ -- __ ._ -.. -....... -.- .. _ .. ____ -----------". ----_ --" 
C CHECK FOR THE TRACE OPTr~" 
C -.- ••••• --_._._. __ •• -. - - -.- - - -. _ -. - -- _ - - -. -.------ - ••• -- -.-. --- .--- -- -- - -- - - -"" 
DO ~~ rool,NOAYS 
IF(IO·NWHEN) I~,~, 15 
~ N.HEN.NWHE~·LTRACE 
ITIUCE .MTR AC E 
~ TRACE.0 
MTRACE.0 C-······· .. -.. ---.--.--.--. -----..... -.- .-.. -.--.-- -- ---.- -- -- ---------." --""""" 
C SIMULATION 
C (7) !~ THE NU~~ER OF DAYS PI T~E "EE" 
C -.-.-.---.-_ -.--. - •• __ --- - - - -_. __ - •••• -. - -.- -_ -.---- -- -- -_ - -- --. - - - - - - -" - - - _.,"-
15 JoaJO+1 
I~(JD.EQ.3e~) JOal 
CALL. PLANT 
C AL.L G!!OMOI1 
CA~L ORIFf 
CA~L. T~AN 
lSWI·NI~ROD (~) 
'1~-IO/7.1 
00 Ie !a1,NC~RTF 
CAL~ SPAWN (Il 
K.NFIS~(!) 
00 I~ Jo~,K 
F IS HW (I , J) _ F! 5~" (I , J) • RES P (l , J ) • ASS I M ( I , J) 
CAL~ ~ORTcr,J) 
IfC'!SHw(I,J) .Lr.0.) ~!S~" (I,J)'a. 
Ie CONTI~UE 
IF (F IS "'1.( I. I" 17,!".1' 
!7 CALL ~O~T(I.1) 
CALL ~~fRGf (Il 
18 CONTI~L'E 
C - --. --.-_ -- - - •• -. __ - - - -.-" - - - __ -_ - -.- __ - - - - - ---. __ •• ____ •• _ - .-- -. ---- - - - - -" - ---
C ryETER~I~ATIO~ OF BIO".SS"S 
C - ---•••• - - - - - -. - - - - - - -. - -- - - - - - --- -- - - - - -- - -_. __ .----. _____ - -- -- ---- - - - - - - _ - - --
00 4r la1,~C~RTB 
LoNBUG(!l 
00 ~~ J a 1,L 
BUGB (!, J) -BuG" (I, J). r" "" r' • J) 
~~ CO~TI''','E 
00 ~5 lal.~C~IHF 
~.NFI~H (I) 
DO 4~ Jal,L 
PAGE 
IRS!! tl 
113 FDRMATC3A2,I4) 
115 FC1R~AT (f38"ALL MC~ITOR C'1MMA~r,S HAVE FOP.~AT (21~) I) 
END 
WRITE(6,10~) (((CDV(I,J,K),K.I,2),J.I,4),I.I,5) 
wRITE(~,le0) (COW(I),I.I,~) 
.QITE(I'i, I~~) (CEXUVA(I) ,I.l,~) 
.RlTE (~, I~P) (CCCGT(I,J,K) ,K.I,3) ,J.I ,4), I.I,~) 
WQITE(I',I~P) (((CIG(I,J,K),K.I,2),J.I,4),I.I,!I) 
wRITE(6,H~) ((CMN(I,J),J.I,4),I.I,~) 
wRITE(6,10e) (((CSV(I,J,Kl,K.I,2),J.I,4),I.I,5) 
WRITE (~, IC~) ((CTR (I,Jl ,J.I,4), 1.1,5) 
"RtTf(e,I~~l (Cvl'(r,ll,CVP(I,2),I.I,~) 
WRlTE(6,100l ((DEGOCI,J),J'I,4),I.I,~) 
WRITE(6,12Pl ((kF'DHA6CI,J),J.I,4),IoI,5) 
wRITE(6,120l ((KILLCI,J),J.I,4),I.I,5) 
~RITF.(1'i,12~) ((KTRANS(I,Jl,J.I,4),I.l,5) 
c ................................ --- - ... -- .- ... -_ .. -_ ........ -- ........ _ ... --- _._._._-•••••••••••••••••••••• 
DU"'P <ISH cnEF'F'ICIENTS 
c __ ........................ ____ ............ ____ ... ___ .. __ .. _. _ ..... __ ... w ................ -_ •••• _ •••••••••• 
WQnE(5,3!10) 
00 2~ 1-, ,"'C~RTF 
L.NFlSr'(1) 
DC ?? J'I,L 
wRITr::r6,llr) (FNAME (I,J,q ,k.1 ,24),i<ISHN(I,J) ,FISH~ (I,J) 
2~ CONTINUE 
wlllTE(I'i,I~~l (((CASSI~(I,J,K),K"I,2),J.I,2),I.I,3) 
WPITF(6,1~~l (CEATFA(l),I.I,6) 
.RITF(~,liI~l (CEATMCI),Io\,6) 
WRITF.(~,1~0) ((CEATTCI,J),J"I,3),I"I,6) 
wRITE(6,I~r) ((CFECE(I,J),J.I,2l,I"I,3) 
WRPE(I'i,I~I') (CFECR(I),I.I,3) 
.QTTE(~,I~~l (CFECS(I),!oI,3) 
WQITE(Ii, I~r) (( (C~ORTC (I ,J,K) ,K.I,2) ,J.I ,2),1.1,3) 
WPITF(I'i,I(J(l'l ((C'10RTF(I,J),J.I,2),I.I,3) 
WRITE(6,1~~,l (((CM0I1TT(I,J,Kl,KoI,3),J.I,3),I.I,3) 
"RITE(6,li:I~l (((C~nRTV(I,J,K),K.I,3),J.I,~),I.I,3) 
WR ITE (~, 1 e~) CRESPE 
'RlTE(~,I~~) ((CRESPT(I,J),J.I,2),I.I,3) 
"RITE (~, II'~) (( (CRESPY (I ,J ,k) ,Kal ,~) ,J.I ,2) ,1.1 ,3) 
WR!TE(I5, l~~) ((CI!ESpw(I ,J) ,J.I,2), 1.1 ,3) 
WR!T~(~,12~) IBOUND(1),I60U~0(2) 
WRlTErl5,12C') CIDD(I),I.I,3) 
w"'lTE(I5,12~) (LHEGGCI) ,I.I,l) 
~I1ITE(II, 12~1 (NOVOL~ CI), 1.1,3) 
C· ............................................................................... . 
C FOO" PREFEReNCE ARRAY F(1R FIS~ES 
C· ................................................................................ . 
DO 3~ I 01,15 
WR!TE(6, I~~) (CI'REF (I ,J) ,JoI, I~) 
35 CO'lTI~UE 
IF (ICll"Pl 4~,71'!, 41'1 
c· ..................................................................................... .. 
C DUMP OF ~xOGE"'OUS YARIA8LES C.·······.···· ...................................................................... . 
40 WRITE(e,30~l 
DO 5~ 101,3155 
50 WRITE(II,31~) I,AT(Il,OD(I),PIIO(Il,Y(I),wTCI),WO(I) 
DO 150 hi ,~3 
6111 WR!TE(I',32~l I, ((FlSHMB(I,J,K),FISH~NCI,J,K),KOI,2l,J.I,3) 
70 RETIJRfl C.····.·· ... ··· ... ··•.· .. ···· ...• ···••.····.·•·•····•· ...••.••••.••••••••.•.••.• 
PAGE 
SU8110UT I NE OUTPUT 
C ••• - ........ _-- •••••• •••• - ••• -.~ ............................. --•••••••••••••• --•• 
C REPORTS INITITAL VALU!S AND RESUL T8 FROM THE SIMUL.ATION , 
C· .............................................................................. . 
DIMENSION 08B (!!", ,OFB (3,3) 
COMMON/P llARH, 10, ITRACE,JO,N8UG (5), NCHRTB,NCHRT", lII"I5H (3), 18 (1), A 
I T (~8~), 00 (3S!I) , PRO (~S5) , V (3S!!) ,I<IT (3e~) , N"L. (3) 
COMMON/"I/WO (385) ,"ISHMB (!5~,3, 2), nSHMN (53, 3,2), IE (I), BI ,8IOMP,8M8 
I (~'" ,6MF(3,3) ,8MP,BNAME(5,4,24) ,BU(;D(5,') ,000(3) ,FEATS(3,2) ,"UHN 
2 (3, ~) ,FNAME (3, ~, H) ,"ISHW (~, 3) , IBOUNO (2) ,KM, MW, NOYOLK (3), SUR MAT (15, 
315) 
C0I1MON/"2/CUSlM (3, 2,2), CEATFA (S) ,C!ATM (15), CEATT (S, 3), C"ECE (3, 2), C 
Ii<ECR (~), cncs (3) ,CMORTC (~,2,2) ,CMORTF (3,2)fCMORTT(~,~,3) ,CMORTy (3, 
23,3) ,CPRE" (5, I!!) ,CRESPE,CRESPT(~,2) ,CRESpV (3,2,3) ,CRESPW(3,2l,HATC 
3H (3) ,100 (~), ISWl, LAYErlG (3), NSIM 
COMMON/81/BU(;N (!I,.) ,BUG"'(5,4) ,8WNC(IS) ,CAS(5,4),COD (5,4) ,COl (5) ,CDR 
1(2) ,COS(!!,.,2) ,CDT(!!,.,.) ,COY(5,4,21 ,COW(~) ,CEXUVA(5) ,CGT(:I,4,3),C 
2IG nl, 4, 2) ,CMN (:I, 4),CSV (!I, 4, 2) ,CrR (!I, 4), Cyp (5,2), DE(;P (:I, 4l ,K"OHU (:I 
3,.), KILL (~, 4) ,ICI( (~,') ,KTIIANS (!I, 4) 
C· .............................................................................. . 
C DPB ·CHANGE IN PERIPHYTAL BIOMASS 
C DBI3(5,') ·CHANGE IN THE BIOMASS 0" THE MACROINYERTE8RATES 
C OF8(3,~) .CHANGE IN THE BIOMASS OF 'ISH C···· •.•.••.•••.•.••••..•....•..•.•...•••.••....••••••••..••..•.••..••••••••••.. 
C INITIAL "[PORT c···· ........•.....•••........................•.......•..•.......•...•.•........ 
IFCKM.NE.0) GO TO 42 
WRITE (S, I) 
WRITE (6,2) 
BIOMP.BI 
GO TO 43 
C ••••••••••••••••• _ ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
C ~EAOING AND pERIPHyTON C····.· ......................................................................... . 
42 WRITE (15,3) IO,JO 
4~ WRITE (15,4) 
WRIT.! (15,!I) 
OP8.B rOMP.8MP 
!F(KM.EQ.",) OP8.",. 
WRITE (S,I5) SIOMp,OP8 
eMP.8IOMP c···· .....•... -....................................................................... . 
C HACROINYERTE8IUTES C···· ............................................................................. .. 
WRITE (15,7) 
00 50 r.\ ,NCHRTB 
~.N8UG(I) 
00 !l0 J.I,~ 
Be.BUGN (I, J) .eUGw C I, J) 
OBe (I ,J) .88·eMB (I, J) 
!"CKM,fQ.e) 08B(1,J).0. 
II'CKlCCI,J).EIl.ll GO TO 'II 
WIUTE (15,8) (BNAME(I,J,K),K.I,24),le,BUGN(I,J),IIUGW(I,Jl,OBBCI,Jl 
GO TO 80 
70 WRlTE(S,U0) (BNAME(I,J,K),K.I,24),BB,8UGN(I,J),eUGW(I,J),08B(I,J) 
811 BMB(I,J).8!! 
152 
PAG! 3 
C "ORMA15 
c.·······.···· ... ·.····.················ ....... _-...... --._.- .. --- .... --_ .... --.... --
lIIe "ORMAT(/(IM ,n:l1.:I)) 
1111 "ORMAT(IH ,24Al,.(El1.:I,2X)) 
120 i<ORMAT(t(IM ,BIUll 
~il0 "ORMAT (1H,,) 
3111 "ORMAT(IH ,I3,4X,I5(EII.I5,IX)) 
~20 "ORMAT(1HI!I,I2,!lX,I5EI2.5/IH ,'X,S!12.~) 
350 "ORMA T( I H ) 
400 "ORMAT(IH1) 
END 
PAG! 2 
:10 CONTINUE C······.·.····· .. ······.····.·.·· .............................................. . 
C "UM 
C ................................................................................ . 
WRITE (S, II) AREA 
DO 81 hl,NCHRTF 
L.NnSHCIl 
DO 81 J.I,L. 
"e.FUHN (I, J) ."ISH'" CI, J) 
o"e (1, J) .Fe·8M" tI, J) 
II'CKM.EQ.0) D"B(I,J) .e. 
WIIITE (8,8) ("NAME 0, J ,K) ,K.I, 24) ,"B,"UHN CI, J), i<ISHW (I, J), OF8 (I, J 
1l 
8M"(I,J)·"8 
SI CONTINUE 
IoIIIITE (8, III) 
RETuRN g •••• ·;~R;; TS·· ., ................................................................. . 
e·· ................................................. " •••••••••••••••••••••••••••.• 
I "ORMATC\HI,44HBIOL.OGICAL SIMUL.ATION • SPAWN CREEK (W(;·U8)/I) 
2 "ORMAT(IHe,3'H INITIAL R!PORT • STATUS ON I OCTOBERIl 
3 "ORI'AT(I!lHIR[SUL.TS AFTER ,13,24H DAYS OF SIMUL.ATION (JO.,x3,1H)1l 
4 i<ORMAT (IH0, ~X, 1I1IHCOMPONENT ,20M, 4SH8IOMASS NUMBERS AVE. I'IT. 
I 810M CHANGE(." 
~ FORMAT (1HI!I, 4X, 33HpERIPHVTON • GRAMS PER SQ. METER I) 
5 i<ORMAT(IH ,2I1X,FII.4,25X,FII.4l 
7 I"ORMAT(IHI!I,'X,:l0HMACROINYERTEBRATES • GRAMS AND NOS. PER SQ. METER 
II) 
8 "ORMAT(SH ,24AI,FII.4,2X,F7.1II,~X,F\III.5,3X,FlI.4) 
II I"ORMAT(IHe,'lf,27H"UH • GRAMS AND NOS. IN A ,FI5.III,19H SQ. METER SE 
lCTION!) 
11!1 I"ORMAT(43HI!I •• ClUNG! IN 8IOMASS SINCE L.AST REPORT/82M ••• T 
IRANS"ERREO BUT NOT INCREMENTED p["IOING AOUL. T TIIA"IS"!R) 
UI!I "ORMAT(I5H ,24AI,FII.4,2Hu,"7.1!I,3X,"10.5,3X,FIl.') 
I!NO 
SUflR'1UTI~E ~LAP>jT C----- •••. ···-····.····.·-·· ••• ·.··-·········.········ •••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
C SI~ULATES T~E DY~AMICS OF THE LOTIC PERIPHYTDN 
C ----- -- .-.- -- .--.-•• - •• - •••••• - •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
COMMON/A I/CPLBH, CPLCP (2, 2), CPLFD (3), CPLFL, CPLFN (2) ,CPLI'P (4), CPLFR, 
1 CPLFT (2) ,CPLFV (2) ,CPLRS (3) ,CPLSC (2) ,I'D, PAR (2) ,TL, TSTEP, TTIME 
CO~MrHI/PI/AREA, IO, ITRACf,JD,NBUG(5) ,NCHRTB,NCHRT' ,NFrSH(J), ISCI) ,A 
1 T (~e 5) ,01) (~e 5) , PRD (365) , V (3e5) , ~ T (365) , NFL (3) 
CDM~nN/F I/WD (355), FI SHMB (53, 3, 2), FISHMN ,,3, 3, 2), IE (I), SI, SIOMP,SMB 
1 (~, 4' ,BMF (3,3) ,Bt<P, RNAME (5,4,24), SUGD (5, 4), ODD (3) ,FEATS (3, 2), "ISHN 
< (3, 3) ,FNAHE (3,3,24) ,FISHW(3,3), IBOUND(2) ,KM,M.,NOYOLK (3) ,SuRMATCe, 
315 ) 
C .-•• - --. _ - --- ____ ow ••••••••••••••••••• _ •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
C '1~ TERMINATIOr-; OF THE EFFECT OF nMPERATuRE ON THE PHOTOSYNTHETIC RATE 
C (t",~83!9) 1·5 2.PI 
(24,) IS THE NUMBE~ OF HOURS IN T~E DAY 
(3.!4!5g) IS PI 
c - - - - -. - - .. - .. _ .... -- .................... - .. --_ .... _ ........ _ ..... _ ...... _-- _ ............. --- ...... --- ..... - .... .. 
OJ"JQ 
TL' (CPLF P Cll.S I N (6. 283!9/CPLFP (2). (OJ.CPLfP (3») -CPLFP (4» 124. 
CALL RK! (FT,A) 
FT'FToCPLFT (I) 
c -- -- - --- -- -.- .-•• -. -. -.- ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
C DETER~INATIO~ OF THE EFFECT OF NUTRIENTS ON THE PHOTDSYNHtETIC RATE 
C CONUT IS A uSER·SUPPLIEC FUNCTION SUS"ROGRA"I 
C - - -. - ••• -. - - - •••••••• - ••••••••••••••••• - ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
CP'CI'lNUT (CPLCP, IO,PARCI» 
"N'CPI (CPLFN (2) .CP) 
TF(Cp.LT.CPLPI(lll CP'CPLFN(!) 
C - •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
C DETERMINATION OF THF EFFECT OF LIGHT ON T~E PHOTOSYNTHfTIC RATE 
C .-••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ~ ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
AL .pR~ (I O).C PLFD (!) .EXP (·CPLFD (2) .CPL'il (3» 
'DoAL.3,14!~gl (n.2.) 
CALL ilK! (FLrl) 
C - •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
C OETE~f<INAT!ON OF THE EFfECT OF vE~OCITY ON T~E PHOTOSY~THETlC RAn: 
C - •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
FVoCPLtrv (I) -V (IO) 1 (V CID) -CPL'V (2) 
IF(FV.GT,1,) FV'I. 
IF(FV,LE.0.) FV'.000001 
C· •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
C SELECT ~ETHOO AND A~OU"lT OF PHOTOSYNT~ESIS REDUCTION 
c········· .-................................................................... . 
"UL T.PAR (2) 
~o TO (~~,~3,~4),MULT 
~2 FAt T. (C PLRS (I) .CPLIIS (2) .CPLIIS (3») 1 (C"LR~ (1) IFN.CPLRS (2) IFV-CPLRS (3 
I) IFL) 
GO Tf' 55 
53 FACT.FN.FY*FL 
r;o TI'l ~5 
~4 FACT'AMINI (FN,FV,FL) 
c········· ... -................................................................. . 
C I)ETE~,..INAT!ON OF T~E PHOTOSYNTHETIC UTE 
c • -- - ............. _ ...... --._ .... -.- ........ -.- ...... --- -_ ..... __ "' ......... - ......... - ...... -._ •• - __ .. ____ ...... .. 
PAGE 
SUBROUTINE RK! (n,I) C······-······················· .. ·····~ '''."' ~~ .................................. . 
C TNTEG~HES THE FUNCTIONS OF THE, c~ u~ LIGfoiT AND TEMPERATURE ON THE 
C PHOTOSYNTHETIC liAr! VIA 4 '0",'· ORDER I1UNGE.KUTTA ALOGRATHM 
c················· .. ······ ... ·.· .. · ...... -.~«"" •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
CO"MO~I A I ICPLBH, CPLCP (2,2) ,C"L."D (3) • CPL~~., CPLFN (2) , CPLFP (4), CPLFR, 
! CPLFT (2) ,CPLtrv (2) ,CPLRS (3) ,CP~SC (2) ,'0, PAR (2), TL, UTE", TTIME 
COfolMON/PI/ARE4, 10, ITRACE, JO,NBUG(5) ,NCHRTS,NCHRTtr ,NFISH(3) ,IBCI) ,A 
! T (3e5), DD C3es), PRD (3e5), V (3~S), II/T (3e~ll, NFl. (3) 
COMMO~/FI/WDC3e5) ,FISHMS (53,3,2) ,FISHMN(53,3,2), IECI) ,SI,SIOMP,8MB 
! ("~) ,BMF(3,3) ,BMP,BNAf<E (5,4,24) ,eUGO (5,4) ,000(3) ,fEATS(3,2) ,FISHN 
2 (3.3) ,naME (3,3,24) ,F I S~W (3,3) , ! SOuND (2) ,K M, MW, NOYOLK (3) , SURMAT (6, 
~ 15) 
C ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
e INITIALIZATION 
C (2,) [lIVIOES T~E OH LENGTH INTO HALVES TO PROVIDE THE INTERVAL 
C BET~EEN NOON AND CREPUSCULAR PERIODS C······.·.·· .. ·.· ... ·· .. · ...................................................... . 
XFoTL/2, 
XX.·TL/2. 
VV o 0. 
JUMP·e C······.- .....•.............•............•.•....•..•..•••..•....••.............. 
C DETEIl~TNArrO'l OF THE SPECIFIC EQUATION FOR I",,.EGRATIO'" 
C (24.) IS THE NUMBER Of HOURS IN THE DAY 
C· _. - ••••• - •• - ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• _ ••••••••••• _ •••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
!~(Il 10r1~,2~ 
10 ~FokF.TTIME/24. 
~X.~X.TTIME/24, 
20 PNEw'TL/TSTEP 
30 XIII-XX 
Y~. yv 
C •••••••••• 0 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
C INTEGF'ATIOr-. 
C .0_ .... _ .....• _._ .... _ ...........•.......•........•...•.•.•.....•..•..•..•..... 
40 P2"P"'E~/2. 
TI·P~Ew.FUN(X"', 11 
xxy.II'.(f\!+P2 
T2.~'IE'.I'U~I(xU, I) 
n.iI.~.p",~" 
T3.P~FI",~ JNO.~, I) 
v v' • ~ •. : T I '. T 2. ~ ,. T 3) Ie. 
IF (Ju~P) 61':,(,~, 50 
~~ IlETLIRN 
~0 IFtxX.XF) ~,0,~eJ,7~ C······· ..... _. __ .................. --....•....•.....•......................•.... 
C OETER~INATION OF THE SIZE OF THE FINAL TIME STEP 
C - -- ••••••••• - •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
7~ .rU~P'1 
PNE"'.~F·X'" 
GO TO 4e 
EioID 
~AGE I 
C •• •• ••••••••• • ••••••••••••••••••• • ••••••••••• •• •••• • •••••••••••••••••••••••••• -
C DETERMINATIDN 01< THE R!S~IRATORY RAT! C.·.·· •.•.•.•. · ..•....•......................................................... 
R~.'y*CPL'R*wT (ID' C······ ....... · ....• · ............ ··.· ..... ·.·.···.···· ...................... -.. -
e DETERMINATION 01< THE SCOURING RATE e····· .... · ... · ..... · ........... ·.· .. · .. ·.·.·.··· .. ··· ......................... . 
SC.CPLSC (2) *v (ID) +CPLSC (1) 
C· •• • ••••••••• • ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
C DETERMINATIDN 01' THE !IOMASS AT THE END OF THE DAy 
c····· ........ · ..... · .. · ......... ·· .. · .. ·.··· .. ······· ......................... ' 
1Il0MP.!I *E XP (PS.SC·II~) 
II" cn'UCE.EQ,ll wRITE (5, 3Ql0) BIOMP, CP, I' ~CT, FD, FL, FN, FT, FY, PS, RP, SC 
I, TL 
RETURN c······.··· ... ·.··.··.··· .. ·· .... ··.·····.····.···.·· .......................... . 
C TRACE I'ORMATS e.·.· ......... · ............. · ........ · .... ··· .. ···.··· ......................... ' 
3Ql0 "O"MATCI5HIPLANT/~IH BIOMP,CP,FACT,FD,FL,FN,FT,Fv,PS,RP,SC,TL/!H ,e 
IElI,5/1H ,eEl!,!!) 
END 
PAGE 
I<UNCTION FUNCX,Il 
C· •• • ••••••••• • ••••• • ••• • ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
C DETERMINES TME OERIVUIVE FOR SUBROUTINE RKI 
C ••••••••••••• • ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
COf04MON IAl/C"LB H, CPLCP (2,2) ,CPLFO (3) , CPLFL, CPLI'N (2) , C"LFP (4) , CPLFR, 
ICPLI'T (2) ,CPLtrV (2), CPLRS (3) ,CPLSC (2) ,I'D, PAR (2) ,TL, TSTEP, TTlME 
COMMON/P I/AREA, 10, ITRACE, JO, NBUG C') ,NeMRTB, NCMRTF, NF ISH (3) ,IS (Il ,A 
IT (355) ,DO C3e!l), PRD (3e!!) ,V (355) ,wT (355), NFL(3) 
COf04MON/F I/WD (3ell), FISHfotB C'3, 3, 2), FISHMN (53, 3, 2), IE (1), SI, SIOMP, BMB 
1(5,4) ,8MF (3, 3), 8MP, SNAME (5, 4,2'), BUGD (5,') ,ODD (3) ,FEATS (3 ,2), FISHN 
2(3,3) ,FNAMEC3,3,2,) ,FISHW(3,3l, IBOUND(2) ,KM,MW,NOYOLK (3) ,SLJRMAT(6, 
3151 C·.··.· ....... · ................................................................ . 
C (3,1'159) IS PI 
c········ .. · .. · .... ··· .. ·.· .. · .......... · ...... · ............................... . 
THETA.X*3 ,141 S9/TL 
IF(I) 10,10,20 C····· ..... ·.·· .•.. ·· .•. · ... · ..... · .•... ·.· ...•............................•.... 
C DETERMINATION OF T~E DERIVATIVE OF THE TEMPERATURE 'UNCTION C······.· ..... · .. · .. ·· ....... · ... ··.· .. · .. · .... · ............................... . 
10 FUN.CPLFT (2) ** (WT (to) -COS (TMETA).wD (IO) 12.l 
GO TO 3Ql C··.·.·.· ..... · .... ·· ... · ......... ·.· .. ···· .... · ............................... . 
C DETERMINATION OF THE DERIVATIVE O~ THE LIG"iT FUNCTION c···.· ............. ·· ... ·· .. · .... ···· .. ··.··· .. · .. · ............................ . 
153 
20 h~O*COS (TMETAl/CPLFL 
FU"'.4*np O,.A) 
31/1 RETURN 
ENO 
~lIBRourlNE GROMOR 
C ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
C SI"ULHES THE GROWTH AND MORTAL.ITV OF THE MACROINVERTEBRATES 
c····.·.·.······ ............................................................... . 
OI"'ENS!O'l !lM(~,.) ,flN(~,.) ,1'000(3) ,SIG(2) ,W(5,~) 
CO .. ""N II' I /ARF A, 10, !TRACE, JO, NBUG (5) , NCHRT8, NCHRTF, NFISH (3) , IB (1), A 
IT (3/15) ,00 (365), PRO (385), V (385), WT (385), NFL. (3) 
CDM'10N II' I/WD (3155) , I' ISHMB (53, 3,2) , I' UHMN (53, 3,2) , IE (1) , BI, BIOMP, 11MB 
1(5,.), BM" (3, 3), BMP, 8NAME (5, 4, 2.), BUGD (5,.),000 (3), FEATS (3, 2) ,I'ISHN 
2 (3, ~ 1 , I' NA"E (3,3,2') , F I SH.W (3,3) , IBOUNO (2) , KM, MW, NOVOL.K (3) , SUR MAT (15, 
315) 
COMMON/B I/RUGN (5, 4) , BUGW (5, 4), BWNC (5), CAS (5, 4), COO (lI,~), COl (5), COR 
I (2) , r 0 S (5,',2) , COT (5, " ') , CDV (lI, 4,2) , COw (3) , CI! XUVA (5) , CGTe5, 4,3) , C 
2!G (5,4,2), CM'" (5, 4), csv (5, 4, 2), CTI"5, 4), CVP (5, 2), DEGO (5, 4) ,KFDHAB (5 
3,.) ,KILL (5,.) ,KK (5, 4) ,KTRANS(5,') 
c - - - - - -. - - --. _. - ••• - -. -- - •• -. -. _ •• - .-•••••••• _ .............. ---_ ................... -.-
lGR ·THE ASSI"IL.ATEO BIOMASS BV A PARTICUL.AR COHORT 
AIG ·THE INGESTED BIOMASS 8V A PUTICUL.AR COHORT 
FOOD (3) ·TEMPORARV STOllAGE FOR FOOD OF MACROINYEIUEBRATES 
FOO~ (I).PERIP~VTAL. AND DETRITAL BIOMASS FOR GRAZERS 
FOOD (2).PREV FOR CARfIIIVORES 
FOOO(3).PREV,PERIPHVTON,AND DETRITUS FOR OMNIVORES 
·THE RATE OF INGESTION FOR A PARTICUL.AR COHORT 
·THE RATIO OF PERIPHVTON AND DETRITUS TO THE TOUL. FOO~ 
FRMA X 
PERP 
PERI' 
QGR 
SIG (2) 
·TH~ RATIO OF PERIPHVTON TO PERIPHVTON AND DETRITUS COMIIINEO 
.THE RATE OF RESPIRATION FOR A PARTICUL.AR COHORT 
·TH~ AMOU~T5 OF FOO~ EATEN 
5IG(1).T~E INGESTED PERIPHYTAL. AND DETRITAL. BIOMASSE5 
C SIG(2).THE INGESTED PREY 
c····· .. ·.·· .. ~ ......................•.......................................... 
1"000(1).0. 
FOOD (2)-0. 
1"000(3)· ... 
SIG(l).e. 
SIG(2).0. 
IF CITI<ACE.EQ.ll WRITE (5, ~"'~) 
r: _ •••••••• -- •• - .......... --- ••••••• --- ....................... _.- - •••••••••••••••••••••• 
C CAL.CUL.ATE THf' DE"'SITV O~ PREV C······.······· ................................................................. . 
00 'I101,NCHRTB 
K .fII9UG (Il 
00 ~ J.I,~ 
L..J 
IF(KM(I,J).EQ.l) L..J+I 
IF(KTLL (t,Ll) 5,5,6 
5 RMCI,J).BlIGN(l,J)+8UGW(I,J) 
W(I,J).BUGwCI,J) 
FOO~ (2).1'000 (2).BM (I, J) 
~ CONU'JUE 
c···· ...............•.....•..•.••...•.•••.•••........••..•...••.•.•.•...•.•.•... 
C CALCUL.ATE OENSIH OF PERIPHVTAL. AND OI!TRIUL. COO101U ... ITITES C····· •.• ···.·•·.··•········· .. ····.··.····.·.···•··· ...•....•.•..•.•.....••.... 
PAGE 
01·10 
~EU.CDI CI)·COI (2)-['II-CDI C~)'SINce.2II~\8-(oI·CDI (.»/CDI (5» 
FOOD (I) .SIOMP-O!TR 
"000 (3) .'01l0 (2).'000 Cl) 
YF CKIL.L. (!,L.) 20,2111,18 
18 IFCW(I,J» 20,20.19 
19 BUGN CI, J) .BUGN (I, J)·SIG (2) -BM (I ,J)/I'OOO (2)/W (I, J) 
IFCITUCI!:.I!:Q.I) WRITE(8,~0') C(BUGNCI,J),J.2,.),I.I,5), «BUGwCI,J) 
1,J.2,') ,101,5) 
20 CONTINUE 
RETURN C······.· ..... · .... ······ ......................... · ............................ . 
C TUCE I"ORMATS C····· .............••....•..................•...........••................•..... 
300 FORMATC5H 8UGN13CIH ,5E12.51),5H BUG1II/H1H ,5EI2.51),22H 1'0001,"00 
102,SIGI,SIG2I1 H ,4EI2.5) 
301 FORMAT(5H ~UGN/3CIH ,5EI2.51),5H 8UGW/~(lH ,lIEI2.!5I)) 
~02 FO"fo'ATC22H AQR,FRMAX,PGR,RGR,I,L./lH ,4EI2.5,2X,2II) 
303 FORr-AT C7HCIIGR0I'10R) 
~04 FORMAT(5H BUGNI3(IH ,!5EI2.!!Il,,5H 8UGW/3(lH ,5EI2.lIl) 
END 
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pAG! 
PEitP.IIIOHP/I'OOD Cl) 
"ERII.I'OOD Cl) 11'000 C3l C···· .•••••..••.• • •• ·.••• •• ·•·.·•·••• •• ·•··.····•····· ....................... '.' 
C ADJUSTMENT I'OR TRANSF!R!O COHORTS C······ .•..... · .•• ·•·····.· .. ·.··· ............................................. . 
00 111 hl,NCHRTI! 
KoNIIUG (I) 
00 lI/J J.l,K 
L..J 
II'(KKCI,J).EQ,ll L..J+l 
II'CBUGW(I,J)) 11.10,11 C···· .•••.•••.•••••••.•••••.•••••••••••••••••••••••••.•..•.••••.••..•........... 
C TEMPERATUIIE CONSTRAINT ON GROwTH. NORMALIZED FU"'CTION C···· ••. ••· ..••.• ·.·•·•••···•·.·•·····•··•••·••······· •.......•.............. ' .. 
11 OII'I'.CGTCI,L.,2)·CGTCI,L.,3) 
itlibEXP (CGT cr, L., 1)- (wT CIO)·CIiT CI ,L., 3») 
"Gb!!GI," C CCGT CI,L., 2)·wT (IO) )/011'1')-- (CGT CI, L., I) -0 IFF) 
TOP.CGT C I, L., 2)-011'1" 
"GIt.EXP CCGT CI, L., 1). CWT CIO) ·CGT CI ,L., 2»)' C (TOP.wT (10») 10IFF)" (CGT ( 
lI,L.d)·OIFF) C····· •• · •..•• · .. •·••· ......................•................................ ~ .. 
C ING!STION • IVL.EV'S MODEL. 
C (S5.) IS AppROXIMATEL.Y THE HIGHEST POSSIBL.E EXPONENT w!Tl-tOUT OVERFL.U. C····· •••. · •.. •.·•·· ..•...............•......•.................................. 
M.KFOHAI! (I, L.) 
"OOL..C Iii CI, L., 2)'1'000 CM) 
II'CpOOL..GT.S5.) "00L..S5. 
'!!MAhC IG (I, L., I). Cl. ·EXp (.POOL.») .PGR 
AIG.BUGW (I, J)'I"RMAX 
'UTIO.I. 
IFC".L.T,~) GO TO 9 
SIG (2) .UG (2)-AIG-BUGN (I, J). (I. ·"ERB) 
itATIO.pER" 
1'1.1 
8 SIIi (M). UG.IIUIiN CI , J )-RAT I O+S IG CM) C····· ••...•.• • .•• ·.··••······ ...•........•.•.•................................. 
C CALCUL.ATE INCREAS! IN WEIGHT C···· ••••• · ••••.• •·•·····•··•·•·.·•·•··•• ••• ·••••••·•· .•..•.........•....•...... 
AGIhAIIi'CMN CI, L.) , 
IFCITRAC!.EQ.l) WRITEC8,302) AGR,I'RMAX,PGR,RGR,I,L. 
"UGw (I, J ).!!lUGw CI , J). AGR·AGR.RGR IPGR 
111 CONTINUE C···· •• · ••••.• • ..•.•..•..•..•.......•.•••••••••.••.•.....•...•..•••••........... 
C OECREAS! p!RIpHyTAL. BIOMUS BV THE AMOUNT GRAZED C····· ........•.. ·.· ............................................................ . 
"EATU'!Rp.UG (I) 
!!l 10M"." laMP."! AT 
!!lI·IIIOMp 
c ••• • ••••••••••••••• ••••• •••• • •••• ••• ••• • ••• •••••••••• •••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
C CAL.CUL.ATE MORTAL.ITV DUE TO PREDATIV! INS!CTS 
C •• •• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
II"CITRAC!.EQ.l) WRnE(I5,~11I0) (CBUGNCI,J),J.2,4),I.I,!!),(BUG.(I,J) 
I,J.2,4) ,hi,!!) ,I"OOOCl) ,1'000(2) ,SIG(I) ,SIG(2) 
00 20 hl,NCHRTB 
K.NBUGCI) 
00 20 J.I,K 
L..J 
IF(KK(I,J).EQ.1) L..J.l 
PAGE 
'SUBIIOUTINE DRIFT C····.··· ..... · .. ·.··.········.· .. ·.·· .. · .... ·.·· ... · .................... _ ..... . 
C SIMUL.ATES THE ORII"T OF MACROINYE"T!8RATES C······ .•...•• · .. •.••····· ................................................ _.-... . 
DIMENSION RATIO(!!,4) 
COMMON/P1IAREA, 10, ITRACE,JO,NBUG (5) ,fIICHRTB,NCHRTF ,NF!SH(3), Itl 0), A 
IT (385) ,00 (3155) , PRO C38!!), v (3I5l1) , wT(385), NI'L. (3) 
COMMON/Fl/WO C~S5) ,FISHP48 (53,~,2) ,FUHMN(53,3,2), IE (l) ,BI ,BIOMP,8M8 
1 C5,.) ,BM,(~,3) ,BMP,BNAME(~,.,24) ,BUGo(!!,.) ,000(3) ,I'EATS(J,2) ,FISHN 
2 C3, 3), FNAM! (3,3,24) , FISI;W C~, 3), IBOUNO (2), KM, MW, NOYOL.K (3) , SURMAT (6, 
315) 
COMMON/BI/BUGNC5,~) ,BUGW(!5,4) ,BWNC C!!) ,CAS(5,4) ,COD(5,<I) ,COl (5) ,CDR 
1 (2) ,COS(!!,~,2) ,COTC!5,~,.) ,COV(!!,',2) ,COW(3) ,CEXUVA(5) ,CGTC!!,4,3),C 
2IG(5,.,2) ,CMN(5,.) ,CaY(!!,.,2) ,CU(!!,') ,CVP(!!,2) ,OEGOC5,.) ,KFOHAB(!5 
3,~), KIL.L. (5,.), KK C5, 4), KTIIANS (5,.) C········.·.· .... ··· ........................................................... . 
C CAL.CUL.ATE DRIFTING 8IOMASS C········· ..................................................................... . 
IF(ITRACE,EQ.l) WRITE (11,311111) 
00 1111 IoI,NCHRTB 
KoNBUGCI) 
00 10 J.I,K 
RATIO(I,J)·I. 
BUGD CI ,J).I1I. C····· •.•..... · .. ·· ...••....•........•.........•.•....•...••....•...•....•...... 
C ADJUSTMENT FOR TRANSFEREO COHORTS C···· .•..••...••...•.•.•.•..•• _ .•••.••••..•...••.•....•.......•.•..•......•..... 
L..J 
IFCKK(I,J).EO.I) L..J.I C····.·.· ...................................................... _ ............... . 
C EGGS AND VACANT COHORTS C.··· ........................................................................... . 
IIf(BUGW(I,J)) 11,10,11 C···· .••.••.•.•••••••..•.............•.•••.•.••••...•.•..•.....•................ 
C SEI'AI!ATE THE TVpES OF TRA~SFER C···· •.••.•••.•••••.•.•.....••..•.......•...•••.•.•••••..•....•.••.•....•.••.... 
11 IF(KTRANS(I,L)) 50,45,51'1 
~!! AIISC·OEGOCI,J) 
GO TO 50 
50 ABSC.BUGw CI, J) C········ ........•.............................................................. 
C AMOUNT OF TRANSHR CONSTRAINT C····· •••••.•••••• ·· •.••.•......•...••.••....•••••..•.•....••....•.............. 
1111 IFCABSC.L.E.COTCI,L.d) GO TO 55 
I"TI'. (COT CI, L.,~) .. eSC)1 (COT CI,L., 3)·COT (I, L ,2) 
GO TO 55 
II!! FTI". (A!lSC.COTeI, L., 2))1 CCoT CI, L., I) ·COT CI, L, 2)) 
811 II'CI"TI".COTCI,L,4ll 57,87,58 
117 FTF.COTCI,L.,4) c···· .......................................................................... . 
C SUNOING CRO" CONSTRAINT 
C (,5) IS THE MIDPOINT OF THE OENSITV FUNCTIO~ 
C (.31831) IS TME RECIPROCAL. OF 1'1 
C (3.1415g) IS PI C····· .••.•.•....•.. · ...................•....................................... 
5g I'SC. ,!I-.~1831.ATAN (BUGN tI, J) '~.1~158' (8UGN CI, J) .COS CI, L., 1) )/COS CI, 
PAGE 
IL,2)) 
IF (nC ,L T ,FTFl FSC.FTF 
C- ................................................................................ . 
C VELOCITY CONSTRlI~T 
C ••• - ................................................................................... . 
vx.vCIO)·COV(I,L,I) 
IFCvX,G~,m,) GO TO um 
Fy"FSC 
roC' TO 11111 
1"0 FYIF5C.EXP(COVCI,L,2)oVX) 
I~I IFCFV,r.r,I,) FV'I. 
c _ ........ _ .. - _ .... _ .. ----.- .... -- ______ .......... _____ ........................................ . 
C DETE~,..INE THE PERCnlT OF TME COMORT TM4T ENTERS THE ORII'T 
C·· - ............................................................................................ . 
PED. (COw (1) +cow (2) -COW (3» I (COW (I) Inl'+cow (2) II'SC+COw (3) II'Vl 
HMF I.RUGW (I, J) .IIUGN ex, J) oPEDoAREA 
!IUGN(I,J).eUGN(I,Jlo(I ... PED) 
c····· .. ·.· ............................................................................ . 
C COMBI"ATIO~ OF TRANSFERRED COMORTS 
C··· - ............................................................................... . 
IFC8 IJr.n(I,L)) 8,8,Q 
Q TF.~PI·BUGD(I,L).TEMPI 
""J·I 
RATIn(I,H).BUGO(I,L)/TE~PI 
RATI~ (I ,J) 1I,·IUTIOn ,~) 
8 AI.Jr,~(I,Ll.TE~PI 
IF (tTRACE ,Efl,l) wRITE (6,301)BUGO(I ,J) ,eUGNCI,J) ,FTF,FSC,I'V,PEO,RAT 
I!O(Y,L1,I,L 
I~ CONnNUE C····- .. ·.····· -.•..•..•..•.•...••..••.•.•••••••.••••.••.••••••••••••••••••••••• 
C DETERl~E THE A"IlUNT OF ORIFT INGESTEO By FIS~ 
c····· ........ _ ...................................................................... . 
CAlL INGEST 
c .. -- --- .-- ---- ----._ .. ____ we •• _. ____ ._ .... _ •••• ____ ••••••••••••• ____ •••••••••••••• 
C I'IETER"'INE H1~ AMOU~T OF O~IFT T>iAT SETTLES BACK 
C· ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ~ .......................................... . 
IF (ITIHCF. .EIl,I) WR ITE (~, 311'2) 
~O 2~ I'I,NCHRTA 
Ko"'BUG (Il 
DO ?e J'I,~ c---------------.... ---- ___ .... ___ ....... _ ... __ ...... __ . __ ...................... . 
C AOJU~T"E"IT FOR TRANSI'EREO CO>iORTS C···· ............................................................................ . 
L. J 
!F(KKCI,J),EQ,I) L.'J-I 
c - .--._.- .......................................................................... . 
C EGG~ AND VACA~T COHORTS 
C •• _ •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
IfCBUGW(I,Jll 12,2~'\2 
12 ~AS.FlUGDCI,L).UTIO(I,J)/BUGW(I,J)/AREA C···· ............................................................................ . 
C STANOI'IG CROP CONST~AINT 
C (,31831) IS THE RECIPROCAL. OF PI 
C (.~) IS THE MIOPrJINT OF T>iE DENSITy FUNCrIO"l 
C (3.141~9) IS PI C···· •..•. -..................................................................... . 
PAGE 
·SCS'. 5·, 31831 0 ATAN (BUGN (I, J) .3,141 ~po (BUGN (I, Jl·COS (I, L., Ill/COS CI 
I, L., 2) 
WBPOUTINf. TRAN C····.· ... · ....................................................................... . 
C SI~ULATES TME TRA'ISFER, EMERGl'lCE, AND MATCMI'lG 01" CO>iQRTS C······ .. · .... · ................................................................... . 
COMMOt-J/PI/AREA, IO, !rRACE, JD,NBUG (5) ,NCHRTB,NCHRTF ,I<FISH(3), 18 0), A 
1 T (365) , DO C 36 5) , PRO (3e5) , V (3e5) , WT C 3e~l , NFL C 3) 
COM~ON/B I/BUGN C!5, 4) ,BUGW (5, 4) ,BWI<C (5), CAS (5, 4) ,C()O (5, 4), COl (e), CDR 
I (2) , CDS (5,4,2) , COT (~, 4,4) ,COV (e, 4,2) ,COw (3) ,CE ~ UV A (e) ,CG T (5,4,3) ,C 
2lG (5,4,2) ,C MN (5,4) , csv (5,4,2) , C TR (5,4) ,C YP (~, 2) , DEGt' (~, 4) ,KFOHAB (~ 
3,4), KILL (~, 4) ,KK (~, 4), KTRANS (e, 4) 
!F(ITRACE.EQ,I) "RlTE(6,3~m) 
00 HI I'I,I<CHRTB 
KI NAlJG (Il 
00 H' J o l,K 
I'(BUGN(I,J» 10,10,40 C····· ............................................................................. . 
C AOJUST~ENT ,..OR PREVIOUSL.Y TRANSF£RRED COHORT 
c.··· ............................................................................. . 
41!! L.I J 
IF(KK(I,J).EQ,I) L'J.I 
c····· ........ · ..................................................................... . 
C DETERMINE THE TYPE OF TRANSFER C····· ............................................................................. . 
IF(KTRANSCI,Lll 50,50,50 
50 TEMPIIWTCIO).CTRCI,L) 
!F(TEMPI.LT.O!,) TE"PI'0, 
DEGD (I, J) oOEGO CI, J).TEMPI 
A.SSC'OEGOCI,J) 
r;o TO 7 ~ 
6~ ABSCoBlJGWcr,J) 
70 H(lTRACE,EIl,I) WRITE(I5,310) ABSC,KK(I,Jl,I,L. 
IF(ARSC.LT.CDDCI,Jll GO TO 10 
C •• -.- ••• _ ...................................................................... . 
C !SEF'A~ATE EMERGANCE AND LARVAL. TRANSFERS 
C ••• _- ............................................................................. . 
H(J·K) 76,8P1,7~ 
C ••• - ••••• ~ •••• ~-•• _ •• __ •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
c DETE~HINe: Ti-l£ SURVIVAL OF EMERGING ADUL.TS 
c····· ....... ~ .. -.... _ ... _ ....................................................... . 
80 !FCATCID'.LT,CASCI.tll G~ TO gl 
lFO T (!Dl.;r.CASCI,2ll GO TO 92 
P.s&! • 
::;0 yo .4 
91 ;>As.Er.~,~OSCi,().(CAS(I,I).AT(IO»)) 
GO TO 9t 
92 PASol,'C(AYCtDl.CAScr,2»)/(CASCI,3).I,) 
94 SA~.Rw~N(I,J).~AS 
: .. -.............. ..,- ................ _ .......... _- ........................ _ ............... . 
C DETE"~P~E Tt<E NU'18ER OF YOU~G PRODUCED 
::; ",. - ................................................ _-_ ...................... ~ .............. . 
B lIG N CI , I) ICY P (I , 1) • S AN 
H(8UGN(I,I),LT,CYP(I,2» BUGN(I,I)'CYP(I,2) C··· ............................................................................ . 
C CREHID'" OF A VACANCY C····· •.•... ' .................................................................... . 
~ uG • ( I , J ) all! , 
PAlip; 3 
C.·······.· .. ·· ..... · ... · .................... ··.·.···· ..... · ............................ . 
C VEL.OCITY CONSTRAINT C···· ... • ••••• ••• .• ••• ............ · •... · ..... ··.·•··•· ..... · .......................... . 
I'Vhl,lI· ((V (IOl .. Cav CI ,L.,I» 1 (CSV (I ,L., 2) .cav (I ,L., Illl 
IF(l'Va.IiT.I.) I'Vhl, C···· •• ·•.· ........... ·• •.. • ............. · ...... · •.••• ··•• .. · .......................... . 
C O!Tp;RMINE TH! "ERCENT 01' ORII'T THAT SETTL.!S C·····.·.· .... ·· ... ···· ..... · .. · ........... · .... ···.·.·····.·· ................. -....... . 
"SO. (CDR (Il +COR C2ll1 (COR Cll/FSCS+COR (2l/FVS) 
BUliN CI, J) -BUGN (I, Jl."SOoBAS 
II'CITRACE.!CI.1l WRITE (e, 303) BUGD CI, J), BUGN (I, J), FSCS, FVS, PSD, I, L. 
al CONTINUE 
RETURN C········ .. · .. ······.···· ... ···.······ .. · .. ············ .. · ......................... . 
C TUC! FORMATS 
C· .. ••• .. •••• ... •• ...... •••• ... ••• .......... •• .. •••••••• ... ••••••• .......................... . 
31110 FORMAT (eHILORIFT 153M aUIiO, BUGN, FTF, FSC,"'v, PEO, RATIO (I, L) ,I, L (SEQUEN 
ITIAL.L.Y OOWNWARD» 
3111 !'ORMAT(lH ,7!ll,5,1X,2Ill 
3112 I'ORMATC5HI!IORrI'T/~IJH BUGO,BUGN,FSCS,I"VS,PSD,I,L.(SEQUENTIAI.L.Y OO~N"A 
IRO)) 
3113 I'DRMATCIM ,5£ll,5,2.,2II) 
ENO 
PAG! 2 
BUGN(I,J,.". 
0[1i0 CI ,1 lolli. 
IF (IUAC!,EQ,I) WIIITf(6,320) BUGN(I, 1) ,PAS,SAN,! ,J 
GO TO III C······.··· ... ··· .. ·······.···· ...... ······ ... ···· .. ··· .... ·.· ......................... . 
C DETERMINE TH£ L.OSS I:'F WEIGHT DURING A I.ARVAL. TRANSFEIi 
C·· .. ••••• ..... ••• .. ••••••••••• .. ••••••••••••••••••••••••• .......................... . 
715 IFCKK(I,J).£a.l) GO TO 77 
BUGW CI, J).eUGw (I, J) oEXUVA (I) 
OEGO eI ,J"e. C··· .. •• .. •·•••••••••••••••••···••··•••••••••·•·•·•••·•• ........................... . 
C TRANSF!R U" INTO A VACANCY 
C·· .. • .. • .. ••••••••••• .. •••••••••••••• .. ••••••••••• .. ••••••• •••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
77 M.hl 
IFCBUGWCI,")) 9~,78,95 
715 eUGw CI, 11) .BUGW (I, Jl 
BUGN CI, Hl-BUGN CI, J) 
IF(BUGW(I,J),Ea,III,) BUGWCl,M).BWNCCIl 
DEGO(I,M)", 
IF (KK CI, Jl .fa.1l DEGD (I, "')'OEGO CI, J) ·TEM" I 
KK (I, M) oI!I 
IFCITRACI!,ECI,Il WRITE(I5,340) I,J,KK(I,J) ,L.,M 
BUG\; (I, J"0. 
BUGN(I,J)'0, 
KI< CI, J) om 
GO TO 10 
95 KKCI,J).I 
IFCJ.EQ,ll BUGwCI,J)laWNCCI) 
IIIJ CONTINUE 
RETURN C······ .. •·······•··········· .. ··· .. ·········•··· .. · .. · .. ··· .......................... . 
C TR4C! FORMATS C···· .. ••••• ..... ·••••••••• •• •·••••••••·•• ..... • .. ••• .. • .. •• .. • ............................. . 
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3111e FO"MAT (5H0TRANl 
3111! I'ORMAT(12H ABSC,KK,I,L/IH ,El2.!5,I5,h,2Il) 
32111 I'ORMAT(17M BUGN,PAS,SAN,I,J/IM ,3EI2.!5,2X,2Il) 
3.0 f'ORMATC2I/1M TUNSI"ER·I,J,KK,L.,M/IH ,513) 
EN!) 
~uaROliT1NE lfolGEST 
c· - - _. -_ •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
C SIMULATES THE INGESTION OF MACROINVERTEBIUTES BY FUH 
C EGGS OF MACROINVERTFARATES ARE NOT CONSIDERED IN THE DRI'T 
C THE I~()EXES USEn IN THIS SUBROUTINE ARE THE HUIMAL VALUES 'OR 
C THE OIMENSIONS FOUND "'ITHIN AND '1AY 8E CHANGED TO sun THE USER 
C -. _ ••• _ •• -_ •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
OIMENSIUN B (1') ,DEAOfl(l~) ,1'(11) ,~N(I5) ,FW(II) ,PI (1') 
CO~Ma" IP I/AREA, 10, !TRACE, JD, NBUG (~) , NCHRT8, NCHIIT!', NFUH (3),18 (I) , A 
I' (3~~) , Orl (36~), PRO (365), v (3/1,), WT (315'), NFL (3) 
CO"~(l"'/n 1\;0 (3f1i~) , F I SHMB (53,3,2) , I' ISH'1N (53,3,2) , IE CI) , B I, BlaH", 8HB 
I (~, 4) ,RMF (3,3) ,BMP,BNAME (',4,24) ,8UGDC',4) ,000(3) ,'EATS(3,2) ,I' IS Hili 
2 (J,J) ,F'IA"'E (3,3,24) ,~ISHW(J,3), IBOUND(2) ,K"','1"',NOVOLK (3) ,SUII'1AT(I5, 
315) 
CO~~O .. /F2/CASSIM(3,2,2) ,CEAT'A (II) ,CEAT"'(II) ,CEATT(I5,3) ,CI'ECE (3,2),C 
IFECR (31 ,CFECS(3) ,CMORTC (3,2,2) ,C"'OIITF(3,2) ,C'1ClRTT (3,3,3) ,C'10RTV(3, 
23,3) , C PRE I' (II, I') , e liE SPE , eRE SPT (3,2) , CIIESPV (3,2,3) , CRfSI'''' (3,2) , HATC 
JH (3) , 100 (J) , I SW I , L AYEGG (3) , ~ SI "I 
E all I VAlE ~e F (8 UGO ( I , 2) , ~ (I» , (F EATS C1 , Il " ( I)l , (I'I SH", C1 ,2) ,'w 0) ) , 
I (FT SM', (1.2) , F N (I» 
e· - -•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
e ~ aBUGO 
C CORPSE ·CRUN MClRTALITV RATE INDuCED VIA A SIfolGULAR I'REDATOR 
C OEA['~(15) ·OEAD RliGS FIIO~ FISH INGESTIO" G'1 DRy WEIGHT 
C F aFE4T~ 
C FPMU IIATE 1'\1' INGESTION -OF A SI"GuLAR PREDATOR 
F~ aFI!"'~ 
FN .FISt'l~ 
F~"AX ·RATE OF I~GE5TIO~ 
PI (1~) .PROrUC· OF BUG COHORT SURVIVAl.. RATES OVER FUH 
POOL .FOOD AVAII..ABILITY POOl.. 
SUM .TOTAL FOOD POOl.. 
C _ •• - ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
-:O"'VERSII'lN n, ELE~E~TS FOR EQUIVAI..ENCE STATE"'ENTS 
~AC RO I ~vERTEBRATES 
1,2 1 2,2 2 
1,3 I'i 2,3 7 
1.4 II 2.4 12 
FI SH 
3,2 3 
3,3 e 
3,4 13 
1,2 I 2,2? 3,2 3 1,3 4 2,3' 3,3 II C···············.·············.·.·· ............................................ . 
C CALCULATIO~ OF TOTAL C'!lIn (FOOD POOL.) C····· -.....•.•.•.•......••.•••.•. -.•.•••••••••••••.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
SUMae. 
~O 10 Jal,15 
I~ SUMaSUM+S (J) 
!F(JTRACE.EQ.1l oIRITE(e,31!10) SU'1 C································· ............................................. . 
C CAi..CULATION OF THE IIATE OF INGESTION 
C (~5.) IS APPROXIMATELY THE HIGHEST POSSIBL.E EXPONENT WITHOUT OVERFLOW 
c: _. _ ............ -- .......... -.- ...... -- .-- ... -- ---- .... -_ .... -._ ... - .. --- ..... ---._ --_.- _.---_ .. - ••••••• 
PAGE 
DO 40 Ial,6 
~BaF~ (I)*FW (Il 
POClLaSUM/FB*CEATFA (1) 
IF(POOL.GT.8~.l POOLaa,. 
o IFF aCE A TT CI, 2)·CEATT (1,3) 
SUBROUTINE S"A"'''(I) C.···.·.·.· ......... · .. · ............................................... _ ....... . 
C SIMUL.ATES SPAWNING BEHAVIOR OF FISH C··· ............................................................................ . 
COM/40N/PI/AREA, 10, lTRACE,JD, N8UG (5) ,NCHRTB, NCHRTF, NnSH (3), IB (I), A 
1 T (36') , DO (3115) , PRO (3115) , v (311') , WT (3e5) , NFL (3) 
COM",ON/FI/Wo (38S), FISHMB (53, 3, 2) ,'ISHMN ('3, 3, 2), IE (I) ,BI ,8IOHI',BIII8 
1(5,4) ,BM' (3,3) ,B'1P,BNAME (5,4,2.) ,8UGD(',4) ,000(3) ,I'EATS(3,2l ,'ISHN 
2(3,3) ,FN4"'E(3,3,24) ,FISMW(3,3), IBOUND(2) ,KM,'1W,NOYOLK (3) ,SURM4TCII, 
315) 
C0'1",ON/F2/CASSI'" (3, 2, 2), CEATFA (15), CEATM (l5l, CEATT (6 ,3), CFECE (3,2),C 
I 'ECR (3), CFECS (3) , CMORTC (3, 2,2) , C~ORTI' (3, 2) , CI10RTT (3, 3, 3) , CI'IORTV (3, 
23,3) ,CPRE'(I5, 15) ,CRESPE,CRESl'T(3,2) ,CRESI'V(3,2,3) ,CRESP~(3,2) ,HATC 
314 (3),100 (3), YSWI ,L.AyEGG (3), NSIM C···· •.••••••••••.•••••••.•••.•••••.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•••••.•••• 
C CALCULATION 01' SI'AWNING SEASON PROXIMITY AND lOR PROGRESS 
C ••••• • .......................................................................... . 
IF(FUHW(I,lll 113,10,'0 
10 I'(lo·lODCIll '13,20,313 
20 DDD(I)aOOCID) 
30 LIMlhDD(Io).DDoCI) 
IF(LI"'IT·LAYEGG(I)) '0,40,40 
C - ••••• - ......................................................................... . 
C EGG DEPOSITION ANO COHORT W[IGMT TRANSI'ER 
C (e.~eISI5I5117) IS THE RECIPROCAL OF .15 (WET TO DRY WEIGHT CONVERSION) 
C (.6283) IS 4/3*PI*.15 • THE VOL.U'1E OF AN EGG IN DRY wEIGHT (S"ECIFIC 
C GRAVITYal.l C········-.... · •. · .. · ............... · ..................................... _ .. _ ..•.. 
40 LaNFISH(I) 
EGGNa (I' lSHW CI , L) *e. 6156el5!!7).*CI'ECE (1,2) .CFECE CI , 2) 
elISHW (l, l)aCI'ECR CI)"3. *.11283 
FI SHW (I, L) a~ ISHW CI, L.).,y SHW (I, 1) *EGGN.CI'ECS CI) 
FISHN (r, 1) aEGGN*FISHN (I, L)*CFECS (Il 
000(1) a0. 
HATCH cr )aOO (ID) 
~Q! RETUR~ 
END 
'RMAh!)'" (CI!ATT CI, I) * OIT (10) ·CI!ATT CI, 3»)* ((CEATT (1,2) ·..,T (10) 10IF 
11') .. (CUn (1,1).01") 
'RMU. (I •• !II' (."OOL.».'RM"X 
CORPUa,e.CEATIII (Il.~RMAX ISUM 
II'ClTR"C[.!Q.1l WRIHCI5,301l CORPSE,'RMAX C······· .... · .. ····.·.······· .. ·.· ... ·· .. ····· .. ··· ...................................... -
C TRANSFORIIIATION '0' PR!'ERENCE vIA IVLEV'S INDEX OF SEL.ECTIVITY 
C CALCULATION 01' POOLED AND SE"ARATE SURVIVAL RATES 
c····· .. ··· .. ·· ... ·.···.· ........ ··.··.··.· ... ········ ...... _._._. ----- ...... -... -.. -
DO 2111 J a lr1' 
h8 CJ)/SUM 
.. (CfOREI' CI ,J)"A) I CCPRE' CI, J)+A)+I. 
2' SURHATCI,J)al ... CORPS!tA 
., CONTINUE 
C· ................................................................................... . 
C CALCUL.ATION 01' BUG LOSS 
C CORRECTION I'OR S » 1 AND DIVIDE BY ZERO (PFlEF+h~l 
C ••• - ••••••••••••• p •••••••••• - ...... -.- ....... - •• -- - .......... _._- -_ ................ -- -- ............ _. 
DO Sf Jal., I' 
PICJ)ll. 
00 5111 Ial,5 
I~(SURMAT(I,J).GT.l.) SURrotAT(I,J)al. 
II'(SUR'1AT(I,J).LT.III.) SURMATCI,J)al. 
511 "1 CJ)aPI (J) aSUR"'AT Cl, J) 
DEAD!! (J)aB (J) ·~I CJ) *11 CJl 
ISIII !!(J)aBCJ).OEAOB(J) C····· .. · ........................................................................... -. 
C CALCULATION 01' INGfSTION BY I'ISH COHOIITS C······· ..... ·· ... ··· ........................ -................................. .. 
DO 811 Ial, e 
, (I)a,. 
DO 11" Jalr1S 
7111 I'(I)IOfArlB(J).ALOG(SUR"'AT(I,Jll/ALOG(PI(Jl)+I'(Il 
81 CONTINU[ 
l'(ITRACf.!Q.l) WFlITE(6,~02) ((SURMATCI,J),J a l,I'),Ial,6),(OEADB(I 
1),hl,I!!), ('(Il ,lal,l5) 
RETURN C··········.· ................................................. -............... -. 
C TRACE 'ORMATS C··· .............................................................................. . 
31110 FoR"'AT(7HIIIINGEST/.H SUMI1H ,EI2.'/3I5H CORPSI!,FRMAX(SEQUENTIAL.LY DO 
lWNWARD)) 
31111 'ORMATClH ,2[11.') 
312 'ORI'IAT(7H SUR'1AT/!(IH r1'~!5.21l,I5H DEADfl/3(IH ,5EI2.0/),2H 1'/11'1 ,~ 
IE 11." 
fNo 
'UNCTION NIMRODCI) C····· ........................................................................... . 
C Sl'1ULATES THE ANGLING MORTALITY 0' 'ISH 
C .. •• .. • ... ••• •• • ........................................................................ . 
COMMON/PI ORE A ,10, ITR,lCE, JD, NBUG (5), NCHRTB, NCHRTI', NF ISH (3), IB (Il, A 
IT (385), DO (35!!), PRO (315') , V (385), WT (35'), NFL (3) 
CO'1MON/I'I/wO (31S5) ,'ISHI'I8 "3, 3, 2), I'lSHMN ('3,3,2), IE (Il ,BI ,BIUMP, 8MB 
I (S,,) ,B""(3,3) ,BMP,BNAME (5,4,24) ,BUGD(S,.) ,000 (3) ,~EATS(3,2) ,FISHN 
12(3,3) ,'NA'1E(3,3,2') ,FISHW (3,3), IBOUND(2) ,KM,MW,NOYOLK (3) ,SURMAT (5, 
3111) 
C· ••• • ................................................................. - ••••• - - ••• 
C DETERMINATION 0' THE PROXIHITy 01' TH[ SEASON C·····.··.····· .. ·.······ .... ·.·.··.··.· .. · ....... · ............................. . 
NI MROoaJD·180UND (Il 
II' (NIMROO) 30, I III ,10 
111 IFCUOUNO(2) .. NI'1ROD.IBOUND(1" 31i1,211l,20 
C·· .......................................................... _ ................. - •••••••• 
C WEEKENC! "lIHING 
C (7) IS THI! NUMBER 0' DAYS IN THE wEEK 
c··········· .. ·· ...... ···.··· ....... ·········.· .. ······.·· ......................... . 
211l KKaNIMROD·l·NIMROD/h7 
II' CKK) 40,411, 3 III 
311 NIMRODa0 
41!! I'CITRACE.fQ.I) WRITE(5,3011) ~I'1ROO 
RETURN C···· .... • •••• •· ................................................................. . 
C TR"CE FORMA TS 
C·· ...................................................................... - ••••••••• 
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3011 "ORMAT(7H0NIMROO/IH , %3) 
END 
PAGE 
~LJ~lcTIOt-. QESP(I,J) 
c _. _ .... _ ........ _ ...... __ ... _____ -. __ ........ __ -. -- -_ .. -- ....... _ •••• ___ .w ......... -_ ••••••••••• 
C SIMULATES RESPIR,ATlON OF FISH C····.· ... ····· .....•...............•......•.•......•..•.•.•......•.••••..••.••• 
C()M"0"/P1IAREA, 10, !TRACE,JO, NBUG(!!l ,NCHRTB,NCI1RTF ,NFlSH(~), IB (ll,. 
I T (J5~), un (~6~), PRO (36~), V (365), WT (365l, "IFI. (3) 
co~"n"/~ 1/100 (365),FI5111'B (53,3,2l,FrsHI1N(53,~,2l, IE(ll,BI ,BIOMP,BMB 
1 (~, 4),B"F (3,~) ,eMP,BNAME (5,4,24l ,eUGO(5,~) ,OOO(~) ,HATS(3,2) ,FlSMN 
c (3,3) ,FNH'E (3,3,24) ,FISHW(J, 3), IBOUNO(2),KM,I11o,NOYOL.K (3) ,SURI14T(6, 
315 , 
CO~Mr"/F2tCA~SIM(3,2,2),CEATFA(6),CEATI1(el ,CEATT(e,~l,CFECE(~,2l,C 
1 FE C p D 1 , CFE C 5 (3) , CHORTC (3,2,2) ,C MOIHF (~, 2l , C MORTT (3,3,3) ,CHORTV (3, 
,~, 3) ,eF'REF (~, 15l ,CI1ESPE,CIIESPT(3,2),C'lESPVO,2,3) ,CRESPW(3,2) ,tUTC 
3" D 1 , I ~O D 1 , r S~ I, L. AY E GG (3) ,NS I 11 
r. ••••••••••••• ""' ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
cALCIJLATIO" OF ACTIvE AND STANDARD METABOLIC RATES 
(~.~6~6~~7) I~ THE RECIPROCAL OF .15 (WET TO DRY WEIGHT CONVERSION' 
(l~~p.) CO'lvERTS MG02lKG TO MG02lGI' 
(.5) IS THE I1H,PGI'-T OF THE DENSITy FUNCTION 
(.31831) IS THE R~CIPROCAI. OF PI 
CJ.141~g) I~ PI 
c .......... - ............................ -- ........ -- ...... --- ..... _ ......... _.- .- ... --•• - .................................. .. 
K 0 J.I 
~ 0 (~ ! ~ ~. Cl , J 1 .~. ~6 6~5~' 1" CRE SPw (I, K) *CR~SPT (I, 11)*. (w T (10 l/10 .ll U 
I ~~. 
rQ,l.p,2l GO T(". 
RE~ToR 
GC TO ,~ 
B 0fSTo (. 5+.31831"TA~ (~.1'159.CRESPV (I ,K, 2l* (V (ID)·CRES!'v (I, ~,3l)ll 
I·CR~~PV(I,~,I)·R 
c· •••••••••••• , ••••••• '." •• ' ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
C OETE"~I~ATION 0" DAILY 'rIG"!T LOSS 
C (24.) IS T><E "'U"BEI/ OF HOURS/On 
C (.~11"'''684 CC'~VERTS "G02lG'1 TO GI1 ORY ~EIG"'T 
C (.~16415) I~ (,~"06~4).24. C····.· ... " •......... ' .... '.' ." ..........•••......•.•..•....•••.•..•.....••... 
IF(DDD(Ill II'I,1t!1,2~ 
IQ' RESPo (REST.CRESPE.24, + (1,·CRESPE).R.2'.l.FlSHW (I ,J)*.0aae84 
GO 'I'! 3~ 
?11 RE5PoPESToFISHW(I,J)*.eI6'16 
3~ IFOTIIACE.EQ.I) .RITE(~,300) R,RESP,RF.ST,t,J 
~E TUR" C········.······· .............................................................. . 
C TIIACE FORMATS C····· ......•...•...•........•..•...•........•......•.....•......••.•..••...•... 
30~ FDRMATr5H~PESP/15H P.RESP,REST,!,J/lt< ,3El2.~,2X,211) 
END 
5ToEXP (CMORTT (I, J, 21.wT (IO)·CMORTT (I, J, 3l.WT crC).WT (rrll·CMORTT CI, J 
1 r! II 
h (,5+,~ IS31.ATAN (3 .141~g.CMORTV (1, J, '.,* (V CIDl·CI10RTV (I, J, 3llll*CM 
I ORTV C! , J , I) 
SVoDP(.Al 
~oST·SV 
l.oJ·2 
IF (I.) 5~, II", It!! C····· ..•.......•..•..•.........................•............................... 
C CnND!TtONAL MORTAL.ITY 
C (,aI7214) IS 2."1/385 WHEPE 355 IS THE FRE~UENCY I·i JULIAN OAYS C··············· ............................................................... . 
1 ~ K'J.I 
OJ-JO 
~C oC MOR TC (I, K , I) * SIt.. (. Q' 1 '214' (OJ·C MORTC CI , K ,2») + 1 • 
U(Se,LT.I.) SoS*SC 
!F(Ll 41",4('1,2P 
21" lFClswIJ 4P,4J,3111 C················ .............................................................. . 
C FI!"!INr; MN'TAI.ITY C····· •......................................................................... 
3~ SWlolSWI 
M,CMQRTF CI, ll*EXP (·CMORTF (I, 21*SwI) 
F~_M 
S~_I ,.FM/Fl SHN (I, Jl 
S,S.~F C······ .•.. · ..•.•........ " ... '.'.' .................•.............•............. 
C MIGR6T!ON 
C (7.) IS THE NUHBER OF UAYS I~ THE WEEK C.··· .•.......•..•.......... _ ..............•......•...........•.•.•.•.......•... 
40 TRAVELoF!SHMN(MW,r,K)t7, 
PAGE 
HOLOoF!SHI1R CM"', I ,II) t7. 
!F(FISHNCI,Jll 45,4',50 
4~ FISHN(!,J)_~, 
4' IF(TRAVEL.) s",se, '51" 
C·· _ ••••• -- _ •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
C MORTALITY DERITS C.··· .••. _. -_ .. _' •• _ ..••.••.•. _ .•.•.••.•..••••••.•••••••••••. _ •••••••. _ •••••••.• 
~~ !F(S.GT,l,l Sol. 
DaFISHN(l,J)-FISH"'C1,J).S 
F ISHN (I. J) "FISHN (I, J).7I1AVEI..1) 
IF('J~I") ~",~~,7~ 
50 STO~EoFI~HN(I,J)-T~AV[ 
• UHIo (!, J) 0 (STOR~*F I S" ,J) +~OL.O)/FI SHN (I, J) 
!~ (lTRACE.EGl.I) .ilJTE (, ~0) O,FISHN(T,J), 5,SC,SF,ST,SV, TR~YE~, I,J 
8 'E T'jq, 
e······· _ ..... -_ ............................................................... . 
C 'IIACE "a~MHS C·····.-._. __ ... _ •....•••.........•.................•.....••........•••...... _ .. 
3M : ~~~"A' (~H~'1nRT IJ3o; 0, FI 5""', S, 5C, SF, 5T ,Sv, TQAVEL., I, J/IM , SF7.2, 2X, 2 
r \li" 
PAGE 
FUNCTION ASSIM CI, Jl 
C.· •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• -
C SIMUL.ATES USIMIL.ATION BY FISH 
C.· •••••••••••••••••• _ ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• -
COMMON/PI/AREA,IO,ITIIACE,JO,"IBUG(51,NCHRTB,NCl-iRTF ,NFIS'" (3), IB (I), A 
IT C385l, 00 C3115l, !,"D C3115l, v (3e5), WT (3e5l, NFL. (~l 
CO"'MON/I'l/wO (3115) ,F!SHMBC53,3,2l ,F15HM"I(53,3,2l, lEO) ,BI,tlIOH~,HM~ 
1 C5'.'·,BHF C3, 3l I BMP, BNAME (5,~, 24l, BUGO (5, 4), DOD 0), FEATS (3,2), F I $"'" 
2 C3,3l,FNAME (3, 3 , 2~), FISHW (3, 3), IBOUND (2', KM, Mw, NOYOL.K (3), SUR'1AT (0, 
315l 
CO"'MON/F2/CASSI"'C3,2,2) ,CEATFA(~) ,CEATM(l5l,CEHT(~,3) ,CFECE (3,2),e 
I 'ECII C~l I CFEC~ (3) ,C"'ORTC (3,2, 2l ,CMORTF (3, 2l ,C 110RTT (3,3,3) , CMR T V (3, 
23, 3l, CPREF ce, 15l, CRESPE, CRESPT (3, 2), CII!SPV C3, 2, 3l, CRESP, (3, 2) , rfATC 
3M (3l, 100 (~), rsWl,l. AHGG (3l, NSI'" 
~-J·l 
SLOPEoCASaIMCI,K,I) 
IFCWT(IOl·CASSIM(I,K,2ll 10,2111,20 
10 SL.OPEoSL.OPE/CASSIMCI,K,2l*WT(IOl 
211l ASSIMoSL.OPE*I'EATS (I ,K)/FISHN (I ,J) 
IFCITRACE.!Q.ll wRITE(6,30a) ASSIH,r,J 
R!TURN 
~III FORHATCeHIllASSIM/10'" ASSII1,I,J/IH ,EI2.5,2X,211) 
END 
!'AGE 
SUBROUTINE "'ORTeI,Jl C··················· ........................................................... . 
C SIHUL.ATES CO",PENSATORY "'ORHL.ITY OF FISH C······································· ....................................... -
COMMON/!' lIAR!A, 10, ITRACf, JO; NIIUG (5l ,NCHRTB, NCHRTF, NFISH (3) , I~ (1) , A 
1 T (3e 5l ,CO (3115) ,PRO (3651 , v (3110l' , WT (3115) ,NFL (3l 
C0I1HON/FI/WO(385),FISHMB (~3, 3,2) ,FISH~N(53,3,2), IE (ll,el,BIOMP,BM~ 
I (5,4),8",F(;',3l ,flMP,BNAMECO,4,24),eUGO(5,') ,000(3) ,FEATS(3,2) ,FISHN 
2 (3,31 , r ~AME C:~, 3,24) ,FI SHW (3,3) , I BOUND (2l , K M, Mw, '10YOI K (3) , SURM H (6, 
315l 
COMMON/I'21CASSIMC~,2,2) ,CEATFA (lIl,CEATI1 (6l,CEATT (6,3),CFECE (3,2),e 
lFECR(3l ,CFECS(3) ,CMORTC (3,2,2) ,CHORTF(3,2),CI10RTT(3,3,3) ,CHORTy (3, 
23, 3l, CPREI' (e, 15), CRESPE, CRESPT (3, 2) , CRESPV (3, 2, 3l , CRES~w (3, 2) , HATC 
3H (3), 100 (3), 15WI,I.~YEr,G (3), N51M 
0021 • 
SC 01. 
SFol. 
TRAVEL.00, 
MOL.Oo",. C··········································-·········· ......... ~ ............... . 
C TEHPERHIJRE AND VEL.OCITV I<ORHLITY 
C (.5l IS TME "'IOPoI~T OF THE DENSITy FUNCTION 
C (.318~11 IS THE ~ECIPROCAL. OF PI 
C C3.1~15gl IS PI C··················· ........................................................... . 
P£t;E 
SUSROUTINE EMEIIGE (Il C····· .•.........•...••........•................................................ 
C SIMULATES EME~GANCE OF TME EGGS 4"'0 T"'E INTRASPECIFIC TRANSFER UF FISH 
C ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
COMMON IP 1 OR~A, 10, ITRACE, JO, NBUG (5) ,NCHIHB, NCHRT~, 'IF I SH (3) , IB CI) ,A 
I T (35~) ,00 (3e5l , PRO (~e 5l ,V (311 5) ,WT (355) ,NFL. (3) 
COMMON/F I/WO (310), FI~HHe (~3, 3, 2) , FlSHMN (53, 3, 2), IE 0), el, BIOI1P, BMb 
1(5, ." B~F (3, 3), eMP, BNAME (5, 4, 24), BUGO (5, 4),000 (3l, F~ATS (3, 2), FISH'l 
2 C 3,3) , FNA ~f C 3,3,24) , F I SHW (3,3) , I BOUND (2) ,K M, I1W, NOYOLK (3) , SuRMA T (5, 
3l5l 
COMI10N/F2/CASSIM (3, 2, 2l, CEATFA (5), CEATM (6), CEA TT (6, 3) I CFEC~ (3, 2l, C 
IFECR(3l,CI'fCS(3) ,CMORTC (3,2,2),CMORTF(3,2),CMORTT(3,3,3),CMO~TV (3, 
23,3l,CPIIEF (6,15l,CRESPE,Cf<ESPT(3,2) ,CRESPV (3,2,3) ,CIIESPW(3,2l ,HATC 
31i (3l, 100 (3), !SWI, LAYEGG (3), NSIM 
c······.·.· ......... ·· .. ··· ...... ··.·.· ..... · .................................. . 
C TESTS FOR EME'IGAfICE C······· .................................................................. _ .... . 
LIMIr.OO CIO).HATCH (11 
IF ( IT II ACE • ~ Q • I) W II IT E ( e , 300 ) HATCH ( I ) ,L. I MIT, NO Y 0 I. K ( I 1 , I 
IFCUMIT·NC,YOLK (Ill 20,10,1~ C········.··.··············· ..... ··.···· ....................................... . 
C COHORT TRANSFEI! C········ ................................ -..................................... . 
10 LoNFlSIolCll 
'101.·1 
FISHW (! ,Llo (FISHW (I, L) .FISHN (I, U+FISHW (I, Ml.FIS~N (I, H»I (F ISH~ (I, 
I L.l+n SHN (1,11" 
'ISHIII (I, L.loF!SHN (I, L )+FISfiN (I, M) 
1'101'1·1 
00 15 J o l, '" 
~oL..J 
NoK·1 
fISHW cr, KloFISHW CI, N) 
FISHNel IKloFISHN(1 ,I.l 
15 CONTINUE 
I"ISHN(I,I)o~. 
"ISHW(I,Il_a. 
IOO(Il"IOOC!)+355 
20 RETURN C········.·········.··.··· ... · ...................... _ .......................... . 
C TR£CE FORMATS C······.·.··.· .................. _ .............................................. . 
157 
31'00 FORMAT(7~"'EMERGE/21~ HATCfi,LIMlT,NOYOLK,I/IH ,F6.~,2I6,.!X.rI) 
END 

